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PREFACE.

IN the present work I have employed the term Mechanism as applying to combinations of machinery solely
when considered as governing the relations of motion.
Machinery as a modifier of force, has in the science of
Mechanics occupied the at~ntion of nearly every mathematician of eminence who has arisen in the world ; but,
by some strange chance, nry few have attempted to give
a scientific form to the attractive and valuable results of
mechanism; for it cannot be said that the few and simple
machines which form the examples in books of mechanics,
are to be regarded as even forming a foundation for
the principles upon which is to be based a science that
will enable us either to reduce· the movements and actions
of a complex engine to system, or to give answers to
the questions that naturally arise upon considering such
engines ;-for example, are the means by which the results
are obtained the beat that might have been employed ?
or what are the various methods that might have been
substituted for them? Yet there appears no reason why
the construction of a machine for a given purpoee should
not, like any usual problem, be eo reduced to the dominion
of the mathematician, as to enable him to obtain, by direct
tJ2
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and certain methods, all the forms and arrangements that
are applicable to the desired purpose, from which he may
select at pleasure.

At present, questions of this kind can

only be solved by that species of intuition which long
familiarity with a subject usually confers upon experienced
persons, but which they are totally unable to communicate
to others.
When the mind of a mechanician is occupied with the
·contrivance of a machine, he must wait until, in the midst
of his meditations, some happy combination presents itself
to his mind which may answer his purpose. Yet upon analysing the mental operations by which the na11cent contrivance is gradually made to assume form and consistency, it
will generally be observed, that the motions of the machine

are the principal subject of contemplation, rather than the
forces applied to it, or the work it has to do.

For every

machine will be found to consist of a train of pieces connected together in various ways, so that if one be made
to move they all receive a motion, the relation of which
to that of the first is governed by the nature of the
connexion,

The work which the machine has to do will

require that the pieces appropriated to this work shall
move with respect to each other in some given manner,
and the forces applied to the machine to set it in motion
must also move the piece which receives them in some other
manner.

Thus the question of ·contriving a machine by

which a given kind of power may be made to perform giveu
work, is reduced to a problem of mere motion,-to a question of connecting the pieces which receive the power and
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those which do the work ;
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that when the first move

according to the law required by the economy of the power,
the last shall necessarily receive the motion which will
enable them to do the work. There are, of course, many
essential considerations of force and arrangement which
must be entered into before the machine can be completed,
but they admit of being abstracted in the first instance;
and it is only by 80 doing that we can hope to create a
science of mechanism. Yet this view seems to have presented itself but lately, with due clearness, to the minds
of writers on this subject ; and it may be interesting to
trace the history of its rise and progress.
Apart from the writings on the science of Mechanics,
the history of which is well known, a number of books

•

have been produced from time to time, having for their
subject Machinery.

At first, however, the leading prin-

ciple of classification in these is derived from the purpose for which each machine is designed, and according}y these books are either confined to machines destined
for one particular kind of work, as in the early treatises
of Valturius (1472) and Agricola (1550) on warlike and
mining machinery respectively; or else they are collections
of machines classed and described with reference to the objects for which they are constructed; divided, for example,
into machines for raising water, for grinding flour, sawing
timber, and

80

on.

The earliest of these collections are the

treatises of Besson (1569), Ramelli (1580), Strada (1618),
Zonca (1621 ), Branca (1629), Bockler (1662); and the list
might be continued without interruption to the present
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The voluminous 4'TheatrQm Machinarum" (1724)

of Leupold, although it falls under the same description,
yet in its first volume contains the first attempt to
consider the parts of machfnery separated from their
work, and referred to the modifications of motion.

And

although these parts are m$de to follow the usual me-

chanical powers, and are mixed up with considerations of
force, yet we find chapters on the crank, on

ot~m~,

on

machines for con"nting a cif'cular motion into a rectilinear, or a back and /Of"fiJards motion, and for converting
a back and /Of'tiJaf'ds motion into a continued cif'culaf'
motion ; and so on. This must, in fact, l»e considered as
the first attempt to produce a systematic treatise on Mechanism. The next step appears to have been mad~:! in
1794, by Monge, who, in planning the organization of

•

the Ecole Polytechnique, proposed to devote two months
of the drat year of study to the elements of machines.
" By · these elemet&ts are to be understood the means by
which the directions of motion are changed; those by which
progre88ive motion in a right line, rotative motion, and
reciprocating motion, ue made each to prodQce the others.
The most

compli~ted

machines being merely .the result

of a combination of some of these elements, it is necessary
that a complete enumeration ofthem should be drawn upt."
This enumeration formed the subject of part of his lectures,
and was the basis of the two similar systems of Hachette,
and of Lanz and Betancourt.

The latter wu finally

• Thia liK might be preceded by Vlt.ruriaa, Book x., the workl of Hero 1111d
other Greek mechlllliata, &c. Vide V~ .Mathematic:onam Opera. Par. 11198.
t Vide E11ai aur la Composition dea Machinea, par MM. Laos and Betan.
eou.rt, Pll. 1881. p. I.
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adopted for the Ecole Polytechnique, and printed in 1808,
under the title of "An Es&ay on the Composition of Machines." It was subsequently translated into English. Postponing for the moment the di~u~on of the aystem, we
may observe, that Monl6t in the above programme, distinctly proposes to study machi~es by treating them merely
as contrivaqces for changing one kind of motion into another, apart from aay consideratiqna of force. We ahall
see presently, however, that thia plan did not extend beyolld
the mere enumeration and description of the elements, without containing a provision for the calculation of the laws
of the motion, or changes of motion produced. Ampere,
however, appears to have contemplated the formation of
a system that would also include these latter objects;
for in hill Essay on the Philosophy of the Sciencea,
publiahed in 1884, we find it distinctly asaerted, "that
there exist certain considerations which if sufficiently developed · would constitute a complete acience, but which
have been hitherto neglected, or have formed only the
subject of memoirs or special essays. This science, (which
he terms Kiflematics,) ought to include all that can be

s~d

with respect to tnolion in ita dift'erent kind11, independently
of the forces by which it is produced. It should treat in
the first place of spaces paased over, and of times employed
in difFerent motions, and of the determination of velocities
according to the difFerent relations which may exist be-tween those spaeea and timea. ·
"It ought then to develope the difFerent instruments by
the help of which one motion may be converted into another,
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so that, calling these instruments by the usual name of ma-

chines, this science will define a machine to be, not as usual,
an instrument bg means of which we may change the direction and intensity of a given force; but, an instrument bg
means of which we mag change the directron and velocity
of a given motion. The definition is thus freed from the
consideration of the forces which act on the machine; a consideration which merely distracts the attention of those who
endeavour to unravel the mechanism.
" To understand, for example, the wheel-work by means
of which the minute-hand of a watch makes twelve turns
while the hour-hand makes but one, why need we trouble
ourselves with the force that sets the watch in motion ? The
efFect of the wheel-work, so far as it governs the relative
velocity of the hands, is the same, by whatever cause the
motion may be produced, as, for example, when the minutehand is turned by the finger.
"After these general considerations relating to motion
and velocity, this new science might pass on to the determination of the ratios that exist between the velocities of the
difFerent points o! a machine, or generally of any system of
material points, in all the movements of which the machine
or system is susceptible ; in a word, to the determination,
independently of the forces applied to the material points, of
what are called virtual velocities; a determination which ia
infinitely more comprehensible when thus separated from
considerations of Force•."
• Vide Ampere, Elsai sur la Philosophie des Sciences, l 1136, p. 60.
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It is much to be regretted that this distinguished writer
did not attempt to follow up this clear and able view of the
subject, by actually developing the science in question.

A similar separation of the principles of motion and force
formed the basis of the Lectures on Mechanism which I
delivered for the first time to the University of Cambridge,
in 1887; and the same views were subsequently sanctioned
by the high authority of Professor WhQwell, who, in his
Philosophy of the Inductive Sciences, has assigned a chapter
to the Doctrine of Motion •, in which, under the title of
Pure Mechanism, he has defined this science nearly in the
above words of Ampere, whom he quotes.
To make the plan of the following pages more intelligible, it will be necessary in the first place to take a short
review of the system of MM. Lanz and Betancourt, which,
as we have seen, is founded upon the views of :Monge.
Their system is thus detailed at the opening of their work :
"The motions of the parts of machines are either (1)

Rectilinear, (2) circular, (8) or curvilinear; and each of
these may be continuous in direction or alternate, that is,

back and jM'fJJard. These six motions admit of being combined two and two in twenty-one different ways, each motion
'being supposed to be also combined with itself.

The ob-

ject of every simple machine being to counterchange or
communicate these motions, the following system will include them all.
• Whewell, Philoaophy of the Inductive Sciences, IIWO, p. 144.
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4
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6
7
8
9
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11
12
18
14

15
16
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21..

Of many of these combinations, however, no direct solution is given. Thus for (2) we are,told to convert rectilinear
motion into circular by one of. the. combinations 'in (s), and
then to convert this into alternate rectilinear by one of
those in {7). In this way also classes 5, 6, 11, 12, 18, 15, 16,
18, and 21, are disposed of; so that there remain only twelve,

under which our authors proceed to arrange the elementary
combinations into which, according to them, mechanism may
be resolved.
This celebrated system, which has been pretty generally
received, must however be considered as a merely popular
arrangement, notwithstanding the apparently scientific aim• With velocity either uniform or nrylng according to a given law.

t With a velocity of the l&llle nature u that whieh procluce. lt, praerrinr a
CODIItant proportion to it or varying 'ac:c:ord.iDg to a given law. In the ume or In
dllferent plllllell,
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plicity of the scheme.

In the first place, it is not confined

to pure combinations of mechanism, but is

e~barrassed

by

the intrusion of several dynamical and even hydraulic contrivances.

Thus, a water-wheel and a windmill-sail are con-

sidered to be a means of converting continuous rectilinear
motion into continuous circular ; and a ferry-boat attached
to one end of a long rope, of which the other is fixed to the
bank, is admitted into Class 41, as a IJleans of converting continuous rectilinear motion into alternate circular.

Fly-

wheels, pendulums with their escapements, parallel motions,
are all placed in one class or other of this scheme.

No at-

tempt is made ·to subject the motions to calculation, or to
reduce these laws to general formulae, for which indeed
the system is totally unfitted.
The plan of the great work of Borgnis, published in
1818, is much more comprehensive and complete, really

embracing the whole subject of machinery, instead of
being confined by its plan to elementary combinations for
the modification of motion. Borgnis, in the volume on
the Composition of Marl&inu, divides mechanical organs
into six orders, each of which have subordinate classes.
His orders are •; (1) Receivers of power; (2) Communicators; (s) Modifiers; {4) Frame-work, fixed and moveable:
(5) Regul!ltors; (6) Working parts.

For the mere purposes of descriptive mechanism this
system is much better adapted than that of MM. Lanz
• In the orijpnal, (1) R6eepteun, (2) Communlcateun, (3) .MocUflcateul'l,
(4) Supports, (11) ~eun, (fj) Opi!'rateun.
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and Betancourt, but still does not provide for the investigation of the laws of the modifications of motion, which is
an especial object of the proposed science of Kinematics.
Many essays, however, have been from time to time written concerning various detached portions of this science.
The teeth of wheels is the most remarkable of these, from
having occupied the attention of so many of the best mathematicians.

But in fact, the description of all the mechani-

cal cunes, ~ epicycloids and conchoids, may be held to
belong to this science, which would thus be made to include
a great mass of matter that has hitherto been classed with
geometry. The calculation of trains of wheel-work is also
a branch of it, to which the first contribution was made by
Huyghens, who employed continued fractions, for the purpose of obtaining approximate numbers for the trains of
his Planetarium •.
The following pages must not however be considered as
an attempt to carry ·out the able and comprehensive views
of Ampere, being confined to machinery alone, and not
passing from it to the more abstract generalities of motion,
which he seems to have contemplated.
My object has been to form a system that would
embrace all the elementary combinations of mechanism,
and at the same time admit of a mathematical investigation
of the laws by which their modifications of motion are governed. I have confined myself to the Elements of Pure
• Vide allo Young'• Nat. Pbil010phy, vol. 11. p. 66• .Artl. 366, IIOOJ the
substance of which will be found in thia work. Arte. 34 and 'r.f/.
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Mechanism, that is, to those contrivances by which motion
is communicated purely by the connexion of parts, without
requiring the essential intermixture of dynamical effects.
I have taken a different course from the one hitherto
followed, in respect that instead of considering a machine to
be an instrument by means of which we may change the
direction and velocity of a given motion, I have treated it as
an instrument by means of which we may produce any
relations of motion between two pieces.
For Monge and his followers began by dividing motion
into rectilinear and rotative, continuous and reciprocating,
and so based their system upon the actual ,;,otion of the
parts ; and Ampere

d~6nes

his machine in the words

quoted above as modifying a gioen motion.

But a little

consideration will shew that any given element of ma.chinery can only govern the relations of velocity and direction of the pieces it serves to connect ; and that this
connexion and the law of its action are for the most part
independent of the actual tJelocities.

By establishing a

system upon the relations of motion instead of upon the
actual motions, it ·will be found that many of the redundancies and difficulties that have hitherto obscured the
subject are got rid of.
Thus, to follow up the example given by Ampere of the
hands of a watch, it is clear that the connexion governs the
relation of their angular velocities, which at every instant is
in the proportion of twelve to one; and also provides that

xiv
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they shall both revolve the same way, whether that be to
the right or to the left.

If then the one be made to revolve

through a small angle back and forwards, the other will
also revolve back and forwards through an angle of one
twelfth of that described by the first. Now in the usual
system this identical contrivance, which in its ordinary employment belongs to the claSB of conversion from continuous circular into continuous circular, is thus also thrown
into the class oC alternate circular changed into alternate
circular. In the system which I propose, this contrivance
at once finds its place as a combination in which the
velocity ratio and directional relation are constant.
I have also dismined, or given a subordinate place, to the
distinction between circular and rectilinear motion, and have
introduced a new- distinction between those motions which
are capable of being from the nature of the contrivance
continued indefinitely in either direction, and those of which
the extent is limited by the nature of the contrivance.
The first ground of my classification is the efFect of the
combination upon the Velocity Ratio of the pieces, and upon
the relation of their directions oC motion, or Directional
Relation ; from which considerations i hue divided all the
Elementary Combinations into three classes.
The second ground of the classification, aod the one by
means of which the calculation of the law of communication
of the velbclties and 4tirectiona is eft'ected, is the mode in

uilaich the motion i8 trammUted; a part of the subject which

XV
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appears wholly neglected by the writers already referred to.
These modes I have divided into Rolling and Sliding Contact, Link-work, Wrapping Connexion, and Reduplication.
The relative motions produced by each of these methods will
be found to be governed by a difFerent geometrical principle,
and every possible mode of communication may be placed
under one or other of these divisions.

Many combinations,

however, derive their principle of action from a mixture of
two or more of these methods of communication.

In this

case their place in the system is always determined by that
method which has the greatest influence; besides which,
each combination is reduced to ita equiT&lent simple form,
and its position determined by that alone ; for the object of
the system is to reduce the motions to calculation; and for
this purpose the equivalent simple form of every cotubinalion
must be employed.
For example, the action of combinations in which rows
of teeth are used depends partly upon rolling contact and
partly upan sliding contact; for the action of the individual
teeth is of the latter kind, but the total action of them is
equivalent to the rolling contact of their pi&ch-liDetJ, and the
pitch-lines only need be considered in calculating the motion.
Accordingly, all combinations in which tows ·of teeth are
employed will be found Under the heed ol Rolling Contact.
Again, when cam-plates or C!urvea •re uaed a friction roller
is often employed for these platef to act against.

.At ftrst

lli«ht this would appear to oon't'ert the action ol tbe combination into rolling contact.

Bttt betridea that this con-

trivance merely transfers the sliding action to the axis

xvi
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of the roller, and that our definition of rolling contact
supposes the two axes of motion of the rolling curves to be
fixed in position, the calculation of the motion of all such
combinations is effected by supposing the roller reduced to a
point, and the curve thus obtained upon the principles
of pure sliding contact, is afterwards adapted to the roller
by tracing a second curve within it at a normal distance
equal to the radius of the roller.

All combinations of this

kind are therefore placed under Sliding Contact, notwithstanding the employment of friction-rollers. Either of these
considerations, the Velocity Ratio and Directional Relation,
or the modes of communication, might have been made the
primary ground of the classification ; and some advantages
might result from adopting the second for this purpose.
I was induced to select the first, because it enabled me to
separate from the others all that most important class of
combinations in which the Velocity Ratio and Directional
Relation remain constant, and which are also the foundation of most of those contained in the subsequent classes.
The Synoptical Table, which immediately follows this Preface, will shew the general arrangement of the Elementary
Combinations under the proposed system.
In the Second Part of the work I have assembled a
number of contrivances which appear to me to be connected by a general principle which has not hitherto been
defined;, these I have ventured to term Aggregate Motions.
One portion only of these contrivances has usually been
treated as a separate class under the name of Differential
Motions.
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The Third Part contains several problems relating to
the calculation and arrangement of mechanism in which it
is necessary to have the power of altering the relations
of motion at pleasure. This part, for the reasons which
will be found in its first chapter, is not to be considered as
a complete essay on this branch of the subject.
I have, in the course of the work, endeavoured in every
case to acknowledge the sources from whence I have derived any portion of its contents by references at the foot
of the page.

But so little .of the subject has been hitherto

treated mathematically, that I must bold myself answerable
for the greatest portion of it. The teeth of wheels, which
occupies the first part of Chapter Ill. is the only branch
of mechanism in which the original papers have been
already wrought into a system, and published in a collected form.

This was first done by Camus, and has

been subsequently effected by Buchanan in his Essays,
and by Hachette.
These works being so well known I have not so
constantly referred to my authorities in this chapter, but
it will be found that I have incorporated into it extracts
from the valuable paper of Professor Airy, as well as
the entire contents of my own paper from the Transactions
of the Society of Civil Engineers, and have added several
original investigations relating to the proportions of the
teeth, and their least numbers. Some of these questions
have been discussed by KEstner•, but not in a manner
• Commentat. Gott. 1781, 178!1.

b
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adapted to practice.

Tredgold has also given some re-

sults•, but has unfortunately vitiated them by the coarseness of his approximations.

It will be found that I have

calculated all the results that are required in practice,
and have arranged them in tables for reference.
On the whole, it will be seen that the present volume
is limited to a very small portion of the important subject
of machinery. The object of it is, as has been already
stated, to systematize the subject, and to free it from the
considerations of force, with which it has been usually
mixed up.
To complete the plan, therefore, it will be necessary,
in the next place, to apply these considerations of force
to the combinations thus obtained, as well as to describe
and investigate those parts of machinery in the action of
which forces are essential ; a task which I shall probably
undertake at some future time.
In carrying out this branch of the subject, great assistance will be derived from the works of modern French
writere--Navier, Poncelet, Morin, &c., who have with so
much success and originality applied themselves to this
purpose.

Their works are now beginning

to

attract the

attention of our own writers; and in the present year Professor Whewell has introduced many of their results into his
MechaDics of Engineering, generalizing them with his usual
ability ; and in the same work he has 8attered me by the
• Vide Bueh~o~~an'e Egays.
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adoption of my own views upon the classification of the
modes in which motion is communicated from one piece to
another of a machine, adding to them the investigation of
the effects of force and resistance; which may be considered as carrying out a portion of the plan above alluded
to, as necessary to complete this arrangement of the science
of Machinery.
I am not without hopes, that in addition to its principal
object of giving a scientific and systematic form to its
subject, the results of the volume which I now venture to
present to the world, may be found a useful addition to
mathematical studies in general, by afFording simple illustrations of the application and interpretation of formule,
and by suggesting new subjects for problems, and for farther investigation.
(:~IIBRIDOE,

Sept. 28, 1841.

SYNOPTICAL 'l.'ABLE
ELEMENTARY COMBINATIONS OF PURE MECHANISM.
DJBBCTIONAL RIILATION CON81'ART.

Y~R..cio

CL.UI

CDouCIML

A.

F'dDcUr-R..clo F'Cif'JCIW.

CLA.II

B.

DJBBOTIONAL BBLA·
TlON ClJUNGJNG
PBB.JODIC.ALLY.
YdDcUr-R<ICfo Cotufal
tlf'

YIII'J'ilw.

CLAIII C.

A. RolliDjr c:yl.lncbrn, ClCIDe., BolliDB c:un• utd lllqle-wheell.
By Rolling
md hyperbolol.ds.
JOlliDg c:une-wheela. lllqle-nc:b.
Coatac:t.
Gceralsrraupmat utd Boi!mer'•& Haygh11111' EtcapJog ,_.tap.
form or toothed wheels.
wheels, &c:.
Pitch.
Wheela with lntermlttecl teeth•
.Rollm,-c:urve lnen.

Drvrsrox

11. P01m1 or tlle IDdlvldual PiD 11111 1Ut lenr.
By Slldiog
teeth of wheell.
eam••
Cams.
CoDtac:t.
Unequal worm.
Screw1o
tJt.cya atop
.End1.s lerelrl OfWCII'IIII -~tmodou.
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DIVliiOJf

1llnl.,..

C. Arlupmmt 11111 mate- CarvlllDelr pully.
ByW.-ppm, r1a1 or biiDds.
Paaeel.
Cormec:toll. Foan or their pulU•.
GuldepulU•.
OeeriDg c:haiDs.
Amlogematsfor limited
motlau.

DIVIIIOJf

DIVIIIOJf D.

ByLIDk-wark.

OniDb IIDdllDk-work for Llu.k-wark.
eqaatrotatlou.
HOIIke'• jolDts.
OniDb fbr limited modmla.
Bellllrllllk-work.

PiD IIDd .Ut lner.
CamllD geueral.
Swuh plate.
Doable 1c:rew.
•SplraliiDd eolid cama.
Elc:apemmtlo

CarvlllDe~r

Cnmb, U:CIIltrf.C:S,
aDd other JlDkwork.
Ratchet wheell aDd
c:Ucb.
l'Dtermlttlnt

work.
E. TICkle of Ill kinds, with TICkle with uoparalBy RedupUpuallel cords and ID lel c:ord1o
eatloD.
tralu.

DIVIIIOJf

pully

11111 Iner.
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As this example is rather curious, I have thought it worth while to
give the complete solution of it. Thus: Since JT and A, are constant,
they are in the proportion of the spaces described by the reciprocating
piece and the point whose radius is unity upon the first axis; and as one
revolution of the latter corresponds to a complete double oscillation of
Y

2P

cp.sinfl

the former, we have n7 = -=k,
whence r.= . 8 k
11"
p 81D +
1

..-sine

c 11" .SlD
· 11 + 2 ,

whence the follower curve may be laid down. Again, by Art. 260, if 111
be the corresponding value of 11 in the driving curve, we have

f

r,dll
• fld""= C - .,..
111 = - = .,../
-2 BID
-2 COBII,
e-r,

IIIJ.d When fl =0, IIIJ.d

i

1

also 111 =

fl1,. 0, &nd

i

1

:respectively, Whence C""

i .verain 11, and r

1

i

1

"'c-r.,

will give the driving curve. In the following Table a sufficient num·
ber of values are computed to euable these two curvea to be laid down
by point&
The radius of the follower, however, vanishes at two points of the
circumferenoe, the form of its curve :resembling that ot the figure 00.
Theee pointl correspond to the IJUIII88 of the cmnk over the dead points,
where, u it communicates for the moment no Telocity to the reciprocating pieoe, the Telocity of the cmnk must become infinite to maintain the
condition~~ of the problem, which J'eCluires a constant velocity in the reci·
procating piece, and therefore no 10111 of time in the change of direction.
All which being praetically bnp01111"ble, it is neceiM1"1 to alter the figure
of the CllllTe at these pointl, and reduoe it to the form c;:,, lhortening
the pointl of the driver aoool'dingly; teeth. may then be added to thale
eurvea in the 1IIRIA1 JD8111ler.
DRIVER.

FOLLOWEJl.

e

--00
60
100
160

•

1100

4011
101'

600
700
1100
900

~

c

•

.li!N

.1na
.2890
.8496
.4ll99
.6026
.11481
.6763
.696S
.6076
.6109

••

!!.

00
OtliO'

1.0000
.8796
.7Bfll
.7ll0
.6606
.11601
.4976
.41189

}0

so

c

w

4'

fl' 26'

1110 4'
3'
no 9'
4fl'
·69'118'
74• liS'
900
2}0

.4237
.4087
.8926
.8891

xx.xi

Non to page 861.

'f111: following mode of communicating an aggregate velocity to a
worm-wheel, ought to have been inaerted at page 361, aa a mixture
of sliding and :rolling contact.

In fig. 198, let the ula of motion of the worm-wheel B be supposed
ftxed in position. Then, if the endlei!IC!ew or lcmg worm ..4G revolve,
it will communicate a :rotation to the wheel B in the uaual mauner,
at the rate of one tooth of the latter for each tum of the former. Again,
if an endlong travelling motion without :rotation be communicated to A a,
it will now act aa a rack upon the teeth of B.· If, therefore, the two
motions of :rotation and travelling be communicated to the endl• IIC!eW,
which can be done in various ways from two II01lZael, the wheel B will
receive the asgregate motion, and ita angular velocity be atrected.aceold·
ingly. For e:.a:ample, let the acrew revolve uniformly, and at the l!&llle
time travel back and forwards through a small apaoe endlong, the wheel
will then revolve with a hobbling motion, making a llhort trip In one
direction and a long trip in the other direction continually.

ERRATA.

ft, line 6, /or ... we ehou1d find ID like mauuer the velocity or Q trlple that
or P. Aud•.•
nlllll ... M belug now the movlug poiDt 1111d P the fixed poiDt, we
should flud ID lite IIIIIIIDerthe velocity of Q trlp1e that of M.
And M being again the fhed polut... (Vide Chap. vr.)
M, liDe 4, /or liDe of ceuten, Mill link.
1117, line 8 from bott.om,/or (fig. 6), nlllll (fig. 81).

216, 1ut 11De, /or Chap. rx, rltlll Chap. x.

2!161 linea 11 lll1d

1136, Jut Hue

liS}

/or
1

81

T. '

nlllll L1

L.. '

1176, line i, for Chapter, NGil Clue.

IIU, line 11, for Drvrsrox D, rltld Drv1110• E.
198, line 6 fiom bottom, for velocity, Mad velocity-ratio.

llr1, liue 8 fiom bottom .for not, Mill not ueceeurUy.

PRINCIPLES OF MECHANISM.

INTRODUCTION.

1. EvERY machine is constructed for the purpose of
performing certain mechanical operations, each of which
supposes the existence of two other things beside the ma.
chine in question, namely, a moving power, and an object
subjected to the operation, which may be termed the work
to be done.
Machines, in fact, are interposed between the power
and the work, for the purpose of adapting the one to the
other.
2. As an example of a machine whose construe.
tion is familiar to all, the grinding machine so commonly
seen in our streets may be cited, in which the grindstone
is made to revolve by the application of the foot to a
treadle.
Here the mooing pGUJef' is derived from muscular action.
The opet"ation is carried on by pressing the edge of the
cutting instrument, which is the subject of it, against the
surface of the grindstone, which is caused to travel rapidly
under it.
The arrangement and form of this surface, and ita coD~
oexion with the foot in such a manner that the pressure of
the latter aball communicate the required motion to the
former, is the of6ce and object of the machine.
1

2
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Two portions of the machine are given, the one by
the nature of the power, and the other by that of the work.
The first is a treadle placed at a proper level to receive
the pressure of the foot, by the action of which it may
be made to perform, without unnatural exertion, about
eighty or ninety vertical oscillations in a minute. The
second part of the machine is the cylindrical grindstone,
which is mounted on a horizontal axis at the upper part
of the frame, and at a· convenient height to allow the tool
to be pressed upon its revolving surface. The surface
should pass under the edge of the tool at the rate of about
500 feet in a minute, and therefore supposing the diameter
of the grindstone to be eight inches, it must revolve at the
rate of 250 turns in a minute. The remainder of the mechanis~ serves to connect the treadle and grindstone, and
may consist of any contrivance that will compel the latter to
revolve when the former is made to oscillate, and in the
proportion of 250 revolutions to 80 oscillations, or about
three to one.
3. It appears, then, that this machine consists of a
series of connected pieces, beginning with the treadle whose
construction, position, and motion, are determined by the
nature of the moving power, and ending with the grindstone,
which in like manner is peculiar and adapted to the work.
But this is, in fact, the description of every machine.
There is always one or more series of connected pieces, at
one end of each of which is a part especially adapted to receive the action of the power, such as a water-wheel, a windmill-sail or a horse-lever, a handle or a treadle. At the other
end of each series will be a set of parts determined in form,
position, and motion, by the nature of the work they have
to do, and which may be called tbe working piecea. Between them are placed trains of mechanism connecting them
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so that when the first parts move according .to the law assigoed them by the action of the power, the second must
necessarily move according to the law required by the nature
of the work.
4. These thr~ cla811e& of mechanical organs are so far
independent of each other, that any given set of working 1
parts may be Rupplied with power from any souree: thus a
grindstone may be turned either by the foot or by the hand
of an assistant, by water or by a horse. "~\gain, a given
water-wheel or other receiver of power may be employed to
gi'Ve motion to any required set of working parts for whatever purp,ose. Also between a given receiver of power and
eet of working parts the interposed mechanism may be
ovaried in many waya. Moreover the principlea upon which
the con•truction and arrangement of tbeee three cla81es are
founded are dit"erent. The r.cei.,tws of power derive their
form from a combination of mechanical principles with the
physical laws which govern the respective sourcee of power.
The rDorkitlf parts from a combination of mechanical prin- _
ciples, with consideration& derived from the processes or
objects in riew. But the priociples of the itaterpo~ed DNclatmiam admit of being developed without reference to,...the
powers employed or transmitted, or to the relistances' or
work to be doee, or, in fact, to the objects for which machinery is constructed. By defining mechaoiam in the
abstract to be a combination of parts for the purpose of.
connecting two or more pieces, so that when one movea ac-.
cordmg to a given law, the others must move according
to certain other ginn laws, this braoeh of the subject may
be rednced to geometrical principles alone : whereas by
cODiidering mechanism as usual, u a modifier of force,
the subjecl 'becomes embarrueed by a condition foreign to
the connexion of parts by which the modification is p~
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duced; and which condition and its consequences admit
more conveniently of subsequent consideration and separate
investigation.
5. The hour-hand of a clock, for example, is connected with the minute-hand by a mechanism which compels
the former to perform one revolution while the latter completes twelve; or generally, the angular velocity of the
first is always one twelfth of that of the second. The
connexion is independent of the force which puts the
minute-hand in motion, and also of the actual velocity of
the minute-hand. If this be turned by hand quickly or
slowly, uniformly or variably, back or forwards, the hourhand will still follow these motions at an angular rate of
one twelfth of the original. The constant relation of the
angular velocities depends in this as in other similar cases
only upon the proportion between the diameters or number
of teeth of the wheel-work that CQnnects the two hands--a
purely geometrical relation, the comprehension of which is
rather obscured than assisted by the introduction of statical
principles, of which the connexion is independent, but
which find their proper place, when it becomes necessary
to investigate the proportion between the forces and resistance& in any given case, and the strains thrown upon the
different parts of the mechanism by their application, and
thus to find the requisite strength of each part.

6. The term mechanism, then, must be understood to
be in this work confined to those mechanical combinatiOD.I
...-hich govern the relations of motion only, and which therefore admit of being entirely separated from the consideration of force. This, of course, excludes not only those
mechanical organs which have been already alluded to, as
reeeivel's of power and working parts, but also those which
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·are employed to govern the motions of machinery ; such
as the et~Capements of clocks, and contrivances by which
machinery is made self-acting and self-regulating; all of
which are derived from combinations of pure mechanism
with statical or dynamical principles, but from which
they do not admit of separation. The exposition of such
contrivances will naturally and easily follow from the principles of the present work, but are excluded from it by
its plan, which is, to reduce the various combinations of
Pure Mechanism to system, and to investigate them upon
geometrical principles a~one.

1· Neither is it my purpose to enter into minute
details of the actual construction of machinery, of tae
difFerent forms which each combination may assume, or of
the infinitely varied methods of framing and putting them
together; for, in the first place, the choice of these forms
in every particular case is mainly determined by the strains
to which the machinery is to be exposed ; and, in the next
place, this branch of the subject is sufficiently important
and extensive to admit of separation from the others,
under the name of Comtructi"e Mechanism. Although
some details of this kind are unavoidable in the present
work, I have carefully avoided them when possible, and
for this purpose have excluded from the drawings all
unnecessary and extraneous framing or connexions that tend
to individualize the combinations, and thus to oppose the
very object which I have proposed to myself, namely, to
introduce such a degree of generalization and system, as
would give to Pure Mechanism a claim for admission
into the ranks of the Sciences.
8. I must here recapitulate the ordinary definitions
and measures of motion and velocity, for the purpose of
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introducing certain modifications which they require to
adapt them to our present purposes.
A body is absolutely at rut when it remains in the
same position in space, and at rest relatively to another
body when it continues in the same rel&tive position to that
body, as it is usually said to be at rest when it remains in
the same relative position to the earth. Thus, too, a body
which remains in the same place in a boat or a carriage,
fs at rest with respect to that boat or carriage, although
these may be in motion ; and so · a wheel or other portion
or a machine may be carried into different positions relatively to the fixed rrame, and yet remain at rest with
respect to the arm or carriage upon which it is mounted.
A body is in motion. when it occupies successively dir-

rerent positions in space; motion being relative as well as
rest. Two bodies moving with respect to a third will be
at rest with respect to each other, if they retain in their
motions the same relative positions; or a body absolutely
at rest may be said to move with respect to another
moving body, if the latter be assumed as the standard
to which the motion is to be referred.
9. Motion is essentially continuous; that is to say,
a point cannot pass from one position to another without
going through a series of intermediate positions. Thus the
motion of a point describes in space a line neceuarily
continuous, which line is termed its path. The patb or
a solid body must be undentood as the line described by
some principal point in that body, such as the center of a
sphere.
The path or a body being assigned, there are only two
tlirectiMU in which it can move. Direction or motion being reJ.ative, may be indicated by naming some fixed point
which the body ia approaching or retiring from : as, for
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example, the points of the compass, the 11enith or nadir,
or by personal or other relatioos, such as right and left,
larboard aod starboard, windward and leeward, upwards
and downwards, &c.; otherwise its direction of motion
may be defined by comparing it with that of the sun
or of the hands of a watch; the latter is an exceedingly
convenient standard for rotative motion. By supposing
the path of the sun projected upon the plane of motion,
it may be employed as a standard for rotative directioo
in every case but that of motion in a plane perpendicular
to its orbit.
The path and direction being assigned, the body may
move in its given path and direction quickly or slowly,
with a greater or less veWcity ; and this velocity is estimated by comparing the space passed over with the time
occupied in describing it.
10. When a body describes equal portions of its patl\
in equal successive times, the motion is said to be ~nif'orm,
and the velocity measured by the space (that is, the length
of path) described in the unit of time. The units usually
employed are feet and seconds. Thus a body is said to
move at the rate of S feet per second.
Since the same space is described in every unit of time,
the entire space described is proportional to the time employed in describing it, and the measure of velocity is obtained by dividing the number of feet passed over by that
of the seconds employed.
If Y be the velocity, S the space in feet, T the time in

s

seconds, V ... T.

The direction is indicated analytically

by the sign of the velocity for a given path; if the velocity in one direction be assumed positive, that in the opposite dit-ection will be negative.
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11. The motion of a revolving body may be measured
by the linear velocity of a point whose radial distance is
equal to the unit of space. This is termed the angular
velocity of the body, which is said to revolve uniformly
when its angular velocity is uniform.
In uniform angular velocity the angles described by
a given radius, are manifestly proportional .to the times;
and since the linear velocity of every point is the arc
described in the unit of time, which arc is proportional
to the radius, so the linear velocity of every point is
proportional to its radius. If A. be the angular velocity,
R the radius of the point in feet, the linear velocity

V• RA.
The motion of a uniformly revolving body may also
be conveniently measured by the number of rotations performed in a given time. In uniform rotation the angles
described are proportional to the times, and any given
point describes its own circle with uniform linear velocity.
Let T be the time of performing k revolutions, where k
may be a whole number or a fraction. Then, since 2.,..
is the circumference whose radius is unity; hrk will be the
space described in k revolutions by the point whose radius
is unity, but A. is the space described by the same point
in the unit of time ;
2.,..k
TA.
.·.A.: S!.,..k ::1: T; .·. T=--;-(1); k - - (2);
A.

2'11'"

Hence the number of turns in a given time varies as the
angular velocity.
Let R be the radius of a wheel and V its perimetral
velocity;
TV
••. V•RA.. Andk- 2 1rR (8);
whence the number of turns in a given time varies directly
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as the perimetral velocity, and inversely as the radius or
diameter of the wheel•.
Let the time in which a wheel performs one complete
revolution be termed its Period ( = P); .·. P =

!;

{putting

k- 1 in (1)}; and the period varies inversely as the angular
velocity.

Also from (2) k • ; ; whence the period varies in·
versely as the number of turns in a given time. When the
rotations of two wheels are to be compared, the number
of turns they respectively make in a given time may be
termed their synchronal rotations.
12. When the velocity is not uniform, these expressions can no longer be applied, because the velocity is
different at different times. In this case, then, the velocity
at every instant is measured by the space that would be
described in the succeeding unit of time, were the velocity
with which that unit is commenced continued uniformly
throughout it.

It the velocity of a body increase, it is said to be
accelerated, and if the velocity diminish, to be retarded.
13. Varied motion admits of convenient graphical representation, by which its characteristic points and general
laws are rendered much more easy of comprehension than
they are by the use of formule alone.
• In practice linear velocity la commOII.Iy referred to aeconda, and angular
velocity to minutes; thu1 a mUlwrlpt wW dellne the velocity of a given wheel
by either aaying that it perfonna twenty revolution~ in a minute, or that Ita
circumfereace mona at the rate of tbrM feet per IICOIId. ln the expr•lou (11)
If lr and T be eqm~~ed in minutee, and V' la to be ~ in ~~eouda, we
mut put 110 Jr tor V';
80TJr lOTY
••• lr ... 2 ,.. R ~ very nearly.

=
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Thus to represent the motion of a body of which the
velocities at certain given intervals of time are known,
take an indefinite straight line AX, and from .J. set oif abscissre Ab, A c, Ad .•.••• proportional to the given interval,:
of time as measured from the beginning of the motion.
g

X

Upon .J., b, c, d •••.•• erect ordinates .J.e, bf, cg, tlk, respectively proportional to the velocity of the body at the
beginning of the motion and after each interval of time.
By joining the extretnitiell of the~ ordinates, a polygon
efgh ... •.• is obtained, which if the intervals of time be
taken with their differences sufficiently small, will become a
curve as l&PGKL, of which the abscissa .AN at any given
point P, will represent the time elapsed from the beginning,
and the ordinate NP the corresponding velocity of the body.
If the motion of the body cease, its velocity becomes
zero, and the curve meets the axis, as at G and L. If
the body change its direction in its path, this is indicated
by the change of sign in the velocity; for either direction
being assumed positive, the other will be negative; and so in
this curvilinear representation, the ordinates representing
the velocity for one direction being set ofF upwards from the
line, as from e to G, those of the opposite direction will be
set off downwards as from G to L.
14. By another method a curve is constructed of which
the abscis~~~e shall represent the time as before, but the
ordinates the space described by the body. Thus, if the

11
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last figure be supposed to be constructed on this second
hypothesis, ..4e will represent the distance of the body at
the beginning of the motion from that point of its path
whence the space is to be measured; bf its distance from
the same point at the end of the time .Ab; cg its distance
after the time A c; and ·80 on. But the motion in one
direction being accounted positive, that in the opposite
direction will be negative. H then the body change its
direction in the interval cd, the ordinates will decrease.
And, as in the former case, it' the ordinates are taken
in sufficient number, a continuous curve is obtain~d, as
pPGKL, which will tend upwards when the body moves in
one direction, and downwards whe~ in the other direction.
Now since the space described in any interval of time
is represented by the difference of the two ordinates corresponding to the beginning and end of that interval, 80
the velocity is proportional to that difference divided by
the difference of the abscis&a!. Thus in the interval

be ( •/m), gm is the space described, and

~=

the velo-

city, which is proportional to the tangent of gfm, or ultimately to the tangent of the angle which the cune makes
with the axis A a~.
10. This method is better adapted for representing
the motion of the parts of mechanism than the other, because the tendency of the sinuous line corresponds with
the direction of the body, changing from upwards todownwards, and "ice "eraa, as the direction changes;
while its more or less rapid inclination indicates the change
of' velocity. Thus the line is a complete picture of the
motion, as the line formed by the notes in music is ·a picture
of the undulations of the melody; whereas by the first
method where the ordinates represent the velocities, the
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directions are indicated by the situation of the curve aboveor below the axis, which is a distinction of a different
kind from the thing it represents, and requires an effort of
thought for its comprehension.
Sometimes the axis .At11 of th.e time is drawn vertically,
and the ordinates consequently are horizontal.

16.

The two methods are compared in the following figure, which represents the motion of the lower extremity of a pendulum, the continuous line upon the first
hypothesis, and the dotted line upon the second.
The axis of the absci888l .A k is vertical, .AM is the
interval of time corresponding to one oscillation from left
to right, and MN to the returning os~illation from right
to lelt.
In the continuous line the horizontal ordinates represent
..1.
the veloci~ies, which beginning from zero
41
at the left extremity of the vibration at .A,
reach their maximum values in the middle
of each' oscillation at H and K, and vanish at the extremities of the oscillations
at M and N. The right side of the
axis is appropriated to the direction of
motion from left to right, and the left side
to the opposite direction.
In the dotted line the ordinates represent the distances from the middle or lowest
point, which are greatest at the beginnings
and ends of the oscillations at a, m, n. But the curve in
this case D'loves {rom right to le{t, and t~k.!
as the
pendulum moves.

.,er,a,

17.

In the varied motion of mechanical organs it
generally happens that the changes of velocity recur per-
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petually in the same order, in which case the movement
is said to be Periodic. The period is the interval of time
which includes in itself ·one complete succession of changes,
and the motion is made up of a continual series of similar
periods. But the changes of velocity in the different periods may be similar in the law of their succession only,
and may differ either in the actual values, or in the interval
of time required for each period. In most cases, however,
the periods are precisely alike in the law an~ value of the
successive velocities, as well as in the interval of time assigned to each. Such motion is termed a Uniform Periodic
Motion; of which examples are the motion of pendulums,
or of the saws in a saw-mill, supposing the prime mover to
revolve uniformly.
The complete set of changes in velocity included in
one period may be termed the Cgcle of Velocities. This
phrase is indeed generally applicable to any thing that is
subject to recurring variations, whereas Period is applicabie
to time alone. The successive phenomena of motion in each
period are sometimes termed its Pha1e1, so that the periodic
motion is thus a recurring series of phases. The choice of
the phase in this series, which shall be reckoned as the
beginning and end of the period, is arbitrary. Thus we
may reckon the beginning of the periods of a pendulum,
either from one of the extremities of its oscillation, or from
the middle and lowest point.

PART THE FIRST.

CHAPTER I.
ON TRAINS OF MECHANISM IN GENERAL.
18. MECHANIBK may be defined to be a combination
of parts, connecting two or more pieces, so that the motion
of one compels the motion of the others, according to a law
of connexion depending on the nature of the combination.
The motion of elementary combinations are single or agIJf'egate.

Aggregate motions are produced by combining in a
peculiar manner two or more single combinations, as will
hereafter appear in Part 11. All that follows in this Part
relates to the sif~Ble combinations alone.
19. The motion of every piece in a machine being
defined, as in the Introduction, by path,~irectio~ and velocity, it will be found, that its path is assigned to it by its
connexion with the frame-work of the machine ; but its
direction and velocity are determined by its connexion with
some other moving piece in the train. Thus a wheel describes circles, because its axis- is supported by holes in the
frame; but it describes them swiftly or slowly, backwards
or forwards, by virtue of its connexion with the next
wheel in the train, which lies between it and the moving
power.
This connexion afFects the ratw of the velocities, and
the relatitHJ direction of motion of the two pieces in question, but its action is independent of the actual velocities or
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directions of either piece*, as in the familiar example already
quoted of the two hands of a clock, where the connexion by
wheel.work is so contrived, that while one hand revolves
uniformly in an hour, the other shall revolve uniformly in
twelve. But this counexion has this more general property,
that it will also compel the latter to revolve with an angular
velocity of one twelfth of the former, whatever be the actual
velocity communicated to either; as, for example, when we
set the clock by moving the minute.hand rapidly to a new
place on the dial, and• similarly with respect to direction,
the two hands will always revolve the same way, whether
we turn one of them backwards or forwards.
Since Mechanism is a connexion between two or more
bodies, governing their proportioual velocities and relative
directions, and not aft'ected. by their actual velocities or
directions; h follows that a systematic arrangement of the
principles o{ mechanism, must be based upon the proportions
and relations between the velociti,es and directions of the
pieces, and not upon their actual and separate motions.
20. Proportional velocities may be divided into those
in which the ratio is constant, and those in which it varies.
Let Y and " be the velocities of two bodies, then! is

"

the velocity ratio; and if the velocities are uniform, let S, 8
be the spaces described in the same time T;

y s

.·. --"

8

a constant ratio; consequently between uniform velocities the
velocity ratio is constant, which indeed is sufliciently obvious.
If however the velocities be not uniform, and yet the
velocity ratio constant, let the bodies in any succelllrive
• We llaall Sad a few ccmtri't'IIDC• ID which thia ia ~ alrictly tiU witk
reapect to the direction, but they are not of a nature to vitiate the generality of
the prilldple.
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intervals of time T, T I , T 11 . •. move with velocities Y, Y,,
Y,, ••• and "' .,,, ", respectively, of any different magnitudes, but so that the two velocities at the same instant
always preserve the same ratio;

... ! .. Y, .. Y,'
" .,, ",

&c....... c.

Hence if S, S,, 8 11 ••• and s, s,, s,, be the spaces described with these velocities by the two bodies in the intervat. T, T I , T 11 respectively, we have

s s, s,
c------......
- ss ++ s,', ++ s,++...... .
s,
11

11,

8,,

And as this is true whatever be the magnitude of
the intervals of time, it is also true when they are taken so
small that the changes of velocity become continuous, and
therefore when the "elocity ratio ill comtant it ill obtained
by comparing the entire ~~pace11 described in the same interval of lime, whate-oer changu the actual 11elocitiu of
the botliu mag ha11e undergone during that time.
And in the same manner it may be shewn that in revolving bodies the angular velocity ratiot if constant, is
equal to the ratio of the synchrooal rotations, notwithstanding the velocities of rotation may vary, and also to the
inverse ratio of the periods if the angular velocities be
uniforJD.
When the velocity ratio varies, the relations of motion
between two pieces may often be more simply defined by
means of the law of thei.r corresponding positions than by
the ratio of their velocities.
21. With respect to actual direction we have seen
that it has only two values, but the relation of direction
between two bodies moving in given paths may be conveniently divided into two classes. In the first, while one
eontinues to move in the same direction, the other shall also
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persevere in its own direction ; but if one change the other
shall change. To this class belongs the clock-hands; and in
this instance both hands move the same way round the circle.
But this is not necessary; it may be that when one piece
revolves to the right the other may revolve to t~e left,
and vice veraa, as in a pair of Batting rollers; or again
in the old simple mangle, so long as the handle is turned
in one direction, the bed of the mangle will travel forwards,
but when the motion of the handle is reversed, the bed of
the mangle also returns. In all these cases the directional
relation il 00ft8tant. In another class the connexion is
of this nature, that while one body perseveres in the same
direction, the other shall change its direction ; as, for example, in a saw-mill. The saw-frame moves up and down,
changing its direction periodically, but the piece. from
which it derives this motion revolves continually in the
same direction. In cases of this kind the directional
relation changu.
22. We have thus two kinds of directional relation,
and two of the velocity ratio, by means of which it will
appear, that all the simple combinations of mechanism, for
the modification of motion, may be distributed into three
classes:-

Cuaa A.

Directional relation and Velocity ratio
conatant.

B.

.Directicmal relation ootN,tr.mt-YelocVy
ratio tJarging.

Cuss C.

Directional relatifm changing peri«l~
lg-YelocUy ratio 8Uh8r con8trmt or
oarging.

CLABI

This latter class might have been divided into two,
by arranging the constant and variable velocities under
2
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separate heads; but it will be found that the contrivances
for effecting these two conditions are 80 much alike, that this
division would only introduce needless complication.
23. In those classes of combinations in which either
the velocity ratio or the directional relations change, it will
generally happen, from the very nature of mechanism,
that the changes will recur in cycles. But, since these
changes are independent of the actual velocities of the
bodies, the cycles cannot be periodic in time, but will
tecur with reference to the path of one of the moving
bodies, the same velocity ratio and directional relation
generally corresponding to the arrival of this body at the
same point of its path, and so on in succe11aion for the
different phases. The true argument•, as it is called, of
the change being in fact the path of one of the bodies,
and not the time of its motion.
24. A train of mechanism is composed of a series of
moveable pieces, each of which is 80 connected with the
frame-work of the machine, that when in motion every point
of it is constrained to move in a certain path, in which,
however, if considered separately from t~e other pieces,
it is at liberty to move in the two opposite directions,
and with any velocity. Thes wheels, pullies, shafts, and
revolving pieces generally, are so connected with the frame
of the machine, that any given poiftt is compelled when in
motion to de!K.'ribe a circle round the axis. Sliding pieces
are compelled by fixed guides to describe straight lines,
and 80 on.
26. These pieces are connected in successive order,
either by contact or by intermediate pieces, 80 that when
• Vide Whewell'a PII'UolopAJ ofiM lnduttiw

,,N~~Du,

VoL n. p. aa.
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the first piece in the series is moved from any external
cause, it compels the second to move, which again gives
motion to the third, and so on.
26. The act of giving motion to a piece is termed
driving it, and that or receiving motion from a piece is
termed following it. The piece or part of a piece which
is appropriated to transmitting motion to the next is the
driver, and the part which receives motion is the follower.
~The law of motion of one piece in a train tilJy
differ in any way from the law of motion of the r:text piecl
in the series, and the change . is effected by the mode of
connexion. The systematic examination of the different
cases under which these changes may be arranged, constitutes the principles of mechanism.

One piece may drive another either by immediate contact or by an intermediate or connecting piece. The dif-·
ferent modes or doing it will be best explained by taking an
example of each in its most elementary and general shape.
28. CorMnunication of Motion by Contact. Let .J.C,
BD be two successive pieces of a train of mechanism, moving
on centers A and B respectively, and let
BD be the driver, and .J.C the follower,
the curved edge of the first touching
that of the second. If the driver be
moved into a new position near the first,
as shewn by dotted lines, its edge will
press that of the follower, and move it
o
also into a new position. Let m be the
point of contact in the first position, and
let n and p be the respective points of
the edges that come into contact in the
second position a!l at r. Now, during the motion every

•
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point between p and m in one curve has been successively
in contact with some other point between n and m in the
other ; and if from the nature of the curves n m is not
equal to pm, sliding must have taken place between the
edges through a space equal to the difference. But if
nm be equal to pm no sliding will have happened. In the
first case the communication of motion is said to be by
sliding contact, and in the second by rolling contact.
This mode of action supposes either that the curves
are both convex; or should the curvature lie in the same
direction, that the convex edge has a greater curvature
than that of the concave edge at the point of contact. If
this be not the case, successive contacts may take place at
discontinuous points.

29.

Communication of Motion by Intermediate Pieces.
Let A.P, BQ be a driver and follower, moving on centers
at ..4 and B respectively, and
i
let a rod or link, PQ, be jointed
at its extremities to the driver
and follower at P and Q. Then,
if the driver . be moved into a
new position ...4 p, it will by means
of the link place the follower in
a position B q. If the driver Q
push the follower before it, the
link mmt be rigid, but if the driver drag .the follower after
it, the link may be flexible, the principle of linkwork only
requiring that the connexion between the link and its pieces
shall be at constant points, and the distance between the
two points of attachment invariable.
Let ACE be a driver, BDF a follower whose centertl
of motion are A and B, and whose edges CE, DF, are

~1
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curved and connected by a
s
flexible band, which is attached at C and D to the curves,
and wraps round them, but lies
D
between them in a state
tension in the direction of the
common tangent of the curves.
If the driver be moved, it will through this connexion
drag the follower after it, and the connector will wrap and
unwrap itself from the edges respectively, so a& always to
lie in the direction of the common tangent.
A connector may be jointed at one end, and wrap at
the other, as in Figure 4o.
Under the first of these modes
of connexion will be arranged all
kinds of jointed-work, cranks, and
so on ; and the second includes all
manner of endless bands and belts,
wrapping cords, &c.

'

There remains yet another method of modifying motion~
which depends on a totally difFerent principle, which I shall
denominate Reduplication.

30. CommtmictJtion of Motion by ReduplictJtion.
Let P be a pin or piece capable of sliding in the direction Pp, and let a cord be attached to a fixed point M,
doubled over P, brought back in a direetion parallel to
11

5

,

I'

·-------------..
··---·-=------------~··
f
Q

MP, and attached to a point Q. If the point Q be moved
into a new position q in the line PQ produced, the point P
will be drawn into a position p. And as the length of the
cord is invariable, MP + PQ = Mp + pq;
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that is, (Mp +pP)+ (Pp+ pQ)

= Mp + (pQ + Qq);

.·. 2pP- Qq, or the velocity of the point Q is double
that of the point P.
If the cord were .again doubled over a pin at M, and
returned back to Q, Q then moving in the opposite direction, we should find in like manner the velocity of Q triple
that of P. And if the cord were again doubled over P and
brought back to Q, the velocity would be quadrupled.
Generally if there be n threads between M and P, the
velocity of Q will be n x velocity of P.

In practice, pullies are employed at the points P and M
to reduce the friction, but they do not affect the modifications of velocity.
31. Every elementary combination of mechanism, with
the exception of those that fall under the head of Aggregates, may now be distributed into one or other of these
five divisions:
.
{ Rolling Contact,
lmmedtate Contact...... . e< "d"
rt
&ng .... ontact.
Link8,
Intermediate Connexion.. { W-rapping Connector8,
Reduplication.

..,l,

The velocity ratio has been already determined for the
last class, and may be found for the other classes as follows :
32. To find the uelocity ratio in Link-work. Let
A.P, BQ be two arms moving on fixed centers A. and B
respectively, and let them be connected by a link PQ,
jointed to their extremities at P and Q. Let A.R, BS be
perpendiculars from the centers upon the direction of the
liak produced if necessary, and let A.P, BQ, PQ be moved
into the new positions .J.p, Bq, pq, very near to the first.
Draw pm and Qn perpendicular to PQ, then in the rightangled triangles Ppm, .J.PR, Pp is perpendicular to AP,
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and Pm to .AR ; therefore the angle at P in the small
triangle is equal to the angle at 4 in the large triangle,

and the triangles are similar. In like manner the small
triangle qn Q is similar to BSQ; whence
Pp

Pm :: P .A : AR, ·

qn

Qq :: BS : BQ,

also AT : BT :: AR : BS... ..• (1),
by similar triangles ART, BTS. Compounding these proportions and arranging the terms, remarking that qn • Pm
ultimate!: since the length of the link PQ • pq, we finally
obtain
Pp
Qq
.AP : BQ :: BT : .AT••. ••• {2),
that is to say, the angulaf' "elocitiu of the anns AP, BQ
are to each other inversely tU the segments into which the
link divides the line AD, which joins the centef's of motion,
and which i8 technically termed the line of centef's.
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CoB..

1.

Pp Qq
.
.A.P ; BQ :; BS ; .A.R, by'(!ompoundmg (I)

and {2); therefore the angular tJelocitie8 of the aNM AP,
BQ are inf1eraelg a& the perpendiculara from their cenler8
of motion upon the .fttw: t1/"Cf!fftr!f8.
Coa. 2. Produce. .A.P and BQ to meet inK, and drop
KL perpendicular to PQ,
then pm : Pm :: PL : KL,
and qn : Qn :: KL : QL;
whence, compounding, pm : Qn ;: PL : QL, which shewa
that L is the intersection of the two positions of the link.
Coa. 8. If the path of the pieces be rectilinear, or
any other curve than a circle, let Pp, Qq be the elements of
the paths;
then since Pm= qn, Pp. cos pPm .. Qq . cos Qqn;

.·.

-Pp
Qq

cos Qqn
cospPm '

where the angles are those made by the link with the respective directions of motion ; and hence
·

The linear f1elocitie8 are to each other inf16f'8elg a& the
oorine8 of the anglu tohich the link maku toitll the rupectitJe patlu.

33. To .ftntJ the VelocUy Ratio in Cont~t Mo&ra..
Let A, B be the centers of m(>.
7
tion of two pieces connected by
the contact of curved edges, and
.......
let M be the point of contact in
a given position.
Let P, Q be the respective
centers of curvature of the edges,
corresponding to the point of contact M; join PQ; therefore this line will pass through the
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point of contact M. Now in considering the 'communication
of motion through a small angle, the circles of curvature
may be substituted for the curved edges. But the line PQ
being thus equal to the sum of the radii of two circles, will
be constaDt during that small motion, and hence the motion
be the same if a pair of rods A.P, BQ, connected by a link
PQ, be substituted. Join A.B, meeting PQ in T, then by
the last proposition, the angular motions of the arms A. P,
BQ are to each other as the segments BT, A.T, and PQ is
the common normal to the two curves; whence in tl&e commmaication of motion bg contact, the angular motiom of
the ~ are inversely as the segments into wfaich the
common normal di.,ides the line of centtw~
34. To .find the quantity of sliding in Contact Motions.
Let A. and B be the two centers,
.lJ
8
M the point of contact, MD the
common normal; then,
Suppose the curves to move
into the new positions, shewn by
the dotted lines, and very near
the first, and let m be the new
point of contact, and p and n the
new positions of the points which
were in contact at M.
Now since every point of mn
must have necessarily touched
some point or other of mp, during
the •change from the first to the
second position, a sliding or shifting of the surfaces must
have taken place ~ual to the c:llil'erence between mp and
mn. Join pn, which will ultimately represent this difference, and become a right line perpendicular to the
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normal M D. Also Mp, M n are ultimately perpendicular
to .A..V, BM.
In the small triangle Mpn, the sides Mp, .Mn, pn are
respectively perpendicular to .AM, BM, MD, and conse-quently make mutually the same angles with each other as
these latter lines ;
pn
sin pMn sin BMA.
therefore ---- s
=
,
pM sin pnM sin DMB
in which expression pn is the ratio of the sliding to the
pM
elemenl4ry quantity of motion of the point of contact in
one of the pieces, DMB is the angle between the normal
and the radius of contact of the other piece, and sin BMA
-= sin.(B.AM + A.BM) • the sine of the sum of the angular
distances of the radii of contact from the line of centers.
. .
pn sin BMA.
Stmtlarly, nM- sin DM.A.

35. From these expressions it appears that in the small
triangle pnM, pn can only vanish with respect to nM or
pM when sin. BMA vanishes ; that is, when the radii of
contact coincide with the line of centers. But when pn
vanishes the sliding vanishes, and the contact becomes rolling contact. Hence it appears that in rolling contact the
curves must be 110 formed, that the point of contact shall
always lie on the line of centers. Also the common normal
will cut the line of centers at the point T, (Fig. 7.) which
will be now the point of contact, and therefore in rolling
contact, tke angUla'f' velocities are in"B'1'8elg aa the &egtlffMtB
into which the point of contact dividu the line of centera.

36. Let the curves be a pair of involutes of circles,
and let BD be a perpeodicular from B upon MD. But
this perpendicular is constant in the involute;
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therefore sinDMB
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=!!ex: B~;

.. ; ; ex: BM x sin B1VA varies as the perpendicular upon
.AM produced . .
But if the curves be an epicycloid turning on the center
A, in contact with a radial line which turns round B; then
DMB is a right angle,
and:;

37.

ex: sin BM.A.

To .find the Velocity Ratio in wrapping connuiou.
9

.
..
.......................... .......·· ,
'~

Let A, B be the centen of motion, PQ the wrapping connector touching the curves at P and Q, and let the point P
be moved to p very near to its first position, then will Q be
drawn to q, and the connector will touch the curves in two
new point• of contact, which may be r and B respectively.
Now, jn the· action of wrapping or unwrapping, the connector touches the curves in a series of consecutive points
between q and 8 or p and r, and ultimately q coincides
with 8 and p with r. The- extremities ol the connector
may therefore be considered at any given• moment as if
jointed to the two curves at the points of contact, and
turning upon these points in the manner of a link. The
relative velocities of the curves are therefore momentarily
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the same as if .J.P, BQ were a pair of rods connected by
a link PQ. Hence the angular velocitie& of the pieces are

to each other in"ersely as the segments into whicl. t"M
connector divides the line of centers.
38. If the line of direction of the link in link-work,
of the common normal to the curves in contact motion, and
of the connector in wrapping motion, be severally termed
the line of action, we can express the separate propositions
which relate to the Velocity Ratio, by saying that the
angular velocities of the two pieces are to each other inversely as the segments into which the line of action
divides the line of centers, or inversely as the perpendiculars
from the centera of motion upon the line of action.
I have confined these investigations, for the present,
motions in the same plane. The cast"S of motions in different planes, are more simply examined as the individual
combinations which require them occur.
to

39. It has been shewn that the principal pieces which
constitute a train of mechanism are compelled to move each
in a given path. Now it is generally sufficient to consider
this path as a circle, for in fact the pieces always either
revolve or move in right lines; and the contrivances by
which motion is communicated in a rectilinear path, are the
same as those by which it is given to a revolving piece, and
derived from the latter by that familiar geometrical artifice
by which a right line is considered as the arc of a circle
whose radius is infinite. It will presently appear that, iu
this way, much complication of classes will be avoided.
Thus, for example, a pinion driring a rack is plainly the
same contrivance as a pinion driving a toothed wheel, the
rack being considered as a portion of a toothed wheel whose
radius is infinite.
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It is true, that pieces in a train may be found which
describe other paths, such as elliptical, epicycloidal, or sinuous lines; but these are always produced by combining
together various circular motions, and therefore the motion
of the piece is actually produced by pieces that travel in
circular paths. Cases of this kind fall under the head of
Aggregate Motions, to which a separate Part of this work
has been assigned.
40. The path of a revolving piece may be considered
as unlimited in extent in either direction, since the piece
may go on performing any number of rotations in the same
direction. But a piece that travels in a right line is necessarily limitstl in its motion either way, to the length of that
line.
Again, the method by which motion is communicated
from one piece to another, may be of such a nature as to
limit the motion of these pieces, although they may be
capable of unlimited motion, considered apart from this
connexion. For example, if the driver and follower be
revolving cylinders, and therefore capable of unlimited
motion, the communication of motion may be effected by a
string whose ends are fixed one to each cylinder, 'and coiled
round it, so that when the driver revolves it shall communicate motion to the follower by coiling the string round
itself and uncoiling it from the follower ; in which case the
rotations of each cylinder are limited to the number of coils
which its circumference ~ontains when the other is empty.
It appears, then1 that the motion of a pair of connected
pieces may be limited either by the figure of one or both of
their paths, or by the nature of their connexion ; and a
limited connexion may be formed between unlimited paths,
or "ice "eraa, but if either the paths or the connexion be
limited, the motion of the pieces will be limited.
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In classifying the communication of motion, however,
the union of unlimited connexions with limited paths, will
require but little attention, as the modifications to which
they lead are in general sufficiently obvious; but the distinction between limited and unlimited methods of communication is of more importance.

CHAPTER 11.
ELEMENTARY COMBINATIONS.
CLAss

A {
•

l>IvmoN

Dnu:cTIONAL RELATION coNsTANT.
VELOCITY RATIO CONSTANT.

A. COMMUNICATION OF MOTION BY ROLLING
CONTACT.

41. IN rolling contact it has been shewn that the point
of contact is always in the line of centers; and t~ angular
velocities are inversely as the segments into which the point
of contact divides that line. Therefore if the velocity ratio
is constant, the segments must be constant, and the curves
become circles, revolving round their centers, and whose
radii are the segments, and no other curves will answer the
purpose.
Let R be the radius of the driving circle, and r that of
the following circle; L and l their synchronal rotations; then
as they are (by§ 20) in the ratio of the angular velocities:

L

r

···y=}l"
This ratio will be preserved, whatever be the absolute
velocity of the driver, but when this is uniform, which is
generally the case, let P and p be the respective periods of
the driver and follower;
P
l
R
... (by § 20) - .. - - - •
p
L r

The motions being supposed hitherto to be in the same
plane, the axis of rotation of the circles will be parallel.
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42. When the amu at-e pat-allel. Let .A a, B b be
two parallel axes, mounted in any kind
10
of framework that •ill allow them to d
revolve freely, but retain them parallel
to each other at a constant distance,
and prevent endlong motion, and let b
two cylinders or rollers, E, F, be fixed
opposite to each other, one on each
axis, and ·concentric to it ; the sum
of their radii being equal to the distance of the axes. The
cylinders will therefore be in contact in all positions, and if
one of these axes, and consequently its attached cylinder, be
made to revolve, its superficial motion will be communicated
to the surface of the other cylinder by the adhesion of the
parts which are brought successively into contact; and thus
the second cylinder will be dri"en by the first by rolling
contact, and their perimetral velocities will be equal.
Let R be the radius of the driver, and 1' of the follower ;
then a section of the cylinders, mnde by a plane passing
through the01 at any point at right angles to the axis, will
present a pair of circles in contact, whose radii are R and r;
P
and therefore, as before, -p

l

= -L •

R
-,. ;

which is indeed manifest, for since the same length of circumference of the driver and of the follower passes the line
of centers• in the same time, let M. circumference11 of the
driver, equal m. circumferences of the follower;

•• i'li"RM- 2'11"t-m, and

M

r
m• R.

• Tbe /CM of etmtn• ia c.be right line whicb jolne the centen of motion,
u already atlted, and, In the cue of mlliug clrcla, pUia thJOugh their point
of contact. The plaiN oJ ceJalnl ia the plane which contains the two axa,
whether the:t be parallel or lnteneet. Tbae two phrues are of continual uae.
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But the number of circumferences that pass a given~ point
measure the number of revolutions of the wheel;

M L
r
.·. - ... - "" - , as before.
m
l
R
43. If the axes of rotation be not parallel, they may
either meet in direction or not, and these cases -must the
considered separately.
Ailles meeting. Let .AB, .AC be two axes of rotation
intersecting in .A.,

..

.A.

to which are attached cones .ABE, .AEO, whose apices coincide with .A., and which have angles at their vertices of such
a magnitude that their surfaces are in contact. Let .A.E be
the line of contact, and Dbe, ecf sections of the cones at
any point e of the line and respectively perpendicular to
their axes, which sections are necessarily circles touching at
e, whose radii are be, ce. If angular velocities .A., a be given
to the cones .A.BE, .A.EC, the perimetral velocities of these
sections will be .A.be and tJ.ce, and if these are equal,

.A.

ce

CE

=--a be BE

a constant ratio. If then the perimetl'al :v.elocidtlt of any pair
of corresponding sections be equal, those of every other such
3
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pair will be equal; therefore the cones will roll together as
in the former caae, and the ratio of the angular velocities
be inversely as the radii of the bases of the cones.
44. In practice, a thin frustum only of each cone is
employed. Let the position of the axes be given, and alao
the ratio· of' the angular velocities, it is required to describe
the cones, or rather the frusta.

Let .AB, .AC be the axes in12
tersecting in ..4. Through any
point D in .AB draw DF parallel to .A.C, and make DF : .AD
in the ratio of' the angular velocity of .AB to that of' .AC.
Join .AF, then will .AF be the
line of' contact of the two cones,
by means of' which the required A\\,
frusta may be described at aay
\
convenient distance from ..4,
for DF • sin D.A!
.AD sin.AFD

G

\\·..
......

sinD.AF BG
• sinF.AC = CG;
that is, the angular velocities are in the ratio required by
last Article.
Coa. The angles at the vertices of the cones may be
readily found thus:
Let 6 be the angle B.A.C,

1t

the aemiangle of' the vertex of'

m

the cone of .AB, - .the given ratio of the angular velocities ;
n

sin

.. . =

IC

sm6-K

m

• -; (m being the less)
"
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whence tan

K

=

sin 9
n

;

-+cos9
m

· which may be adapted to logarithms by taking a subsidiary
. that cos q> -= -m cos 9 ;
angle cp, so
ft

whence tan K

m sin 9

t:p •

-

in co-'2

If 9 be a right angle, which is generally the case, then

,.

tanK•-.

n

45. .J.mes nrithefo parallel nor meeting. The hyperboloid of revolution is a well known surface, generated by
the revolution of a straight line about an axis to which it is
not parallel and which it does not meet•. If two such
hyperboloids EF be placed so that their generating line11

coincide, the solids will touch along this line, and thejr
axes A a, B b will neither be parallel nor meeting in direction.
If the solids revolve about their axes, the contact will
plainly continue throughout this line ; and that they may
be so proportioned as to roll together, can be shewn as
follows.
Let .AB, CD be the axes of rotation, ab, cd tbejr respective projections upon a plane to which they are both
• Vide NewiOil'a UalY.-1 Arithmetic:, Prob. 118. RJ'IIIen' Aaalylical
G-try, p. 1411; • any T•tlle on Aaalyt.lcal Geometry.
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parallel ; gk their common perpendicular* produced to
]4,

g

F

E

c
meet the plane in M; EF a line intersecting gk in h, and
also parallel to the plane and projected in ef.
Let EF revolve round .AB to generate one hyperboloid,
and round CD to generate the other ; then EF will be
their line of contact. From any point E let fall E.A,
EC, perpendiculars upon .AB 8.lltl CD.
Now as the hyperboloids are solids of revolution, these
lines .AE, CE will be the radii of a pair of circles in contact at E.
Draw Cp parallel to ce, therefore Ep = hk and Cp =ce ;
whence EC'- hk 1 + ce'; and similarly .AE 1 = gh 1 + ae•.

ce hk
EC hk
If therefore - ... -., we have ~E ... - ,
ae g"
.11.
gh
a constant ratio for every corresponding pair of circles ;
whence it follows, that if the superficial velocities be equal at
any point of contact, they will be equal at every other; and

"h
. -.A • -r, h
as 10
t e cones, t he angularl"
ve octty ratto
w ere r
a
R
and R are the corresponding radii of the hyperboloids.
• Vide Playfair'• Geometry, Sup. B. n. Prop. xix.
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4-6. But in rolling cones, the perimeters of every corresponding pair of circles move in the same direction at the
point of contact, although the circles are not in the same
plane; for the radii of contact are perpendicular to the line
of intersection of the two planes which contain the circles,
and consequently the tangents at the point of contact coincide with that line and with eacb other. On the contrary,
this is not the ease in rolling hyperboloids.
For the circles whose radii are CE, AE, lie in planes
whose intersection is the line Ee; and tbe tangents to these
circles at the common point E, plainly cannot coincide either
with that line or with each other; so that the motion of the
surfaces is not in the same direction, and the rolling action
is imperfect, and the more so the greater the angle ECp,
that is, the greater the diatance gk between the axes ; f'or
as this distance diminishes, the hyperboloids approach to a
pair of cones whose common apt'x is h.
47. In practice, as in the case of cones, a thih
frustum only is required of each hyperboloid, and these
frusta include so small a portion of the curve surface,
that a frustum of the tangent cone at the mean point
of contact may he substituted without sensible error; and
this may be found as follows :
Let ex I be the axis of the
given hyperboloid; CK • NP • y
the mean distance of the required
frustum from the cebter C, KP =
CN ... k its radius; C.A. -a the least
radius of the hyperboloid and semiaxill-major of its generating hypel·bola pAP; all which may be found
when the position of the axes and
ratio of the angular velocities are
given in any particular L'tlsc, by the last proposition; obscrv-
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ing that in Fig. I4o• .J.E, EC are the mean radii of the
Crusta; g, k, the centen of the generating hyperbolas, and
gh, hk their aemiaxes--major.
Let PTt be the tangent at P; then, by the known
properties of the hyperbola.

h'

ye a• (.v'- a

1) ,

~

md Ct- ~ •

I

. . Ct • _!!_I!_;; gives the apex t oC the required coae.
~-~

.

I

Or, take CT- ~ ; join PT, and produce it to t.
y
48. This third case of axes, neither parallel nor
meeting, admits of solution by means of the cones of the
second case; thus•:

Let .A a, B b be the two axes,
B
16
take a third line intersecting the
axes at any convenient points C and
D respectively; and let a short
axis be mounted so as to revolve
in the direction of this third line
between the other two axes.
Now a pair of rolling cones, B, f,
with a common apex at c, will communicate tootion from the axis B b to the intermediate
axis; and another pair g, h, with a common apex at D,
will communicate motion from the intermediate axis to
.J.a; and thus the rotation of Bh is communicated to .J.a
by pure rolling contact.
Let .A, .A,, a, be the respective angular velocities of
the axes Bh, CD, A a; and R, R,, r the radii of the
bases of their cones, those of the cones, f, g, being the
same;
• From Poncelet, IUecaaique

lud~trielle,

p. 300.
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..4 =-. -R, , and ......!.
..4 = -" , whence -..4 ... -" ,
..4, R
a
R,
a
R
exactly as if the cones e, h, were in immediate contact.
•• -

To apply tke8e Solution8 to Practice.
49. TheoreticalJy we have now the complete MJ!ution
of the problem in all the three cues ; having shewn how
tu find a pair of cylinder• in the first caae, and of conical
frusta in the other cases, by which a given angular velocity
ratio will be eft"ected. If these solids could be formed with
mathematical precision, then, the axes having been once adjuated in distance so that the surfaces should touch in one
position, they would touch in every other position ; but in
practice this is impossible, and nrious arti6ces are employed to maintain the adhesion upon which the communication
of motion depends.
The surface of one or both ~llers may be covered with
thick leather, which by giving elasticity to the surface enables it to maintain adhesional contact, notwithstanding any
small erron of form.
One of ·the axes may be either made to run in slits at
its extremities instead of round holes, or else it may be
mounted in a swing frame. Both methods allowing of a
little. variation of distance between the two axes, the contact
o( the rollen will in this way alao be maintained, notwithstanding small errors of form.
If the weight of the uppermost roller is not sufficient to
produce the required adhesion, or if the rollers lie with their
axes in the same horizontal plane, then weights or springs
may be employed to presa the axes ~ogether. 'l'he practical
detaila of these methods belong rather to the department
of Constructive Mechanism than to the plan of the present work.
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50. But the most certain method of maintaining the
action of the surfaces is to provide them with teeth. The
plain cylindrical or ·conical surfaces of contact are exchanged
for a series of projecting ridges with hollow spaces between.
These ridges or teeth are distributed at equal distances
from each other on the two surfaces, and generally in the
direction of planes passing through the axis, SO· that when
the driving wheel is turned, its teeth enter in succession
the spaces between those of the follower. They are so
adjusted that before one tooth has quitted its corresponding
space the next in succession will have entered . the next
space, and so on continually; consequently, the surfaces
cannot escape from each other, and there can be no slipping,
notwithstanding alight errors of form.
The action of this contrivance falls partly under the
head of rolling contact, and partly under that of sliding
contact; for the teeth coosidered separately act against each
other by sliding contact, and the forms of their acting
surfaces must be determined, as we shall see, upon that
principle.
On the other hand, the total action of a p~ir of toothed
wheels upon each other is analogous to that of rolling contact. Equal lengths of the two circumferenceos contain
equal numbers of teeth, and therefore equal lengths will
pass the ·line of centers in the same time, if measured by the
unit of the space occupied by one tooth and a hollow
between. In fact, the adhesion which enables the surface of
•_dne plain roller to communicate motion to another arises
f'rotp the roughness of the surfaces, the irregular projections of one indenting .themselves between those of the other,
or pressing against similar projections; and the contrivance
of teeth is merely a more complete developement of this
mode of action, by giving to these projections a regular
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form and arrangement. I shall proceed therefore to explain in this Section all that relates to the general action,
arrangement, and construction of toothed wheels ; leaving
the exact form of the individual teeth to the next Section,
and observing, that this arrangement corresponds to the·
ordinary practical view of the subject; for all that belongs
to the complete action or construction of a pair of toothed
wheels is always referred to a pair of corresponding plain
rollers, or rolling citclea, which are termed the pitch
circle8, or geometrical circle8.
51. Geering is a general term applied to trains of
toothed wheels. Two toothed wheels are said to be in geer
when they have their teeth engaged together, and to be
out of geer when they are separated so as to be put out of
action; and generally speaking, a driver and follower, whatever be the nalure of their connexion, are said to be in
geer when the connexion is completely adjusted for action,
and out of geer when the connexion is interrupted.
52. Toothed wheels with few teeth are termed piniom.
This phrase is merely to be considered as the diminutive
of toothed wheel; and there is no impropriety or ambiguity in calling a pinion a toothed wheel, if more convenient.
53. The teeth of wheels may be either made in one
piece with the body or rim of the wheel, or they may be
each made of a separate piece and framed into the rim of
the wheel,
The 6rst method is employed in cast--iron wheels of
all sizes, from the largest to the smallest ; also for brass
or other metal wheels in smaller machinery, which are
formed out of plain disks by cutting out a series of equi-
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distant notches round the circumference, and thua leavio~
the teeth atanding.
Figure 17, A and C, represents the form of tbe modern
cast--iron wheels, in which, for the
sake of uniting lightness and stiffDells, a thin web or fin runs along
the inner edge of the rim and on
each side of the arms, so that the
transverse section of the arm is a
cross.
In smaller wheels the arms are
omitted, aa at B, and the rim of
teeth united to the central boss by
a thin continuous plate.
These
wheels are plate wheels, and when
arms are employed, wheels are said
to be C'rOIIIed. out; but this phrase
rather belongs to clock-work.
Wooden wheels in one piece with
their teeth are too weak to be trusted beyond the construction of models, or wheel-work which transmit little
pressure. The wheels of Dutch clocks of the coarser kind
are constructed in this manner.
54. Figure 18 exemplifies the construction of millwork, and larger machinery, previous to the introduction
of cast-iron wheels by Messrs. Smeaton and Rennie, at
the latter end of the last century*. The wheel .A is framed
of wood, not like carriage-wheels with radial spokes, but
with two pair of parallel bars set at right angle., so u
• Mr. Smea!DD wu the flnt who began to u1e rut-iron ID mill-work at the
Cvrcla !1011-workl, In 17119. It wu lint eanp~oyed for the larp Del of
water-wheela, and IOOD afterwards for large cog-wheel•; but the complete intro.
duction of it is due to l\lr. Rennie.-Vide Farey on the Steam Enpe, p. 443.
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to leave a square opening in the midst for the reception of
the abaft, which is also of wood, and square, and the opening being purposely left larger
than the section of the shaft, the
wheel is secured upon it by driving wedges in the intermediate
space. This frame carries the
rim of the wheel, which is made
truly cylindrical on the outer
surface, and annular in front.
Equidistant mortises are pierced
through the rim in number
equal to those of the teeth or
C088, as they are called when
made in separate pieces.
The cogs are made of well-seasoned hard wood, such as
mountain-beech, hombeam, or hickory ; die grain is laid in
the direction of the length, which being the radial
19
direction, gives them the greatest transverse ~
strength. A cog consists of a head a, and a
shank b, of which the head is the acting part
~
or actual tooth which projects beyond the rim,
·c
and the shank or tenon is made to fit its mortise exceedingly
tight, and is left long enough to project on the inside of the
rim. When the cog is driven into its mortise up to its
shoulders a pin c is inserted in a bole bored close under
the rim of the wheel, by which it is secured in its place.
55. This construction of a toothed wheel has been
partly imitated in modem mill-work, for it is found that
if in a pair of wheels the teeth ol o1_1e be of cast-iron, and in
the other of wood, that the pair work together with much
less vibration and consequent noise, and that the teeth abrade
each other less than if both wheels of the pair had iron
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teeth. Hence in the best engines one wheel of every largE
sized pair has wooden cogs fitted to it exactly in the
manner just described ; only that instead of employing a
wooden framed wheel to receive them, a cast-iron wheel
with mortises in its circumference is employed. Such a
wheel is termed a MOTtise wheel.
Wheels of the kind hitherto described, in which the
teeth are placed radially on the circumference, whether
the teeth be in one piece with the wheel, or separate, are
termed Bpur-wheels; and when the term pinion is applied
to a wheel its tt'eth are usually called leaves.
56. The pinions in large wooden machinery are commonly formed by inserting the extremities of wooden cylinders into equidistant holes, in two parallel disks attached to
the axis or shaft •, as at B, (fig. 18.) thus forming a kind of
cage, which is termed a lantern, trundle, or wallower; the
cylindrical teeth being named its statJeB, spindlea, or rounds.
This construction is very strong, and the circular section of
its teeth or 1taves gives it the advantage of a very smooth
motion, when the lantern is dri'Oen, as will be shewn in its
proper place. In Dutch clock-work this plan is imitated on
a small scale, and small wire used for the staves.

57.

A similar system to this is of great antiquity, for
in early machinery the toothed wheels were often cut out of
thin metal plates; and it would be obviously impossible to
make a pair of such thin wheels work together, as in fig. 17;
for the smallest deviation of one of the wheels from the plane
of rotation of the pair, would cause the teeth to lose hold of
each other sideways. For this reason one of the wheels of
a pair were always maae either in the lantern form as just_
• A.ri• I• the general and scientific wonl, •lanfl the mUhrrlgbt'• gmen.l term,
and •pirwlle hla term for smaller shaft•; a.rle is the wheelwright's word, and t~rbor
the watchmaker'•·
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described, or with pins inserted at one end only into a disk,
as at ..4 fig. 20, or else the teeth of one of the wheels were
20
cut out of a hoop, as at C, forming
what is termed a crown wheel, or contrate wheel.
In this figure it is evident that the
thin wheel B would retain hold of the
pins of A, or of the teeth of C, notwithstanding a little deviation from the plane
of rotation, or a little end-play in the
axes.
58. Annular wheel& have their
teeth cut on the in.side edge of an annulus, so that the pinion which works
with them shall lie within the pitch circle. Hence the two
ames revoltJe in the same direction. The
arms of an annular wheel necessarily lie
behind the annulus, in order to make
room for the pinion, and the latter must
be fixed at the extremity of its axis,
otherwise this will stop the wheel by
passing between the arms.
Annular
wheels are more difficult to execute than common spurwheels, hut it will be shewn that the action of their teeth
is smoother. A pin-wheel like ..4, fig. 20, 'may be employed
as an annular wheel, and is much easier to construct.
59.

When the path of one of the pieces is rectilinear,

o•,inotber wonlo, if it be uliding ~
piece, then the teeth are cut o~
~
the edge of a bar attached to this
·
piece, so that the teeth may work ~
J
with those of the wheel or pinion, which is to drive or
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follow it, as in this figure, where the bar ab i11 supposed to
be confined by proper guides, 10 aa to move only in the
direction of. ita length, and the pinion c to geer with it
either as a driver or a follower.
Such a toothed bar is termed a rack. The teeth admit of all the different forms and arrangements of which
the teeth of wheels in general are susceptible ; the rack
being merely a toothed wheel whose radius is infinite.
Similarly, an annular wheel may be considered as a toothed
wheel whose radius is negative.
80. lf the opace through which the
bar moves is less than the circumference
of the wheel, the latter may assume the
form of. a sector, as in this figure.

~
.·o·

61. All these examples belong to the first case of
position in the axes, that is, when they are parallel; but the
second case, in which their directions meet, presents itself also
very early in the history of mechanism.
A water-wheel, for example, has its axis necessarily

horizontal, and Dear the surface of the water. The axis of a
mill-stone, on the other hand, is vertical, and it is convenient
to place the latter in an upper floor of the building. This is
the disposition of the water-mill of Vitruvius, and ·is in fact
universal.
But the exact method of deriving the form of the toothed
wheels from a pair of rolling cones, was not introduced until
the middle of the last century, when ita mathematical principles were completely laid down by Camus, in 1766*.
• Cuuua, Coun de Malher.tique, Par. 1788. The part relating to toothed
wbeela hu heeD priDted ..,_tely in Eaglaud, aucl 11 well bowa. Tba priacipla of roll.iDtr- wu 8At publilhed in England " Imilon. In bil treatila
o( the Mechanieal Powen, 1787, he -the term bft1l
1111d IJHIIIb alneh
wheela u well known.

;.r,
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. Previously to this it was thought sufficient to dispose
the teeth of the wheels, as in this figure, upon the face

of one of the wheels as .A, so as to catch those of an
ordinary spur-wheel B with teeth on the circumference;
or else to place the teeth of both wheels on the face, as
in those of 4. and C. Sometimes the teeth of both wheels
were placed on the circumference, as in the ordinary
spur-wheels; with this difference, that the teeth require to
be much longer, to enable them to lay hold of each other
in this relative position. For the forms of the individual
teeth no certain principles were followed, and for the arrangements in question the only principle appears to have
been to place the teeth so that on passing the line or rather
plane of centers•, the teeth should present themselves in
the same relative position as if they belonged to a pair of
wheels with parallel axes.
0

0

•

A similar principle is, indeed, clearly stated by De
la Hire, in the extract which follows the next paragraph.
62. When the axes intersected each other at· right
angles, and one of them revolved much· quicker than the
other, a cylindrical lantern was universally given to the
latter, and the teeth of the former placed on its face,
• Vide Note, p. Sll.
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as in this figure, at A and B.

This form and arrangE"-

ment is found in mills of all kinds, from the earliest
known printed figures to the wooden mill-work of the
last century.
The wheel B is termed a lace-wheel ; it generally revolved in a vertical plane. 'l'his figure is copied from one
in De la Hire's Mechanics•, in a chapter where he proposes to shew how the direction of motion may be changed
by toothed wheels; and after giving the cylindrical lantern
A for the case of axes . at right angles, he proceeds to
axes inclined at any other angle, thus :-" If a lantern C
be constructed having staves inclined to the axis at any
given angle, then will the horizontal motion of the power
be changed into a motion inclined to it at any angle we
please, provided only that the staves of this lantern C
must be so arranged that they come successively into the
horizontal position at the moment of meeting the teeth .
of the wheel B, in order that they may apply themselves
to thJ! teeth in the same manner as if this lantern was
like the other B. These changes of direction in motions
may be of great use in machinery."
• De la Hire'• Treatlae OD lllechanica, Par. 16911. Prop. LXVI. Tbia wu
early tr&llllated· into Engliah, In part, by Mandey, iD bla .Mec:hanleal Powera,
1709, p. 304.
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It is rather singular, that upon the authority of this
conical lantern the invention of ~Hmilgeer has, been attributed
to De la Hire, when it is plain that the principle of rolling
cones, which is essential to them, has nothing whatever to do
with this arrangement; which is solely founded upon the
notion of presenting the teeth to each other at the plane of
centers, in the same relative position as in spur or facewheels. The apex of the cone is turned in the wrong
direction t'or bevil-wheels, and the cylindrical lantern is
employed t'or the axes at right angles.
63. But the necessity of changing the direction of
motion through other angles than right angles had arisen
long before the time of De la Hire ; suggested, as I believe,
by the use of the Archimedean screw for raising water,
which appears to have been a great favourite with the early
mechanists. Figure 25, for example, is part of a complex
piece of mill-work extracted from one of the early printed
coJlections of machinery •. The object of the mechanism
in question is to enable a water25
wheel to give motion to a series
of three Archimedean screws
placed one above the other. A
face-wheel, carried by the axis
of the water-wheel, geers with a
trundle (Art. 56) at the lower extiemity of a vertical ax.is, which
extends to the top of the building, and of which A is a portion.
Three conical wheels, similar to B, are placed one
opposite to the lower end of each screw, as C, which it
turns by geering with a square-staved trundle, as shewn in
the figure.
• Le Divene et Artlfldoee Machine del Capituo A. RameUI. Pu. 1688,
eh. llL YJU.
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These conical wheels are derived from the common spurwheel, by the same principle of placing the teeth so that
they shall, in crossing the line of centers, lie in the same
relative position as if the axis of the wheel had been parallel
to that of the trundle; which principle it was, in this case,
oddly enough, thought necessary to extend also to the
spokes or arms of the wheel.
641. The common cror.on-tel&eel and ptmon, Fig. 26,
which is used in clock and watch-work, in cases where
axes meet at right angles, is another example of the same
principle. The axis 4., which carries the pinion, is at right
angles to B, which carries the crown-wheel.
The teeth are cut on the edge of a hoop, and the action
26

B

of the pinion upon them is nearly the same as if it worked
with a rack; the combination being made on the presumption, that the curvature of that portion of the hoop whoee
teeth are engaged is so small, that it may be neglected; in
which case, the hoop coincides with a rack which is tangent
to it, along its line of intersection with the plane of centers,
and which travels in a direction perpendicular to that plane.
The cror.on-teheel is often termed a contrate teAeel.
65. To form a pair of betnl-teheels, a pair of conical
frusta having been described (by Art. 44) to suit the required
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angular positions of the axes and the given velocity ratio,
27

the smooth surface of these cones must be exchanged for a
regular series of equidistant teeth, projecting nearly aa
much beyond the surface aa the intermediate hollows lie
below it, and directed to the apex or the cone, so that a line
passing through this apex shall, it brought into contact with
any part of the side of a tooth, touch it along ita whole
length. Thus the contact of one tooth with another will also
take place along the line; whereas in face geering the contact
of the teeth is between two convex surfaces at a point only.
28

66. It may happen that
the common apex of the ·two
cones shall lie so that one of
them becomes a plane surface,
as in fig. 28 ; in which case the
teeth become radial. Also one
of the cones may even be hollow, aa in &g. 29.
For every given position of
the axes, however, we bave a
choice of two positions for the
wheel which belongs to that shaft
whose direction is carried past the
other. In theee last figures this
wheel is placed below, but if it
had been above, a difFerent and

29
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smaller pair of cones would have been obtained for the
given velocity ratio, in which these peculiarities of form
would have been avoided.

67. When the axes are inclined to each other without
meeting in direction, an intermediate double
SO
bevil-wheel may be employed, arranged as
in Art. 48, or else frusta are employed,
which are derived from the tangent cones
of a pair of hyperboloids. (Art 4o7.)
The direction of their teeth or flutes
must be inclined to the base of the frustum, to enable them to come into contact ;
and the oblique position thus given to
teeth has p~ured for wheels of this kind the name of
SktnD Betn~B. If the teeth be cut in ~he direction of the
generating line of each hyperboloid, they will obviously
meet, since this Hoe is the line of contact of the two surfaces.
To find this line upon a given frustum of the tangent
cone, let fig. 81 be the plan of this frustum, ~1
I the center; aet ofF l• equal to the shortest f
•~
distance of the axes, (their common perpenl
dicular) and divide it in k, so that lk is to
k• as the mean radius of the frustum to the mean radius of
that with which it is to work, draw km perpendicular to lsr,
and meeting the circumference of the conical surface at m.
Perform a similar operation on the base of the frustum, by
drawing a line parallel to km, and at the same distance lk
from the centcr, meeting the circumference in p; join mp,
which is plainly the line of direction of the teeth, (vide Art.4o5).
We are also nt liberty to employ the equally inclined
line qn in the opposite direction, but care must be taken
that in the two wheels that pair of directions be taken of
which the inclinations correspond.
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But this question may also be satisfied upon the principle of face-wheel geering, and was so dispoeed of by the
older mechanists, the teeth being merely arranged on the
principle already explained, so that they should pass at the
instant of contact. in the same relative positions as if the
axes had been parallel, or meeting in direction.
68. It has been already shewn that there is no rubbing friction when the point of contact of two edgea ia on
the line of centers. Of this Dr Hooke was certainly
aware, as appears from his remarkable contrivance to get
rid of the friction of wheel-work. This, to use his own
words, "I called the perfection of Wheel-work; an invention which I made and produced before the Royal Society
in 1666."
"It is, in short, first, to make a piece of wheel-work so
that both the wheel and pinion, though of never so small a
size, ahall have as great a number of teeth as shall be desired, and yet neither weaken the work, nor make the
teeth 10 small as not to be practicable by auy ordinary
workman. Next, that the motion shall be 10 equally communicated from the wheel to the pinion, that the work being
well made, there can be no inequality of force or motion
communicated. Thirdly, that the point of touching and
bearing shall be always in the line that joins the two
centers together. Fourthly, that it shall have no manner
of rubbing, nor be more difficult to be made than the
common way of wheel-work, save only that workmen have
not been accustomed to make it • •.,
This fourth condition of no rubbing is, however, u we
have seen (Art. 85), necessarily included in the third.
• Vide CutlerlaD r-tuns, by R. Hooke, No. t, eatitled .AIIImaclnnb.
the ftm pan of the MachiDa Celeldl, 1874, p. 78.
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First, then, if there be a certain large number of teeth
required to be made in a small wheel, then must the wheel
and pinion consist of several plates or wheels lying one
beside the other, as in this figure .A, where eight platee
82

of equal thickness and size, are each cut into a wheel of
twenty-five teeth, as shewn in front elevation at B ; the
wheels are fitted close together upon one arbor de, and
fixed in such order that the teeth of the successive plates
follow each other with such steps that the last tooth of each
group may within one step answer to the first tooth of the
next group. Thus, reckoning from a to b, the teeth follow
each other in equidistant steps of such a magnitude that
b is distant one such step from c, the first tooth of the
next group.
The pinion being constructed upon a similar principle,
and of the same number of plates, it is clear that the
inequalities in the touching, bearing, or rubbing of such
wheel-work, would be no more than what would be between
the two next teeth of one of the sets, that is, about the same
as in a wheel of 200 teeth, and yet the teeth are as large
as those of a wheel of 25 teeth.
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Secondly, if it be desired that the wheel and pinion
should have infinite teeth, all the ends of the teeth must,
by a diagonal slope, be filed oft' and reduced to a straight
or rather a spiral edge, as in C, which may indeed be best
made by one plate of a convenient thickness, which thickness must be more or less according to the bigness of the
sloped tooth. And this is to be always observed in the
cutting thereof, that the end of one slope tooth on the one
side be full as forward as the beginning of the next tooth on
the other ; that is, that the end b of one tooth on the right
side be full as low as c, the beginning of the next tooth on
the left side.
Thus far I have employed nearly the words of Hooke,
who has, however, said nothing respecting the form of the
teeth, which must evidently, in the second system, be 10
shaped as to begin and end contact upon the very line of
centers; the mode of efFecting which will appear in the next
chapter. The contact of the teeth will be at every instant
at a single point, which point will, as the wheel revolves,
travel from one aide of the wheel to the other ; a fresh contact always beginning on the fint aide, just before the last
contact has quitted the other side. And as the point of
contact is always on the line, or rather plane, of centers,
it is strictly rolling, and there will be no sliding or fri~
tion between the teeth.
Hooke's system has been several times re-invented,
for example, by Mr White, of Manchester, who patented it
before 1808•; and endeavoured, in vain, to introduce it into
the machinery of that place. The motion of such wheel-work
is remarkably smooth and free from vibratory action, but it
• Vide Whlte'a Cmtury of ID'feDtiOIII, lBI, Memoln of Lit. IIDd Pbll. Soe.
of Mmcb•ter, abo Sbeldrate, Theory of IDci.IDed Plaae Wheela, 1811. It bu
bellclea beeD reprodueed u Dew ID America, md lately ID ~ UDder tbe

ll&llle of a Bells Lner.
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has the defect of introducing an endlong pressure upon the
axes, occasioned by the obliquity of the surfaces of contact
to the planes of rotation. But there are many cases in
which this property, when understood and provided for,
would not be injurious. The first form of Hooke•s geering,
in which it appears as separate concentric wheels, as at .A.,
has been employed successfully in cases where smooth action
is necessary•; and is free from ·the oblique pressure, but
loses the advantage of the perfect rolling action.

ON PITCH.

69. Let Nand n be the numbers of teeth of the driver
and follower respectively, then as the teeth are equally
spaced upon the circumference of the two wheels, these
numbers are proportional to the circumferences and radii of
their respective wheels; hence

N R P
l
- • - • - - -.
n r
p
L

(Vide Art. 42.)

70. The pitch circle of a toothed wheel is the circle
whose diameter is equal to that of a cylinder, the rolling
action of which would be equivalent to that of the toothed
wheel (Art. 50); therefore in the above equation R and r
are the radii of the pitch circles of the driver and follower
respectively; these rolling cylinders being the limit to which
the toothed wheels approach, as their teeth are indefinitely
diminished in size and increased in number, the distance of
•e axes remaining the same.
This circle is variously termed the pitch circle of the
wheel, the primitive circle, or the goometrical ·circle. I
• I bue- it iD a plaDiq ea,rlue b7 Mr. Collier, ot Mancb-..
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prefer the term pitch, as less liable to ambiguity, and as,
I believe, the one most usually employed. In conical
wheels the pitch circle will be the base of the frustum.

'11· Let the circumference of the pitch circle be divided into equal parts, in number the same as that of the
teeth to be given to the wheel; the length of one of these
parts is termed the pitch oC the teeth, or of the wheel, and
evidently contains within itself the exact distance occupied
by one complete tooth and space. The word Bpac8 is
employed here in its technical meaning, as denoting the
hollow or gap that separates each tooth from the neighbouring one.
Let C be the pitch, D the diameter of the pitch circle,
both expressed in inches and parts ; and let N be the number of teeth, then NC- wD•; from which expression if
any two of the quantities C, D, N be given, the third may
be found. The arithmetical rules which are immediately
deducible from this equation are in constant requisition
amongst millwrights.

72. In English practice it has been found convenient to
employ only a given number of standard ·values for the
pitch, instead of using an indefinite number. The values
most commonly chosen are Iin., Itin., Ifin., Itin., 2in.,
2tin., sin. And it very rarely happeng that any intermediate values are necessary. Below inch pitch the values
f, t, t, t, and t, are perhaps sufficient.
These remarks apply to cut-iron wheels principally, as
the great utility of this system of definite values for the
pitch resides in its limiting the number of founders' patterns.
Cut-iron teeth of leu than fin. pitch are seldom employed;
and, for machinery of a leu size than this, the wheels would
• Wb- ,. • 1.1416. Tbe mWwrtpll CIIIIIIDOIIlJ ue

7tl far ....
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be cut out of disks of metal in a cutting engine. Nevertheless the same system of sizes might be introduced with
advantage into wheels of this latter kind.

73. Since the values of C are few and definite, the
use of ,the expression NC - ., D may be facilitated by calcuC

.,

.,

c

lating beforehand the values of - and - that belong to
these cases.

.,

=C. D,

For N

c

and D • ; . N; and the

follo~ng

Table furnishes the factor corresponding to each of the established values of the pitch, by the use of which the number of teeth may be readily found for any given diameter,
or vice versa.

Pitch io
inches.

.,

c

c

.,

8

I.04r72

.9548

2t

I.2566

.7958

2

1.5708

.6366

It

2.()94oto

.4774

It

2.5I82

.!1978

It

2.7924

.3580

I

3.1416

.8182

f

4-.1888

.2886

t
t
t
t

5.0265

.1988

6.2882

.1590

8.8776

.1194-

12.5664

.0796
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ExAKPLltl.

Given, a wheel of -62 teeth, 2 inch pitch, to find the
diameter of the pitch circle. Here the faccor corresponding
to the pitch is .6866 which multiplied by 42 gives 26.7 inches
for the diameter required.

2t

pitch, to find
Given, a wheel of four feet diameter,
the number of teeth ; the factor is 1.257 which multiplied
by 48, the diameter in inches, gives 6o for the number of
teeth.
Given, a wheel of SOt inches diameter, and 96 teeth,
D 80.5
C
.
to find the pitch. Here N • 96 • .817 • ; ; wh1ch value

c

of - corresponds in the Table to inch pitch.
11"

Questions of this kind are continually occurring in the
execution of machinery; and simple as the calculation may
appear to a mathematician, they require more multiplication
and division than is always at the command of a workman.
By way of simplifying tbe expression of the relations between the size of the teeth, their number, and the diameter
of the pitch circle, a different mode of sizing the teeth in
small machinery has been adopted in Manchester, which
may be thus explained.
74. Suppose the diameter of the pitch circle to be
divided into as many equal parts as the wheel has teeth;
and let one of these parts be taken for a modulus instead
of the pitch hitherto employed; and accordingly, let the
few necessary values be assigned to it in simple fractions of
the inch. Call this new modulus the diametral pitch of
a wheel, to distinguish it from the common pitch, which
may be named the circular pitch, and let M be the diametral
pitch;
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D

.. N

= M,

and, as M is a simple fraction of the inch, let

1

M--; .·. mD- N, in which Nand m are always whole

m
numbers.

The values of m, commonly employed, are 20, 16, 141,
to, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4o, s; and all wheels being made to
correspond to one of the classes indicated by these numbers,
the . diameter or number of teeth of any required wheel i1
ascertained with much less calculation than in the common
system of circular pitch.
12,

This Table• shews the value of the circular pitch C,
corresponding to the selected values of m already given.

•

C, iD decimala of
inch.

C, in inches to
Deanllt • ·

8

1

1.04o7

I

4o

.785

r

6

.628

I

6

.5241

f

7

.4o4og

li

8

.898

I

9

.Stg

10

.8141

D

12

.262

i

If.

.224o

16

.196

20

.151

6
I

7

I

I

I

.

I

iS
I

I

• Tbla table 11 f'OUDCled CID the practice of the well.JmoWD factory of Sbarp,
RoberU, and eo., at Manchater, and may therefore be relied 1111 u exhibiting
the preeent moeL perfect methoda employed In the ama1ler ei.. of mill-wark, ar
cut-boa mecbanllm. In thil 1yatan, a wheel In which •
10 wOilld be c:alled
a ten-pitch wheel, and 10 on.

=
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C

Since N • M, we have M - -;; therefore the diametral
pitch is the quantity which has been calculated in the second
column of the Table in page 58. In fat:t, it is euy to see that
this scheme difFers from the first, merely in expres11ing in
small whole numbers the quantity ~ instead of C.
In small machinery, of the kind that would be classed
as clock or watch-work, and in which the wheels are
cut out of plain disks by means of a cutting engine, the
size of the teeth is often denoted by stating the number
of them contained in an inch of the circumference, which
may vary from about four to twenty-five. The word pitch
is unknown to clockmakers, and their pitch circle is termed
the geometrical circle; but, for the sake of uniformity, I
shall apply the term pitch indifferently to all kinds of
wheel-work. In cut wheels it is necessary to calculate the
pitch for the purpose of obtaining the size of the cutter,
which, as it operates by cutting out the spaces between the
teeth, ought of course to be exactly of the same form and
breadth as those spaces. When the number of teeth and
geometrical diameter of a wheel are given, the pitch of these
small teeth may be determined, in decimals of the inch,
from the general expressions already given for the teeth of
mill-work; and after the forms of the teeth have been
described according to the methods contained in the next
chapter, the shape and size of the cutter will be obtained.

CHAPTER Ill.
ELEMENTARY COMBINATIONS.

c

A
LASS

DmaroN B.
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])IRECTIONAL RELATION CONSTANT.
VELOCITY RATIO CONSTANT.

COMMUNICATION OF MOTION BY SLIDING
CONTACT.

75. THE axes being supposed .parallel, it appears
(Art. 88), that in sliding contact, the angular velocities are
in the inverse ratio of the segmeot11 into which the normal of the curves, at the point of contact, di"Yides the line of
centers.
Any curve then being assumed for the edge of one
revolving piece, if we can assign such a form to the edge of
another revolving piece that the common normal of the two
curves shall divide the line of centers in a fixed point, in all
positions of contact, then will these curves preserve a constant angular velocity ratio, when one is made to move the
other by sliding contact. Before, however, I proceed to
develope this general principle, I shall, for the sake of
simplicity, give the several ordinary solutions of the problem, and after that shew how they are included with
others under this proposition.

76.

FirBt &olution.-Let .A, B be the ceotera of
motion, ~B the line of centers divided as usual, in T,
in the inverse proportion of the angular velocities; describe through T the respective pitch circles, and let
abc be a portion of an epicycloid whose base is the
pitch circie a T, and whose describing circle has the same
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diameter as the pitch circle Tb, and let b be a pin whose
diameter is exceedingly small, so
S.IJ
that it may be consider~ u a
mathematical line. Then if the
curve a be be cut out of a thin
plate, and caused to turn round
the center A, and the pin b
carried by a piece capable of
turning round the center B, the
motion communicated from the
edge to the pin will fulfil the
required conditions.
For at
the beginning of the motion let
Te be the position of the curve~ therefore, the pin b
will coincide with T, and if the cur.ve move into any
other position abc driving the pin to b, the arc Ta will
be equal to Tb; for Tb is an arc of the deseribing
circle, and therefore, if it were made to roll on T a, the
point b would trace an epicycloidal arc coinciding with ha,
and the point b would coincide with a. But the arcs Ta,
Tb are also those described by the two pitch circles respectively, in moving from T to the second position; and since
these equal arcs are described in the same time, the angular
velocity ratio of the two pieces is constant, and the same as
if the motion had been produced by the rolling contact of
the pitch circle•.
Otherwise, by the known property of the epicycloid, the
normal to any point b passes through the point of contingence
T qf its describing circle and its base circle. But these latter
circles are the two pitch circles of the combination; and
since the normal of the curve ab at the point of the contact
• For the propertiel or Cycloidal Cunes, Yide Peacock'a E:umpl-, p. 188.
Y011111'• Nat. P~by, VoL u. p. 666. De la Hire aur lea Epicycloldea, .te.
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is thus shewn to pass through a constant point T oC the
line of centers, the angular velocity ratio of the cireles
will be constant and equal to the inverse ratio of their
radii, by Art. 75.

77.

Second aolution..-.A, B being, as before, the centers of motion, T the point of contingence of the pitch
circles. Let abc be an arc of an S4o
epicycloid whose describing circle
is · TbB, of half the diameter of
the pitch circle FTd. From the
center B draw a radial line through
the describing point b, meeting the
circle in d; then will this line touch
the epicycloid in b. Let !Dotion
be communicated by contact from
the coned edge abc, which revolves round .A, to the radial line
B bd, which revolves round B;
and let the beginning of the motion be reckoned from the position
in which a coincides with T, and,
~
therefore, d with a. In moving
to any other position of contact abc, Bbd; Ta, Td, will
be the arcs simultaneously described by the two pitch
circles. Now TBb is an angle at the circumference of
the circle TbB, and TBd an angle at the center of the
circle TdF; therefore Tb measures an angle double of
.Td. Alio the radius of Tb is half that of Td; therefore the arc Tb• Td. Again, TbB is the describing eircle
of the epicycloid abc, and Ta ita base; .·. Tb • Ta;
whence Td • Ta, that is, the arcs of the pitch circles
described from the beginning of the motion are equal, and
consequently the angular velocity ratio constant, and the
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same as would be obtained by the rolling contact of the
pitch circles.
Otherwise ; as before, the normal of contact at 6 passes
through the constant point T of the line of centers-, and
therefore divides it into a pair of constant sepents ; whence
by Art. 75, the angular velocity ratio is constant.
Coa. The point of contact b, between the cone ac
and the radial line Bd, is always situated in the circle TbB,
described through T, with a diameter equal to the radius
of the pitch circle of the radial line, and having its eenter
upon the line of centers. This circle is therefore the
loctu of contoot.

78.

Tlaif'd 10lution.-.A and B being, as before, the
centers of motion, T the point of contingence of the pitch
circles. Let a describing cirB
85
de Tbk be taken of any diameter, and with it describe an
epicycloid TC by rolling on the
outside of the pitch circle Tm,
and an hypocycloid TF by
rolling on the inside of the
pitch circle Tn. Let these
curves be cut out and made to
revolve in contact, round their
respective centers of motion .A.
and B, until they come into a
new position where abc is the
.A.
epicycloid and ehf the hYJK>cycloid. By the known properties of the curves they will
have their common point b in the circumference of the
describing circle Th, when its eenter 0 is on the line of
q!nters, and they will also have a common tangent there.
5
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if the describing drcle Tbk were to roll upon Te
f'rom its present position, it would describe the curve be
with the point b, and this point would come to B ; therefore
the arc Tb is equal to the arc Te, and similarly, the arc Tb
is equal to the arc Ta; .·. Te- Ta. But theae are the
arcs respectively described by the two pitch circles in
moving from the first position to the second; therefore, as
before, the angular velocity ratio is constant and equal to
that which would be obtained by the rolling eontact of the
pitch circles.

Otherwise; as before, the constancy of the angular
velocity ratio may be shewn from the known property or
the curves by .which the normal from the point b passes
through T.
This third solution iocludee the two former ones, for it
is known that if the diameter of the describing circle of
an hypocycloid be made equal to the radi11s ol the base, the
hypocycloid becomes a straight line coinciding with a
diameter of the latter ; and thus the second solutioa is
obtained. Also, if the describiug circle of the bypocycloid
equal the circle of the base, the hypocydoid is reduced
to a point in its circurnferenee, and thus the first m]u.
tion is obtained.

79.

F(JU!T'th BOlutioo.-l..et ..rf, B be the centera of
motion, T the point of continge'D'te of the pitch eirdes.
Through T draw DTE inclined at any angle to the line
of centers, from A and B drop perpcmdieulars JI.D, BE
upon DTE, and with radii A.D, BE and centers A. aDd B
deBCribe the ch•cles to whi<:b DE wiH be a common tangent.
TBE.

Also we have BE
Dll

= B'r
.AT by

. '1ar triang
. 1es T AD,
stnu
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Through the point T describe an involute KTH of
the circle DH, and an invos6
lute FTG of the circle FE.
If theee involutes be made to
tum round the centen .J. and
B respectively, and to remain
in contact, the perimetral veloc
cities of the pitch circles will
be equal.
For, let kth, ftg be new
positions of the involutes, the
point of contact t will be always in the line DE, and H h,
•Ff are the arcs respectively
described by the base circles of
the involutes. But

Hh -DH- Dla-DT- Dt •Et-ET= Ef- EF-=Ff.
And since these arcs are equal, the perimetral velocities of
the base circles are equal, and the angular velocity ratio
constant.
But A.D : BE :: .J.T : BT by construction; tbat·is,
the radii of the bases are proportional to the radii of the
pitch circles. Whence it follows that the perimetral velocities of the pitch circles are also equal, and the angular 'Velocity ratio the same as that which would be obtained by
making their circumferences act upoa each other by rolling
contact.
Otherwise; because the normal to any point o( contact t
of the involutes coincides with the common tangent o( their
bases, this normal is a fixed line, and passes through a fixed
point T of the line of centers, which also shews, as before,
the constancy of the angular velocity ratio.
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80. If the distance of the centers .A, B be altered, but
that the involutes ·may still remain in contact, then it can
be shewn, in exactly the same manner, that the velocity of
the cH-cumferences of the balleB will be equal ; and, therefore, that the ratio of the angular motion of the two curves
will remain unaltered. This is a property which distinguishes the involute from the other curves that have been
given, and is of some practical importance; for when these
curves are employed for the teeth of wheels, it is not only
unnecessary to fix the centers of their wheels at a precise
distance, but a derangement of the centers, from wearing or
settlement in the frame-work, does not impair the action of
the teeth. ln every other pair of curves that have been assigned, a variation in the distance destroys the equal ratio_
of the motion, by destroying the principle of their connexion.
!JO

81. For every given pair of pitch circles an infinite
nnmber of pairs of involutes may be assigned, that will
answer the conditions required ; for the inclination of D1'E
to the line of centers is arbitrary, and every change of inclination produces a new pair of bases and of involutes.
82. Fifth, or general solution.- To return to the general principle (Art. 75). It appears that, from the properties
of the curves in the cases already given, the normal to the
point of contact paases through the constant point T of the
line of centers, and that the problems already solved admit
of demonstration upon. that property alone. But if instead
of employing a circle as a describing curve, other curves be
-employed, then a new set of forms applicable to our purpose
will be obtained.
To shew this, we may employ the following Theorem •.
It is always possible to .find a CUf'"e, whieh by f'evolmng
• Airy on the Teeth of Whrel•: Cam. Phil. Tr. Vol. n. p. 279.
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upon a gi"en cu"'e• shall, by smne describing point, in the
manner of a trochoid, generate a second gi"en Ctlf'I)B, pro"ided that the normala f1'om all points nf the second t'UMJe
meet the fi1'st.
To prove this, let .AB (fig. 37) be the first curve, .AC
the second, from the points C and E, which are very near,
draw the normnls CD, EF; if a 37
describing point P ·be taken, and
PQ, PR, be made respectively ~
equal to CD, EF, and QR equal
R Q
to DF, and this process be continued, a curve will be formed, which, by revolving upon
B.A, will, by the describing point P, generate the curve .AC.
iFor if Q coincide with D, then R will afterwards coinoide
with F; and so on for all succeeding points, since QR-= DF.
Also, DC- QP, &c. And the angles made by these with
the tangents are equal, for the cosines of these angles, draw-

/f)

. D G, QS perpendicular
.
FG and RQ,
RS m
'
mg
to EF, PR are FD
which the numeraton are the dift"erences of equal lines, and
the denominaton are equal. Hence, P rolling on .AB
will describe .AC. And the formation of the curve RQ is
always possible, because RQ is greater than RS, for FD
is necessarily greater than FG.
As an example of this, suppose it were required to find
the curve, which, revolving on one straight line .A.B (fig. 38),
would generate another
straight line .AP. · Since
the angles made by the
line PQ with the tan.B
Q
.A.
gent must be constant,
it follows that the curve would be the logarithmic spiral,
P being its pole.

~
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83. If the tooth HD (6g. 89) be generated by the
revolution of any curve on the outside of the pitch circle
HT, and it DK be generated by
B
the revolution of the same cu"e in
89
the same direction, in thE' inside of
the pitch circle KT, then the normal
at the point of contact of the teeth
will pass through T. For, let the
generating c~e be brought into
the position LT, so as to touch the
circle HT at T, DT will be the
normal of HD at D; and that the
teeth may be in contact, the same
generating curve in the other circle
must touch KT at T, in which case it will coincide with •
this; D therefore will be in the surfaces of both of the
teeth, and TD the normal of both at that point; therefore
they will touch at D, and the line of action T D will pass
through the fixed point T•; which being true in every
position, the angular velocity ratio will be constant, and
equal to that which would be obtained from the rolling cootact of the pitch circles.
84. We are now able to solve the problem in its most
general form. Gi.,m, the form of the teeth of one t11/aeel
to find the form of tlaoBe of anotlaer that tlaeg mag toork
togetlaer correctlgt. Describe the pitch circles of the re-

quired wheels. Find the curve which, revolving upon the
one, will describe the given tooth. Make the same cu"e
• Airy on the Teeth o( Wheela: Cam. Phll Tr. p. 280.
t The ,-ibility of doing thla wu known to De la Hire, who pYe Ul imperfect method for the purpoH In lhe Trait!! sur lea Epicycloidea. The method
In die text appean to have beea tint ertllDciated by Dr. YOIIDg, but without
demonatration. (Nat. Ph. Vol. 1. p.I76). The complete demonstration ia clue to
Pror- Airy, 1111d I ban gin~ it nearly in hill own worda, ID Articles n,
83, and 84, 1111d in the following note.
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revolve within the other, and with the same describing point
ia will generate the tooth required.
That theee forma may be applicable in practice, however, it is necessary that the curvature of the conveJdty of
one tooth should be greater than that of the concavity of the
other, or else that both should he convex •.

t

85. This problem also admits of a simple practical
solution, in the following manner.
Take a pair of boards .A. and B, whose edges are formed
..0
into arcs of the given pitch circles.
Attach to one of them the shape
of the proposed tooth C, and to
the other a piece of drawing-paper
D, the tooth being slightly raised
above the surface of the board to
allow the paper to pas5 under it.
Keep the circular edges of the
boards in contact, and make them
roll together.
Draw upon D, in a sufficient number of successive positions, the outlines of the edge of C. A curve ef, which
touches all these successive lines, will be the corresponding
tooth required for B. For by the very mode in which it
• In the iDYolatel, fig. 36, page 67, the separation of the c:irclea~ of the
buea would .-n to exclude them from thia genual propoaitioD. But, howe.er, iD the iD•olute al the normal Bl ia Inclined at a coutant Mgle to BT,
and therefore to the tangent of the pltc:h c:ircle at T, and the c:oaatruc:Uoaa juat
gl•eu abew that the iD•olute cl may be poerated by the re\'olutioa of a loprlthmic: aplralupoa the pltc:h rircle eT; the deac:riblng point beillg the pole of the
1plral, and the angle between ill radlaa and tangent the AIDe u the 1111gle made
by ET with the tiiDgeDt of the circle at T. In the AIDe way, the re•olution
of this spiral within the aecoad pltc:h circle 1t T will generate aaother lnYoJute 1t 1,
which wUI work c:orrec:tly with the ftnt.
The portl01111 of the two ln•oluta whlc:h lie reapec:tinly within and without the
pitc:h c:ircla, u TG, T H, being thua included in the geuual proposition, the
remaining portion& TF, KT ean be In the same manner Included iu it.
t Tranaactlooa of Civil Enginem, Vol 11. p. 89.
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hu been obtained, it will, if cut out, touch C in every pc»ition ; and therefore, the cootact of these two curves C
and ef will exactly replace the rolling action of the pitch
circles.
Many forms .of C tried in this manner, will prove ontractable, for some of the auccesaive portions of ita edge
may cover up and interfere with parts of the curve ef that
have been previously drawn, In fact, although it be
geometrieally possible to aaaign a form ef to work with any
given form C, it by no means follows that this is practically
true, and indeed it does not appear that any new forms
deduced from this general principle are likely to adapt.
themselves to practice, so well as those which are included
under the four ordinary solutions. I shall therefore proceed. to shew bow these are to be adapted to the teeth of
wheels.

ON THE TEETH OF WHEELS.

86. THE formation and arrangem('IJt of the teeth of
wheels forms so important and interesting a branch of our
subject, that I have thought it better to allot a separate
Section of this Chapter to it. For the convenience of reference, it will be seen that I have distinguished, by number,
the several solutions of the problem which requires curves to
be found that will produce a constant velocity ratio when
revolving together in sliding contact ; and I shall now
proceed to sbew, in order, how these solutions are to be
applied to the formation of the teeth of wheels.

To apply the first solution to the formation of ll&e
teeth of wheel8.

87.

.

This solution shews that an epicycloid traced on the
pitch circle of the driver, by a describing circle equal to the
pitch circle of the follower, will drive a pin in the circumference of the follower with the same motion as if the pitch
circles rolled together. Let the pitch circles (fig. 4-J) be
divided respectively into . a ~&umber of equal parts, ed, dg,
gh, &c.••• fa, ab, be, &c.... corresponding to the number
of teeth proposed to be given to them; let fine pins be fixed
into the follower at the· points e, d, g, h, &c.... and let a
series of epicycloidal arcs fk, ka, at, lb, &c .... be traced
with a describing circle equal to the pitch. circle of the follower, and through the pointsf, a, b, ••. alternately to right
and le£t, meeting at k, l.... If motion be given to the
driver in the direction of the arrow, then the curved face ak,
will press against the pin d, and move it in the same direc-

741
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But as the motion continues the pin tl will slide up-

l

wards until it reaches k, when this tooth and pin will quit
contact. Before, this happens the pin e will have reached
the point f, and the face /to of the next tooth will have
commenced a similar action upon the pin e, which will in
like manner be succeeded by the next pair; and eo on .continually.
88. But the demonstration suppoees the pins to be
mathematical points having no sensible diameter, which is
practically impossible. Take therefore, a sufBcient number of
points t, m, 'J, ••• in the epicycloidal face of tbe tooth bl, and
with a radius equal to that which the pin requires deacn'be
a series of small arcs, and draw a curve mta. touching them
all. Repeat this operation upon enry tooth, eo as to produce curves 1q, qp, rta. ••• respectively parallel to the original
epicycloids. For example, let the curve pq be substituted
for the epicycloid a k, and at the same time a pin o( the
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given radius be substituted for the point d. In every relative position of contact between this new pin and the curve
pq the epicycloid Gk will pass through its center d. For
by the mode of its description the circle n1ust touch the
curve pq, when ita center is in any point of the epicycloid.
Therefore the tooth tD derived from the epicycloid will drive
a pin of any required diameter, exactly in the same manner
as the original curve would have driven the mathematical
point. A space pr must alao be cut out within the pitch
circle of the driver and between the bases of the teeth, to
allow the pin to pass. But as the sides of this space never
touch the pin, the form of it is immaterial, provided it be
made sufficiently large to ensure that there shall be no
accidental contact.
89. This solution is applicable to trundles or pinwheels of all kinds (Art. 56). In the figure it appears,
that while any given tooth ka is in contact wit.h, and drives
a pin cl, the back kf of this tooth will be in contact with
the succeeding pin e ; and consequently, if t.he motion of
the driver were reversed, the back of the tooth would begin
to drive the tooth e without any shake taking place, and
the wheels would work as well in one direction as the
other. This perfection is unattainable in practice, as the
smallest error in excess of the figure, or position of the
tooth, or pin, would cause the teeth to wedge themselves
fast between the two contiguous pins. It is necessary to
allow a small space for play between the teeth and pins,
and this play is tenoed backla8h. The same principle and
phrase applies to all forms of teeth which are capable of
being so arranged a& to work in bot.h directions.
90. WheD the pin is reduced to a mathematical point,
the contact of any tooth Gk begins at the moment its base a
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has reached the line of ceoters; and during the action of the
tooth the point of contact gradually slides upwards, remaining always in the pitch circle of the pin-wheel, and at the
1111me time it recedes from the line of centers until the cootact is finally terminated at .the point of the tooth k ; the
action being wholly confined to the rece88 from the line of
centers. But if, on the other hand, the pin-wheel were
made to driue the teeth, the reverse would happen ; the contact would begin at the top of the teeth, and end at their
base, and the action would be confined to the approach to the
line of centers.
Now, in practice, the friction which takes place between
surfaces whose points of cootact are approaching the line of
centers, is found to be of a much more vibratory and injurious character than that which happens while the points
of contact are receding from it. It is therefore necessary
to avoid the first kind of contact as much as possible, and
for this reason the teeth are always given to· the drivers,
and the pins to the foJlowers, in this kind of wheel-work.
For the most part, the diameter of the phi is made equal to
that of the tooth, with an allowance for play equal to one
tenth of the pitch. The radius of the pin will be, therefore,
rather less than a quarter of the pitch. When the stave has
a sensible diameter, the first contact will take place, as
before, when the center of the stave reaches the line of
centers, and therefore at a distance before that line equal
to the radius of the stave, or rather less than a quarter of
the pitch.
But, plainly, one tooth must not quit contact before the
succeeding tooth is engaged ; therefore, when the point f has
reached the line of centers, the tooth pq must not have
quitted contact with the pin d; and the ·point q, when contact ceases, must therefore be at an angular di&tance .from
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·the line of centers, equal at least to half the distance fa, or
half the pitch; so that in a pin-wheel the action that takes
place before coming to the line of centers, is less than half
that which must take place after pusing it.
91. 4. rack may be considered as a wheel, the radius of
whose pitch line is infinite (Art. 59); and on this hypothesis
the form of ita teeth may be derived from those of spur•heels with finite radii, by very simple considerations.
The rack may drive or follow ; in the first case the pins
•ill .be given to the wheel, and in the second case to the
rack.
Now if the rack drive, the line Ta, fig. ss, (which is an
arc of the pitch drcle of the driver) will become a right line
perpendicular to the line of centers, and abc will become a
cycloid.
The teeth of the rack, fig. 42, must be derived from the

cycloid ka, by the method already explained, of tracing a
parallel curve at a distance from it equal to the radius of
the pin.
If, however, the· rack be driven, as in fig. 4<8, then the
arc Tb, fig. ss, will become a right line, and abc will become
the involute of the pitch circle of the driver Ta. From
which involute a parallel cu"e might be obtained, as before,
for the teeth of the pinion; but this is unnecessary, inas-
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much as this process would merely reproduce the •me involute in a difFerent position.

It follows, that to describe the teeth of a wheel which
is to drive a pin rack, involutes of its pitch circle must
be traced to right and left alternately, and at a distance
from each other rather greater than the diameter of the
pins.
92.

In a similar way an annular wheel may either

dri"e or foUow.
If it drive, the pitch circle Ta, fig. ss, will become
concave ; and if the radius of the pins be small, the sides of
the teeth will be bypocycloids, as at pq, flg. 44, traced by
44

the rolling of the pitch circle of the follower within the
pitch circle of the driver; or, as before, if the radius of the
· pins be considerable, then the sides of the teeth will be
drawn parallel to the hypocycloids at a normal distance
equal to the radius of the pins.

It the annular wheel follow, it will carry the pins, and
the teeth of the driver will be traced by rolling the amide of
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the annular pitch circle upon the
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of that of the

k.

driver, making, as before, the true edge of the teeth equidistant from the epicycloid so obtained, ko, fig.~, by a
distance equal to the radius of the pin.

93. To .find the smallest number of teeth or pins
that can be employed, when the pins have no aemibk
diameter.
Let T, d, be two successive pins in a pin-wheel, Ttla
the tooth of the driver, and let the pin tl coin-t6
cide with the point of the tooth Ttla, at the
moment the next pin T arrives at the line of
I
centers ; then one tooth ceaaes ita action at the
moment the next tooth begins.
Let .J.T = R, BT = r, B.J.tl = 8,
ABtl ... f/l·
Now, from the nature of the curve atl, Ta which is
equal to the pitch must be equal to Ttl- rrp; and the
angle B.A tl includes in the position of the figure half a tooth
or half the pitch; .·. 2R8 = "'P·

If the pin d had not quite reached the extremity of
the tooth, when T arrived at the line of centers, TA tl
would have been less than half the pitch angle; but the
action of the wheels would not be interrupted, but rather
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improved; whereas,- on the contrary, were T A.d greater than
half the pitc~ angle, one tooth would quit its pin before the
next could begin contact; therefore, we may have TA. d equal
to, or less than, half the pitch angle, but not greater;

N

Bd sin BA.d
ow A.B .. sin .tldB;

.
,.
that 1s, R +r

sin 8

sin 8

= Sin
. {cp + 8) = --(--"'~R~)'"'
sin 1

+-;:-

8

;

in which equation, substituting different values of the ratio

R , it will appear whether the value of 8 is sufficiently small
r

tp answer the conditions; for example, let R • r ;

sin 8 , or i Sin
. 8 "" sm
. S 8 = S Sin
. 8 - 4 Sin
. se ;
.·. -1 • -:-2
810 s8
.·. sin 8 = ~, and 8 = sOO;
2

by which it appears that six teeth and six pins will exactly
fulfil the conditions, and that the pin will exactly reach
the extremity of its tooth when the next pin comes into
action. Also any number greater than six may be employed, but with less than six the action will be interrupted.
3

If .,. • 2R, cos 8 = -, and 8 .. 4.1°. 86 ~ .•• 28 = SSO. 12';
4

which corresponds to four teeth and a fraction ; the smallest
whole numbers are five teeth to drive ten pins.
94. In this manner the following set of results wt!re
obtained.
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A pinion of four pins may be driven by a wheel of any
number of teeth greater than about sixteen, but a pinion of
three pins cannot be driven even by a rack, that is, by a
wheel of an infinite number of teeth.
Five pins may be driven by any number of teeth greater
than about ten.
Six is the least num~ tbat admits of being employed
in the case of the number of teeth and pins being equal.
Five teetb will drive a pin-wheel of any number from
eight upwards, and four teeth require at least twelve pins ;
but three teeth will just drive a pin-rack, and consequently
lrill not work with a wheel.
It must be recollected, that in this class of wheel-work
the pins are always given to the follower.
96. In the last Article the pin was 11upposed to be
a mathematical point ; but as this is impracticable, let us
examine the question, supposing the pin to have a sensible
radius.
It has been shewn (Art. 87) that the form of tooth t'or
11uch a stave is derived from the epicycloid ak (fig. 4o7), that

would sene when the sta\"e is reduced to a point; by tracing

6
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a curve pq at a nonnal distance from it, equal to the
radius cq of the stave. Let pqa be such a tooth, then, if
it be quitting contact at the moment the next stave and tooth
are coming into action, the center of this aext •tave T must
.coincide with the line of centera; and as the line Tc, which
joins the center of the pin c with the tangent point T, o~
the pitch circles, is the normal to the epicycloid ak, it necessarily passes through the point of contingence of the curve
pq and the stave: this point q will also he the e:ctremity of
the tooth.
Let

TBc (the pitch angle of the pin-wheel) = tp,

and B.Aq (half the pitch angle of the toothed wheel) •
let ..4 T

e;

= B, BT .., r, and cq, the radius of the pin, =- p;
.•• rtp ... 2Re (1).

(1!.

e)

+
.
cos
sm cqm
2
• But cm • cq. .
p
•
------~
sm cmq
sin (tp +e)
sin B..4m

Bm

Also, sin ..4mB "" ..4 B '

ros
that is,

sin
sin

e

(tp +e)

From this equation

-=

r - (cm)

R

+r

=

(t +e)

"- P· sin (cp +e)
R +r

e may be eliminated by (1.)

Let k be the ratio of the diameter of the pin to the
pitch, which is the most convenient term in which to express
the result;
.·. k

-= 2~e;

.·. p ... kRe.

Substituting this value of p, and arranging the terms,
we· finally obtain
• In

tia"· 47, m aboulcl be at the intersection of Be ud A k,

ctASI A.

sin

r••Ttl

01' WB&&Ls,
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(~·et>)-~. sin(~)
~.cos(~
.cp)
2
2R

From thia equation, by substituting in each particular
cue the value of cp, and of~ , the necessary diameter of k

,.

will be obtained; which will cause one tooth to quit contact
at the instant the other begins. Should k come out pegative,
the cue is thus shewn to be impossible; and i£ zero, then it
corresponds to the arrangement in which the pin is a mathematical point. In practice ~t would not answer to arrange
teeth so that one pair should quit contact at the instant the
next pair begins it, because the least wearing or inaccuracy
would cause an interruption in the action. lt is necessary,
therefore, to allow more teeth than our Tables will shew, or
to· make the stave of less diameter and the tooth of gteater.
I hii'V'e not thought it neeeossary to give the cHagtam for
the case of annular wheels, but I have inserted the results
which apply to them in the table. They may be obtained
from the formulet by coasidering that R and r lie oh the
181De side, instead of opposite, and therefore R and ~ must
have eppoeite eigDa; abo the angle ~trtB will, for the same
reason, be talten equal to the difFerence, instdd. of tbe aum
of 8 and cp.
96. The following Tablet ahe1r that diameter of the
stave OJ: pin in parts of the pitch which allo'W11 one pair of teeth
and pins to ·quit contact at the instant the next pair begin it.
The impoesible cues are marked -, but whm1 the character + is inserted, the neceuary diameter of the atave ia
greater than halt the pitch, and con~equently ati such cues
may be employed in practice.
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TABLE I.
Pinion drives, and Staves are given to the Wheel.
Diameter of Sta'RI.

Value of
r

Number of Teeth in the Pinion.

i•
2
:a..:
-;z
..a
Cl

~it

-

s
4

8
Rack

8

1
....
it
I

;;

Ill.
<10

6
5
4
8
2
1

.68
.28

-

-

-

-

-

-

8

+
+

.64
.34

-

-

5

-+

4

-+

+
+

.78
.58
.51

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

.46
.87
.18

-

-

6

7

8

+
+

+
+

+
+

-- --1 +

+

+

+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

.59
.87

+
+
+
.68

.15

-

+
+

0

.88

.57

+

TABLE 11.
Wheel drives, and Staves are given to the Pinion.
Diameter· of Stave.
Value of
R

-,.

1
2

li.a

s

~

5

it

.t

-J·

=]

lit

4

6
8
10
Rack
8

6
4

-

Number of Staves in the Pinion.

/2

s

4

5
1-

6

7

- ..... 1- -- - - --.88
0
- -- - .20 .51 .66
·89 +
- .46
+
.01
-

-

-

-

.01
.10
.23

+

.10
.16
.22
.26

.ss
.4o9

+
+

.50

+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

+

+
+

.-t

.+
+
+
+
+
+

8

'

1-

.57

+
+
+
+
+
+

+

+
+

+
+
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91.

&anepk. A wheel is required to .drive .a pinion
of one fourth ol ita diameter; to find the least number of
teeth and pins that can be employed.
1'his example belongs to the second table; and in the
line appropriated to

!!.r .. 4 it appean that if four staves be

given to the pinion, and consequently sixteen teeth to the
wheeJ, the diameter of the stave is reduced to the hundredth
part of the pitch ; but that if the numbers 5 and 20 be
t>mployed, the pin may be made nearly half the pitch. In
practice it would not be safe, therefore, to employ less
numbers than 6, 241, or 7, !8.

To apply the .eoond BOlu&n to the formu.~Wn of the
tm/a. of w~.
98. The forms of teeth derived from this solution are
the most generally employed at present, they having been
found the best adapted for metal wheeJa, whereas those which
have been derived from the first solution beJong rather to
the ancient practice of wooden mill-work, although t~ey may
trtill be occasionally employed in metal work, as pin-wheels.
Fig. 48 represents a pair of wheels whose teeth are derived from the eecond solution. ...4 and B are their centera
of motion, T the point of contingence of the pitch circle.s;
and as the forms of the teeth in each wheel are obtained
from the same principles, either wheel will act as driver or
follower. The complete aide of each tooth, as c Ta, or ATg,
ia made up of two parts, one of which lies within the pitch
circle, and the other without ; the portion aT or T K that
lies without the pitch circle ia technically termed the face o£
the tooth, and that which lies within as Th or Tc is termed
itsjlank, which terms I shall employ.
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W·ith respect to the portions Tc, Tg of the pair of
teeth g 7'l, c Ta, 7'c is a radial line to .4, and 7'g·a.n arc

.
\t
'•,

...................

of an e1icyoloid whose deacribing circle is 7'efa;equal in
diameter to the radius T .4 of the lower pitch circle. On
the other band, T h is a radial line to B, and 7'a an arc of
an epicycloid whose describing circle is TkB, equal in
diameter to the radius TB of the upper pitch circle ; that
is, the ilanks or portions
teeth in both wheels that lie
within their respective piteh circles are radial linea, and the
faces, or those that lie withput, are arcs of epieycloids
traced in each wheel with describing circle equal in diameter to the pitch radius of the other wheel. By the second
solution, therefore, each ilank and face wm act in contact to
produce a constant angular velocity ratio, but the action of
each pair will be confined to its own side of the line of
centers.

of

a
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As the two sides of each tootli are precisely alike~ and
aymmetricaJ to a line joining the ecmter1 of the wheel aocl
point of the tooth, the wheels will turn each other in either
direction at pleasure. The form of the cu"ed line cde
which connects each tooth with the next is indifferent, provided it afford sufticient room for the point or the opposite
tooth ; for it manifestly never comes into contact action,
since that is entirely confined to the portions of the tooth
before described. The curved part ctle is termed the

cleaf'inB.
99.

To examine the action of the teeth, let the lower
wheel of the figure be the driver, and let it revolve in the
direction of the arrow; therefore the right sides of its teeth
will presa the left sides of the follower's teeth. Now, the
locus of contact is the semicircle fe T during the approach
to the line of centers, and the semicircle TkB during the
recess. The contact, therefore, of every pair ol teeth begins
at the root of the driver's tooth, that is, at that point of the.
flank which is nearest the center, and proceeds gradually
outwards till it ceases at the point of the tooth. But in
the follower the contrary action takes place. The contact
begins at the point of its teeth, and ends at their root.
This is evident, since the path of the point of contact is
the sinuous line 6 Tk.
Al..O, in every pair of teeth the extent of face that
JOmes into contact action is much greater than the extent of
flank with which it works. For, let Tg be a given length
of the cu"e of a tooth in the upper wheel, then, to find the
required length of flank in the lower wheel, describe with
radiua Bg an arc of a circle gm, interaecting the locus of
contact Tef in e; therefore 6 will be the radial distance
of the first point of contact of the flank with g, and
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.J. T- ..4 e the length of ftank through which the actiba ia
eontinued; which is manifestly leu than the face Tg.
100. · To .flnd tla6 BmGlleBt nt.maber of UetA tltat con
be employed tOMn tlt6 t6etA qf tlt6 dri"er Me epicgcloitU
10'ho8e ducribins cinle i8 NJif tlt6 pUcA cir~ of t'M Jollot.oer, and tlt6 teeth of t'M follower radial lifUIB Aaoing
no aemible t'4iclmea8.
Radial teeth of this kind might be formed by inserting
thin plates of metal edgewise into the surface of a bloek, in
the same way that pins are when employed for teeth; and
this arrangement falls under the second solution, ·as well as
the last, although the form of the teeth appears difFerent.

In fig. 49, B is the center of the follower, ...4 of the
driver, Tda one of the teeth of
the latter, and Bdm• the radial
tooth of the lollower, with which the
lace ad has been in contact during
its motion from T to a.
The semicircle TdB described
upon the radius TB is the locus of
contact; let the apex d of the tooth
ad be quitting contact at the same
moment that the aucceeding tooth
begins it; therefore d will lie in the semicircle Tdb, and
the base of the auceeeding too.th coincide with T;
Join bd, then comparing this figure with fig. 46, Art. gs,
it will appear that in fig. 49, if b were the center of a pinwheel, and d the pin acting with the tooth ad, Tbd would
be the pitch angle that would cause the tooth ad to quit
contact with the pin at the moment the next began it ; but
• The line ftom d to • is obliterated in the wood-c:ut, but
plied, alnce it la the mere prolongation of B d.

CIID

euily be aup.
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TB d is the llimilar pitch angle in the cue ol radial teeth•
and TBd- f Thd.
T.W ktut numhet' of f"Gdii, theref01"6, tlull· tDUl UJOf"k
IDitA a Bi"m number of epicycloidd t861A i8 equal to hDic6
t.W leut numhet- of pins.
The results obtained upon this principle, from the
formula of Art. 98, are as follows.

A pinion of 7 radii may be driven by a wheel of i6 teeth
and upwards.
&-· rad.ii

. . .. . •. . . •. . .•• •• . ••• . . . ••. ••. •• . 16 teeth.
9 radii . . . .. . •. .. ••. .. . . . •• ••. . •. . ... .. • 12 teeth.
••••••• ····~·· 10 is the least number when equal numbers of

teeth and radii are employed.
•• •.•••.••• ••• 9 teet~! will drive a wheel of 10 radii & upwardg,
8teeth .............•....... ll .................. .

·•····•·•··•••

7 teeth ...••..•.•..•••.•.... 12 •••••••••••••••••••
6 teeth .•...........•.•..... 12 •••••••••••••••••••
5 teeth .•..•.••....••.•..•.. 16 .•...•..•...•••.•••
4 teeth ...••..•..•..•....... 24. •••••••••••••••••• .'

8 teeth will drive a rack whose teeth are straight,

and have no aenllible tbickne88.
101. Although it appears from these tables that a
pinion of three teeth will but just drive a rack, and that
four is the least that can be employed to drive a wheeJ,
supposing the radii to be very narrow, yet two teeth may be
made to answer this pu~ very practically by fixing them
in two planes, as in fig;lJO.

B represents a disk to which teeth c, c, c, ••• t1, d, •••
are fixed alternately on one aide and on the other, the aides
or rather flanks of these teeth are straight, and radiate in
direction from the center of B; and the extreme diameter of
B measured from the opposite extremities of the teeth is equal

90

to that ot its pitch circle. The driver is formed of a pair of
double epicycloids, of which .A
is in the plane of the upper teeth
c, c, c, •• • and a in the plane
olthe lower teeth d, d.... The
describing circl~ of these epicycloids is of course equal to halt'
the pitch circle of the follower.
The action of this combination
is very smooth.
A pinion ot' one tooth communicating a constant angular
velocity ratio between parallel axes appean absalutely
hnpossible.
. The endless screw is equivalent, however, as we shall
see, to a single tooth.

102. To shew t'M geometncal oonditioru that limit the
employment oflow-num.bered pinions, when t'M teeth are
formed in the U8UGl manner, as. in
t8.
·

JiK.

The usual general construction and letters being made,
fig. 51. Let TBd be the angle through which it is desired
that the contact of the tooth ad should continue alter passing
the line ot' centen. Therefore, as the contact is now ended,
the point of contact will be at the extremity d of the tooth.
Join Td, which will be perpendicular to the radius Bdm.
Join .Ad. Then, since a was in contact with m at the line of
centers, the arc T a .... T m, and is 8-iven, being that proportion ot' the .pitch through which the contact of the teeth is
required to continue. Al10 af is half the tooth, if the tooth
be poinWd, or else, if it be blunted by a certain quantity,
then af is halt' the tooth diminished by that quantity; and
in either case is given. Now ka is equal to the pitch, and
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tl

muat t!ODtain oae tooth, and the apace between ; aod lince
51

'

A

af cannot be ~!'e&ter than balf a tooth, and may be less,
therefore kf must contain at least half a tooth and a space,
always supposing the tooth and space to be equal. Now for
every given wheel BTm, and value of TBd, a value of 7'.A
may be assigned that will make kf exactly equal to a space
and a half tooth, and in that case the tooth will be pointed.
If a greater value 7'.A1 be taken, the point f will fall
nearer to a, and sf will become less than half a tooth; so that
the tooth may be blunted : but if a less value T .A11 be taken,
then the point f will fall nearer to 7', and kf will become too
small to contain the space and remaining half tooth. If the
teeth of the wbeel radius T .A., were set out, it~ould be found
that the epieycloidal area oo the two lides of df would intersect between d and f, and thus make the tooth too abort to
continue ita action through the required arc Ts.
Let Nand n be the numbers of teeth in a pair of wheels
whose teeth are of the kind described, and whose action

ELJUIB'NTA&Y COKBI'NATIOJriJ.

after pataing the line of centera is given; it appears then
that for every value of N a value of n may be usigned, a
leas number than which will make the action of the teeth
impoS&ible; and it is of aome practical importance to determine these limiting valuet of n in every cue, that we may
avoid setting out impouihle pairs of numbers in wheelwork.
103. A formula may be investigated thus: produce d T
towards G, and from ..4 draw ..4G perpendicular to and
meeting it in G ;
tan G..4d
Gd .AB
then tan G.A.T • GT = ..4T 9

or

tan(TBd+ TAd) AT+ BT
tan TBd
..
.AT
.

Now the angle TBd and the radius BT are given by the
conditions, and also the arc T•, which is the supposed arc
of action; whence Tfis known;

But if we attempt to extract the value of ..4 T from the above
expression, it will be found to be so involved aa to make a
direct solution of the equation impossible, although approxi. mations may be obtained.
·
However, on account of the practical importance of the
question, I have arranged in the following Tables the exact
required resultf, which I derived organically from the diagram of fig. 51, by constructing it on a large scale with
moveable rulers.
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TABLE I.
TABLE

T¥KTH OF WHEELS.

FOR SPUR-WHEELS.

of the l«ul numbers of teeth that will work with
given pinions. (Tooth • Space).
Leut Number ol Teeth
iD Wbeel,

Number
of Teeth in I"
if Wheel
given Pillion.
!)

6
..

7
8

An: of utioD,
Teapileb.

dri't'fll.

imi!C*ible

ims-lble

.........
.........

9

······•··
.....•...

10

rack

Jl

54

12
18
14
15
16

so

..

8

if Pinion

dri't'fll.

24
20
17
15
imJII*I"ble

176
62
S5

27
28
11
19
18
17
16

...

impollible

An: ol aetioD,

6

T• •t piteb.

.........
.........
.........

7

SI

8

9

16
11

10

-IO

11
10
10
10

im~"ble

im~ble

10

s6
15
18
10

11
8

8

5

I

s

Are of action,

Te •fpitcb.

...
lJ

6
7
8

.........
.........
.........

S5

19

u

9
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TABLE IJ.
TABLE

FOR ANNULAR WHEELS.

of the greateat numbers of teeth that will work
with given pinions. (Tooth- Space).
Greateet Number of Teeth
in Annular Wheel,
Number
of Teeth in I"
if Wheel
aiven Pinion.
drives.

2
8
An: of action,

4

Ta=pitch.

5

7

An: of actioo,
Ta zf pitch.

.........

.........

5
12
26
85

14
25

any number

8

9

6o

.•.•....•

I
8

.........

77

6

any number

5

12
77

.........

..
6

An: or action,
Ta -=I pitch.

impollible

•...••...

if Pinion
drives.

..

2

5

impol8ible

impollible

8

64

.........
10

.......•.
14

any number

.........

N. B. The case of annular wheels cilll'ers from t}lat of
spur-wheels in this respect, that, with a given pinion a smallnumbered wheel works with a greater angle of action than
a large-numbered one, and therefore we have to assign the
g"eateat number that will work with each given pinion.
This will easily appe~ it a ailnilar diagram to 51 be coostrueted for the case.of.annular wheela.
104. In these Tables I have supposed the tooth of the
wheel to equal t)le space throughout, and have given the
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whole of the limiting cases, aud under three suppositions :
6rat, that the arc of action Ta shall be equal to the pitch,
in which caae, if required, the teeth of the follower may be
cut down to the pitch circle, aud the contact of the teeth
thus con6ned to their recess from the line of centen ; for
aince the action of each pair of teeth continues through a
space equal to the pitch, it is clear that at the moment one
pair quits contact the next will begin. However, as aome
allowance must be made for erron of workmanship, it is
better to allow the teeth to act a little before they come to
the line of centers; or else, by selecting numbers removed
from the limiting cases in the Table, to enable the teeth
td continue in action through a greater space than one
pitch. This principle will be examined more at length
presently.
The limiting numbers under two other suppoeitiona are
inserted in the Tables, namely, that the arc of action Ta,
shall equal f and ; of the pitch, and when these are employed
it ia of course necessary that an arc of action, at least equal
to 1and i of the pitch reapectively, shall take place between
the teeth before they reach the line of centers.
It appears that a smaller pinion may be employed to
to foDow. Thus, when the action begins at the line
of centen the least wheel that can drive a pinion of eleven
is 541, but. the same pinion can drive a wheel of 21 and upwards ; again, nothing less than a rack can drive a pinion of
tea, but thia pinion can drive a wheel of u, and upwards.
No pinion of lees than ten leans can be driven, but piniona
as low as si:x may be employed to drive any number above
thoee in the Table. And, lastly, the 'leauit pair of equal
pinions that will work together is . sixteen. These ·limits
being geometrically exact, it is better in practice to allow
~ore teeth than the Table asaigns.
~rive than
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106. Other problems of the same nature as those already given might be suggested ; as for example, to find the
least numbers that can be employed when, without considering the relative action before and alter the line of centera,
the teeth are supposed to be drawn, as in fig. ,8, with entire
points both in the driver and follower, and the tooth equal
the space; on which suppositions it would be found that the
least possible number of teeth in a pair of equal wheels is
foe, that /MW will just work with rim, and three with about
tw•e, and that two will not even work with a rack.

106.

To adapt the 8econd solution to f'ackB.-lf we
suppose the lower pitch circle of fig. 4o8 to become a right
line, we shall obtain a rack, and the epicycloidal faces ab of
the rack teeth will become cgcloid.B, because their describing
circle B k T now rolls upon a right line, but the radial
flanks AT of the pinion will remain unaltered. On the
other hand, when the radius T .A is thus increased to an infinite magnitude the describing circle Tfa coincides with the
pitch circle whose center is A., and they unite in one straight
line, tangent to the upper pitch circle at T; which line is, as
already stated, the pitch line of the rack. But the curved
faces T g ••• of the upper pitch circle being thus described
by the rolling of a tangent upon its circumference, are intWlutu of the circle, and the straight flanks Tc of the
rack-teeth become parallel to each other and perpendicular
to its pitch line.

Al10, because Tfthe locus of contact now coincides with
the pitch line of the rack, therefore the action of the faces
of the wheel-teeth is confined to that single point of each
rack-tooth which lies upon the pitch line.
Fig. 52 represents a pinion and rack constructed upon
the above principles, from which it appears, that, supposing
the rack to be the driver, and to move in the direction of'
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the arrow, the locus of contact will be the right line aT

during the approach to the line of centers, and the semicircle
Tb during the recess from that line. If the pinion drive,
then the contact will take place in the semicircle on approaching the line of centers, and in the pitch line on receding from it. But 88 there is a great disadvantage in confining the action and consequent abrasion to a single point of
the teeth, I am inclined to think that this method of forming rack-teeth, although most universally adopted, is bad,
and that the forms derived from the succeeding 110lutiona
will be found to wear better. Nevertheless, thia injuriou1
action may be abridged or destroyed by cutting the teeth of
the pinion shorter, or reducing it to the diameter of the pitch
circle; but then if the pinion drive, 88 it generally does, we
fall into the other difficulty of confining its action entirely to
the approach to the line of centers.

To find tla6 length of the teeth of wheels formed ac. co-rding t9 the second solulion.

107.

The length of the tooth will in all cases appear
from the setting out, according to the rules already laid down;
but it is more convenient to have tiome general principles for
this purpose. It has been already stated, that the true diameter or radius of a wheel is that which is measured from the
extremities of the teeth, in opposition to the geometrical diameter, or diameter of the pitch circle. Let R be the radius
of the pitch circle, and E the projection of the tooth beyond
it, and U the true radius; therefore U-R+E. Now this

7
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addition E to the radius of the pitch circle is called by clockmakers the tlddendum, which term I shall, for convenience9
employ. Let r, u, e be the geometrical radius, true radiu~
and addendum of a wheel, working with one of which the
same quantities are respectively indicated by R, U, E;
U R+E
."'.-=--

u

.r+e

As it is convenient to express the addendum in terms
of the pitch ( • 2; : ) ,
27rR

27rr

letE-K.N, and e=k·-;-•
and as -R • -N , we ob.
tam
r

n

U N+'l7rK .
_.,.
u
n + 'l7rk

The practice of millwrights is to employ a constant adden~
dum of .!!.._ x pitch, whether the wheel be a driver or follower;
10

putting, therefore, K
U

= k = . s,

N + 1.885

;- = n + 1.885

we have

N +2
""' n

+2

l
' near y ;

that is to say, to find the ratio of the true diameters of a

pair of wheels of a given number of teeth, add two to each
term of the ratio of the numbers. When the pitch is expressed according to the method described in Art. 74, where

the pitch diameter ol the wheel is laid down from a scale
whose unit is a tooth, the true diameter is at once ginn by
adding two teeth to the number.
Watchmakers assign a difFerent value to the addendum,
according as the wheel in question is a driver or follower.
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Various proportions are assigned by difFerent writers. Our
latest and best English work • on the subject gives the rule
U

-u =

N +2.25

.

fl+l..'i'

where U is the true radius of the driver, and u of the follower, and K, k are equal to .86 and .24., or f and! nearly
of the pitch. I shall proceed to investigate a principle for
these rules, but will fint state the entire general proportions
which are at present usually given to the teeth of mill-work,
and which may be considered to have arisen almost entirely
from practice.
108. In 6g. 58 is represented a portion of the circumference of a pair of mill-wheels in geer, whose pitch lines are

--

---

man, and eac; the forms of the teeth are those generally
adopted in practice, and the rules for proportioning them are
stated in fractions of the pitch, thus:
de= Depth to pitch line • _!..pitch.
10

df- Working Depth
dg = Whole Depth

-- ......
-- ......
6

10

7

10

• Reid'• HOIOICJgJ. P• 114.

7-2
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ab

= ThicknessofTooth .. !..._pitch.
11

be • Breadth of Space

-- ······
6

11

It thus appears that an allowance of_!._ pitch is made to
11

prevent the sides of the teeth from getting jammed into the
spaces, and an allowance of ~ pitch to prevent the tops oC
10

the teeth from striking the bottoms of the spaces. Theae
proportions di1fer slightly with difFerent workmen and different localities.
109. The necessary length of the teeth may be assigned
with suf&clent precision as follows. Vide fig. 51, page 91 •

..4cl1 r= T A 1 + Tell- 2 T ..4. Tel. COl ..4Tcl.
Let ..4T == R, BT = r, and the- addendum fd.

r=

E;

.·. ..4d= R +E;
and let the angle TBd = 8. This is the angle through
which the contact will be continued after passing the line
of centere, and may be termed the angle of receding action.
Substituting these values in the above expressions, and arranging the terms, we obtain

-a:- - { 1 + 2RrR•+ r x stn. 8}i.

R +E

I

Expanding this expression by the binomial theorem,
and putting for sin 8 the series 8 -

~ + &c...

we may re-

ject terms including the fourth power of 8, and higher
powers, for 8 is a ~tmall angle in all practical cases ; we
thus obtain
E
'lRr+ r
M
j = 'lJll )( V""·
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It is convenient to expreu both the addendum and the
arc of action in relation to the pitch.
Let

•
21rR
21rr
c be the pitchN- n;

E E
N
.·. ---x-.
C R 2.,.
Let F be the ratio of the arc of action Tm ( == r8) to the pitcfl ;

F i1rr 2rF
.·. 8--x---=--.
,.

"

n

Substituting these values, we have

~(=K)=.,.F'(=+~).
C
n N

(1).

This is the addendum to the driver.
The addendum of the follower is obtained in the same
manner, by reversing the diagram, and considering the driver
and follower to change places; in which case, the· arc of
action Tm will be that which takes place before reaching the
line of centers. Let e be the addendum to the follower, f
the ratio of the arc of action before reaching the line of
centers to the pitch, which arc may be termed that of' approaching action; substitute these letters for the corresponding ones in (1), and counterchange N for n, and we have

1);

!(-k)·- ...p(.!.+
C
N n
E F• iN +ta
, •, - • - X
,
e
ita+N

r

(2).

110. From these expressions rules may be obtained,
.by which the addendum can be assigned in every case, by
help of a few preliminary principles.
In the first place (fig. 53}, the addendum de is the projection of the tooth beyond the pitch circle, and there must
be an extent of tooth or flank ef within the pitch circle
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sufficient to receive the corresponding projection of the tooth
with which the wheel is acting, as well as a small additional
space fg to prevent the teeth of one wheel from striking the
bottom of the spaces of the other; the entire depth or rather
length of a tooth is made up, therefore, of the sum of the
addenda of the driver and follower, added to this allowance
for clearing, which in practice is made
termed freedom ;
.·. whole length of tooth - E

~ of the
10

pitch and

c

+ e + 10 .

It is essentially necessary that each pair of teeth should
continue in .action until the next pair have come into contact, therefore the sum of the arcs of approaching and receding action, must be at least equal to the pitch, that is,
F +f = 1. But it is better that they should continue in
action longer than this, in order to divide the working pressure between more teeth, as well as to prevent the chance of
one tooth escaping before the next begins. It is therefore
unnecessary to proportion the addendum so accurately as to
give the entire arc of action a constant length. It is merely
J'eelUired to find a value that will be sufficient in all cases to
prevent the teeth from escaping too soon. Now the expression (1} shews at once that the greatest addendum is required for the smallest num\lers of teeth when the arc of
action is given ; and hence a rule assigned for the small numbers will serve for all cases.

If equal wheels of 15 work together with an arc of receding action of f x pitch, the expression (1} will give
K- .!8 for the necessary adclelldum ; therefore the miJ]..
wrights' value (K = .s) is sufticient for all cues of higher
numbers than 15. But for smaller numbers the addendum
will be greater and must be calculated. For example, the
limiting cases in the Table, (page 98} will all be found to
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require a much greater addendum, varying from about .68 to
.5, in the different examples.

•

111. The arc through which the action of the teeth
is continued is governed by the magnitude of the addendum;
and as the arc of approach depends on the addendum of the
follower, and the arc of recess on the addendum of the
driver, we are at liberty to give these arcs any required
proportion by properly adjusting these addenda.
Now considering merely that the friction which takes
place before the line of centers is of a different and more injurious character than that which happens after passing that
line, it would seem that the best method would be to ex. elude altogether any action between the teeth until the line
of centers is passed, by giving no addendum to the follower
whatever ; thereby making its true diameter equal to its geOmetrical diameter. On the other hand, it has been shewn,
(Art. 84), that the quantity of friction in both cUes increases
rapidly with the distance of the point of contact from the line
of centers. IC the action be entirely confined to one side of
the line of centers, it must be continued to a proportiooably
greater distance from that line, and so the teeth at the
extremity of their action may incur greater abrasion and
friction than they have lost by avoiding contact before the
line of centers.
The best method, then, is to adjust the addenda so that
there shall be less action before coming to the line of centers
than after it ; but the exact proportion between these arcs ol
action cannot be assigned for want of proper data ; for although the fact is certain, no experiments have been hitherto
made to compare these two kinds of friction.
112. To examine the eft'ect of a constant addendum upon
the ratio of the arcs of approach and recess, put E =e in (2) ;

1041
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•
When equal wheels work together, or N=n, then/• F,
or the arcs of action before and after the line of centers are
equal. When a wheel drives a pinion, N is greater than n,
and f greater than F; but if a pinion drive a wheel, then n is
greater than N, and F than f. In the first case, there is
more action before the line of centers than after it, and in
the second, the reverse. It appears, then, that the constant
addendum of the millwrights produces an eft'ect exactly contrary to the principles j1,1st laid down, in every case except
that of a pinion driving a wheel ; and this is one reason why
the action in this case is so much smoother than when a wheel
drives a pinion. ln fact, any rule that fixes the proportion
of the addenda will make the ratio of the two arcs of action
vary exceedingly. However, it appears from the expression

E F' 2N+n
-=-x--e
2n +N'

r

that the ratio of the addenda is constant when the ratio of
the arcs of action and also of the number of teeth is constant;
if, therefore, the ratio of the arcs of action is determined, a
small table will give the ratio of the addenda corresponding
to the principal ratios of numbers of teeth.
The following Table of values of E , is calculated for
e
three difFerent ratios or the two arcs or action; namely, supposing them to be equal, double, or in the proportion of
about 2 to s.
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Value of
N

-

Rack. follows.

F•v<if.

F•f.

Zero.

2

1

.5

I

2.8

'f
I

5
I

3
I

I

1.1

.5

2.4

l.i

.6

2.5

1.8

2.8

1.4

.7

8.2

1.6

.8

-

I

4

2

1

2

5

!.5

1.2

4o

6
6.5

8

1.5

8.2

1.6

10

7

8.8

Infinite.

8

4o

6
Rack. drives.

•

F•2f.

I

Wheel drives.

E

Values of...: •

"
Ill

Pinion drives.
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Emample. In clocks and watches the wheels always
drive the pinions, and the ratio or their numbers varies from
8 to 10. In Mr Reid's rule (Art. 107) the ratio of the ad-

denda is 225 -1.5; but from the third column of the Table it
150

appears that this is scarcely enough even to give an equal action
before and after the line or centera, and that it would ~ better
to take a ratio or three, which would give the simpler rule,

-U
u

___ .

.,.. N+S

"+ 1

This rule gives an addendum of about t the pitch to
the driver, and t to the follower; and may safely be adopted
when the wheels drive, or if the wheels be equal; but when
the pinion drivet~, then
U N+2.5
U N + 2 will be better
-=
u
n + 1.5 ' oru'""n+2'
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To apply the third 110lvtion (Art. 78) to the formation
of the teeth of tokeels.
·
113. Teeth whose forms are derived from the previous
solutions, and especially the latter, are the most commonly
adopted in practice; but they are subject to this inconvenience : a wheel of a given pitch and number of teeth, for
example .w, if it be made to work correctly with a wheel
of 50 teeth, will not suit a wheel of any other number, as 100.
This is obvious, for the diameter of the describing circle by
which the epicycloid is traced must be made equal to the
radius of the pitch circle of the wheel with which the teeth are
to work, and will therefore be, in this example, twice as large in
the second case as in the first, producing different epicycloids.
In the modem practice of making cast-iron wheels this
objection is a very serious one, as it compels the founder to
make a new pattern of a wheel of a given pitch with 40 teeth,
for every combination that it ID&Y be required to make of
such a wheel with others ; and so on for wheels of every
other number.
Besides, it often happens in machinery that one wheel is
required to drive at the same time two or more wheels whose
numbers of teeth are different, and in this case the teeth
cannot be correctly formed at all on the principles hitherto
explained.
In cast wheels, then, it is especiall.Y essential that the
teeth should be shaped so as to allo~ a given wheel to work
correctly with any other wheel of the same pitch ; and this
may be done by employing the following corollary from the
third solution •.
114. If for a set of wheels of the. same pitch a oomtalll
describing circle be taken and employed to trace those por• Transactions of Civil Engineer., Vol.

IJ•

p. 91.
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tiona of the teeth which project beyond each pitch line by
•rolling on the exterior circumference, and thoee which lie
within it by rolling on ita interior circumference, then any
two wheels or this set will work correctly together.
115.

Fig. 54 represents a pair of wheels of such a set.

Here ..4, B are the centers of motion as usual. TtlD or
TgG the constant describing circle. This is employed to
trace the faces or portions of the teeth that lie beyond the
pitch circle FTf of the driver, as qr, by rolling upon it,
B

D

..
and the flanks or portions that lie within the pitch circle
ETe of the follower, as pm, by rolling within it; consequently, by the third solution, these curves will work together with a constant velocity ratio, and the describing
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circle TdD will be the locus of contact; which beginning
upon the line of centers between the point ,. of the drh•ing •
tooth, and the poin~ m of the following tooth, will gradually recede from the driver's center ..4, and approach the
follower's center B; the teeth finally quitting contact at
the point q of the driver, and the root p of the follower,
their action being confined to their recess from the line of
centers.
In the same manner, the same constant describing circle
at TgG is employed to trace the Banks rs which lie within
the pitch circle FTJ of the driver, and the faces mn which
lie without the pitch circle ETe of the follower; TGg will
be the locus of contact which begins between the root s of
the driver and tht; point n of the follower, and is confined to
the approach of the teeth to the line of centers.
But as a constant describing circle is used for the whole
set, it is clear that this demonstration will apply to any pair
of the wheels that may be placed in action together; for
whether the point of contact lie on one side or other of
the line of centers, we have an epicycloid working with
an hypocycloid, and both have been drawn by the same
describing circle; that is, by the constant circle of the
set. Also any wheel may be taken either for a driver, or
a follower.
116. Nevertheless, the diameter of the describing circle
must not be made greater than the radius of the pitch circle
of any of the wheels, as the efFect of this would be to produce a tooth much smaller at the root than at the pitch
circle ; a fault which is partly incurred in the common form
where the describing circle is equal in diameter to the radius
of the pitch circle, as in fig. 48 ; for as the Banks of the
teeth are radial, they are nearer together at the root of the
tooth than on the pitch circle.
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On the contrary, when the describing circle is le8s in
diameter than the radius of the pitch circle. the root of the
tooth spreads, as in fig. 54, and it acquires a very strong form.
Nevertheless, if this be carried to exceBB by making the
describing circle too small, the curvature of the epicycloidal
faces will be injuriously increased, and the teeth become too
short. The best rule appears to be, that the diameter of
the constant describing circle in a given set of wheels shall
be made equal to the least radius of the set.
117. With respect to the length of the teeth, that may
in every case be determined by construction, thus :
Since Td.D is the locus of contact, take Th equal to
the ar~ of the pitch circle, through which it is required that
the teeth shall remain in contact after passing the line of
centers, that is, to the arc of receding action. Describe the
hypocycloidal arc hd., then will d. be the last point of contact; consequently, A. d. the true radius of the driver, and
d.h the necessary length of the flank of the follower. A
similar construction on the other side of the line of centers
will give the length of the follower•s teeth and the flanks of
the driver.
118. Otherwise the neceBSary length may be computed
in a similar manner to that of Art. 109; for comparing fig. 54
with fig. 51, it will appear that the diameter TD of the
describing circle in fig. 54 is equivalent '? the diameter TB
of the follower in fig. 51; and since Tk, the arc of action in
fig. 54, is equal to the arc Td., that is, to TD x angle TDd.,
we shall obtain for the driver, exactly as in Art. 109, the
formula

~•

r F• (;,

+ ~) ;

where N 1 is the number of teeth which belongs to a wheel
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whoee radius is the diameter of the constant describing
circle ; and for the follower

119. But as the wheels in question constitute a set, any
pair of which are expected to work together, there can be no
difFerent proportions for driver and follower, since any wheel
may be called upon to perform either function. Recollecting, therefore, that if the addendum of a wheel be too smali,
the teeth will quit hold of each other too soon, but that too
large an addendum introduces no other inconvenience than
an unnecessary length of tooth, we may find the necessary
addendum for the set thus.

~
C

.,. F' (_:_ + ~)'
N1 N

is the general formula for the addendum to every wheel in
the set, in which as N decreases, E increases-, but the
smallest value of N, by Art. I I 6, is N 1 ;
.·. E ... hrCT,

N,

is the greatest necessary value of E. Let the smallest wheel
of the set have 16 teeth, and let the arc of action equal! pitch.
Then it will be found that the usuaJ constant addendum
of~ of the pitch may be safely used for wheels of 19 and
upwards, but that a greater addendum must be given to
the wheels 16, 17, and 18; the first requiring about; of the
pitch.

120. But it was also shewn in Art. 112, that the practice of employing a constant addendum under the BeCODd
solution had the mischievous efFect of making the arc of
action before the line of centers greater than the receding
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arc. To examine the efFect of the constant addendum in the
present system : Let F, f be the arcs of action of two wheels, N, n their
numbers of teeth ;

. ~ .., r- (iN+ N 1)
C

'~~"

N N1

..

inN

'~~"

li: +

J• (in+ N1)
nN1

'

N

.. r -·inN
--+n
Ji'l

N1

which shews that the arc of action that belongs to the
greater number of teeth is the greater of the two; so that
when a constant addendum is employed, if the wheel drives
the pinion, the arc of action after the line of centers is
greater than that before that line, and t1ice "erBa ; which is
the reverse of what happens in the second solution, and removes the objection to the constant addendum in the first
case, but introduces it in the second.
Of course, the most"'complete system would be to make
two sets of wheels, one for each case, with the addenda
separately calculated for each ; but the increase of expence
oceasioned by the making of two patterns for each wheel is
sufficient to prevent the practical use of such a system, unle88 in very particular instances.
121. The smallest numbers of teeth that this system
admits of may be derived from the same Table that has
been given for the radial teeth. For fig. 51 applies also to
this case, in the manner explained in Art 118, if BT be the
diameter of the describing circle. To apply the Table,
page 98, the numbers that indicate Followers, must be interpreted as denoting the number of teeth that would correspond to a wheel whose radius equals the diameter of the
describing circle.
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Ewample.-The arc of receding action is equal to the
pitch, and the describing circle corresponds to a wheel of
twelve teeth. Thirty teeth is the least wheel that will
drive, and of coune a wheel of any number greater than
this may be employed. But if the arc of action equalf of
the pitch, then the same describing circle lx>ing employed,
any number of teeth greater than twelve may be used, and
so on.

122. To applg the third solution to racks. When
rack-teeth are formed, 88 in the usual manner, according to
the second solution, by making their flanks straight and the
teeth of the pinions involutes, we have seen .that the action
on one side of the line of centers is con1ined to a constant
point in each rack-tooth, because the pitch line of the rack
is the locus of contact. This may be avoided by taking any
describing circle Tkm, and employing it to describe cy-

cloidal flanks, as no for the rack-teeth, by rolling on its
pitch line n T, and then by describing the faces of the
teeth of the wheel with the same describing circle, in which
case the contact will no longer be confined to the pitch line of
the rack, but will be found in To; and will consequently be
distributed over the distance on, which may be made 88
small 88 we please by increasing the diameter of the describing circle. If the circle Tmk be the constant describing
circle of a set of wheels, then any one of them will work
with the rack.
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To apply the fourth solution (Art. 79) to the fomaation
of the teeth of wheel••.
123. Involute teeth difFer from the epicycloidal teeth
derived from the second and third solution, in having the
entire side of the tooth, both face and flank, formed of a
continuous curve ; whereas, as we have seen, the aide of an
epicycloidal tooth is made up of two difFerent curves joined
at the pitch circle.
Fig. 56 represents a pair of wheels with involute teeth.
A, B the centers of motion, T the point of contingence of the
56

:A.

pitch circles; BE, AD the radii of the bases of the involutes,
ED their common tangent, and therefore, the locus o£ contact of the teeth. As in the teeth already described, the
contact lies within the pitch circle of the driver during the
• The involute wu lint auggeated for tbia purpoee by Euler, in his 1eecmd

paper on the Teeth of Wheels. N. C. Petr, XI. 209.

8
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approach to the line of centers, and witbia that of the follower during the receu from that line.
Refeorring to fig. 86, page67, it appears, that as the action
of the curves begiM at D, and T is the point of oontact at
the line el ceoters of the teeth T H and TG; therefore
7'H must have moved through an arc DH in its approach
to that line. But DT- arc DH, since THis an involute
of DH; .·. angle of action before the line af centers, or
DH DT
DA. ., DA.'

and the arc of action npon the pitch circle
•

A.T'XD7'
DA.-.

In like manner, 1111 the tooth TK recedes from the line
of centers until it finally quits contact at E, it can be shewn
that this receding arc of aetion upon the pitch circle

BTxET
.. -B=E=--•·.

approaching are A.T x DT x BE
receding are
BT x ET x DA.

-

AT DA.
-= ·.
BT BE

The arcs of action in a pair of involute teeth before and
after the line of centers, are therefore, in the direct proportion of the radii of the bases of the driver and follower
respectively. This of course supposes that the teeth are
each made sufficiently long to extend to the base of the
opposite tooth, as at mE, fig. 56.
124. However, by reducing the length of the teeth the
quantity of action may be altered at pleasure. For example,
in the tooth FH, fig. 56. With radius BH and center B,
describe an arc of a circle cutting DE in I& ; then, supposing
as before, that the lower wheel is the driver, 1 will be the
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iint CODtact, and it can be sbewn, as in the but Art., chat
the actions belore a..t after the line of oeaten am a la 'I'
IlD TE.
125. .Although the cootact action of the teeth is ooaiined to the outaide Gf the hues, yet it is DeCe88&1')', as ia
epicycl.oidal teeth, to form clearing curves (Al't• .98) w.itbia
the baaes ; for example, the nearest point <>i contoot of the
tooth mE to the center B, is E; but if we describe witll
radius AE and center A. .an arc Ek meeting the line ol
ceoters io .k, then k will be the nearest .anwoaoh of the point
of the tooth E to the center B, and a clearing boBow JOUst
be formed within the base circle, whose depth is at leut
equal to k, as abewn in the figures.
126. The two pitch circles being given, (fig. 56,) aod
the required angle of action T BE, the radii ot the bases
are easily found ; for BE = BT x cos T BE.
CompariD« the diagram .J.TBE of fig. 56 with ...I.TBd ia
fig. 51, it will appear that they are identical in their relations to the teeth, and that the same formulte (Art. 109)
E -= -z F' (_: + ~)
C
n N

, and .!. • '1rj 1 (_: + ~) ,
C

,n

N

will apply to the involutes, but only at the points E or D,
when the contact coincides with the bases. They will therefore give the addendum requi,red to enable the teeth to continue their action to the base of the opposite wheel, but win
not apply to all other positions of contact as they do for
epicycloids.

li7.

The plan of this work excludes the examiuatioo
of the relations of pressure ; but in this case, it is necessary to
remark, that a great objection to iavolute teeth is founded
8-2
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upon the. obliquity of their action, by which a much more
considerable divel'gent pressure is thrown ~pon the axes
than in the other forms of teeth. The action of epicycloidal
teeth is, in fact, perpendicular to the line of centera at the
instant of crossing it; but that of involute teeth is constantly
in the direction of the common tangent of their bases, and ia
therefore oblique to the line of centers•. This injurious
property is balanced by the advantages that a variation of
the distances of their centers does not destroy the action of
the teeth, and that any two wheels of the same pitch will
work together; but this last property, I have shewn (Art.
114) to be po88e&sed also by some arrangements of the epi·
cycloidal teeth. In smaller machinery, constructed rather
for the modification of motion than for the transmission of
force, this oblique action ceases to be objectionable, and the
other advantages of involute teeth will then recommend
them in preference to all others.
Such teeth manifestly possess greater strength of form
than epicycloidal teeth, at least than those with radial flanks,
and I shall proceed to shew that they admit of a greater
reduction of back-lash than any other kind.
128. For in fig. 56, suppose the teeth to be so described
that no back-lash exists, that is to say, that both sides of
the acting teeth are in contact at once, which is theoretically
possible in all forms of teeth when they are symmetrical to
a radius, but which, as already stated (Art. 89), is not possible in practice, because a slight error in excess, in the
form of any tooth, would cause it to wedge itself fast into
its corresponding space.
Now if the distance of the centers of these wheels be
increased, this double contact will be destroyed, although the
• In fig. 56 the arc of action and obliquity are made, for the aake of diatinctneu, greater than would be neceuary in practice.
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action of the teeth in efFecting a constant velocity ratio will
not be impaired. A back-lash will therefore be introduced,
which will be the greater the more the wheels are withdrawn
from each other. In any given pair of involute wheels,
therefore, we can, by properly adjusting by trial the distance
of their centers, reduce the back-lash to the least quantity
that will allow the teeth to act without jamming. This
advantage is po88essed by no other form, and particularly
recommends these teeth for dial-work, or any such kinds of
mechanism, in whieh the back-lash is mischievous.

129.

To apply in11olutea to rack-teeth.

Describe a piteh circle, (fig. 57,) radius BT, and draw
.AC a tangent at T for a pitch line to the rack; let the

F

circle whose radius is BE be the base of an involute EF,
and let the tooth of the rack be bounded by a straight line
EGH, making an angle EGA. with the pitch line equal to
BTE. If the involute be moved to ef, it will drive the
sloped tooth to gh, always touching it in the line ETh;
and the velocity of the circumference of the pitch circle
will always equal that of the pitch line: for

Eh

Gg ... sin EGT'
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also Eh- arc Ee, by tlae pnperty of the inYOkate
BE
• arc mn x BT
• arc mn x sin BTE;
• arc mn x sin EGT; .·. Gg =arc mn.
Thia. may be shewn from fig. 56, page liS. For let th~ radius
of the wheel ~ T become infinite, then will the pitch line be
a straight line passing through T, and touching the pitch

circle of the wheel whose center.is B, and the involutes GH,
Em will become right lines perpendicular to the line ETD.
Thus is obtained a rack with straight-sided sloping teeth,
as in fig. 58.
Hence a wheel with involute teeth will work with a rack
whose teeth are straight-sided and inclined to the pitch line
at an angle 9, provided
radius of base
. 9
radius of pitch circle ... sm ·

m sucll a rack,

the locus of contact being the tangent
li•e ETh, tle coo:tad will not 'M confined: to. a aiDgle. poiot
the tootb, as it i1t in the oomm~ imolute- rack teeth,. (Art.
106) which. are derived from tbM particular case of t1tia
figure,
which the radin of tbe baw coincid:iftg·with. tlaatof
the pitch circle, the line ET!& coincides with the- pitdt line
of the rack. But a rack with, sloping teeth will be pressed
downwards by a resolved pvrtioa. of the working pressure,

er

m
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and this appean to me to be in. many eases advantageou,
and destruecive or vihl'ation.
To app1'omimate to the true
of circles.

jM'In

of a tootA by

tzrN

130; The portion ef curve e•ployed. in a tooth is so
abort, that • circular arc might be substituted for it with
aufticieBt &CCUl'aey for all pmctical purposes, if its center
&Del radiu& were determined upon correct principles.
In fact, practically the· edgea of teeth are always made
arcs of circles, but unfortunately, these arcs are often. struck
from the merest empirical rules, such as setting the point of
the compasses in the pitch line on one side of the tooth, in
order to strike the other, and vice versa, or similar absurdities•. Teeth have even been. set out by .forming their
edges into semicircles struck alternately without and within
the pitch circle ; these are technically known by the name
o( hollows and rounds.
Some millwrigllts, with equal neglect of principle, give
their teeth plane faces passing through the axis of the wheel,
expecting them to wear themselves in a short time into proper
forms. But the best workmen endeavour· to give to their
wheels teeth of the epicycloidal form, according to the rules
laid down in Camust, or in Buchanan's Treatise on Milfwork!, which are immediately derived from Camus. In
truth, the question is one of great practical importance; I
do not mean to say, 'that it is necessary, or even practicable,
to shape the teeth of small wheels into exact epicycloids
or involutes, such as those which have been described in
the preceding pages ; but I do assert, that unlesa the rules
for shaping them be derived from such considerations, so
as to approximate their form to the true ones, as nearly as
• Vide lmlson's School of Arta, or Gny'a K~tperienced 1\lillwright.
t eamus 6n the T~eth of Wheels, 1806 and 1837.
f 1808, 1823 and IIWI.
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possible, that the action of the machines will be irregular
and noisy, producing those vibrations which must be familiar
to all who have been in the habit of examining machinery,
and which are above all things conducive to the wearing out
and disintegration of every part of the mechanism. The
investigation of the proper cu"es for the teeth of wheels is,
therefore, by no means one of mere curiosity, although this
has been sometimes hastily asserted. One proof of the necessity of attending to the exact theoretical forms, is the
acknowledged impossibility of making one wheel to work
with two others whose numbers of teeth are different, by
means of the usual rules.
131. The method employed by the best workmen for
shaping the teeth of a proposed wheel, or of a pattern from
which to cast one, is as follows:
The shape of a single tooth adapted for this wheel is
traced in the true epicycloidal form, by means of templets,
that is, of a pair of boards whose edges are cut to the curvature of the .pitch circle, and describing circle respectively,
and which may be termed the pitch templet and the describing templet.· The latter carries a describing point in
its circumference, and by rolling its edge upon that of the
pitch templet, the arc required for the face of the tooth is
traced upon the drawing board •.
This done, the workman finds with his compasses, by
trial, a center and small radius, by which an arc of a circle
can be described, that will coincide as nearly as he can
manage to make it with the templet-traced epicycloid.
• If the method I have recommended under the third 10lutlon (Art. 114) be
adopted, then ooe deac:ribing templet will serve for the entire set; but aiDee this
templet 11 required to trace hypocycloids for the ftUJka, u well u epicycloids
for the facea, every pitch templet must have a convex UJd a concave edge, both
ahaped into an arc of the pitcb circle of the wheel in questioa. The concave edJe
is not required upon the common 1ystem (Art. 98), because the fiUJb are radial
linea.
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Then, having struck upon the fronts of the· rough cogs,
a circle which is concentric with the pitch circle, and whose
distance from it is equal to that of the center of his small
arc, he adjusts his compasses to the small radius, and always
keeping one- point in the circle just deBCribed, he steps with
the other to each cog in succession, they having been prl'viously divided into equal parts corresponding to the given
pitch and breadth of the teeth ; upon each cog he describes
two arcs, one to the righ.t and one to the left, which serve
him as guides in shaping and finishing the acting faces.
132. The practical convenience of this method is very
great, and appears to require only a more commodious and
certain method of determining the center and radius of the
approximate arc.
The first method that suggests itself, is to find the center
and radius of the circle of curvature at aome intermediate
point between the extremities of the curve selected for the
tee-th, and to substitute an arc of this circle in Jieu of the
actual curve. But the determination of the required circles
may be efFected upon general principles, without taking individual curves into the considerations. In fact, Euler, in
his elaborate paper on the Teeth of Wheels •, undertook
to investigate a general expression for curves that possess
the property of revolving in contact with a constant velocity
ratio, which he effected by determining the relation between
their radii of cnrvature ; and suggested that in practice
small arcs of the circles of curvature thus obtained would
probably suffice for the side~ of teeth. He accordingly gave
some geometrical constructions for this purpose, but the
hint thus supplied was neglected by every subsequent writer,
partly, perhaps, by reason of the abstruse manner in which
he treated the subject.
• N. C. Pet.

XI.

209.
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Besides,. in the mechaaical pnetiee of that day, it ia
probable that the millwrights would have regarded any
method founded upon geometrical conaiderationa, aa a utelela
re6nement, while the theoretical mechanician would have
conaidered the aubstitution of a circle for the exact curve,
however accurately determined, to be too coane an approximation.
At present, the necessity for precise forms on the one
hand, and the practical limits to such precision on the other,
are beginning to be better understood ; and by following out
the views suggested by Euler's paper, I have succeeded
in simplifying the investigation of the required circles, and
in adapting, aod even introducing the method into modem
practice.

138. A simple construction is sufticient to give the
centers and radii of the arcs in any required case. For it
has been shewn (Art. 33,) that the action of a pair of curves
by contact is equivalent at every moment to that of a pair
of radii .AP, BQ (fig. 7,) connected by a link PQ, P and Q
being the respective centers of curvature of the curves at the
point of contact. Now (fig._6) the angular velocity ratio
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betweeD the radii .A.P, BQ is that of the segments BT : .A. T,
into which the link divides the liJie of centers (Art. Si); and
if the ~s be moved into a new positioa, this ratio becomes Bt : .J.t, which is greater or less than the former,
according as the point t moves to one side or other of the
point T.
But if the point L, which is the intersection of two successive positions of the link, happen to coincide with T, the
ratio of the segments will be the same in both positions,
and the angular velocity ratio constant at that instant.

If then the rods and links of fig. 7 'be placed in such a
relative position that L and T may unite, and the curves
in contact be rep1:aced by arcs of circles described from centers P and Q through any point M of the line PQ, the
angular velocity ratio of these curved pieces will be perfectly
constant at the moment of tht>ir reaching the position that
makes M the point of contact, and the ratio will not vary
essentially during a small angular motion on each side of thD
position.
134. As this constancy of the velocity ratio depends
only upon the centers of the arcs, they may be struck
through any common point of the line of action PQ, as
at m, beyond both the centers. Only that if this point lie
between the centers P, Q, as at M, the arcs and edges will
be convex, but if the point lie beyond the centers, as at m,
the edge correspoudi•g to the most distant center P, will be
concave.
136. It follows, that to find a pair of centers that posllel8 the property of communicati.oc motion in a eoaatant
velocity :tatio, it ia oaly necessary to construct the diagram,
(fig. 6) in such a manner, tbat the point L shall fall ou. the
line of centers. But (by Art. :;2. Cor. 2,) L is that point
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of PQ which is met by a perpendicular from K, the intersection of the directions of the radius rods .AP, BQ. Whence
tbe following construction.
59
'-

1[
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Let A, B be the centers of motion of the wheels, T the
point of contingence of the pitch circles ; through T draw
lltl'Q making any angle with the line of centers, and upon it
assume Pas a center, from which tbe circular side is to be
described for a tooth of a wheel whose center of motion is
.A. To find the corresponding center for the wheel which
turns upon B, draw T K perpendicular to PTQ, produce
AP to meet it in K, join KB and produce it to meet PTQ
in Q; then will Q be the required center.
And a small arc mn, struck from !' as a tooth for the
wheel whose center of motion is .A, will work correctly with
an arc mp, struck from Q through m, and employed as a
tooth to the wheel whose center of motion is B.

If B be so placed that the angle KBT is acute, as for
example at B', then will Q fall at Cl on the same side of T
as P, but beyond it ; the effect of this is to make the tooth mp
concave instead of convex.

,
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But if the angle KBT- PTA., KB will become parallel
to PT, and the point Q beiug thus removed to an infinite
distance, the arc mp or tooth of the wheel whose center of
motion is B, will be a right line perpendicular to PT.
13fi. The distance of the centers from T may be calculated as follows.

Draw A.R perpendicular to PT.
Let KT- C, A.T • R, PT • D, A.TP- 8, then by
similar triangles, A.RP, PTK,

KT .. PT ~A.R
PJ!.
·
o rC=

= PT X

A.R
TR- PT~

D,R . sin 8 . . D _ Rp cos 8
, .•
.
,
R.cos8-D
C+Rsm8

and similarly, drawing BS perpendicular to TQ, and putting

BT = r, QT.= d,
we have for the corresponding arc mp,
d

r.Ccos9
.. C + r sin 8 ·

But if a concave tooth be employed, draw B' S' perpendicular
to PTQ, then

KT= ~'T x B'S'
Cr cos fl
(iT+ TS'' whence d = rsin8- C.
137. If the side of the tooth be made to consist of a
single arc, a very simple rule may be obtained ; for suppose
KT to be infinite, then will A.P and BQ b,ecome perpendicular to the line PTQ, and the points P, Q will come to
R, S respectively. Let the arcs of the teeth be struck
through T, let 8 be the angle A.TP, which the line PTQ
makes with the line of centers, and let R be the radius A. T
of the wheel, and D-= TR be the required distance of the
center of the tooth from the point T;
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.·.D=Bcos6
is independent of the wheel with which it is to work, aB weB
as of the pitch and number of teeth of its own wheel.
If therefore 8 be made constant io a set of wheels, any
two of them will work t<Jsether, and their teeth are easily
described as follows. Assume 6 = 75° so', which is a very
convenient value ;

R
,•, Da-;
4

for cos 75° so'= .25038

=! very nearly.

Let A be the center, .dT the radius of the pitch
circle of a proposed wheel. Draw TP making an angle .ATP

138.

of 75° so' with the radius, and drop a perpendicular .AP upon

TP, (or descrl~ a semicircle upon .ATand~ off 1'P= A:).,
then will P be the center from which an arc op, described
through T, will be the side of the tooth required.

Or more conveniently, let a bevil of 7SO sff be made of
brass or card-paper, as in the figure, of which the side TP is
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graduated into a scale of quarter-inches and tenths. It' ,this
bevil be laid upon the radius .AT, so that its point T coincides with the pitch circle, the center point P will be found at
once, by reading off the radius of the wheel in inches upon
the reduced scale. Thus the radius .AT in the figure, is two
inches long, and the point Pis found at 2 upon the scale.
To describe the other teeth, draw with center A and
radius .AP, a circle within the pitch circle, dotted in the
figure, this will be the locus of the centers of tbe teeth; then
having previously divided the pitch circle, take the constant
radius PT in the compasses, and keeping one point in the
dotted circle, step from tooth to tooth and describe the arcs,
first to ~he right and then to the left, as for example, mn is
described from q and pO from P.

If Op were an arc of an involute having the circle Pp q
for its base, PT woald be its radius of curvature at T.
These teeth, therefore, approximate to involute teeth, and
they possess in common with them the oblique action, the
power of acting with wheels of any number of teeth, and
the adjustment of back-lash ; but, as the sides of the teeth
consist each of a single arc, there ia but one position of
action in which the angular velocity ratio is strictly constant,
namely, when the point of contact is on the line of centers.
139. By making the side of each tooth consist of tuJo
joined at the pitch circle, and struck in such wise that
the exact point of action of the one shall lie a little before
the line of centers, say at the distance of half the pitch, and
the exact point ol the odaer at the aame 4istance beyond
that line, an abundant degree of exactitude will be obtained
for all practical purposes.

a1'CJI

To describe the .teeth of auch a pair of wheels, let A (fig.6}
be the ceoter of motion of a proposed wheel, B the center of
motion of the wheel with which it is to work~ T the point of
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contingence of' the pitch circles.

Draw QTq making an

I

B,~

!:

61

:n

r

t
I
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I.

J •

Ii \\
i
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angle of 75° with the line of centers. (This angle is in fact
arbitrary, but by various trials I find 75° to give the best
form to the teeth.)
Draw kTK perpendicular to QTq, and set ofF TK and
Tk equal to each other, and less than either .4T or TB.
Join .J.K and BK, producing the latter to Q, then P and Q
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are a pair of tooth-centen. Take a point m on the pitch
circle aTe, at the distance of half the pitch from 1', and on
the opposite side to the tooth-centere. A convex arc struck
from P through m on the outside of this pitch circle will
work correct!y with a concave arc struck from Q ·through
the same point, and within the -other pitch circh!.
To describe the faces of the teeth of the lower wheel we
may proceed as in the last example, thus: draw with center
.A a circle through P, which will be the locus of the centt>rs
of the small arcs; and having previously divided the pitch
circle for the reception of the teeth, take the constant radius
Pm in the compasses, and keeping one point in the circle Pf,
describe the faces of the teeth to the right and left outside
the pitch circle, as shewn in the figure" at f. and s.

. A similar proceeding will give the Banks of the teeth of
the upper wheel.
To obtain the flanks of the lower wheel and faces of
the upper wheel, join B k and .A k, producing the latter to
q, then will p and q be another pair of centers, from which .
let arcs be struck through a point n, at the distance of
half the pitch ~yond T, but within the pitch circle. ,of .A
and without that of B,. The action of these arcs will be
exact at the distance of half the pitch from T.
To complete the teeth of the lower wheel already beguh,
describe from .A with radius .Aq, a circle for the locus of the
centers of the flanks of these teeth, and with the constant
radius equal to qn step from tooth to tooth, describing the
flanks in the manner shewn in the figure, as at 'I' and q.
140. From the construction it appears that these teeth
of the lower wheel would work correctly with a wheel of
any radius, provided the points K ami k remain constant ; for a change in the position of B, on the line of
9
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ceoters, oaly affects the points Q, p, which belong to ita
own teeth, but does uot disturb the points P, q, from which
the teeth of the lower wheel have been described.
In short, if any number of wheels be in the above manner described, in which the lines Qq, K k, preserve the same
angular position with respect to the line of centers and the
same distances KT, k T, then any two of these wheels will
work together. The distance KT may be determined for a
set of wheels by considering that if A approach T, .J. q becomes parallel to Tg, and q is at that moment at. an infinite
distance ; the flank of tbe tooth becoming a right line perpendicular to Tq. If .J. approach still nearer, q appears on
the opposite side of T, and the flank becomes convex,
giving a very awkward form to the tooth.
The greatest value therefore that can be given to KT,
must be one which when employed with the smallest radius
of the set, will make .J. q parallel to Tq; therefore, if R, be
this s~allest radius, we have
KT= R, x sin QT.J., or C • R1 x sin 9;

which substituted in the formula (Art. 186), gives
PT = D = RR, cos 9

R, + R '

and~= d = RR, cos 9

.1( -R, .

141. By assuming constant values for R, and 9 in a set
of wheels, the values of D and d which correspond to different numbers and pitches, may be calculated and arranged
in tables for use, so as to supersede the necessity of making
the constrnction in every case. Thus the tables which follow in fig. 62 were obtained by assuming twelve teeth as the
least number to be given to a wheel, and 9-= 75°.
The unit of length in which the values of D. and d are
expressed is one twentieth of an inch, that being sufficiently
small to avoid errors of a practical magnitude.
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TABLES SHEWING THE PLACE OF THE
CENTXR8 UPON THE 8CALB8.
CENTB.RS FOR THE PLANKS OP TEETH.

Pitch in

Inche~.

Number

-~~~~~~-2_1~1~
--13
of Teeth.

1211 1.160
81
69
49 . 62
40
60
34
42
30
37
26
SI
22
27

14
16

11
17
18

20

H

20 j 26
18 I 28

24

26

17 i 21
Ill I; Ill
13
u
12 I ...

30

48

60
lOO

80

160
Rack.

I ::12
10
~-~

321
178
128
119

67

289
1116
Ill
119
76

ll9
411

M

74
62

8

1931226
184 121
741 86
Ill
69
60
69
46
62
37
43

267
lllll
119
79

S3ill9
30.36
27 I H
26 ' 2!1

43
40

49164
46
49

37
33

37 ' 41

21
19
17

211
2"2

28
26

32
211

36
31

20

23

26

29

37
sa

16
16

17

20

22

26

30

74

M
69
Ill
49

41 I 4S

i·u ~ :

li08

148
191
101
81

84

61

386

42

i

9
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110

~

i

let

-~

98

...

80

...,

~ ::

===·.'-=-_,._,_=--====-':--::=-- ·-=-=-===------'-~-;I

30
40
80
80

lOO

160
Rack.

IX ! :~
11 : 12

11
8

1
8

9
10

10
11
12

12 I )4
13 I )6
14 ' 18
16
17
... I 18

lll

12
14
18

17
18

I

88 __.."'

12

16

14

17

16
18
19

18

lJO

118-

21

I

liS

40~

26-

~I ~ ~
:~ Ii ~ 22 1I
~
111
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CENTBRS FOR THE PACES OP TEETH.
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N.B. Thia ftpre ia half the alae of the origiaal.
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The reduction of this system to a divided scale is necessarily more complex than when a single arc only is employed. I have endeavoured, however, to put it into a
form which shall be sufficiently easy in practice, and have
ventured to name the instrument an {)dofUO(If'aph. It is at
present employed in some of the best factories, and, as I am
informed, with complete success.
Fig. 62 represents the Odontograph exactly half the
size of the original; but as it is merely formed out of' a
sheet of card-paper, this figure ~ll enable any one to make
it for use. The side NTM which corresponds to the line
QTq in fig. 61, is straight, and the line TC makes an angle
of exactly 75° with it, and corresponds to the radius .J.T of
the wheel. This side NTM is graduated into a scale of
half inches, each half inch being divided into ten parts, and
the half inch divisions are numbered both ways from T.
142. One example will shew the mode of using this
instrument. Let it be required to describe the form of a

68

A.

tooth for a wheel of 29 teeth, of .s inches pitch.

Describe
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from a centre .A., fig. 68, an arc of the given pitch circle, and
upon it set off DE, equal to the pitch, and bisected in m.
Draw radial lines DA, EA. For the arc within the pitch
circle apply the slant edge of the instrument to the radial
line .AD, placing its extremity D on the pitch circle, as in
the fig~re. In the Table beaded, Centers for the FlankB
of Teeth, look down the column of S inch pitch, and op~
site to so teeth, which is the nearest number to that required, will be found the number 49. The point g indicated on the drawing-board by the position of this number
on the scale of equal parts, marked Scale of Centers for the
Flank8 of Teeth, is the center required, from which the arc
mp must be drawn with the radius gm.
The center for the arc mn, or face, which lies outside
the pitch circle is formed in I& manner precisely similar, by
applying the slant edge of the instrument to the radial line
EA. The numbe! 21 obtained from the lower table, will
indicate the position/ of the required center upon the lower
scale. In using the instrument, it is only necessary to
recollect, that the scale employed and the point m always
lie on the two opposite sides of the radial line to which the
instrument is applied.
The curve nmp is also true for an annular wheel of the
same radius and number of teeth, n becoming the root and
p the point of the teeth. For a rack, the pitch line DE
becomes a right line, and DA, E.A., perpendiculars to it, at
a distance equal to the pitch.
143. Numbers for pitch~s not inserted in the tables
may be obtained by direct · proportion from the column of
some other pitch: thus for 4-incb pitch, by doubling those
of 2-inch, and for half-inch pitch by halving those of inchpitch. Also, no tabular numbers are given for twelve teeth
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in the upper table, because within the piteh circle their
teeth are radial lines•.
144. But if it be not required that wheels shall work
in a set, the construction of fig. 58 may be readily adapted
to particular cases: thus, if a pin-wheel be required, the
pin is evidently already a tooth, whose acting edge is an arc
of a circle. And supposing K to remove to an infinite
distance, A.P and BQ will become perpendicular to PTQ,
and the points P and Q coincide respectively with Rand S.
• In fact, in the actual inatrument I ban inserted columna for i, i, 6, I, f,
and 36 pitch, which are omitted in &g. 62 for want of room, and are Indeed
Kareely necaauy, u the numberl are 10 euily obtainei tiom the columna gi"niL
It is WlllecaiUJ' to ban numben torre~~ponding to nery wheel, for the produced by taking th01e which belong to the nearest u directed, iJ 10 IIDIAII
u to be anappreeiable in practice. I hue calculated the amount and natare of
these erron by way of obtaining a principle for the number and arrangemmt of
the wheel• aelected. It la unneceaaary to go at length into these calcnlatioaa,
which reauh from very aimple conlliderationa, but I will briefly etate the reaulte.
The dill'erence of form between the tooth of one wheel and of another iJ due
to two cau.ea. (1) the difference of curvature, which la provided for in the
Odontograph by placing the compaNea at the difFerent pointa of the acale of
equal parts, (t) the variatioll of the qle D.A.E (tlg. 63), which ie mel by pl.ac:inc
the inatrummt upon the two radii in eucceulon.
The tll'llt canee la the only one with which theee calcnlatloaa are -cemed.
Now in three inch pitch the greatetot ditference of farm produced by mere IIUn'a.
ture in the portion of tooth which Ilea beyond the pitch circle, la only ·04 inch
between the utreme caaea of a pinioo of twelve and a rack, and in the acting
part of the an: within the pitch cirele ill ·1 inch, 10 that u all the other fllftDa lie
between these, it iJ ~)ear that if we aelect only four or five examplea for the outer
eide of the tooth and tell or twelve for the inner aide, that we can De'ller ineur 1111
error of more than the ~th of an inch In three inch pitch by alwaya taking the
neareat number in the manner directed, and a propordonably amaller mor in
smaller pitches. But to ensure thia, the aelected numbera ahOilld be 10 takm,
that their reapectin forma shall lie between the utremea at equal distanc:a.
Now it appeara that the variatloa of form ia much greater among the teeth of
amall oumben than among the larger onea; and that In fac:t the numbca in the
two followin« aeriea are 10 arranged that the curves corresponding to them ~
thla required property.
For the outer aide of the tooth, 12, 14, 17, lll, 26, 34, 47, 7~ 148, Rack.
For the inner aide, 12, 13, 14, 1.'1, 18, 17, 19, 22, 26, 33, 48, 87, Rack.
Now th- oumben, although strictly comet, would be "nl!l"f Inconvenient
Uld uncouth in practice if employed for a table like that in queation, where
convenience manifestly requires that the numben, if not CODaecntive, llhould
always proceed either by twoa or tivea, or by whole t - , and 10 cm. Tbey
are only given u guides In the aelection, and by comparing them with the
actual table., their uee In the formatioo of the lint column will be e'ident.
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If S therefore be the center of the pin, R will be that of the
tooth which is to drive it, and the point m ahould be assumed somewhere between T and S, and Trn may be about
half the pitch, Sm being manifestly the radius of the pin.
Again, if the Bide of the tooth (of the left-hand wheel,
for example) is required to be a radial line, in imitation of
the second solution (Art. 98), this, as already explained
(Art. 185), will remove its tooth-center to an infinite distance,
and the point k will be found by drawing ...4 k perpendicular
to kTK. Join Bk, and the intersection of this line with
PTQ will give the center of the tooth which is to work
with the radial tooth ; also .J.R, the perpendicular from ...4
upon PTQ, is the radial tooth, and R is the point through
which the arc must be struck, and the angle RT...4 must be
of such a magnitude as will make TR equal to about half
the pitch, Bince R is the point at which the exact action
takes place.
146. The Odontograph is also applicable to the obtaining a correct form for the cutter• used in forming
metal wheels out of plain disks ; for since the form of the
cutter is that of the space between two contiguous teeth, we
have only to describe a pair of teeth in any given case, in
order to obtain the form of the cutter. In making, however, a set of cutters, especially for small pitches, it is by
no means neceaaary to make one for every wheel, as the
forms for numbers of teeth that lie together are so nearly
alike, that the errors of workmanship would entirely destroy
the dUFerence.
The variation of form, however, is much less among
high numbers than in low ones. For example, the difference of form between a cutter for 150 teeth, and one for
800, is not greater than that between cutters for 16 and 17
teeth.
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This being the case, it appeared worth while to investigate some rule by which the necessary cutters could be
determined for a set of wheels, so as to incur the least po&sible chance of error. To this effect I have calculated, by
a method sufficiently accurate for the purpose, the following
series of what may be termed equidistant values o£ cutters ;
that is, a table of cutters so arranged, that the same difference of form exists between any two consecutive numbers.
TABLE OF EQUIDISTANT VALUES FOR CUTTERS.

1

2 3

4

616

~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~r.~ fl~~K~

-~I
I
No. of
•reeth. Rack. 3011 lOO lOO 76160 60,43,3834 ao121/2a123 21!20•19,17 16

X

~ 14131:-;;

This will be a guide in the selection of the wheel to
which each cutter shall be accurately adapted after it has
been determined how many are necessary in a set. For
example, if a single cutter were thought sufficient for very
small wheels, it had better be accurately adapted to teeth
of 25, for that value is intermediate between the two extremes. If three cutterb are to suffice for the whole set,
then 76, 25, and 15 must be selected, of which the cutter
76 may be used for all teeth from a rack to 88, the cutter 25 from 88 to 19, and the cutter 15 from 19 to 12, and
so on. I find that in the shapes of cutters, the greatest
difference of form is at the apex of the tooth, (that i~ at
the base of the cutter,) and amounts to '25 inch in 2-inch
pitch, when the teeth have the Utmal addendum ; from this
the difference may be ascertained for any smaller pitch, and
as many cutters interposed as the workman's notion of his
own powers of accuracy may induce him to think necessary.
Thus if the hundredth of an inch be his limit of accuracy in forming cutters, and he is making a set for halfinch pitch, where the difference of form is -! x '25 or ·06
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nearly, then half' a dozen cutters will be sufficient, and these
must be made as nearly as possible to suit the wheels of
150, 50, so, 21, 16, 18.
146. In the epicycloid abc (fig. 85, p. 65) join Tb,
and let TOb = cp, .AT= R, and Tk = 2r, then radius of
4r{R + r) . m
curvature at b = R
. sm I (Peacock's &amples,

+ 2t'

2

p. 195), and this radius passes through T, for Tb is a
normal to a be at b.

Now Tb

= 27'. sin P.., and it makes
2

an angle with the line of centers
therefore sin

P..2 -

cos 9.

= '71"- cJ! = 9,
2

suppose;

Hence the distance of the center

of curvature at b from T
= {

4r . (R+r)
R.

+ 21'

-

} . cp
2r . sm 2

2Rr
=~
. cos 9,
a+ 2r

which expression becomes identical with the value of D in
Art. 186, if we put 2r =

.ca·

810 V

It appears therefore that if, in fig. 5!}, mn were an arc
of an epicycloid whose base were the pitch circle, and
diameter of the describing circle =

~~ ,

SlD V

then would Pm

be its radius of curvature at m; and in like manner (fm
can be shewn to be the radius of curvature of the cor.,.
responding hypocycloid mp.
Consequently teeth described by this method approximate to epicycloidal teeth, and when described in sets by
the Odontograph, approximate to those of the third solution
(Art. 118). Hence the rules that have been given for the
least numbers, and the length or addenda of all such teeth,
may also be applied to these.
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147. In all the figures of teeth hitherto given the teeth
are symmetrical, so that they wiU act whether the wheels be
turned one way or the other. If a macbioe be of such a
nature that the wheels are only required to turn in ODe
direction, the strength of the teeth may be doubled b11111
alteration of form, exhibited in fig. 64..
This represents a portion of the circumference of a pair

of wheels of which the lowest is the driver, and always moves
in the direction of the arrow, consequently the right side of
its teeth and the left side of the follower's teeth are the only
portions that are ever called into action; and these sides are
formed exactly as usual. But the back of each tooth, both
in the driver and foUower, is proposed to be bounded by an
arc of an involute, as eg or cb.
The bases of these involutes being proportional to the
pitch circles, they will during the motion be sure to clear
each other, because, geometrically speaking, they would, if
the wheels moved the reverse way, work together correctly ;
but the inclination of their common normal to the line of
ceoters is too great for the transmission of pressure. The
effect of this shape is to produce a very strong root, by
taking away matter from the extre~ity of the tooth where
the ordinary form has more than is required for strength, and
adding it to the root.
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U8. In Hooke's system, under its aecond form (Art.
68), it has been shewn that the point of contact travels during
the motion of the wheels from one side to the other; a fresh
contact always beginning on the first side juat before the last
contact ha quitted the other side. To ensure this, the teeth
of the wheels in each section B (fig. 82) must be so formed
that when the angular velocity ratio is constant the teeth may
begin and end contact on the line of centers ; otherwise, if
the teeth were formed upon the principles of the previous
Articles of this Chapter, it is evident that the sliding contact of the teeth before and after the line of centers would
still remain. The simplest mode of ef'ecting this object is to
make the flanks of the teeth radial, as in the second solution,
and their faces any arc of a circle that will lie within the
epicycloidal face required by that solution. If, for example,
the portion of tooth that lies beyond the pitch line be a
complete semicircle whose center is upon that line, this condition will be complied with. I have described the teeth of
B, fig. 82, in this manner. The figures ..4 and Care nearly
the same as Hooke's, but be has given no front view of
his wheels, and has said nothing respecting the forms of the
teeth.

To tlucribe the teeth of wheels when their
parallel.

fJIII6B

are tiOt

149. To tlucribe the teeth of bef,il-wheela, let ACT,
.ATD, fig. 66, be the pitch conu of a pair of bevil-wheels.
described as in Arts. ~, 4-4; ..4 T their line of contact. Let
.AET be any other cone also lying in contact with ..4TD
along ..4T, and having its apex at ..4; therefore the axes of
the three cones will be in the same plane ..4BF. Also the
circumferences of their bases being at the same distance ..4T
from A, will lie on the surface of a sphere whose center and
radius are ..4 and ..4 T.
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Let the three·cones revolve round their axes wit.b the

c

F

same relative velocity as would be produced by the rolling
contact of their surfaces, then the line of contact will always
be .A.T, and (calling the intermediate cone .A.ET the ducribing cone) a line nm upon the surface of the describing cone
directed to the common apex will generate one surface omp rz
on the outside of the cone .A.TD, and another surface
smTft on the inside of the cone .A.CT.
Also, these surfaces will touch along the describing line
nm, for since ponm is generated by the rolling of the
describing cone upon the surface of the cone .4DT,. the
motion of nm is at every instant perpendicular to the line of
contact .AT ; and therefore, the normal plane at nm to the
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surface generated by nm will pass through AT. And in
like manner, the normal plane to the surface rsnm will pass
through AT; therefore the surfaces touch along nm.
If these surfaces be employed as teeth, and the rotation
of the cone .J.TD be communicated to the cone .J.CT by
their contact action, the angular velocity ratio will, from
the mode of their generation, be precisely the same as that
produced by the rolling contact of the conical surfaces; for
at the beginning of the motion op and rs coincide with AT,
and in the position of the figure the arcs To, T s respectively
described by the bases of the two cones are each equal to
Tm, and therefore themselves equal.
150. The arc om is an arc of a spherical epicycloid 111
whose base is the cone .J.DT, and describing cone the coo~
.J.ET; and in like manner sm is an arc of a spherical hypocycloid whose base is the cone .J. TC, and describing cone
.J.ET. But in practice, the portion of spherical surface
occupied by these arcs, when employed for teeth, is a
narrow belt extending to a small distance only from ToD
• DEFINITION. If a cone ABC be made to roll upon another flsed cone
ADCE In such a manner that their sammilll A alwayt~ coincide; then a tradng

D

point C in the cin:umfereuce of the base of the rolling cone wm trace a kind
of epicycloid C ha, which will plainly lie on the surface of a aphere whoee
center la A and radiua A.C, whence thia curve 11 tennecl a~ tlpCCfiCioid.
If the cone roll on the concave aurface of the bue, the curve becomea a •phllrical
hgpocfCioid.
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and T11 C. The surface, therefore, of cones tangent to the
sphere along TD and TC may be substituted for that of the
sphere itself, as follows: draw BTF perpendicular to .AT,
and intersecting the axes of the two cone& in F and B;
then BF revolving round .AF will generate a conical surface
tangent to the sphere along the base TD of the cone .ADT,
and the same line BF revolving round .AB will generate a
conical surface tangent to the sphere along the base T11C of
the cone .ACT.
And since the arc mo, which really lies in the spherical
surface, is very short in practice, it may be aupposed, without sensible error, to lie in the surface of the tangent cone
FTD, and to be described with a circle whose diameter is
equal to that of the base of the describing cone. And in like
manner, the arc Bm may be supposed to be described with
a similar circle upon the surface of the tangent cone BTC.
151. Now by developing these conical tangent surfaces
into planes we obtain a ready practical mode of describing
tbe teeth, which was first suggeated by Tredgold •.
Let .AB, .AC, fig. 67, be the axes meeting in .A, .AT the
line of contact, l, k the rolling frusta described by Art. 44.
Draw BTC perpendicular to .AT, and meeting the axes in
Band C; with center B and radius BT describe a circle
Tf, and with center C and radius CT describe a circle Te.
Also describe the frusta n and m which will be frusta of the
tangent cones to the spherical surface at the bases of the
rolling frusta land k, as above explained. The circle Tf
will be the developement of the face of n, and Te that of the
face of m ; and it follows from the demonstration in Art.
150, that if the circumferences of these circles be treated as
tbe pitch lines of a pair of ordinary spur-wheels, and teeth
• BnchaDaD'a EaaJa'OD Mill-work, by Tredgold, liiSS, p. lOS; or new edition,

11141, p.l8.
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described upon them according to any of the rules latd down

for such wheels, that these teeth when transferred to the
conical surfaces will communicate the desired constant velocity ratio. The following practical mode of completing
the bevil-wheel is easily deduced from the above.
152. Prepare a aolid of revolution whose axis is ~C,
and the section of whose edge is. represented at abed, u
bounded by two parallel conical surfaces ab, cd, and by a
third cb, whose generating line is directed to~.
This surface is to be cut into teeth, and therefore the
portion cb projects beyond the surface of the pitch cone, by
a sufficient quantity to contain the projections of the teeth
beyond that surface, as shewn at Te. For the surface ab
is plainly the eame as that which has been developed at
Ten. The teeth there figured must be cut out of thin
metal and wrapped round this conical surface, so as to allow
their outlines to be traced upon it. They may then be cut
out, observing that a line passing through ~ must lie in
complete contact with every point of the side of the tooth
contained between ba and cd, or in other words, that the
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acting surfaces of the teeth are generated by the motion of a
line one of whose extremities always passes through ~' and
the other is made to follow the outline traced out upon the
surface ab.
The usual method for large wheels is to develope also
the interior surface cd, making a new construction for it
precisely similar to that employed for the exterior surface ab.

If separate wooden cogs are employed, they are first
fitted and fixed into their mortises, then the conical surfaces
ab, be, ea formed upon them in the lathe, and the outlines
of the two ends ab, ea traced by patterns derived from the
two constructions. They are then taken out separately, and
easily shaped by careful planing in straight lines from one
outline to the other. The same method is employed for
the large wooden patterns that are used in casting wheels,
and in which the teeth are made in separate pieces, to allow
of this method of shaping.

153. Let the radius TD of the base of the frustum k=R,
and the radius TC of the developed pitch circle ... r. Also
the semiangle T ~D of the rolling cone = K; therefore
R
r =- - . Whence the action of the teeth in any bevilcosK
wheel is equivalent to that of a spur-wheel of the liame pitch
whose radius is

_!!__;

also if N be the number of teeth in

COt4K

the bevil-wheel, - N will be those of the spur-wheel.
cosK
This is a reason for the superior action of bevil-whet:>ls
over spur-wheels of the same number of teeth, for spurwheels always act tht' better the more teeth they have, and
it appears that a bevil-wheel is always equivalent in its
action to a spur-wheel of a greater number of teeth.
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When a pair of bevils have equal numbers of teeth, and
their axes are at right angles, they are termed mitf's-wheel8;
in this case
1

.

8 ... 450, and - • 1.4; ·
cos 8

therefore the action of a mitre-wheel is nearly equivalent
to that of a spur-wheel with half as many more teeth.
154. Face-wheel geering (Art. 62) is almost driven out
of practice by the employment of bevil-wheels ; but it may
be sometimes used with advantage, and its principles are
worth investigating.
Let two face-wheels with cylindrical pins exactly alike
in every respect be placed in geer, as in fig.
68
68, with their axes at right angles ; not
meeting in a point, but having their common perpendicular fe equal to the diameter
of the pins. Then will these wheels revolve together with a constant angular velocity ratio.
For let the pin whose center is a in the
upper wheel, be in contact with the pin whose axis is at din
the lower wheel. Draw fb parallel to the axis of the lower
wheel, and ab perpendicular upon fb. Also through c the
center of the lower wheel draw a line parallel to the axis of
the upper wheel, and therefore perpendicular to the plane
of the paper, and let de be a perpendicular upon this line
from the axis of the pin d, therefore ab is the sine of the
angular distance of a from fb, which is parallel to the
axis of the lower wheel, and de is the sine of the angular
distance of d from a line drawn through c parallel to the
axis of the upper wheel. But a is removed to the left of d
by a horizontal distance equal to the diameter of the pins,
and b is removed to the left of c by a horizontal distance

10
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equal to fe, which is also by hypothesis equal to the diameter of the pins; therefore ab - de, and the angular
motion is equal.
The pin a appean in the figure to cut the pin g, but a
little consideration will shew that the circular motion of the
lower wheel removes this pin to a sufficient distance from the
plane of the upper wheel to clear the ends of the pins of the
latter.

155. If, however, which is generally the case, the diameter of the wheels be difFerent and
their axes meet, then supposing one
of them, as in this figure, to have
cylindrical pins or staves, the other
must have cogs whose acting surfaces are those of solids of revolution. The axes of these solids
may, or may not, coincide with the
centers of the cogs. If they do, the
cogs are easily formed in the lathe. The generating curve of
these solids may be found as follows.
In fig. 69, C is the center of the pin-wheel, the pins of
which are supposed to have no
c
69
sensible diameter, the axis of the
pin-wheel is perpendicular to the
!,
plane of the paper, and that of
the cog-wheel is parallel to it, and
meets the first axis in a point
whose projection is C. P .AP' is the
pitch line of the pin-wheel, and
p~ m, the projection of the pitch
line of the cog-wheel. .4 their point
of contact.
iO
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Let P be one of the pins, fm the axis of the solid of
revolution, or cog, which is to work with it, pPf the generating curve of the solid. Fig. 70 is a plan of the cog-wheel,
t the point of contact, m the seat of mf, and the concentric
circles the plans of the cog ; the large one at the level of mp,
and the small one at the level of Pn.
Let the radius .AC = r, at= R, and the angular distance of mf from the plane of centers, or ma.A = fj>;
.·. .Am- R. sin

f/>·

Let mN- 31, NP ( .. .An) • y, .ACP • 8, mp = p;
then we have (1) y = r. versin 8.
31 -

r. sin 8 - R sin fj>, for N m • Pn - .A m.

Also, since the velocities of the pitch circles are equal by
supposition, and p and P coincide at .A, therefore the arc
.AP in fig. 6g, must be equal to the arc tm in fig. 70,
+ the radius mp of the base of the solid very nearly •

.·. fj>

=.,. 8;

P, and •• r sin 8 - R sin {" 8; p} (2).

From (1) and (2) the curve pPfmay be constructed by
points, and a curve for a pin of any required diameter
derived from it, by tracing it at a normal distance from
pPf equal to the radius of the pin, as in the case of common trundles (Art. 87.).
156. The cog pPf, supposing it to drive, is necessarily moving in the direction of the arrow, and receding
from the plane of centers ; but if we consider the relative
positions of the approaching pin P, and cog p,P,/, on the
other side of the plane of centen, at an equal angular distance 8, and therefore with the same value or y, we get the
corresponding value of 31, or m,=R sin fj>,-r. sin 8(fj>,- m,at),
10-2
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r9+p
and ..,,
n. = -R- ;
Rep,- r9-= p- r9- Rep;
whence it follows that

R . sin ep, - r. sin 9 < r. sin 9 - R . sin ep;
that is,

tD,

<

:D.

This curve p,P,f,, therefore, is not the same as pPf,
but will lie within it. But if the cogs are turned in the
lathe, the axis of the solid of revolution will coincide with
the center, and the smallest curve of the two must necessarily be used; and therefore the action will only be maintained while the cylindrical pin lies between the cog and the
plane of centers; and as receding action is preferable to
approaching action, it follows that the cylindrical pin must
be given to the driver and the cogs to the follower, if the
cogs be turned in a lathe. But fig. 70 shews that the point
of contact of the cogs on one side of the line of centers, as
m1, is very nearly confined to the half of each cog which
lies within the pitch circle, and that on the other side as m
to the portion which lies without. By making the outer
portion of each cog of the form p 1PJ, and the inner portion of the form pPf, we may have action on both sides
the plane of' centers at pleasure.
157. This shews the possibility of forming the cogs of
face-wheels so as to communicate motion with a constant
velocity ratio. In practice, the form of the cogs may be
obtained by finding two or three points for the curve pPj.
which may be done on the drawing board by constructing a
diagram similar to figs. 69 and 70, but in which the cogs and
pins shall be placed in two or three different successive
distances from the plane of centers. In small wooden mill-
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work, the cogs used to be turned in the lathe and with
round shanks, and· consequently made complete solids of revolution, as in fig. 68 b ; but in the larger wheels each cog
bad its acting face shaped into segments of solids of revolution of considerably greater diameter than the cog itself.
In this kind of geering, however, the surfaces of the
teeth touch only in a single point•; while in bevil-geer, as
we have seen (Art. 65), the contact is along a line directed
to the point of intersection of the axes. The abrasion is
therefore less in the latter, but the convenience of forming
the cogs in the lathe sometimes occasions the face-geer to
be used even now in light machinery or models.
In face-geering, a derangement in the relative position
of the wheel and trundle, if it take place in a line parallel to
the axis of the latter, will not interfere with the action of
the geering.
158. The surfaces adapted for teeth in the case of
rolling hyperboloids, Art. 45, might be obtained in a aimilar
manner to those of rolling cones, by taking an intermediate
describing hyperboloid; but it does not appear poasible to
derive from this any rules sufficiently simple for application.
This kind of wheels is only employed to enable the two axes
to paBS each other, which is impoBSible in conical wheels;
and, on account of the imperfection of their rolling action,
explained in Art. 46, the axes should be brought as close
together as possible, by which the solids will approximate
nearly to a pair of rolling cones. The teeth· should be
small and numerous, and therefore the Crusta should be
• To uee the worde of a practical Amerlcau millwrlght, In lpeaklng of wooden
fKe pen, "the cliAd'lllllt.,. of face gecn la the IIID&lln- of the bearing, 10 that
they wear out YlflfY fut, for if the bearing of cop be ama1J., IDd the ltreeiiO j!nSt
that they cat one IDother, they will wear a:ceedlngly fut; but il it be 10 large
IDd the etree110 light that they only polilh one 11110ther, they will wear •ery long."
-OLIVE& Ev.ure, Young Millfllrighr• GtAM, An. 80.
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placed aa far as convenient from the common perpendicular
of the axes. When the frusta hue been deecribed by
Art. 411, the forms of the teeth may be obtained with aofficient approximation by treating theee- frusta similarly to
those in fig. 67, that is, draw a line perpendicular to t P at P
(fig. 15, Art. 47), this will intersect the axis at some point
beyond K; take this point for the apex of a cone whoee base
shall coincide with that of the rolling frustum K P, develope
its surface, and describe the teeth as in Art. 51.
An interior surface, corresponding to ctl in fig. 67, mul!t
also be developed and the teeth traced upon it; the relative
position of these interior forms to those already traced upon
the exterior surface, will be determined by drawing an
inclined line at the pitch surface, according to the method of

Art. 67.
The principal machine in which these skew bevils are
employed is that which is known by the name of the Bobbin
and Fly Frame, in the cotton manufacture.

169. To communicate molion bg fN6am of inwlutu
between two a~~e~~ inclined eithout meeting•.
Fig. 56 represents, as already explained, a pair of wheels
whose teeth are formed of arcs of involutes, the point of
contact of which is always situated in the common tangent
DE of the bases.
In this figure the wheels are in the same plane, and their
axes consequently parallel. Suppose now that the plane of
one wheel be inclined to the other by turning on the line DE,
in the manner of a hinge, so that this line shall be the intersection of the two planes, but that the position of each wheel
in its own plane with respect to this line shall not be altered.
• Thie property of lnToluta ie due to M. OUivi•. Vide Bulktm d. la &c.
rl' Eru:aura~. tom. XXVIII. p. 430.
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The inclination of the axes will be however changed, but
they will not meet, and their common perpendiculal' will be
equal to DE. Since DE is the locus of contact, it is clear
that this motion will not disturb the angulal' position of
either wheel in its own plane; and hence the angular velocity
ratio or the wheels will remain constant and unaltered by
the change or position. Involute wheels, therefore, may be
employed to communicate a constant velocity ratio between
axes that are inclined at any angle to each other, but which
do not meet.
But the demonstration supposes the wheels to be very
thin, since they coincide with the planes that meet in the
line DE, and the invariable points of contact are situated in
this line. The edge of one of the wheels must be in
practice rounded so that it may touch the other teeth in
a point only.

ON CAMS AND SCREWS.

160. HAVING disposed of the teeth of wheels, we may
now return to the remaining combinations in which sliding
contact is employed to communicate a constant velocity ratio
between two pieces.
If the motion of these pieces be limited to a not very
considerable angle, or if one of them moves in a short rectilinear path in the manner of a rack, any of the pairs of
curves in the first part of this chapter (in Arts. 75 to 85)
may be employed in the single forms there shewn, instead of
being reduced to short arcs, and placed in successive order as
teeth. To avoid unnecessary details, I shall confine myself
to the examination of the cases in which one of these curves
is reduced to a pin, as in the First Solution: for this method
is generally preferred, and it has this advantage, that whereas
greater friction is introduced when a long curved plate is
substituted for a series of teeth•, the pin can be made into a
roller, and thus the abrasion which would tend to destroy the
form of the curved edge is transferred to the axis of the
roller, which can be easily repaired when worn out.

161. In fig. 71, ..4 is the centre of motion of a revolving
plate in which a slit ab is pierced, having parallel sides so as
to embrace and nearly fit a pin m, which is carried by a bar
CD fitted between guides so as to be capable of aliding
in the direction of its length.
• By carrying the point or contact farther from the line or centen (Art. 34.)
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If the plate revolve in the direction of the arrow the
inner side of the slit presses against
»
71
the pin and moves it further from
the center ..4, but when the plate
revolves in the opposite direction the
......., E
outer edge of the slit acts against
--e
the pin and moves it in the opposite
direction.
If the curved edges of the slit be
0
involutes of the circle whose radius
is Ae where Ae is a perpendicular upon the path me of
the bar, it appears from Art. 91 that the velocity ratio
of plate and bar will be constant, and the linear velocity
of the bar equal to that of the point e of the plate. But
if any other nlocity ratio be required, let Pc (fig. 72) be
the path of the sliding bar, P the pin, ..4 the center of
the curve, aP the curve.
Let e..4P •

cp,

P A a • 8, ..4e ... a, ..4 P- r,'

then while .a has moved from c to a, let P have
moved from c toP; so that ea • m x eP;
preserving a constant velocity ratio during the
•
a
motion;

.·. 8 + cp
But tan cp

-

m x tan cp.

a
"" ~ , and cp = cos-• -;

.·. 8 + cos-• ~ • ~
r
a

a

V ,.S -

r

a• is equation to curve.

If the velocity of the circumference of the circle (radius
A c) equals the linear velocity of the bar,

ea • cP, and .·. m

= 1;
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IJ

.·. 8 + coa- 1 -,. •

~
IJ

;

which ia the equation to the involute of the circle as it ought
to be•.
If, however, the line Pc of the follower's path paas
through the center ~' then since equal angles described to
the curve are to produce equal differences of radial distance
in the pin, the curve becomes evidently the spiral of Archimedes ; a curve which, although, as we see, capable of communicating velocity in a constant ratio between a circular
and rectilinear path, cannot be employed for the teeth of
racks, because the pitch line passes through the center of the
wheel.
162. Sometimes the pin, instead of being mounted on a
slide, is carried by an arm revolving round a center E, as
mE, and therefore describes an arc of a circle. The curve
is then derived from the first solution (Art. 87), the line of
centers AE having been previously divided, in the ratio of
the required angular velocities.
The angular motion of the curved plate which is the
driver is of course limited to the length of
D
78
the slit ab, but this may be carried through
sever~ convolutions, as in fig. 78, where it
is shewn in the form of a spiral groove, excavated in the face of a revolving plate, and
communicating rectilinear motion to the bar
Dm by means of the pin at its extremity
m, which lies always in the groove.
This may be termed ajlat screw or plane screw.
163. Combinations of this kind assume a great many
different forms, the complete exhibition of which belongs
• Peacock"• Examples, p. 177.
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rather to descriptive mechanism than to the plan of the
present work. Thus, instead of employing the slit or groove,
ahewn in these figures, the object of which is to produce
action in both directions, a single curved edge may be employed, and the returning action produced by a weight or
spring, which may be applied to the bar 10 as to keep the
pin constantly in contact with it.
Curved plates of this kind are termed Cams, or, when
small, 1'appets, and they are more used to produce varying
velocity ratios than constant ones. For which reason I shall
refer to Chap. vm. for so-n,,ther forms in which they
appear.

164. If the path both of driver and follower be rectilinear, the alit will become straight.
Let a plane rectangle CD move in its own plane, in a

path parallel to its longest side, and have a straight slit cut
in it making an angle 8 with that side, and let a bar .A.B
moving in the direction of its own length below this plane be
provided with a projecting pin G which enters the slit, the
slit making an angle cJ> with the path of this bar. Therefore the paths of the plane and bar make an angle 8 + cp
with each other.
If the plane move through a space = Gf, draw gf parallel to the first position of the slit, then g will be the new
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position of the pin, and Gg the space described by the pin
or bar;
. velocity of plane Gf sin Ggf sin </>
· • velocity of bar - Gg - sin Gfg - sin 9 '
a constant ratio.
If the bar move perpendicularly to the plane, 9 + 4> =

d velocity of plane
an velocity of bar

i,

1

tan</> or - 9 .
tan

166. To return to the revolving plate and bar; if the
path of the bar be not parallel to
75
the plane of rotation of the plate,
the latter must be formed into the
cone or hyperboloid that would be
generated by the rotation round its A
axis of the line which is the path of
the pin, or other point of contact of
the bar. Thus. in 6g. 75, AB is the axis, CD the sliding bar,
e its pin, the path cd of whose acting extremity is in this case
supposed to meet the axis. If this line cd generate a cone
D by revolving round AB, the pin will always lie at the
same depth in any groove excavated in the conical surface.
Also, if this surface be developed, the groove ef will be the
spiral of Archimedes. It is unnecessary to follow into
detail all tbe forms, curves, and combinations, that arise in
this manner. One case only requires more particular attention.

166. If the path of the bar CD be parallel to the axis
of rotation AB, the conical surface upon which the groove is
traced, will become a cylinder; and to produce a constant
velocity ratio the spiral groove must be at every point
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equally inclined to a line drawn upon the surfat'e parallel
to the axis.
For it has been shewn that a

0

D

76
velocity of plane
---::~~--i-;c- -= tan cp ·
velocity of bar
'

;,.'------'

where cp is the angle rpd made by the slit with the path of
the bar.

If this plane be wrapped round the cylinder, keeping its
axis parallel to the path of the bar, the groove will become
a spiral, inclined at the angle cp to a line drawn parallel to
this axis. But the motion given to the bar by this spiral
when the cylinder revolves will be exactly the same as if
the plane had passed under it through the line k l and perpendicularly to the plane of the paper.
The velocity of the plane is now the velocity of rotation
of the cylindrical surface, and therefore we have, if r be
the radius of the cylinder, .A. its angular velocity, Y the
velocity of the bar,
r.A.

V •

tan

cp.

If the length of the plane be greater than the circumference of the cylinder, the spiral groove will encompass
its surface through more than one revolution, and may, in
this way, proceed in many convolutions from one extremity
of the cylinder to the other, its inclination to the axis of
the cylinder remaining constant and equal to cp; such a
recurring spiral is termed a screw.
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Draw pq, qr retpeetively perpendicular and parallel
to the path of the bar; if pq is equal to the circumference
of the cylinder, qr will be the distance between two sue2 ,..,.
1
•
•
Th"Js 11
·
cesa1ve
convo,utlons
of t he acrew, an d qr = --.
tantp
termed the pitch of the acrew, from its analogy to the
pitch of a rack or toothed wheel. Every revolution of
the acrew carries the bar through a space equal to the
pitch.

167. The screw is sometimes made io this elementary
form, consisting of a simple spiral groove, with distant
convolutions., which gives motion to a slide, by means of
a pin fixed to the latter, and lying io the groove; for
example, the acrew by which the wick of the common
Argand lamp is adjusted in height is always made in this
form.
But, generally, screws receive a more complex
arrangement, in the following manner.
Firstly, the inclination of the spiral to the axis is made
small, and the convolutions of the groove brought close
together. The ridge which separates
77
two contiguous grooves is a spiral precisely resembling that of the groove in
inclination, and in the number nod
pitch of its convolutions. This ridge
is termed the thread of the screw, aod
according to the form of its section,
the screw is said to have a square thread as at ...4, an angular thread as at B, or a round thread as at C.
Secondly, instead of a single pio e let other pins fand g
be also fixed to the bar opposite to the other convolutions ;
then, since each pin will receive an equal velocity from the
revolving cylinder, the motion of the bar will be efFected as
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before, with the advantage of an increased number of points
of contact. But this series of pins is generally
78
thrown into the shape of a short comb, the
·
outline of which exactly fits that of the threads
of the screw, as at C, fig. 78•. This is the
most ancient form in which the screw was employed. It appears to be that which is described by Pappus t.

l r-

Jl

168. Most commonly, however, the piece which 79
receives the action of the screw is provided with
--a cavity embracing the screw, and fitting its thread
completely, as shewn in section in fig. 79; being
in fact a hollow screw, corresponding in every respect to the solid screw. Such a piece is termed
a nut, and the hollow screw, a female BCf'ew.
These modifications are only introduced to distribute
the pressure of the screw upon a greater surface; for as the
action of the thread upon every section of the nut tbroug~
its axis is exactly the same as that of fig. 78, the result of
all these conspiring actions is the same: namely, that the
piece to which the comb or nut is attached advances in a
direction parallel to the axis of the screw, and describes a
space equal to as many pitches as the screw has performed
revolutions.
80

169. A screw may be right handed or
left handed, that is, looking at the screw in a
vertical position, the thread may incline upwards to the right, as in fig. 78, or to the left,
as in fig. 80.
• The ume expedient may be raortcd to in the flat spiral of fig. 73, which
ill, in fact, a flat acrew ; and OD the ume principle a ac:rew may be formed OD a
canleal or hyperboloidal IIIU'f'ate.
t Pappi }[ath. Col. Commandlnl. lib. vrn. p. 332.
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170. When the comb or rack form (fig. 78) is 81
used instead of a nut, this farther modification is
sometimes employed, that the screw is made short
and the rack lengthened, as in fig. 81. In both these
cases, the length of the path that may be described
by the bar, without allowing any portion of the screw
or rack to quit contact at the extremities of the
motion, will be the dift'erence between the lengths of
the screw and rack.
From this latter modification, we easily pass to the aocalled endlua acrew•. In this con82
trivance, the screw C is employed
to communicate rotation to a revolving follower or wheel B. An
axis ~a is mounted in a frame, so
A·
as to prevent its endlong motion,
and provided with a short screw C. The wheel B has its
edge notched into equidistant teeth of the same pitch as the
thread of the screw with which they are in contact. If the
screw axis be turned round, every revolution will cause one
tooth of the wheel to pass the line of centers BC; and as
this action puts no limit, from the nature of the contrivance,
to the number of revolutions in the same direction, a screw
fitted up in this mode is termed an endless screw, in opposition to the ordinary screw, which when turned round a
certain number of times either way, terminates its own
action by bringing the nut to the end of its thread; the
term endless applying in this case not to the form but to
the action of the screw.
171. To determine the form which should be given to
the thread and teeth in this contrivance, it may be re• Abo dac:ribed by Pappus in the Article already referred to; al10 lib.
Prop. ~u.
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marked, that from the nature of a screw the section of its
thread made by a plane passing through its axis is everywhere the same ; and that if a series of such sections of the
entire screw be made by planes at equal angular distances
.round the circle, a set of similar figures resembling a double
rack (as in fig. 77,) will be obtained alike in tbe number
and form of their teeth, but in which the teeth will gradually
approach nearer and nearer to the extremity of the screw.
The action of the screw upon the wheel-teeth, in revolving
without end play, brings these successive sections into action
upon the teeth, and produces exactly the same effect as if
the screw were pushed endlong without rotation, in the
manner of a rack*. But this latter supposition enables us
to obtain the figure of the thread and teeth, upon the principles already given for the teeth of racks.
Fig. 88 is a transverse section of a wheel and endless

screw, made through the line of centers; ab the axis of the
wheel, K that of the screw; 6g. 84 represents the correspond• Thua if a acrew be held to the light and tumed round, the outliue of ita
threada will appear to travel from one end of the &crew to the other coatlnually,
in the manner of the teeth of a .Uding rack.

11
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ing sections, in which .AB being the line of centers, the
section to the right of this line is made by a plane passing
through the axis of the screw, and through the line Ce,
fig. 88 ; and the section to the left of the line of centers in
fig. 84- is made by a plane passing through the line Dd,
fig. 88 on one side of the axis of the screw, and parallel to
the first. The effect of this is, that F is a direct section of
the screw, while His an oblique section: also, cte is the
pitch circle of the wheel, and dw the pitch line of the
screw, supposing it to act as a rack.
Nevertheless, according to the supposition already made,
it appears that in these two sections, and in any other parallel to them within the wheel, the screw is required to act
as a rack upon the teeth of the wheel. But whatever figure
be given to the screw-thread, it is seen that the forms of
these racks will necessarily be different in each section ; for
although the form of the thread is the same in all, it is- cut
at a different angle in each section, by which the teeth of
H remote from the axis will be more prolonged and twisted
in their form than those of F in the central section ; and
besides this, the successive racks will retire further from the
center .A of the wheel, as their section recedes from the axis
of the screw; as shewn in the figure in which the rackteeth H are lower than in F.
Now it has been already shewn (Art. 8-t.), that any
form of tooth being assumed, the corresponding tooth may
be assigned.
The forms of the teeth in the central plane E may
therefore be made to suit those of F, and the forms of the
teeth in G may also suit those of H; and so on for every
intermediate section. It is therefore ~rible to make an
endless screw whose thread shall be in contact with the
entire side of the tooth, provided the figure of the wheel-
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teeth be different in every section. Also, since in every
seetion two or three pain of teeth may he in simultaneous
contact, the screw may be in contact along the entire side of
all these teeth.
172. The practical difliculty of making the teeth of a
wheel of which the form in every parallel section shall be
different, is very simply overcome by making the screw cut
the teeth, thus :
An endless screw is formed of steel, exactly the same as
the. proposed one, and this is notched regularly across its
threads so as to convert it into a cutting instrument or tap,
and then properly hardened. The wheel having had its
teeth roughly cut in the proposed number, is mounted in its
frame, together with the cutting screw, and the latter is
turned in contact with it, and pressed gradually nearer and
nearer, cutting out the teeth as it proceeds, till it has formed
them to correspond exactly with its thread; it is then taken
out and replaced by the smooth threaded screw.
173. The endless screw falls under the case of two
revolving pieces whose axes are not parallel and never meet.
It communicates motion very smoothly, and is equivalent to
a wheel of a single tooth, because one revolution passes one
tooth of the wheel across the plane of centers; but, generally
speaking, can only be employed as a driver, on account of
the great obliquity of its action.
174. In a cutting engine by Hindley of York, an endless screw of a different form was introduced, which is thus
described by Smeaton :-" The endless screw was applied to
a wheel of about thirteen inches diameter, very stout and
strong, and cut into S6o teeth. The threads of this screw
were not formed upon a cylindrical surface, but upon a
11-2

164
solid wboae sides were terminated by arches of circles. The
whole length contained fifteen threads, and as every thread
(on the side next the wheel) pointed towards the ceoter thereof, the whole 6fteen were in contact togetber,.and had been
so ground with the wheel, that, to my great astonishment, I
found the screw would turn round with the utmost freedom,
interlocked with the teeth of the wheel, and would draw the
wheel round without any shake or sticking, or the least sensation of inequality•."
" The screw was cut by the rotation of the point of a
tool, carried by the wheel itself, the wheel being driven
by an ordinary cylindrical endless screw...
Fig. 85 shews this form of endless screw, and fig. 86 is
85

an arrangement to shew the manner of cutting the spiral
thread upon the solid, in which A is a
s6
wheel driven by an endless screw B, of
the common form ; C a toothed wheel
fixed to the axis of the endless screw
and geering with another equal toothed
wheel D, upon whose axis is mounted
the smooth surfaced solid E, which it
is desired to cut into Hindleys endless
• Smeatou, p. 18.'1, )JiKellaneoua Papers.
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screw. For this purpose a cutting tooth F is clamped
to the face of the wheel .J.. When the handle attached to
the axis BC is turned round, the wheel .J. and solid E
will revolve with the same relative velocity as .J. and B,
and the tooth F will trace upon the surface of the solid a
thread which will correspond to the conditions. For from
the very mode of its formation the section of every thread
through the axis will point to the center of the wheel. 'rhe
axis of E lies considerably higher than that of B, to enable
the solid E to clear the wheel .J..
The edges of the section of the solid through its center,
exactly fit the segment of the toothed wheel, but if a section
be made by a plane parallel to this, the teeth will no longer
be equally divided, as they are in the common screw; and
therefore this kind of screw can only be in contact with
each tooth along a line corresponding to its middle section.
sO that the advantage of this form over the common one is
not so great as appears at first sighL
175. If the inclination of the thread of a screw to
the axis be very great, one or more intermediate threads
may be added, as in fig. 87. In which
87
case the screw is said to be double, or
triple, according to the number of separate spiral threads that are so placed
on its surface. As every one of these
threads will pass its own wheel-tooth
across the line of centers, in each revo·r
lution of the screw, it follows, that as many teeth of the
wheel will pass that line during one revolution of the screw
as there are threads to the screw.
If we suppose the number of these threads to be considerable, for example, equal to those of the wheel-teeth,.
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then the screw and wheel may be made
exactly alike, as in fig. 88 ; which may
serve as an example of the disguised
forms which some common arrangements
may assume.
1.'he old Piemont silk-mill is an example of disguised
endless screws*.
176. In fig 89 is represented a method of communicating equal rotation by sliding con89
tact between two axes whose directions if produced are parallel. .J. a B b
are the axes, parallel in direction.
The axis .J. a is furnished with a
semicircular piece C.J. c, forming two
equal branches, and terminated by
aoc~ets bored in a direction to intersect the axis at right
angles. The axis b B is provided with a similar pair of
branches dbD, and the whole is so adjusted that their
four sockets lie in one plane perpendicular to the axes. A
cross. with straight polished arms is fitted into the sockets in
the manner shewn in the figure ; and its arms are of a diameter that allows them to slide freely each in its own socket.
If one of the axes be made to revolve, it will communicate
to the other by means of this croaa a rotation precisely the
same as its own.
For let fig. 90 be a section th,rough the cross transverse
to the axis, and let .J.B be the axes, and the circles be those
described by their sockets respectively.
Then if D be a socket of .J., the arm of the croaa
which passes through it must meet the center .J.; and in
• Described in Encyc. Methodlque, Manufactures and Arts, tom.
and in Borgni&, Machines pour confectionner lee etoffee, p. 160.

11.

p. 31 ;
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like manner if C be a socket of B, the arm CB must pass
through B. Also, if D move to d, the
new (or dotted) position of the cross will
be formed by drawing d.A. through A,
and B c perpendicular to it through B
the other axis; therefore C will be car- "-:~-+-:---:7'f..-..,
ried to c ; and it is easy to see that the
angle DAd= CB c. Therefore the angular motion of the axes is the same.
Also, every arm of the cross will slide through its socket
and back again during each revolution, through a space
equal to twice the perpendicular distance of the axes (AB).
• Thla arrangement ill eaaentially the same u that of a coupling invented by
the late Mr Oldham, aud Introduced by him into the machinery of the Bank1 of
England ancl Ireland. His fonn of it Is more tolld, but not 10 well adapted for
geometrical illultration u that which I have given. His uea are each terminated by a dillk in which a trannene groove is planed, and the croaa conslating of
two square ban in difFerent planes hu each bar completely buried In the groove
of ita neighbouring disk.
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1>rnaott C. OOMMUNICATION OF MOTION BY WRAPPING
OONNECTORS.

177•

two cunes revolving in the li&llle plane
whose wrapping connector (Art. 37) cuts the 91
line of centers in a constant point, will preserve
a constant angular velocity ratio. In practice,
however, circles or rather cylinders only are employed, which revolve round their centers, and
manifestly possess the required property. To
enable the rotation to proceed in the same direction indefinitely, the band which senes as a
wrapping connector has its two ends joined so
as to form an endlus band, which embraces a
portion ol the circumference of each circle or
pullg, and is stretched sufficiently tight to enable
it to adhere to and communicate its motion to
the edge.
ANY

The band may be direct, that is, with parallel sides, as in fig. 91. or it may be crossed, as in
fig. 92. In the first case the axes or pullies will
both revolve in th~ same direction, in the latter
case in opposite directions.

170.

Motion communicated in this manner
is remarkably smooth, and free from noise and
.._...
vibration, and on this account, as well as from the extreme
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simplicity of the method, it is always preferred to every
other, unless the motion require. to be conveyed in an exact
ratio.
As the communication of motion between the wheels
and band is entirely maintained by the frictional adhesion between them, it may happen that this may occasionally fail,
and the band will slip over the pully. This, if not excessive,
is an advantageous property of the contrivance, because it
enables the machinery to give way when unusual obstructions or resistances are opposed to it, and so prevents
breakage and accident. For example, if the pully to which
the motion is communicated were to be suddenly stopped,
the driving pully, instead of receiving the shock and transmitting it to the whole of the machinery in connexion with
it, would slip round until the friction of the band upon the
two pullies had gradually destroyed its motion.
But it motion is to be transmitted in an exact ratio,
such, for example, as is required in clock-work, where the
hour-hand must perform one exact revolution while the
minute-hand revolves exactly twelve times, bands are inapplicable; for, supposing it practicable to make the pullies
in so precise a manner that their diameter should bear the
exact proportion required, which it is not; this liability to
slip would be fatal.
But in all that large class of machinery in which an
exact ratio is not required to be maintained in the communication of rotation, endless bands are always employed, and
are capable of transmitting very great forces.
179. Bands may be either round or .flat, and the mateof which they are formed are various. The best but
most expensive is catgut; but its durability and elasticity
ought to recommend it in every case where it can be obtained
of sufficient strength. It acquires ~ use a hard polished
rial~
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surface, and it may be procured of any size, from half an
inch diameter to the thickness of a sewing needle.
'fhe ends of a catgut band may either be united by
splicing or by a peculiar kind of hook and eye which is
made for that purpose. Both hook and eye have a screwed
socket into which the ends of the gut are forced by twisting,
having .been previously dipped into a little rosin. The hook
and eye may be warmed to keep the rosin fluid while the
band is being forced in, and the ends ~f the band that come
out through the socket may, for further security, be seared
with a hot wire.·
Hempen ropes are only used in coarse machinery, but in
the cotton factories a kind of cord is prepared, of the cottonwaste, for endless bands, which is tolerably elastic and soft,
and is peculiarly adapted for driving a great quantity of
spindles. Also the soft plaited rope, termed patent sash-line,
answers very well for these purposes. All these bands must
have their ends neatly spliced together, so as to avoid as
much as possible the increased diameter at the place of
junction, because the periodic passage over the pullies of the
lump or knot so formed gives rise to a series of jerks, that
interfere with the smooth action of the mechanism •.
Common iron chains are also used, but only in very
rough and slow-moving mechanism.
Flat leathe'l' beltB appear to unite cheapness with utility
in the highest degree, and are at any rate by far the most
universally employed of all the kinds. This they owe partly to
the superior convenience of the form of pully which they require, over that which is employed for round bands and
chains. Belts vary in width from less than one inch up to
fifteen inches, and their extremities may be united by
• Vide Trmsaction~ of Society of Arts, Vol.
practical direetio1111.

XLIX,
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buckles, but are belt joined by simply overlapping the ends
and stitching them together with strips of leather passed
through a range of holes prepared for the purpose, or they
may be glued or cemented at the ends; in which case, by
carefully paring and adjusting the parts that overlap, they
will be perfectly uniform in thickness throughout; but they
thus lose the power of being adjusted in length, and must
therefore be provided with stretching pullies.
Belts, on account of their silent and quiet action, are
very much employed for machinery in London, to avoid
nuisance to neighbours. It appears also from a recent
work •, that the use of belts is greatly extended in the
American factories. In Great Britain the motion is conveyed from the first moving power, to the different buildings
and apartments of a factory, by means of long shafts and
toothed wheels ; but in America, by large belts moving
rapidly, of the breadth of 9, 12, or 15 inches, according to
the force they have to exert.
Of late, both flat belts and round bands have been manufactured of caoutchouc interwoven with fibrous substances,
in various ways ; and under peculiar management may be
made to answer very well. But changes of temperature
occasion great variations of length and elasticity in this material; nevertheless in this latter quality it is greatly superior
to catgut, and, like that substance, it requires no stretching
pullies, which must always be employed for rope-bands.
Belts are also made of woollen felt, and round bands are cut
out of thick leather. In small machinery an endless band may
even be cut out, in one piece, of a skin of leather, so as to
avoid the necessity of joining the ends, and thus the jerks
occasioned by the passage of the knot over the pul1y arc
entirely avoided.
• Cotton Manufacture of America, by J. Montgomery, 1840, p. 19.
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180. The fOJ'm of the ptdlg upon which an endle88
band is to act is of importance, as the adhesion of the band

98

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

is greatly influenced thereby. Fig. 98 exhibits the principal
forms. Round bands of catgut, rope, or other material, or
even chains, require an angular groove (as .A), into which
their own tension wedges them, and thereby enables them to
grasp more firmly the edge of the pully.
But when ropes or soft bands are used, the bottom of
the groove is sometimes furnished with short sharp spikes,
(as B), or else its sides are cut into angular teeth, (as C),
which help to prevent the band from slipping, but at the
same time are apt gradually to wear it out.
A pully for chains is sometimes formed by fixing Y
formed irons at equal distances in the circumference of a
cylindrical disk, as at G.
When the pully over which the band passes is used
merely as a guide-pully (Art. 186), there is no need to provide against slipping, and the groove or gorge is ~ade simply
of a semicircular section, as D, to ket>p the band in its place.
181. If a tight flat belt run on a revolving cont.>, it will
advance gradually towards the base of the cone, instead of
sliding towards its point, .as might be expected at first sight.
The reason of this is, that the edge of the belt nearest
the base of the cone is tighter, and advances more rapidly
than the other, because it is in contact with a portion of the
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cone of a larger diameter, and consequently
a proportionably greater velocity•.
Thus the belt is bent into the form
Bb, shewn in the figure, by which
the part which is advancing to the
cone is thrown still nearer and nearer
to its base. In this manner the belt
will gradually make its way from
the smaller end of the cone to the
larger, where it will remain. Advantage is taken of this curious property in forming the
pullies for straps, which are made of the form represented
at F, fig. 93, a little swelled in the middle. This slight
convexity is more efFective in retaining the belt than if
the pully had been furnished with edges as at E; and the
form, besides its greater simplicity, enables the belt to be
shifted easily ofF the pully. In fact, when a pully of the
latter form E is employed, the belt will generally make its
way to the top of one of the lateral disks, and remain there,
or else be huddled up against one or other of them, but will
never remain flat in the center of the rim, if there be the
slightest difFerence of diameter between the two extremities
of the cylinder.
182. In order to bring the belt into contact with as
much as possible of the circumference of the pully, it is
better to cross it (Art. 177) whenever the nature of the
machinery will admit of so doing.
When a strap or other flat belt is crossed, it must be
put on to the pullies in the manner represented in iig. 95.
Every leather belt has a smooth face and a rough face. Let
the rough face be placed in contact with both pullies, by
which each straight side of the belt will be twisted half
• Young's NaL Pbil. vol. n. p. 1113.
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round in the transit from one pully to the other, as shewo in
the figure. Now the efFect of this is, that at the point where
the two sides cross, the belts lie Sat agaainst
each other ; for since the belt at each extremity where it joins the pully is perpendicular to the plane of rotation, and it is
twisted half round in its passage, it must be
parallel to the plane of rotation half way
between the pullies, when the two sides of
the belt cross. Hence they pass with very
95
little friction, whereas if this half twist were
not employed, the two halves of the belt
would pass edgewise, which (in a broad belt
especially) would occasion so much friction
and displacement as to make the arrangement impracticable.
183. The band moves with the same velocity as the
circumference of the pully with which it is in contact, and
consequently the circumferences of the two pullies which
it connects move with equal velocities;
A. r

.·. -;;= R'

where A., a are the angular velocities, R, r the radii.
But when a thick belt is wrapped over a pully its inside
surface is compressed and its outside surface extended, and
the center, or nearly so, of the belt alone remains in the
same state of tension as its straight sides, and therefore moves with the velocity of the sides Hence lbe
radius of the circle to whose circumference the velocity of
the belt is imparted, virtually extends to the center of the
belt, and half the thickness of the belt must be added to
the radius of the pully, in computing the angular velocities.
Similarly, to find the acting radius of a pully with an
angular groove, as at .A, fig. 98, the distance of the center
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of the section of the band from the axis of the pully muse
be taken, and this in a given pully will be greater the
thicker the band employed.
184. An endless band of any kind is easily shifted
I JJ
during the motion to a new position on
a cylindrical drum or pully, if the band
be pressed in the required direction on its
advancing aide, that is, on the side which
is travelling towards the pully ; but the
same pressure on the retiring side of the
belt will produce no efFect on its position.
For example, if the belt AB has been running over the
drum in the position B, and this belt be drawn a little aside,
as at A, those portions of the belt which now come successively into contact with the drum, as at a, will begin
to touch it at a point to the left of the original position, and
in one semi-revolution the whole of the belt in contact with
the drum will thus have been laid on to it, point by point,
in a new position ab, to the left of the original one B; but
if the direction of the motion were from B to ~' the portions
of belt drawn aside are those which are quitting the drum,
and therefore produce no efFect on its position thereon.
Therefore, to maintain a belt in any required position on
a cylindrical drum, it is only necessary that the advancing
half of the belt should lie in the plane of rotation of that
section of the drum upon which it is required to remain,
but the retiring side of the belt may be diverted from
the''plane, if convenient, without afFecting its position.
If the machinery be at rest it is very difficult to shift
the position of a belt of this kind, on account of the
adhesion of its surface ; but by attending to the simple
principle just explained it becomes very easy to shift the
belt by merely turning the drum round, and pressing the
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advancing side of the belt at the same time. The same
principle applies to round bands running on grooved pullies;
if it be required to slip them out of the groove, the adv~
ing side of the band must be pressed to one side, so aa to
make it lay itself over the ridge of the pully, when hall
a revolution wi11 throw it completely off.
185. Let A. M, BN be two shafts, neither parallel
97
nor meeting in a point, and let it be
required to connect them by a pair of
pullies and an endless, band. Recollecting that the advancing side of the
band must remain in the plane of
rotation of each pully, find the line
MN, which is the common perpendicular to the shafts. Fix the pullies
upon the respective shafts, so that a
line mft parallel to MN* shall be a
common tangent to them, which is
done by making the distance A.M of
the upper pully from the point M
equal to the radius BA of the lower pully, and ~ "ersa,
BN=mA..
Arrange the belt in the manner shewn in the figure,
the arrows indicating the direction of motion ; then the
portion np which is advancing to the upper pully is plainly
in the plane of rotation of that pully, and will therefore
retain its position thereon, and similarly, the portion mq
which is advancing to the lower pully, is also in the plane
of rotation of the latter.
If, however, the motion be reversed the belt will immediately fall off the pullies, for in that case the portion pn
• The linea M N, •n are confounded Into one In the figure, but it will be eullJ
aeen that
Ua c:oasiderably bebiDd MN.

•n
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will advance towards the lower pully in a plane pn, making
an angle with that of the pully. The belt will therefore
begin to shift itaelf towards N, and, by 80 doing, will be
thrown oft' the pully, and a similar action wiJJ take place
between the belt qm and the upper pully.
The appearance of this arrangement in practice is very
curious ; for the retiring belts being twisted at a very considerable angle from the planes of the pullies, at the moment
of quitting them appear as if they were slipping off at every
instant, which however they never do. The only fault is,
that this violent twist at m and n is apt to wear out the
leather, especially if the shafts are pretty close together.
For which reason it may be better to employ guide pullies to
conduct the belt from one wheel to the other, as in Art. 187.
IC it be required to cross the belts, the arrangement Cor 80
doing will be found by drawing a figure similar to 97, but in
which qm shall be the intersection of the planes of rotation,
mn the descending belt, and a common tangent from p towards q the ascending belt.
186. Pullies are sometimes employed for the purpose
oC altering the course or path of a band, in which case they
are termed guide pullies. Their position and number may
be determined in the following manner :
A band moving in the line Ab is required to have its
path diverted into the direction
98
bB by guide pullies.
IC these lines meet in the point
b, one pully is sufficient; the axis
of which must be placed perpendi.A.
cularly to the plane which contains
the two lines-Ab, bB, and its mean
diameter adjusted so that it may touch these lines.

12

If this
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diameter be too great for convenience, or the point of interllleCtion b too remote, or if the lines do not meet in a point,
then two pulliea are required, whose positions are thu•
determined.
Draw a thinl line fg, meeting the two former lines in
any convenient points/ and g respectively, and let this line
be the path of the band in its passage from one line of direction to the other. Place, as before, one guide pully at
the intenection f, and the other at the intersection g, the
axes of these pullies being respectively perpendicular to the
plane that contains the two directions of the band •.
UJI[. Let A, B be two pullies whose axes are neither
parallel nor meeting in direction, as in
99
Art.I85,and let the line cd be the intersection of the two planes of these pullies.
In this line assume any two convenient points c and d; and in the plane
of A. draw ce, df, tangents to the opposite sides of this pully ; also in the
plane of B draw cg, dk, similarly tangents to the pully B.
This process gives the path of an endless band ecghdf,
in which it may be retained by a guide pully at c in the
plane ecg, and another at d in the plane fdk. In this band
both the retiring and advancing sides lie in the planes of
each pully. The pullies will therefore turn in either direction at pleasure, and the band is not liable to the twisting
wear already deprecated in the arrangement of fig. 97.
In other cases that may present themselves, the poaition
and least number of the requisite guide pullies may be determined by similar methods.
• Pooc:elet, Mee. lnd. Part 111. Art. 24.
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188. If the bands are not made of elastic substances
they require atretcl&ing pulliu; that is, pullies resembling
guide pullies, whoae axes can be shifted in position, so as to
increase the tension of the band as required; or else their
axes are mounted in frames so that a weight or spring may
act upon them, to retain the band in the proper state of
tension; but as the operation of these contrivances involve
considerations of force, they do not fall under the plan of this
portion of the present work. Neither do certain arrangements ·
by which the quantity of circumference embraced by the
bands are increased or multiplied, for the purpose of improving the adhesion.
189. We have seen that a common iron-chain with oval
links may be employed as an endless band ; using the form
of groove ..4, fig. gs. If the chain be formed with care, and the
wheels between which it works be provided with teeth, the
spaces between which are accurately adapted to receive the
successive links, then the chain will take a secure hold of the
circumference of each wheel ; and its action upon these teeth
will resemble that of one toothed wheel upon another, or
rather of a rack upon a toothed wheel, the successive links
falling upon and quitting the teeth without shocks or vibration, so that the motion of one toothed circumference will
be conveyed to the other without loss from slipping. A
chain of this kind is termed a geering chain, and various
forms have been given to its links to ensure smoothness of
action. But these chains are expensive and troublesome,
and are not much in use, as, generally speaking, the communication of motion to a distance can be as completely
effected by a long shaft with bevil-wheels at each end; and
the geering chain, in all its forms, is liable to stretch, by
which the spacing or pitch of its links is increased, so that
they no longer fit the teeth of the wheels.

12---2
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Fig. 100 shews the geering chain
which was proposed by the celebrated
VauC811801l, about 1750. The links of the
chain are made of iron-wire, and adapted
to lay hold of the teeth of a wheel in the
manner sbewn by the figure •.
Geering chains bad been, however,
employed long before this period, as for
example, by Ramelli in 1588 t ; and the
100
very chain of Vaucanaon is represented
by Agricola, in 1546, as an endless chain, to carry bucket~
in a machine for raising water from a mine.
Fig. 101 is another form, from Hachette, in which the

links are made of plates rivetted together, somewhat af'ter
the manner of a watch-chain ; and 102 is
a third modificationt, in which a platechain is also employed ; but the teeth of
the wheel are much better disposed for
grasping the successive links. Nevertheless, in all these cases, when the rivets
enlarge the holes by wearing, the pitch
of the chain is increased, and each link
enten its receptacle on the wheel with
102
a jerk, producing vibration and accelerated deterioration.
• Vide Eneye. Method. 1\lmuracturea, tom.

t Fip. :uxtx. UMI xctn.

n. p. 132.

:;: Uled in Motton'• patent alip.
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190. Ir the axes be required to make only a limited
number of rotations in each direction, the slipping of the
band may be entirely prevented by fixing each end of it to
one of the pullies or rollers, and allowing it to coil over
them as many times as may be
108
required; as in fig. 108, where
rotation is conveyed from one
roller A to the other B by the
cord a, one end of which is fastened. to the surface of .A, and the
other end to that of B. To enable the motion to be conveyed in both directions a similar cord b may be coiled
in the opposite direction round each roller, so that while b
coils itself round A, a will uncoil itself, and vice t1ersa.
The carriage B, fig. 104, runs back and forwards upon the
rollers f, e, and derives its motion f'rom
104
the roller or barrel A, which is mounted
on an axis above it. A cord c is tied
to one end of B, and another cord d
to the other end; these cords are passed
as man,- times round the roller as is
necessary, in opposite directions, and their ends fastened
to its surface. When the roller revolves the carriage will
travel along its path, preserving a constant velocity ratio,
provided the circumference of the roller nearly touch the
line de. Otherwise the variation of the angle Acd, during
the motion of the carriage, will cause the velocity ratio to
change*. If, however, pullies be fixed to the frame of the
machine beyond d and c, and the cords be carried from the
barrel over these pullies and then brought back again to
d and c, the axis A may be fixed at any required height
above B. Either piece may be the driver.
• For the line A c acta as a link jointed at c, and therefore ;
vel. of Ac: vel. of B :: C06 Acd: 1. (Art. 32. Cor. 3.)
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Sometimes a single line is employed, which being
fastened at d is coiled three or four times round the roller,
and then carried on to c; the coiling is sufficient to enable
the cord to lay hold of the roller in moet cases, as for
example, in the common drill and bow.
191. But the constancy of the ratio is interfered with in
both these contrivances, by the varying obliquity of th£
straight parts of the cords which connect the pieces, as well
as by the tendency to heap up the successive coils in layers upon each other,
lhereby increasing the effective diameter of the rollers. This is remedied
105
by cutting a screw upon the surface of
each roller, which guides the cord in
'F
equidistant coils as it rolls itself upon
the cylinder.
Thus, fig. 105, let A give motion to B by a cord cd, in
the manner already shown in fig. lOS, but let screws be
cut upon the surface of the rollers; then during the motion
of A the extremity l' of the straight portion of the cord
will be gradually carried to the right as it is wound up, and
cice versa ; and this motion will be constantly proportional
to the rotation, and at the rate of one pitch of the screw to
each complete turn of the cylinde~.
To cause the straight portion cd to move parallel to
itself, the screw cut upon B must be of such a pitch that
the endlong motion of d may be the :>ame as that of c.
Now since the velocity of the surfaces of the two cylinders
are equal, and every revolution of either screw carries the
cord endlong through the space of one pitch, Jet m x
circumferences of A = n x circumferences of B, and let C, c
be the respective pitches of their screws; R, r their radii,
then we must have m C;:: ne,
C R
or-=-.
t•

r
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192. In the combination of fig. 10<6, the BCJ'eW roller
will prevent the irregular heaping up of the cord on the
band, but will not correct the varying obliquity of the
cord. This may be got rid of thus.
Let B, fig. 106, be the sliding carriage, CD, HK the
106

c

H

sides of the frame which supports the roller, E the roller
formed into a screw. This roller has a ~~erew F cut on its
axis, of the same pitch as that of E, and passing through a
nut in the frame CD; the other extrftnity of the roller is
supported by a long plain axis G, passing through a hole
in the frame H K; the cord being tied at b to the carria~,
and at the other end to the screw-barrel E; it follows, that
when the latter is turned round, it will travel at the sable time
endlong by means of the screw and nut F, exactly at the
sam~ rate, but in the opposite direction, as the end of the
cord is carried along the barrel by its coiling ; conaequently
the one motion exactly corrects the other, and the cord b
wiJJ always remain parallel to the path of the slide B*.
A similar and contrary cord being employed to connect
the other end of the slide with the band, will enable the
roller to move the slide in either direction.
193. A well made chain of the common form, with
oval links, will coil itself with great regularity upon a re• Jo'rom a machine by 1\lr. HoltzapfcL
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volving barrel, if a spiral groove
be formed upon the surface, of a
width just sufficient to receive the
thickness of the links. As shewn
in fig. 107, the links will alternately place themselves edgewise
in the groove and flat upon the
surface of the barrel.

107

194. When the revolving piece is required to move
only through a fraction of a revolu- (J ~
108
tion, the combination is made more
simple.
Thus let .A represent a revolving piece or quadrant, whose axis
is B, b, and whose edge is made
concentric to it, and let CD be the
sliding piece represented as an open
frame for clearness only, but supposed to be guided so as to move
in either direction along the line CD produced. If cords or
chains be attached at c, d, to the quadrant and at e, f, to the
sliding frame; and a third cord be attached contrariwise to
the quadrant at h and the frame at g, then eithet the
motion of the quadrant or the frame will communicate motion to the other in a constant ratio, and in either direction
at pleasure.

CHAPTER V.
ELEMENTARY COMBINATIONS.
C LASS A • {
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Du.EcTioNAL RELATION coNSTANT.
VELOCITY RATIO CONSTANT.

COMMUNICATION OF MOTION BY LINKWORK.

195. WHEN two arms revolving in the same plane are
connected by a link (Art. 32), their angular velocities are
inversely as the segments into which the link divides the
line of centers. This relation is constantly changing, as the
arms revolve, unless the point of intersection T (fig. 6), be
thrown to an infinite distance, by making PQ parallel to ..J.B,
in all positions, which can only be effected by making the
arms equa1, and the link equal in length to the distance
between the centers. In this case the angular velocities will
become equal, and their ratio consequently constant.
196. This produces the arrangement of fig. 109. D, B
are centers of motion, Bd = DJ the arms, df
109
,..
(= BD) the link. If B d be carried round
the circle, BdfD will always be a parallelogram, and consequently the angular distances
.! .'
of Bd and DJ from the line of centers the
same, and their angular velocity the same.
But in any given position of one of.the
arms Bd, there are two possible corresponding positions of the arm DJ, for with center
d, and radius df, describe an arc which will
necessarily cut the circular path off round
Din two points f and .A; therefore AD is also

J~
&, /·I.,.
(

t
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a position of the arm corresponding to B d, in which the link
d.A intersects the line of centers in a point C; and if Bd be
moved, the point C will shift its place, and consequently the
angular velocity of AD will not preserve a conatant ratio to
that of Bd.
It appears, then, that this system is capable of two arrangements, one in which the angular velocity ratio is constant, and the other in which it is variable, according as the
link is placed parallel to the line of centers, or across it.
But if the motion of this system in either state be followed round the circle, it will be found that when the extremity
d of the arm Bd comes to the line of centers, either above
or below, at a or s, the extremity of the other arm will also
coincide with that line, since the link is equal to BD, and
therefore to ap or st. In these two phases (Art. 17) of
its motion the two positions fd, Ad of the link coincide,
and at starting from either of these phases, the link has the
choice of the two positions. If, for example, the arms be at
B a and Dp, then as a moves towards d, p may either move
towards f, in which case the link will remain parallel to BD,
until the semicircle is completed, or else p may move towards
.A, and then the link will lie across BD, until the semicircle
is completed by d coming to s, when a new choice is possible. But in any given position of Bd intermediate between
Ba and Bs, it is impossible to shift the link from one position to the other without bending it.
The two phases in which the arms coincide with the line
of centers, are termed the dead points of the system.
197. When this contrivance is employed to communicate a constant velocity ratio, some provision must be
made to prevent the link from shifting out of the parallel
position into the cross position, when the arms reach the
dead points.
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There are three ways of passing the link parallel to
itself across the line of centers. First, by intro-. 110

A9°

ducing a third ann, u at c, of the same length aa
the others, with its center placed on the line of
centers, and its extremity jointed to the link, so u
to divide the latter in the same proportion as the line
of centers is divided by the center of the new arm. r.
This new arm may be placed either between or beyond the others, and plainly renders any position of
the link, except that of parallelism to the line of centers, impoSBible. It is not even necessary that the RI
centers of the three equal arms shall lie in one line, for if
the three joint-holes, a, b, c, of the link, be the points of an
equal and similarly placed triangle to that formed by the
three centers of motion, the arms will all revolve alike.
198. The second way requires only two axes of motion,
but has two sets of arms.

A a, B b, fig. 111, are the two parallel axes. At one end
of each are fixed the equal arms AP, BQ,
p
lll
connected as before by a link PQ =AB;
at the other end of each are fixedarmsap,
bq, also connected by a link, pq - ab.
Now since the separate eff'ect of
each of these systems is to produce
equal rotation in the axes, it is plain
that the action of the second will conspire with that of the first to produce
this eff'ect, whatever be the angle which
AP makes with ap. Let fJP then be set
at right angles, or nearly so, to AP;
therefore when either system arrives at
the dead points, the other will be half way between them,
and by communicating at that moment the equal rotation to
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the axes, will thus carry the link of the former system over
the dead points, without allowing it the choice of the second
set of positions ; which second set of positions is besides rendered geometrically .impossible by this combination of the
two sets of arms.
199. The form of the piece to which the joint-pin is
fixed is indifferent; thus (fig. 111} the pin Pis carried by an
arm AP, and the pin p by a disk ; but the motion produced
by each is precisely the same; the effective length of the
arm being in every case measured in the plane of rotation
in a right line from the center of the pin to the center of
motion of the piece which carries it, whatever be the form
given to the latter.
However, if either axis be carried across the plane of
motion of the link, the latter will strike against it, and thus
prevent the completion of a single revolution. If the axes
be required to revolve continually in the same direction,
either the piece which carries the pin must be fixed to the
extremity of the axis, as in fig. 111, or else the axis must be
bent into a loop or crank, as it is termed, as in fig. 112, by

112

which the axis is also removed from the plane of rotation
of the link ; but the axis may thus be extended indefinitely
on either side.
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200. The third method of passing the links over the
dead points consists, like the latter, in employing two or more
sets of arms and links, so dispoeed as that only one set 'shall
be passing the dead point at the same moment. But in this
method, fig. 118, the axes .A. a, Bb are parallel but not op~

11:3

B /,
site, and a disk of any convenient form, as C~ D, being attached to the free end of each, pins are fixed in the faces
of the disks at equal distances from the ceoters of motion,
and at equal angular distances from each other respectively,
and links each equal to the distance of the .:enters are jointed
to them in order, as shewn in the figure.
The planes of rotation of these disks are removed from
each other by a distance sufficient. to throw the connecting
links into a slightly oblique position, which enables them
each to clear the others, during the rotation, by passing
alternately above and below them.
The number of the links is indifferent. Two are sufficient, as in the former case, and the radii of their pins must
be nearly at right angles; but if three or more be employed,
the pins may be at equal angular distances round the circle;
and it is hardly necessary to add, that in determining the
length of the links allowance must be made for the oblique
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position into which they are thrown by the nature of the
contrinnce*.
201. It appean (Art. 195), that by Link-work, rotation in a ooostant velocity ratio can only be communicated
between two axes when they are parallel, move in the same
direction, and revolve in equal times. If, however, only a
motion through a small angle is required, it may be communicated with an approximately constant velocity ratio, whatever be the magnitude of that J'atio, the relative position of
the axes, or the directional relation.
For if the axes be parallel, it is shewn in Art. 188, that
if a pair of arms A P, BQ, fig. I u, be connected by a link

114
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PQ, and placed in such a position that the intersection T
of the link and line of centers shall coincide with the perpendicular KT upon the link from the intersection of the
arms produced, then will the angular velocity be momentarily constant, and will be sufficiently near to constancy, if
• By T. Ba!hm, of Bavaria, communicated to Soc. Altll. vol.

L.

p. 83.
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the motion of the links be confined to a small angle on each
side of the mean position.
Now the arms .A.P, BQ will revolve in opposite directions; but if they be· required to revolve in the same direction, the eeoters of motion must lie on the same side of the
link. .A.P, Bq, are a pair of arms connected by a link Pq,
which will fulfil this latter condition, and Kt the corresponding perpendicular upon the link produced, and intersecting
it in t in the line of centers produced.
The angular velocities of the arms have been shewn to
be inversely as the segments .A.T, BT, or At, Bt.
The simplest mode of arranging the proportions is to
make the link perpendicular to the arms in the mean position, as shewn in AP, CD; PD being the link; and in this
case, the angular velocitie11 are inversely as the length of
the arms themselves, (Art. 187).
202. If the axes be not parallel, let .A.e, Bf (fig. 115),
be the axes whose directions do not meet, find their common

perpendicular ef, and draw eg parallel to fB. In the plane
.A. eg draw eh dividing the angle A eg into two, A eh, heg;
whose sines are inversely as the angular velocities of the
axes Ae, Bf respectivPly (Art. 44). From any point h drop
perpendiculars h.A., hg, upon .Ae and eg; makefB equal to
e~, draw Bl equal and parallel to gh, and join hl; which
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being parallel to ef, is plainly perpendicular both to AA
and to Bl.

Ah, Bl be arms, and hl the link, then by the construction the link is perpendicular to the arms ; and if the
angular motion be small and the figure represent the mean
position, the angular velocity ratio of the axes will not
differ sensibly from that which would be communicate-d if
the axes were parallel, and the arms and link in one plane,
and will therefore be nearly constant, and equal to the inverse ratio of the length of the arms.
·
I(

If the axes be required to revolve with the opposite
directional relation to that shewn in the figure, one of the
arms must be placed on the opposite side of the axis. In
fact, as each arm admits of two positions (thus h may be
above the axis or below it), so there are four ways in which
these arms may be combined, two of which will make the
• axes revolve one way with respect to each other, and the
other two the opposite way.
203. The mechanism of Org~s, Pedal-Harps, Bellbanging, and various other portions of machinery, generally
called bell-Cfoank work, fall under this class of 11mall sensibly
equable angular motions. The same kind of mechanism
require& the change of the line of direction of these t~mall
motions. This may generally be effected by a single axis
with two arms ; and by the same combination the velocities
may be changed in any required ratio, whether the motions
be in the same or in different planes, as follows.
204. If the motions be in one plane, let ab, da (fig. 116)
be the lines of direction of the motions meeting in a. Draw
Ca dividing the angle bad into two, whose sines are in
the ratio of the given velocities in ab, da (vide the coostruction in Art. ~4). In aC take any convenient point C for
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a center of motion, from which drop perpendicular& Cb, Cd
upon the reapective directions. It these
be taken for arms moving round C, and
links be jointed to them in the lines of
direction ab, tla, then a small motion
given to ab will turn the two-armed
piece bCtl round its axis C, but will
not remove its extremities sensibly from
the directions ab, da, which are the tangents to the circles described by those extremities in the
mean position of the axes. But these extremities will move
with velocities which are directly as the length of the arms.
(Art. 11).
In practice it is better to make the lines ab and ad
bisect the versines of the arcs of excursion, in which case each
link will be carried to the right and left of its mean position,
instead of deviating wholly towards the center of motion, as
in the figure.
205. Since the arcs of excursion of the e:r.tremitiea d, b
are given, we can by removing the center C to a sufficient
distance from tJ, reduce the angular motion of the piece as
much as we please, and thereby diminish the deviations of
tJ, b from the mean positions •.
A two-armed piece or bent lever of this kind is termed
a crtJnk, or more properly a bell-crank, to distinguish it from
the looped axis to which the term crank is also applied (Art.
199), but which difFers from it considerably; the object of the
• If the Unka be not perpmdieular to the arma in the meu poeitioa, but if
the angle Gi.C made by one link with ita arm be equal to the aupplement of the
Alllle a6 C made by the other llDk with ita arm, theu it ean be ahewn that durizag
a amall angular motion of the ayatem the ratio of the veloeitiea of the llnb will
atill remain conatanc, lllld be equal to the ratio of the reapective perpmdiculara
from C 11pon the Uob. Thia, however, auppoaea that the linb In their deviatioaa
an DOt aenaibly removed from paralleliam to the meu poaitiooa, and it would
rarely be o( any practieal aerviee.

13
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former being to change the direction of motion of a link when
that motion is limited in extent; whereas the latter is expressly
formed to allow of unlimited rotation in the same direction.
The bell-crank is analogous to the guide pullies of wrapping
bands (Art. 186), and accordingly these are sometimes employed in lieu of bell-cranks, to change the direction of motion of a link, by inserting at the place where the motion is
diverted a piece of chain which passes over a guide pully.
206. If the given directions of' motion intersect, as in
fig. 116, we obtain four angles round the point of intersection, in two of which the directions of motion both approach the point, in another they both recede from it ; and
in the two remaining angles one motion approaches and the
other recedes. The axis C may be placed in either of the
two latter angles. If the directions of motion are parallel
and opposite, the axis will lie between them, and if parallel
and similar, the axis will lie beyond them, on one side or the
other, but if also equal, then the axis is removed to an
infinite distance, and the crank becomes practically impossible; but the change of motion may be effected by the next
Article.

207. If the two directions of motion be not in one plane, let ad, eb,
fig. 117, be these lines ; find their common perpendicular de; draw ee parallel
to ad, and in the plane bee' construct
the required crank, as in Art. 204, of
which let B be the center, Bb, Be the
arms respectively perpendicular to be
and ce.
Draw B.A a common perpendicular
to Bb and Be, and equal to de. Draw
.A a parallel and necessarily equal to
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Be, then will .J.B be the axis, .Aa and Bb the arms
required to change the small motion in atl into the required
motion in c b.

By a similar construction we can effect the change of a
small motion in a given direction, into another equal motion
in the same directien parallel to the first ; which has been
shewn to be impossible by the bell-crank in one plane, although the motions themselves are in one plane.
In the mechanism of organs, in which the transmission of
such small motions is of frequent occurrence, the crank is
termed a back-fall when its arms are in one horizontal
straight line, and a •quare when they are at right angles.
An armed axis, like fig. 117, is a roller, and the links are
1ticker1 when they act by compression, and tracker• when
by tension.
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COMMUNICATION OF MOTION BY REDUPLICATION.

208. THE mechanism which results from this principle forms a class which is already separated by common
practice from all others under the name of Tackle, and is
principally employed on shore for raising weights, but in the
rigging of ships is used to give motion to the sails, in order
either to place them in the requisite positions for receiving
the action of the wind, or to furl and unfurl them.
209. I( an inextensible string .A.fg B be passed over
any number of fixed pins, as f and
g, and if the extremities .A, B of
the string be compelled to move
each in the direction of its own
portion, .Af, g B of the · string,
then the motion of one of these
extremities will evidently be communicated unaltered to the other,
and every intermediate portion of the string will move with
the same velocity. This is unaffected by the form of the
pins over which the string passes, and they may therefore be
fixed cylinders or pullies, that is to say, wheels mounted on
revolving axes, which are generally substituted for fixed
pins, for the purpose of reducing the friction of the string
in passing over them.
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210. If, however, the pins or axes of the pullies be
not fixed, then the principle of reduplieation (Art. 80) is
introduced, by which the velocity of the string and its extremities is greatly modified.
Thus let the string be attached to a fixed point M, and
then doubled over P, and returned to Q, PQ being parallel

,

I(

p

··--------------·!-•____.......;,._...,:...
Q

f

to MP; also let P be capable of moving in a path parallel to
MP, then if Q be moved to q, P will travel top; and it has
been shewn in Art. so, that qQ • 2pP. Also, the portion
of string Mp is at rest while every point of PQ travels
with a velocity equal to that of its extremity Q.
Now let the string be wound back and forwards, beginning with the fixed extremity at M, and passing alternately
over P and M, finally ending at Q; and let the number of
atrings at P ben, which will manifestly be an even number;
then if a motion be communicated to Q, which carries it to
q, P will be moved top; and as the string is inextensible, ita
total length in both positions will be the same; that is,

n -

1. MP+

PQ ... n -

1. Mp

+ pq,

or n- 1 (Mp +pP)+ Pp+ pQ • n- J Mp + pQ+ Qq;

.·.n.Pp ... Qq.
If the extremity Q were once more paued over the pin
M, and carried into any convenient dirt'Ction, the velocity of
ita extremity along that direction would be plainly unaltered.

But if the end of the string were fint tied to the moveable
pin P, and then wound in the same manner back and forwards over the two pins P and M, finally ending at Q, then
the number n of strings at the moveable pin would be an
odd number, and we should find in the same manaer, n. Pp
... Qq, also the velocity of the extremity Q would be unal-
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tered by passing it at last over the fixed pin, and carrying
it from that in any convenient direction.

211. In practice these fixed and moveable pins are
replaced by block•, each of which contains as many mortiaes
as the reduplication of the string requires, and in each mortise
is a friction-pully or .tAeat1e•, having a groove in its circumference round which the string or cord passes. The entire
assemblage, consisting of a fixed and moveable block with
the cord, is termed a Tacklef. The pullies may be arranged
in various ways in the block, which are represented in
the ordinary treatises on mechanics. As however the diameter of the pullies has been shewn to produce no eft'ect upon
the velocity ratios of the combination, it is most convenient
to represent the sheaves as in fig. 118, where they are &hewn
as concentric, but of different diameters, and for the purpose
of exhibiting the course of the string with more clearness.
212. In this figure the string is attached to the lower or moveable block,
and as there are five strings at this
block, we have n- 5, and the velocity of
the extremity 6 = 5 x velocity of W,
by Art. 210.
The upper pully being fixed, it is
plain that the strings 1 & 2, s & 4, 5 & 6,
move respectively with the same velocity,
but in opposite directions, 1, s, and 5 ascending, and 2, 4, 6 descending, if W be
supposed to move upward, and .nee t1er.ta.
Also the velocities of each of these pairs of

\

• From 8~. Genn.
Thia term appears to have been derived thu1: 'TpoxaXuz, Gr.; rroc.u..,
Lat.; Taglia, I tal.; Tflllk6l, Dutch. In French, Mov.§k i• uaed eitb• fin the
block alone, or for the block and ill abeavea; and Pully ( Eng. ), 81 well u Pou/N
(Fr.), la uaed either for the •heave or for the complet& block aad fllllheana.

t
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the string are difFerent, for the velocity of 1 fs equal to that of
the lower block; and ifS were the extremity of the string, 1,
2, s would with their sheaves form a tackle in which n • s;
and therefore the velocity of S is triple that of the lower block;
similarly, the strings 1 to 5 form a tackle in which n • 5;
and thus, whatever odd number of strings are at the lower
block, the velocities of these strings, beginning from the center, will be I, 2, s, ...... an arithmetical series of the odd
numbers, in which the velocity of W is supposed unity; but
if one end of the string be tied to the fixed block, and con~
quently the number of strings at the moveable block be
even, then the series of velocities can be similarly shewn to be

o, 2, 4, 6, .•••••
213. In figure 118 the sheaves a, b, c, ... are supposed
to revolve separately, although upon the same axis; but
since the perimetral velocity of a wheel varies directly as
the radius, and the strings of the tackle have been shewn
to move with velocities increasing in an arithmetical progression, it follows that if the lengths of the radii of the sheaves
a, b, c ... form the same progression as the velocities of the
strings, the sheaves will all revolve with the same angular
velocity, and may consequently be all made in one piece.
Blocks so fitted up form what is termed White's Tackle,
from the name of its inventor.•
214.

The free portion of rope (as 6) is termed the

faU•. and when the other extremity (1) is tied to the fixed
block, and therefore, as we have seen, has no velocity; this is
termed the •landing par.. In nautical phraseology, the following terms are applied to Tacklu. If n-= 1, the tackle
is a Whip; if n a 2, it is a Gun- Tackle; if n • s, a Lu.ffTackle ; the fall being in all cases supposed to be taken
• White's Century of In,·entions, p. 33.
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from thefixed block. It may however be obse"ed, that in
any given tackle the velocity ratio is different according aa
one block or the other is made the fixed block. Thus in
fig. 118 the block from which the faU proceeds ia made the
fixed block, and n • 5; but if this block were employed
as the moveable block, we should have n -= 6. The number
of sheaves is always less by one than the number of strings
at the falUlock.
The fall-block is usually fixed, because this allows the
fall-rope to be drawn in any direction, whereas if the fall
proceed from the moveable block, it must be drawn as nearly
as possible in a direction parallel to the path of the moving
body, and therefore to the strings of the tackle*.
215. Several tackles may be combined, as shewn in
fig. 119. Thus let .A. be the fixed block, a the moveable

block of a tackle in which there are n 1 strings at a, and of
which .A.B is the fall; let the extremity of this fall be tied to
the moveable block B of a second tackle of which b is the
fixed block, and n 1 the number of strings at B. Also, let
the fall he of the second tackle be tied to the moveable block
C of a third tackle of which c is the fixed block, and cD the
fall, and ~ the strings at C; let a velocity V. be given to
• Vide Reduplication, in Chap. vut.
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D, and let Yu Y1, Y., be the velocities of W, B and C respectively ;
then V, • fta Y8 • ftaAa Y1 - ftaftaft1 Y1.
If there be m tackles in this series or tf'ain. and they have all
the same number of strings, we should find in a similar way

v.+l-". ·v~.
Now the total number of strings in this combination
- n x m ; whence the following problem.
216.

.
· ratto
·
Gtven
the ve1octty

v.. • n• or
--y;
+l

t he

·
tram

of tackles, to find the number and nature of the separate
tackles that will require the fewest strings.
Here n• • constant .. C suppose;

IC
.·• m - - and the number of strings
ln
n.lC

•mn-ln-,

which is at a minimum when hyp. log n .. 1, and n., 2.71;
the nearest whole number to which beingS, it appean that
a series of LufF-tackles will produce a given velocity ratio
with fewer strings than any single tackle or combination of
equal tackles. In fact, sailors combine two LufF-tackles in
this manner, which they term Lu.ff upon Lu.Jf.
If however instead of attaching each tackle to a fall
from the fixed block of the previous one, it be tied to a
fall from the moveable block, one sheave will be saved
out of each tackle without altering the velocity ratio, and
the total number of sheaves will be (n- I). m; which will be
at a minimum when n - 1 • - 2.72, and .•• n • S.72.

A combination of this kind in which n - 2, and therefore
each pully bangs by a separate string, is commonly represented in mechanical treatises.

CHAPTER VII.
TRAINS OF ELEMENTARY COMBINATIONS.
C LASS A • {DIRECTIONAL
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217. THE elementary combinations which have been the
subject of the preceding chapters consist, for the most part.
of two principal pieces only, a driver and a follower; and we
have shewn how to connect these so es to produce any required constant velocity ratio, or constant directional relation,
whatever may be the relative position of the axes of rotation. There are many cases however in which, although
theoretically possible, it may be practically inconvenient,
or even impossible, to efFect the required communication of
motion by a single combination ; in which case a series
or train of such combinations must be employed, in which
the follower of the first combination of the train is carried
by the same axis or sliding piece to which the driver of the
second is attached; the follower of the second is similarly
connected to the driver of the third, and so on.
218. In all the combinations hitherto considered the
principal pieces either revolve or travel in right lines. In a
train of revolving pieces, the first follower and second driver
being fixed to the same axis, revolve with the same angular
velocity ; and this ia true for the second follower and third
driver, and generally for the mth follower and m+ 1!111
driver, which will also, if the piece which carries them
travel in a right line, move with the same linear velocity.
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But, for simplicity, let us consider all the pieces in the
train to revolve (Art. S9), and let the synchronal rotations
of the axes ot the train in order be

Lu L.,

.t., L., &c.•••••• L,.,

m being the number of axes ;

L,
.. • La

L1
X

Ls

Ls
L,_ 1 L 1
L, .. • ••• •.. L,. • L. ;

X

that is; the rati() of the &gnchronal rotatiom of the 6//ltreme
aa:u of the train is found by multiplying together the
separate syncht-onal ratios of the successitJe pairs of aa:es.
Also, if .J.1 .J.1 . . . .J.,. be the angular velocities of the axes,
we have
-

.A,
.A.

x

.A,

...4,_1

...1.1

.aa

.a •

.4•

~ ...... ----:;- = 1

L,

.. -

L,

(Art. 20) .
.

219. And since the values of any one o£ these separate
ratios will be unafFected by the substitution o£ any pair of
numbers tha~ are in the same proportion, we may substitute
indifFerently in any one the numbers of teeth {N), the
diameters (D), or radii (R), of rolling wheels, pitch-circles,
or pullies, the periods (P) in unilorm motion; or express
the value of the ratio in any other equivalents that may be
most easily obtained from the given machine or train whose
motions we wish to calculate, recollecting that

L.J.

n

-l = -a = -N

r
R

p
P' (Art. 69) .

= - ... -

220. Ex. 1. In a train of wheel-work let the first
axis carry a wheel of N 1 teeth driving a wheel of n, teeth
on the second axis ; let the second axis carry also a wheel of
Ns teeth driving a wheel of n 3 teeth on the third axis,
and so on.
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A.

7

L. N 1 N,
N._,
or L = - x - x •••••.••• - - ,

.41

I

f'&t

f'&l

"•

that is, to .ftt'&d the f'atW of the f!1n.chronal rotatiom, or
angulaf' "elocity·of the lad am in a gif'm tf'ain of whtldWOf'k to tlwH of the first, multiply the numbers of aU tlwl
drifJerB /Of' a numerator, and of all the foUowers for a denominator.
It is scarcely necessary to remark that the number
of drivers and of followers in a train of this kind is less by
one than the number of axes.
221. Ex. 2. The ratios may each be expressed in a different manner: thus in a train of five axes, let the first revolve once while the second revolves three times;

L,

1

.·. -=-.
L, 8
Let the second carry a wheel of 60 teeth driving a pinion of
20 on the third ;

N,. 6o
.. ---.
ns 20

Let the third axis drive the fourth by a belt and pair of pullies of 18 and 6 inches diameter respectively;

. D,

18

.. da6•

•

And let the fourth perform a revolution in ten seconds, and
the last in two, when the machinery revolves uniformly ;
. P,

....

10 •
---,

Ps

2

therefore we have,
L1
Lt

1

- =-

8

20
X -

60

6
X -

18

2
X -

10

1

= -- ·
185 '
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that is to say, that the first axis will perform one revolution
while the last revolves 185· times.
222. In this manner the synchronal rotRtions of the extreme axes in any given machine may be calculated ; their
directional relation may also be found, by examining in
order the connexion of the axes, and by help of the few
remarks which follow.
In a train of wheel-work consisting solely of spur-wheels
or pinions with parallel axes, the direction of rotation will be
alternately to right and left. If therefore the train consist
of an even number of axes, the extreme axes will revolve in
opposite directions, but it of an odd number of axes, then in
the same direction. If an annular wheel be employed, its
axis revolves the same way as that of the pinion (Art. 58).
223. If a wheel .A (fig. 17, page 42} be placed between
two other wheels C and B, it will not affect the v~locity ratio
of these wheels, which is the same as if the teeth of B were
immediately engaged with those of C, but it does affect the
directional relation ; for if B and C were in contact, they
would Yevolve in opposite directions, but in consequence of
the introduction of the intermediate axis of ..4, B and C will
revolve in the same direction. Such an intermediate wheel
is termed an idle wheel.
224. When the shafts of two wheels .4. and B, fig. 120,
lie so close together that the wheels
120
cannot be placed in the same plane
without making them inconveniently
small, they may be fixed as here shewn,
so as to lie one behind the other, and be
connected by an idle wheel C, of rather
more than double the thickness o£ the wheels it connects.
Such a thick idle wheel i11 termrd a Mnrllmrough wheel, in
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some districts. It is employed in the roller frames of spinning machinery.
225. When the axes in a train are not parallel, the
directional relation of the extreme axes can only be ascertained by tracing the separate directional relations of each
contiguous pair of axes in order.
By intermediate bevil-wheels parallel axes may be made
to revolve either in the same or opposite directions according
to the relative pOsitions of the
121
wheels; for example, in fig.
D
121 the wheel .A drives B,
Btm E
upon whose shaft is fixed the
wheel E. Now if the wheel
C be fixed on the same side
A
c
of the in\ermediate axis as .A,
the parallel axes of .A and C will revolve in opposite directions; but if the wheel be fixed as at D, on the opposite
side of the intermediate axis, then the axes of .A and D will
revolve in the same direction, the same number of wheels
being employed in both cases.
Endless screws may be represented in calculation by
a pinion of one or more leaves, according to the number
of their threads, (.Art. 175), but their efFect upon the
directional relation of rotation will be difFerent, according as they are right-handed or left-handed screws. (.Art.
169).
226. Two separate wheels or pieces in a train may revolve concentrically about the same axes,
122
as for example, the hands of a clock .
.Also, in fig. 122, the wheel B is fixed to A.
an axis Cc, and the wheel .A to a tube
d or cannon, which turns freely upon
Cc. If these wheels may revolve in op-
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posite directions, a single bevil-wheel E will serve to connect
them, if the three cones have a common apex as in the figure;
and since E is an idle wheel (Art. 22S), the velocity ratio of B
to .J. will depend solely upon the radii of their own frusta.
But if the wheels B, .J. are to revolve in the same direction, they must be made in the form of spur-wheels, and
connected by means of two other spur-wheels fixed to an
axis parallel to Cc.
22'/. Millwrights imagine that in a given pair of
toothed wheels it is desirable that the individual teeth of one
wheel should come into contact with the same teeth of the
other wheel as seldom as possible, on the ground that the
irregularities of their figure are more likely to be ground
down and removed by continually bringing different pairs of
teeth into action.
This is a very old idea, and is stated nearly in the
above words by De la Hire. It has also been acted upon
up to the present time. Thus Oliver Evans tells us, that
" great care should be taken in matching or coupling the
wheels of a mill, that their number of cogs be not such
that the same cogs will often meet ; because if two soft ones
meet often, they will both wear away faster than the rest,
and destroy the regularity of the pitch ; whereas if they are
continually changing they will wear regular, even if they
be at first a little irregular•."
The clockmakers on the other hand, think that the
wearing down of irregularities will be the best effected by
bringing the same pair of teeth into contact as often as
possiblet.
• 0 . EYan~, Young Millwrlght'a6uide, Philadelphia, 1834, p. 193. Videalao
Bucb&IWI's Euaya, by Renuie, p. 117.
f Franc:trur, Mieanique Elimentaift,p. ·l e.
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Let a wheel of M teeth drive a wheel of N teeth, and let

~-; when m and" are the least numbers in that ratio;
.·. nM- mN,

and n is the least whole number of circumferences of the
wheel M that are equal to a whole number of circumference.
of the wheel N.
If, therefore, we begin to reckon the circumferences of
each wheel that pass the line of centers, after a given pair of
teeth are in contact, it is clear that after " revolutions of M,
and m of N, the same two teeth will be again in contact. Neither can they have met before; for as the entire circumference of one wheel applies itself to the entire circumference
of the other tooth by tooth, and as the numbers m and n are
the least multiples of the respective circumferences that are
equal, it follows that it is only after these respective lengths
of circumferences have rolled past each other that the beginnings of each can again meet.
If we act on the watchmaker's principle, by which the
contacts of the same pair are to tltke place very often, t ~
numbers of the wheels ~v and N must be'·so adjusted th t
m and n may be the smallest possible, without ..,.. ,. .lltering the ratio

!;

and this will be effected by making the

least of the two numbers m, n equal to unity, and therefore
M a multiple of N.
But if the millwright's principle be adopted, m and n
must be as large as possible, that is, equal to M and N, or
in other words, M and N must be prime to each other,
The millwrights employ a hunting cog for this purpose.
Suppose, for example, that a shaft is required to revolve
about three times as fast as its driving shaft, 72 and 24- are a
pair of numbers for teeth that would produce. this effect
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and would suit a watchmake.-, one being a multiple of
the other; but the millwright would add one tooth to the
wheel (the hunting cog), and thus obtain 78 and 24, which are
prime to each other, and very nearly in the desired ratio•.
228. Sometimes also the nature of the mechanism requires that the wheels shall come- as seldom as possible into
the same relative positions, and in that case the principle
may be applied to a train of several axes. For example, in a
train of three axes, in which the drivers have each 22
teeth, and the followers 25 and 85 teeth, we have

L,

2.1)

X

~5

La .,. 22

X

22 = 87.5 ;

484

which numbers are prime to each other, and there£ore the
extreme wheels of the train will not return to the same
relative position, until one has made 4-84, and the other 875
revolutions. These are the numbers of the old Piemont Hilkreel (1724), which is an excellent example of this principlet.
229. We are now able to calculate the relative motions
of the parts in a given machine in which the velocity
ratios are constant. The inverse problem is one of considerabl~ importance in the contrivance of mechanism ;
namely, 'Given the velocity ratio of the extreme a(i788 or
piecu of a train, to determine the number of intermediate axu, and the proportion& of the wheel8, or numbers of their teeth. For simplicity we may suppose the
train to consist of toothed wheels only; for a mixed train,
consisting of wheels, pullies, link-work, and sliding pieces,
can be calculated upon the same principles. Let the synchronal rotations of the first and last axes of the train be
• In a pair of wheel• whoae numben are 10 obtained, 1111y two teeth which
llleet in the flrlt remution are diatant by one in the aecond, by two in. the third,
and 10 on; 10 that one tooth may be aaid to html the other, trl!ence the phrat!e,
a hundng cog.

t Encycl. 1\fl!thodique, Manufacture• et Artl, tome n. p. 20.
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L 1 and L. respectively, and let N 1 N 1 ••• &e. be the numbers of teeth in the dri•ers, and fl 1 fit ••• in the followers :
then by Art. 220,
L. N 1 .N1 .N1 . . .
Lt ... "t . fit . na ...
and by hypothesis the value of

~:

is given, and we have

to find an equal fraction whose numerator and denominator
shall admit of being divided into the same number of factors
of a convenient magnitude for the number of teeth of a
wheel. Also to find the value of m.
Synchronal rotations are preferred to angular velocities
in stating the question, because it is generally in this form
that the data are supplied.

230. In any given train of wheel-work the drivers
may be placed in any order upon the axes as well as the
.r
i.
Nt.Na.Ns··· wr"ll
1ollowers
; fior t he val ue of the traction

"' ...,.fit ...

be unaffected by any change of order in the factors, and
therefore N 1 may be placed either upon the first, second, or
third axes ; and similarly for the others.

231. Let w be the greatest number of teeth that eau
be conveniently assigned to a wheel, and p the least that
can be given to a pinion. The train may be either required for the purpose of reducing or increasing velocity.
In the first ease, L. will be less than Lu and the pinions the
drivers; but in the second case, L. will be greater than
Lu and the wheels the drivers.
Let •·. L 1 or L. = (~) where k may be a whole number,
L. L1
p
or a fraction. Take m equal to k + 1 (Art. 220) if a whole
number, or to the next greatest whole number to k + 1 if a
fraction. This will plainly be the least value that can be
given to m.
1
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For m must be a whole number, and if it he taken
less than k + 1 then the values of ~ will be greater; that is,
p

either w will become a greater number than can be asaigned
a wheel, or p a less than can be given to a pinion, which
is absurd.
No general rule can be given for determining the values
of w and p, which are governed by considerations that vary
according to the nature of the proposed machine; also,
it will rarely happen that the fraction will admit of being
divided into factors so nearly equal as to limit the
number of axes to the smallest value so assigned.
to

The discussion of a few examples will best explain the
mode of proceeding in particular cases.
232. Fig. 128 is a diagram to represent the arrangement of the wheel-work of a clock
128
of the simplest kind, for the pur1
pose of illustrating what follows
upon trains of wheel-work in general.
The weight W is attached to
the end of a cord, which is coiled
round the barrel .A. Upon the
same axis or arbor• as the barrel
B
is fixed a toothed wheel B, and
this wheel drives a pinion b, which
is fixed to the second arbor C b of
the train, which also carries a
wheel C. This wheel drives a I
pinion c upon · the third arbor,
rf;'
and upon this arbor is also fixed a
toothed wheel D of a peculiar

...

'

W

• Arbor ia the watchmaken' term for an axil; vide Note p. 44.
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construction, termed an escapement wheel or swing-wheel.
Above this wheel is an arbor ed termed the verge, which is
connected with the pendulum ef of the clock, and vibrates
together with it through a small arc. The verge also carries
a pair of teeth which are termed pallets, and are engaged
with the teeth of the swing-wheel D in such a manner, that
every vibration of the pendulum and verge allows one tooth
of the wheel to escape and pass through a space equal to half
the pitch. With the nature of this connexion we have at
present nothing to do; for, as the motion of the clock-work
is our only object, it is sufficient to know that one tooth of
the swing-wheel passes the line of centers for every two
vibrations of the pendulum.
Let the time of a vibration of the pendulum be t
seconds, where t is a whole number or a fraction, and let
the swing-wheel have e teeth, then the period or time of a
complete rotation of this wheel is 2te. To take a simple
case, let the pendulum be a seconds' pendulum; .·. t- I,
and if e • SO, the swing-wheel will revolve in a minute ;
and if B have 48 teeth, and C 45, and the pinions 6 leaves
each, we have for the train

La

48x45

-=---a
Ll

6

X

6

6o•
'

therefore .A will revolve in an hour; and supposing the cord
to be coiled about sixteen times round the barrel, the weight
in ita descent will uncoil it and turn the barrel round, communicating motion to the entire train until the cord is completely uncoiled, which it will be after sixteen hours.
This train of wheel-work is solely destined to the purposes of communicating the action of the weight to the pendulum in such a manner as to supply the loss of motion
from friction and the resistance of the air. But besides
this, the clock is required to indicate the hours and minutes
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by the rotation of two separate hands, and accordingly two
other trains of wheel-work are employed for this purpoee.
The train just described is generally contained in a
frame consisting of two plates, sbewn edgewise at kl, mn,
which are kept parallel and at the proper distance by means
of three or four pillars, not shewn in the diagram. Opposite
holes are drilled in these plates, which receive the pivots of
the axes or arbors already described. But the axis which
carries .A. and B projects through the plate, and other wheels
E and Fare fixed to it.
Below this ui11 and parallel to it a stout pin or Btud is
fixed to the plate, and a tube revolves upon this stud, to one
end of which is fixed the minute-hand M, and to the other a
wht>el e engaged with E . In our present clock E revolves in
an hour, consequently the wheels E and e must be equal.
A Recond and shorter tube is fitted upon the tube of the
minute-hand so as to revolve freely, and this carries at one
end the hour-band H, and at the other a wheel J, which is
driven by the pinion F; and because J must revolve in
twelve hour11, it must have twelve times as many teeth
u F.
233. To exhibit the ramifications of motion in a machine,
and the order and nature of the several parts of which
the trains are composed, it is convenient to employ a notation. This notation should be of such a form as not only to
exhibit these particulars, but also to admit of the addition,
if necessary, of dimensions and nomenclature, as well as to
allow of the necessary calculations by which the velocity
ratios may be deduced. To exhibit in this way the actual
arrangement of the parts is out of the question; thi11 can
only be done by drawings, and the very object of a notation
is to unravel the apparent confusion into which thl' trains of
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motion are thrown by the packing of the parts into the
frame of the machine, and to place them in the order of
their successive action.
Clock and watchmakers have long employed a system
which consists aimply in representing the wheels by the
numbera of their teeth, and writing these numbers in eu~
cessive lines, placing the wheels which are fixed on the same
arbor on the same horizontal line, with the sign - interposed, and writing the numbers of the wheela that are in
geer vertically over each other. The first driver in the train
is always placed at the top of the series.
Thus in the principal train of the clock, fig. liS, if the
letters represent the wheels we should write down the
train thus:

B
b-C
c-D;

or, employing the numbers already selected,
4H
6--45

6-:ro,
and adding the names, which is sometimes done,
Great wheel 48,
Pinion 8----45 leeOIId-wbeeJ,
Pinion 6---30 •wing-wheel•.
• Farey in Reea' Cyclopaedia, art. Cklclnttorlt, calla thia the ordiDU"y meeba.
nical method of writing down the numben. Oaghtnd in his Op1111:11la, 1177,
propcllle8 11110ther method in which the wheels which are oa the 1a111e uia are
written Yertically oyer one another, and those which are in geer are placed In the
1111111e line with the character ) between; thus, (the fint clriY« being at the boL..
tom, and all the driYen to the right of the followers) :
3&
6).,.,
6)48

He employe, howner, letters In lieu of figures, ofDd introduces other artifices
which are scarcely worth dwelling upon. Derham (Artificial Cloekmaker, 1888)
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234!. This method requires very little addition to
make it a very convenient system for mechanism in general.
Thus the entire movement of the clock, fig. 128,
Baml-.S

26

6-46

.

8 - 10 ll'lrillg.wheel

i

•

l
l

26- mlnute-buul_t
411 -

bour-blllld

may be thus represented, and by which is shown very
clearly the three trains of mechanism from the barrel to the
swing-wheel, the minute-hand and the hour-hand; as well as
the distinction of the pieces into drivers and followers, and
the natur.e of their connexion ; namely, whether they be
permanently united by being fixed upon the same axis,
or connected by geering. If however other connexions
are introduced, as by wrapping-bands, or links, this must
be written in the diagram, or expressed by a proper sign.
I shall have occasion to return to this subject in a future
page•.
235. In the explanation of the clock, fig. liS, I have
assumed the numbers ·of the wheel-work and of the axes;
let us now examine whether these are the best for the
purpose, or generally how such numbers would be determined.

If the arbor of the swing-wheel revolve in a minute,
follows thia method, 1111d also uses 1111other wbleh COIIIleta In writing all the
numben In oae liue, thu., .S)6-UJ8-10, where the ellaraeter) lmpll• that
the wheela between wbJeh it liea geer topther, and- that they are fixed on the
111111e uia. Allexandre, Trait«! gm~ dea Horloges, 17311, writea the numben
thua, 48.6-46.6-30; 1111d Derham &Ieo gh•ea the "uaual way of watehmaken
in writing down their numben," thus,
48
46-11

110-6
whleh, to uae hia own worda, "though very lneonvenient In calculation, repre-teth a piece of went hud-ely •0118h, and IOIJlewhat naturr.lly."
• Mr. Babbage la the only one who hu endeavoured to utend Notatioa to
Meeh1111illllln generaL Hia elabonte 1111d complete aystem la fully explained In
his paper oa "A medlod of expreuing by signa the aetioa of Machinery," In the
Philosophical Tnnaaetiona, 11126, vide below, Chap. JX,
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and that of the barrel in an hour, we have L. = 60; or if D
LJ
.
be the product of all the drivers, and F of the followers,
D • 60 . F, an indeterminate equation, for the solution of
which any numbers may be employed that are proper for
the teeth of wheels. Now in common clocks six is the
least number of leaves that is ever employed in a pinions
and 60 teeth the greatest numl;»er that can be given to
a wheel;

w

6o

.. - - - - 1 0 .

p

6
L
Now ....!! -= 10"8 , therefore by Art. 2Sl, S is the least
LJ
number of axes; and there will be two pinions of six each,
.·. D - 60 )( 61 = 2160, which is the product of two wheels.
We are at liberty to divide this into any two suitable
factors. The best mode of doing it is to begin by dividing
the number into its prime factors, writing it in this form:
!U6o- 24

)(

ss X

5.

For this enables us to see clearly the composition of
the number; and it is easy to distribute these factors into
two groups ; as for example,
2 4 • s x s• . 5 = 48 )( 4o5, or ~ • 5 x 2 • ss - 40 )( 54-,
or 9! . s• )( 23 • s . 5 = s6 x 60.
The nearest to equality is the first, 48 and 45; and these
will probably be selected for the train, which will stand thus:
D
48x45
-p= (f;T'
This is the best form in which to exhibit the numben
for a train when they have been merely divided into proper
factors for teeth. If the distribution of the wheels and
pinions upon the several axes is also settled, the train may
then he written in the form 48

6

4-5

6.
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236. Six ia however too amall a number oC leaves to
ensure perf'ect action in a pinion, for it appears in the Table
(p. 98) that a pinion of 6 will only work with a wheel of 20
when the receding arc of' action is equal to

~
s

x pitch, and

that if this arc be greater, the pinion becomes impossible. A pinion of 8 will be better, but 10 or 12 should
be employed iC a very perfect action is required. If 8 be
selected, we have F • s' • 64, and D • 64. x 6o, which will
form a good train.
But in well-made clocks we may allow more than 60
teeth to the wheel: 100 or even 120 is very admissible: If we
begin, then, with the wheela, and assume that three arbon
are to be employed,
D (too)•
let F •

T- 6o;

•·• p • 18, nearly.

Auume, therefore, F- 12 x 14o; ••• D- 6o x 12 x 14
c:::

g6

X

105;

which gives the train 105
14-9()
12

287.

In a train of k + 1. axes of which every wheel has

ro teeth, and every pinion p leaves, we have
L.
(ro)•
__. . w
- - w · If - Ll

p

p

31.

Now "P ( • ro) is the number of teeth in each wheel, and
k {p + •P) is the entire number of teeth in the train .

Let

{~)

•

or

~•

constant - C;
lC

.·.k--r.;,
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lC
and number of teeth -};. p. (1 +m)
-a minimum.
DifFerentiating we obtain in the usual manner,
1 +m
I .:u - - - ; whence m • 8 . 59.
tlJ

If therefore a gi"en angular tJelocitg ratio i8 to be
obtained with the lead number of teeth, we mflllt make
w
- = S. 59. This theorem is due to Dr. Young•.
p

As a practical rule this is not of much value, for it p~
ceeds on the assumption that simplicity is best consulted by
reducing the number of teeth only as much as possible; but,
in fact, it is necessary in doing this to avoid also increasing
the number of axes in a train. For example, in our clock

~~ "" 6o, which being greater

than the cube of 8 • 59 would

I

require for the least number of teeth at least three wheels;
and, in fact, if we compute the number of teeth required in
the case of one, two, three, and four wheels, assuming the
number of leaves in the pinions to he six, we find, putting
D for the denominator, and dividing it into convenient factors:
Wboola.

Tucal Nu.mber of Teerb.

one wheel D = 6 x 60 = 360
388+6=•
two wheela D 6' x 60 = -'& x -'11
4& + 48 + 2 X 6 = 106
three wheels D = 6" x 60 = 20 x 'r/ x 24
20+27+24+3x6= lllf
four wheela D = 1J< X 60 ~ lli X 18 X 18 X 18 Ui + 16 + 18 + 18 + " X 8 = 91
five wheela D = 86 x 60 = 12" x 16 x 18
3 X 12 + Jli + 18 + & X 6 = 99

=

So that, as the theorem has already taught us, the least
number of teeth, 89, is required when three wheels are employed. But the universal practice is to employ two wheels
and pinions only in the train between the hour-arbor and
swing-wheel arbor, for, in fact, the increase in the number of
• Young'• Nat.-Pblloaophy, vol.

11.

p. 56.
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teeth does not occasion 10 great a 1081 of simplicity as the
additional arbor with its wheel and pinion would do. Some
mechanicians have fallen into the opposite error of supposing
that the simplicity of the clock would be still more improved
by reducing the train to a single wheel and pinion, and hence
increasing inordinately tbe number of teeth in the wheel.
Of this nature are Ferguson's and Franklin's clocks*.
238. If a clock has no seconds' hand there is no necessity for the arbor of the swing-wheel to per,form its revolution
in a minute, which when the pendufum is short, would
become impracticable, from the great number of teeth
required. Now from Art. 282, if t be the time of vibration
of the pendulum in seconds, and e the number of teeth of
the swing-wheel, 2te is time of rotation of the swing-wheel.
But the vibrations of small pendulums are commonly
expressed by stating the number of them in a minute. Let
p be this number, .·. ie is the time of one rotation of the

p
swing-wheel in minutes, and the hour-arbor revolves in 60
minutes; the train between them is represented

by~=

s:p.

Ex. The pendulum of a clock makes 170 vibrations in
a minute, and there are 25 teeth in the swing-wheel, and eight
leaves are to be given to the pinions ; to 1ind the wheels :

so

D
x 110
64=~-;
whence D =- 18056 = 128 x 102.
239. In a watch the vibrations of the balance are much
more rapid than in any pendulum-clock, varying in difFerent
constructions from 270 to !60 in a minute. Also, from the
• Vide Ferguson's 1\lcchanical Exercities, or any Encycloptrdia.

2.20
small size of the machinery, it becomes impossible to put 1;0
many teeth into the wheels. The escapement-wheel, termed
in a watch the balance-wheel, has from IS to 16 teeth, instead
of having, as in a clook, from 20 to 40, and the numbers of
teeth in the wheels vary from 40 to so, or in chronometers
and larger work are sometimes carried as high as 96, whereas
in large clocks, 180 may even be employed. Now as. the
number of leaves in the pinions do not admit of reduction,.
the consequence is, that an additional arbor must be employed in watches, and the train of wheel-work between the
hour-arbor and the ·arbor of the balance-wheel consists of
8 wheels and 8 pinions, instead of the two pair employed in
a clock.
Ex. The balance of a watch makes 860 vibrations in a
minute, and there are 15 teeth in the balance-wheel, and
eight leaves io the pinions ; to find the wheels:
Here F '"" 8 x 8 x 8,
and D

= 81 SO ]5 S60 == 868640 X

80 x 72 x 64.

240. The examples of clock-trains already giveo,
refer merely to the connexioo between the hour-arbor and
the swing-wheel, and it has been assumed throughout that
the barrel for the weight is carried by the hour-arbor ; but
in this case the clock will not go for more than sixteen hours,
and must therefore be wound up every night and morning.
If it be required to go longer the barrel must be fixed
to a separate axis, and this connected by whl'el-work with
the hour-arbor, so that the barrel may revolve much more
slowly, and consequently allow the weight to occupy a
longer time in its descent.
Now the cord, as we have seen, is wound spirally round
the barrel, and by making the barrel of the requisite length,
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we could of course make it hold as many coils as we
please.
But in practice it is found that if more than about
sixteen coils .are placed on it, it becomes inconveniently
long. So that if the clock be required to go for eight days
without fresh winding up, each turn of the barrel will
occupy twelve hours. As the arbor of the hour-band
revolves in one hour, any pair of wheels whose ratio is l!i!
will answer the purpose of connecting tht>m ; 96 and R
are the numbers usually employed, which will produce this
train:-

I

Traia for Eight-day Cloek.

96

Perioda.

..........................

12h
lh

8 - 105 ...................

8-96 ..•.••..••.
I'

8 -SO ....

241.

If the clock be required to go a month, or

82 days, without winding, then supposing the barrel, as

before, to have sixteen turns, each turn of the barrel will
occupy 48 hours, and the train from the barrel to the
hour-arbor

=~-

48, which is too great a number for a

single pair, but will do very well for two.
nme are employed,

If pinions of

D•9x9x48•72x54;

which numbers being small we are at liberty to employ
larger pinions ; for example, if we take twelve and sixteen,

D ... 12

X

16

X

whence the following train : -

48

= 96 96 ;
X
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Periods.

Tl'liD for Month-Clock.

481a

96 ••••••.••••••••••.••••••••.•••

...

16- 96 •••••.•••.•••.•••••••••
12-

I la

10~ •••••••••••.•••

8 - 96.•••••.

...

8-80

1'

242. Now in the clock (6g. 128), the arbor of ~ is
made to revolve in an hour, because the wheels E and e are
equal. By making these wheels of different numbers, we get
rid of the necessity of providing an arbor in the principal
train that shall revolve in an hour, and may by that means,
in an eight-day clock, or month-clock, distribute the wheels
more equally. For example, in an eight~ay dock let the
swing-wheel revolve in a minute; and let the train from the
.

,

barrel-arbor to this mmute-arbor be

108

X

108

X

100

12 X 12 X 10

"" 810,

in which the barrel will revolve in 810 minutes or thirteen
hours and a half, and consequently fourteen or fifteen coils
of the cord will be sufficient.
The second wheel in this train, which in fig. 128 corresponds to B, will revolve

in~ x 810 minutes, or an
108

hour and a half, and on its arbor must be fixed, as in the
figure, the two wheels E and F for the minute and hourhands; consequently, the ratio of
F
1
E
s
-,.-, and - =f 8
e
2

It is convenient that the size or pitch of the teeth in
these two pairs should be about the same. To effect this, let
JJ be the multiplier of the first ratio, and ~ of the second;
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so that te and 811 are the numbers of teeth in the first pair,
and By, iy in the second. ?:hen, if the teeth of the two

pairs be of the same pitch, we have

11+8•-=Sg+ig, or 9•-=Sg; ..

Let g • 9• ; .·.
and if • • 1, y • 9, •

c:

ID •

5g

~»=-.

9

5.-;

5
27
5, numbers are - and
40
18

10
54
•-i,y-18, ••10, .............. -and - 6 ;
80
s

either of which may be adopted.
Train of Ei,ht-day Clock.

Perioda.

108 •••••• •••••••••••••••••• ••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••

810'

12- 108-"'------54 - - - - 1 0 ...... .

90'

.

12-110 ···········~

.

···············! ....... .

10-80 .... ! ............... i ....... .
o.6 _minute!
.:;1
haad

···=········
so-hourbud

1'

6o'
720'

I have confined the above examples to clock-work,
because ita action is more generally intelligible than that of
other machines ; but the principles and methods are universally applicable, or at least require very slight modifications to adapt them to particular cases.
TO OBTAIN APPROXIMATE NUMBERS FOR TRAINS.

243. If

~~ •

a when a is a prime number, or one whose

prime factors are too large to be conveniently employed in
wheel-work, an approximation may be resorted to. For example, a88ume

~7 - a * E.

This will introduce an error
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of.., E revolutions of the last axis, during ooe of the first,
and the nature of the machinery in question can alooe
determine whether this is too great a liberty.
But we may obtain a better approximation than this,
without unnecessarily increasing the number of axes in the
train; for determine in the manner already explained the
least number m of axes tbat would be necessary if a were
decomposable, and the number of leaves that the nature of
the machine makes it expedient to bestow on the pinions,
and let F be the product of the pinions so determined ;

L. D
··· Lt or F

=

Fa
F,

.
h
h I
d .
supposmg t e w ee s to nve.

D
Assume F

=

Fa""B
F
;

where E must be taken as small as possible, but so as to obtain
for Fa .b E a numerical value decomposable into factors.
There will be in this case an error of do E rotations in the
last axis during F of the first, or of "": rotations during Ollf'
of the first.

If the pinions be the drivers, then in the same manner

L1

assume L.

Da ..,E

= -rJ-;

*E

and there will be an error of D

rotations in the first axis during one of the last.
244.

Ex. Let it be required to make

~: =- 269 nearly.

Now if the nearest whole number 270 be taken, a train may
be formed, but with an error of one revolution in 270. But
suppose that from the nature of the machine, a ratio of

~ is
8

the greatest that can be allowed between wheel and pinion,

nr
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then since 269 lies between 81 and sa, it appears that three
pair of wheels and pinions are necessary.
. .
D 269000
Ir p1n1one of 10 are employed, F =- - - - ,
1000

269001

~

X

41

.

.

and - - - • ---;;a- , will make a very good tram,
1000

hr

with an error of -

1-

1000

of a revolution only in 269.

245. Ex. 2 . ·Let it be required to find a train that
shall connect the twelve hour-wheel of a clock with a wheel
revolving in a lunation, -= 29d. 121a. 441 nearly, for the purpose of shewing tbe Moon's age upon a dial. Reducing
the periods to minutes, we have
SI

s. =
of which the
prime, but

deoomin~tor

42524 + 1
720

42524
720 •

(a '1:' x 10681) contains a large
945

-1'6 s

$'. 5. 7
~·

is well adapted to form a train of wheel-work, with an error
of one minute in a lunation.

246.

This method is sufficient for ordinary purposes,
but if greater accuracy be required, or if the terms of the
fraction, although divisible into proper factors, should require so many wheels and pinions, as to make it necessary
to find a fraction which shall approximate to the value in
smaller terms, then continued fractions must be resorted to.

~:

being given in the form of a fraction with large

terms, must be treated in the usual manner• to obtain the
• Vide Euler'a Algebra, Barlow on Numben, or Boanycutle'a A.lpbra, &c.
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seriee of principal aod intermediate fractions, which must be
separately examined until one is found that will admit of
a convenient division into factors, and at the same time
approximate with sufficient accuracy.

2411.

Ex.

To jmtl an annual lf'Gin.

Let it be required to find a train of wheel-work for a
clock, by means of which a wheel may be made to revolve
in an exact year, that is, in 866 days, 6 hours, 48 minutes,
48 seconds•.
If the hours, minutes, and seconds, be reduced to
decimals of a day, the period becomes !65.242 days; and
supposing the pinion from which the motion is to be derived to revolve in one day, the required ratio becomes
865·2 42 , which by the common rule for circulating decimals
1.000

is equal to
865242-86524 , 828718

164859

------a::~---,

900
when in its lowest terms.

900

450

Now as the nearest whole number to this is 865, it
appears that three axes, at least, would be required to
produce this variation of motion, and therefore the fraction
itself would not be in terms too great, provided it were
manageable. Now

__

164859
450

., 26!) X
10

X

47

9

X

18

X

5 '

which haa an inconveniently large number, 269, but baa
been actually employed to form a train, in Mr. Peanon's
Orrery for Equated Motionst, in this form,
269x26x94
10 X 10 X 18
• The leogth of die yeu determined by clliFerellt utnJDomen nris ID the
number of aeconda from •r'.96 to 111".6; the mean of five renlta il
t Reea· CyclOJIIIDd1a, art. Omry.

w·.n.
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If the ratio be treated by the method of continued
fractions, we obtain in the usual manner,
Quotleall.
l'rlllcipal
Fraetiooe.

3614

7

1

3

!

1

0 1 1186 1481 10411!1 l!IOa 48'7111

,. e -.- -r

29 ! I •• (•)~
IW8II8

·a::

(c) 1'::'

96

!Dtermecliate
Fraeti-.

(A)

li!IIJ46

-u

•

The whole o£ these fraction• will be found unmanageable, from containing large primes, with the exception
of those marked .4, B and C, of which .4 is the original
traction.
(B) - 2,1 )( 61 )( ' - 2j1 X 61 )( 52
7

X

28

28

X

18

X

7

corresponds to a period of s654• sb• .s'. 49".19218; this
has been employed by Janvier•.

(C) - 105555
289

= 227

X

81

X

17

X

17

15

is equivalent to a period of 865d. sb. ~'. ~''. 8, and is
rather more accurate than the last ; but as they each include
a large wheel, it appears that the origiaal f\oaction is quite
u convenient.
248. If, as in the example just cited, the series of
fractions obtained will not give a sufticiently convenient
result, the more general method which !ollows may be
employed, which however requires the calculation of the
continued fractions, at least of the principal fractions, as
they are called, and which, therefore, will not supersede the
• a-· Cyclopmdla, art. Planec.ry .Machina.

10-.-.2
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method just explained, but may be used after it, should it
be found to fail.
To nnd a fraction ~
a , we have their
y very near to b
•

.

a

QJ

b

y

dift'erence = - - -

=

ay - bm
by

k

= - , suppose:
by

k will he by the supposition a very small integer, com-

pared with by, and either positive or negative; to iind k.
we have the indeterminate equation ay - bM = k. Let the
a
fraction h be converted into a series of principal converging
fractions, and let p be the last but one, then it can be
q
shewn • that the following expressions will include all
the solutions of this equation that are possible in integer
numbers: QJ = pk + ma, y = qk + mb,
"' = =---c:--..,..
pk + ma
y
qk + mb
will be the approximate fraction required, in which m may
be any whole number, positive or negative, as well as k,
but k must be small with respect to by or aQJ. Thus a
and -

multitude of values of ~ may be obtained, from whence the
y
one may be chosen that best admits of decomposition into
factors. The only part of this process which is left to
choice is the selection of values for k and m. The numbers obtained from them for m and y must necessarily be
small, for we are seeking numbers less than a and b, and
therefore k and m must have different signs, but even with
this limit there .is an infinite latitude given to the choice.
Assume k - o, - 1, + 1, - 2, and so on; and in each
case take such values of m as will make the values of ID and y,
• Eulrr'• Algebra, p. 630. Bvlow on Numbeu, p. 317. Ji'ranCI1'ur, Cow'll
4e Matbematlqoa, Art. 66li. Par. 1819.
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not too great for the purpose, trying always whether the
pair of results are decomposable into factors, and if they be,
then proceeding to calculate the consequent error. In this
way a pair of numbers will at last be found, that will give
sufficient exactness without employing too much wheel-work•.
Tables of factors will greatly assist in these operationst.
249. For example, to find a fraction

~ very near to 45 ,
g

14

(Art. 251.) the last fraction hut one of the series of principal
16
•
I!.
•
•
• t hese numbers 10
. t he
convergmg
1ract1ons,
1s-,
and puttmg
5

expression for ~ , we have

g

16k + m4o5
Sk + m14

Let m=

1 k

=-

1,

3J
29
.·.-a-.

g

9

m

lS

- =-

-a-.
g

18

Two of these have already been obtained from the series
of converging fractions, but the third 4o2 is a new one.

m: p:

IS

In

+ includes the whole of the
m +q
principal and secondary converging fractions, as well as many
other approximate values of the original fraction, it must be
expected that some assumed values of m and k will reproduce these already calculated approximations.
• Franc:czur, Diet. Technologique, tom. x1v. p. 423, and Trait!! de M6eurlque,
fact, since the expression

p. 146.
t Such u Barlow'a New Mathemetic:al Tablet, 1814. Cbemae. Cribrum
Arlthmeticum, Danot. 1811. Burcklwdt, Table des Diliaeura. Par. 1817.
Barlow'a Table estenda only to 10000, Chemac:'• to 1019999, md Burckhardt'&
to

30M999.
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But the coexisting values of m and p that belong to the
converging fractions, may be obtained at onc:e, to save this
useless trouble. For this purpoae, write the quotients obtained from the original fraction in a f'tNef'lfl onkt-, ud
proceed to deduce converging fractions from them in the
usual m&IUlel', both principal and intermediate. Theo will
the numerator and denominator of each fraction of this
new set be the coexisting values of m and k, that. belong
to a corresponding fraction in the first set, supposing it to
be represented by the

formula:~,=::, the principal frac-

tions in one set corresponding reversely to those of the other
set, and likewise the intermediates to the intermediates. It
is useless therefore to try a pair of values of m and k ao
obtained, but any other pair will give new fractions.
250.

For in the series of converging fractions,

..4 B
C
D
E
..4t ' B1' C1' D1' E1 '
in which a, {3, 'Y•

3, e al'e the quotients, i~ is known that

..4 • a,
B • {3..4 + 1 • a{3 + 1,

C • 'YB + ..4 = (a{3 + 1)"f +a,
D • 8C +B ... {(a{3 + 1)'Y +a} 8 + ajj + 1,

E·eD+ C· &c. •••
.41 • 1,
B.- (3,

c.- f3'Y + 1,
D 1 = <f3'Y + 1)3 + (3,

&.c.

(Euler's Algebra, p. 476.)
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whence we obtain
C• E-.D,
- B-~E- (~e + 1).D,
.4- ha+ 1)E- tea.+ 1)'Y +
In which the coexisting values of the coeilicients of
E and D, the last and last but one of the series of nume.
rators, are 1 and e, ~and ae + I, 'Y~ + I and (~e + 1) 'Y + e,
and so on, which manifestly follow the same law as the
corresponding values of A1 and A, B 1 and B, &c., if
we substitute E~'Y~a for a~'Y~" respectively. Also the
same may be similarly shewn for the denominators Au Bu
C1, . . . &c., as well as for the intermediate fractions. The
coefficients of E and D will therefore be obtained from these
quotients, if we treat them in this reverse order in the
same manner as when we obtain from them the values of
the succeBSive converging fractions. And since E and D
correspond to a and p, their coefficients are the values of
ma-pk
m and k in the formula b
k , which belong to the
m -q
continued fractions.

•>J».

251.

To &hew this more clearly take this example,

45 , which treated in the usual manner give& the following
14

set of quotients and converging fractions.
3

Qnotientl.
Principal
Fractions.

lntamedlate
FractiOIII.

0
(11) I

(6)

1

J

i

3

(d)~
. 4

<•> ~6

(6') ~

(~)!!

(6")!

(o'') 1

4

A

(o)

I

I

I

(o"')

~
I

44

u>-u

{Ill')~
9
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Writing the quotients in the reverse order and proceeding as before, we obtain the following set.
Quotienta.
Princ:ipal

(f)!
I

Fracticma.

2

1

I
(er) 0

(d).!
I

3

4
(c)

(er')!
I

(6)

~
6

(o)

li

( c"')

!.!4

(6")

!!.

3

i

Intermediate

(er"),!
3

Fractloaa.

46

11

(6')!!
6

(c').!

t

Now every one of the fractions in the last set consist
m
of the value of k that belongs to one of the fractions
of the first set, as shown by the corresponding letters
of reference; the fractions of the first set being supposed
to be represented by the formula
m x 45 - k x 16
mx14-kx5 •

This is shown in the following table :

•i
I

0

T
I

tl
0

Principal FractiODL

1 )( 46-0 X 16

46

0

16

1 X 14-0 X 6 = 14
X

46-1 X 16

-

T
I

T
11

0

ox·""I,-1 x 6 =6

4

11

I
I

X

3

T

X

46-11 X 16"
14-2 X 6

= -.-

13

46-3 X 16
14-3 X 11

8

Intermediate Fracticma.

1 X 46-1 X 16
I X 14 -I X 6

4 X 46-11
4 X 14 - 11

X
X

=2

2 X 46-6 X 16
2xl4-6xll

=s

3

I

X

l

X

=r

2

14

11 X 411-14 X 16 1
6 X l4 - l4 X 11 = 0

31

11

"

II X 14- 31 X

T

46

16

16 X 46- 46 X 16
16x 14-46 x 11

0

T

6

17

6

7

10

16 I
11 = T

6"

6 X 46-17 X 16 11
6 X 14- 17 X 11 = T

6'

X

46- 31

tl

16 4
6 - T

3 X 46-8 X 16
3 X 14-8 X 6

1

3

llll

=g-

X
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Any other integrals substituted for m and k will give
new approximate fractions ; as for example,
2 X 45 - 8 X 16
42
.., --8.280,
2 X J4o - 8 X 5
18
X 4o5 - 7 X 16
28
- - - - - - = - ... 8.285,

8

8

X

14 - 7

X

7

5

the decimals serve to show the closeness of' -the approxi45
. fior t he ongma
. . 1 f:ractton,
.
matton
-

14o

=8.214.

262. If' we apply this method to the example (Art. 24-7)
of' an annual movement, the approximate fraction becomes
164859 X k - m X 58804
450

X

k -m

X

161

in which k and m may have any values; for example,
7

164859 - !t2

X

X

58804

14oSJ 75

25

X

6g

X

88

---------:-= -892
- - ... -8-X -7 7 X 450 - !t2 X 161
X 7 '

corresponding to a period of' _865d. Jh. 48'. 58".6944. (error
10".69). This is the annual train which has been calculated
by a different method by P. Allt'xandre, in J 784, and afterwards by Camus and Ferguson.
However, the expression
8

X

8

164859- 10 X ·58804
X 450- 10 X 161

=

949()8
260

11

=

X

89

2~ X 5

X
X

97
IS '

which corresponds to a period of' 865d. sh. 481• 55".88,
is quite as convenient, and rather more accurate.
In a train of this kind one or more endless screws may
be introduced, by way of' saving tt'eth ; for example, in the
fraction last cited the numerator does not admit of being
divided into less than three wheels ; but the denominator
may be distributed between two pinions and an endless
screw, (remembering that the latter is equivalent to a

BLBKJ:NTABY COMBINATION&.

pinion of one leaf) thua, 1 :lt 20 x IS, or 1 x 10 x 26. If
the endless screw be not convenient, then the terms of the
fraction must be multiplied by 4t, to make the numbers of
the denominator large enough for three pinions, and the
train will stand thus,
4o4t

8

X

X

89
10

X
X

97
18
tk~

Ex. To find a Lunar train that &laall
it& motion frrma the twtJl06-lwur arbor of a clock.
253.

The mean synodic period of the Moon is 29d. 12h. u'.
which is exactly equal to 29d.580588, or nearly
2gd.5so6, and since twelve hours is equal to od.s, the ratio will
211.8082,

295So6
di 'd'
1'7658
be - , or, vt mg each term by 2, - - ; from which
5000

2500

the following quotients and fractions may be obtained.
Quotients.
Principal
Fractioaa.

Sec:ondary
Fractioaa.

69

16
&9

T

2
946
(A)Ii

1

18

3

1949

j894

48W

147663

38

"""'iS

817

26118

(c)

4843

""""iii

IINOO

(D) 1883

(B) 1931S

:m

Now as the whole number nearest to the original fraction
is 59, which is less than 81, it is clear that two pair of wheela
should suffice. The whole of the secondary fractions which
would not admit of reduction, are omitted. The principal
fractions are refractory, with the exception of

(A),~-

.,.

s' · 5 • 7 , which has been employed by Ferguson and by Mr.
Pearson; it corresponds to a period of 2gd. l~. 415' exactly,
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and has an error in excess of 57''.!; as it is a multiple of
seven, it may be introduced into a clock which has a weekly
arbor.
This fraction has been already obtained by a eoaner
method in (Art. !45.).
19818

=7 X

(B) • - 827

81

X

89

8 )( 109

has an error

.

11

defect of 0 .6

ID

in each lunation.
484-8

(C) • - - •

29 )( 167

82

(D)

9!)400

= -- =

i

'.l"

1688

41

X

X

51

81

x

X

,

has an error of- 8 .6.
7

X

71

11 x 17

has an error of + 111.08.

Other results may be obtained from the expression,
14.7658 x k-m x 48258
•
2500 x k - m x 817 ' as lD
Valua of
k

-- •
12

SI

69

'¥1

D

F
41&110

703
IOMIIII
1749
12180

d

Ill

Ill

""'jj64

•

11

16

-1096-

16SS

60110

6

119
76

89

2IB
l11311
~

1673119
6487t

--147661

D

7

6

tb fill

. T ble
e o owmg a •

in Facton.

48 X 178
19 X lf1
t X IS X 119 X 117
Sxllx68
p X 6 X 17x S7
lx 71
lOS x J8 X 9
19x 19
71 X 18' X 19
PxPx17
l'x4Sx47
ixh7i
Sx7x79x811
lP )( ,.
X

Error in
a LunatiDD.
-0".4
+0".08
-6".18

-9".84

+0".44
+0".48

-1111".6

Of theee a is a train given bf Fnmoamr, b and c by Alleunche, tl bf
Camus, e bJ Mr Pemon; each of tbele writenJ ha'riDg arriftd at hill
neult bf a method of biB own•.
• Vide F'JanCOIUl, M6canlque Elementalre, p. 148. Allaandre, TralU
Gmbal dea Harlopl, p. 188. Camua on the Teeth of Wheela. Rea' CycJo.
p..U., art. PlallllalJ NUJDben.
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254. The early mechanists were content with much
more humble approximations, and employed a great number
of unnecessary wheels. In the annual movement of the planetary clock, by Orontius Fin.eus (about 1700), the following
annual train is employed, from a wheel which revolves in
three days•.
12-48
86---180

48
865
24----146=1

48

A train of half the number of wheels would do as well,
60
6

X

78

thus - -6-,
X

]4(}

X

180

o r - - -.
12 X 18

Again Oughtredf, in 1677, is satisfied to represent the
synodic period of the Moon by 29l days, and employs the
,

tram

4-0
10

X

X

59
.f.

.

Huyghens employed for the first time con-

tinued fractions in the calculation of this kind of wheelwork!.

255. Let it be required to connect an arbor with the
hour arbor of an ordinary clock, in such a manner that it
may revolve in a sidereal day; so as to indicate sidereal time
upon a dial, while the ordinary hands of the clock shew
mean time upon their own dial.
Twenty-four hours of sidereal time are equivalent to
4".0906 of mean solar. Neglecting the decimals
and reducing to seconds, we obtain 86400'' of sidereal time
equivalent to 86HW' of mean time, and therefore one wheel
must make 86400 turns while the other makes 86164, or
dividing by the common factor -i, we get
28b. 5().

s,
.
- = 216oo
- , an unmanageable fraction.

s.

• Allexaodre, p. 167.

21541

t Oughtred, OpW!Cula.

::: Hugmii Op. posth. 1793.
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Approximating as before, we obtain the expression

+ 21541. m
s661 k + 216oo.m'

86lH k

in which k • - 4o, m= 7, gives
1()96
8 X 187
1099 .. 7 )( 157'

with a daily sidereal error of 0".0586, or 21" l in the year•.
256. Another mode of indicating sidereal and solar
time in the same clock, consists in placing behind the ordinary hour hand a moveable dial concentric with and smaller
than the fixed dialt. Both dials must in this case be
divided into twenty-four hours. The hand of the clock
performs a revolution in twenty-four solar hours, and therefore indicates mean solar time upon the fixed dial as usual,
but a slow retrograde motion is given to the moveable dial,
so that the same band shall point upon the latter to the
sidereal time, which corresponds to the solar time shewn
upon the fixed dial. For this purpose it is evident that
during each revolution of the hour hand, the moving dial
must retrograde through an angle corresponding to the
quantity which sidereal time has gained upon solar time in
twenty-four hours; which is s'.s({'.555 ... 28611.555, and as
the entire circumference of the dial contains 864o00", we have
Ang. vel. of hour hand •
Ang. vel. of dial

864oo00o ...

286555

60 x ~88000
47811 '

From this fraction approximate numbers may be obtained, by which the proper wheel-work for the motion of the
dial can be set out.
• Thlt it Franmur'• result.

t Thit method la clue to Mr Margett, the detallt of hit medwdam may be
found in Reel' Cyelopadia, an. Dialwark..
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• 288000
. ed firacuons
•
•
The f:raction
- - r educed to contmu
gnres
4.7811
6

QuotieDta.

~.

11

2

8

8
I

67

148

11

sa

I

1451

80

487

8'11
lOS

(..1.)

l•)

&c.

(A) contains a large prime 4-87, but is employed by M.r
Margett. (B) •

8

X

ll

X

108

ia a better approximation.

19

•

contains a smaller number, and

OHAPTEB VIII.
ELEMENTARY OOMBINATIONS.
CLABS B• { DIRECTIONAL

RELATION CONSTANT.

VELOCITY RATIO VARYING.

257.

elementary combinations which are the subject of the preceding chapters, include those which are
employed in all the largest and most important machines ;
for the parts of heavy machinery are always made to move
with uniform velocity, if possible; and consequently with a
constant velocity ratio and directional relation to each other.
In the combinations which remain to be considered, either
the velocity ratio, or directional relation, or both, vary ; but
as the arrangement of them is for the most part derived
from some one or other of the previous contrivances, it will
no longer be necessary to enter so much at large into the
explanation of principles and of various forms, as a reference
to the preceding chapters will for the most part suffice,
at least for the less important machines. For this reason I
have not thought it necesiary to assign a separate chapter
to each division of the classes B and C, as in class .A, but
shall include these classes each in a single chapter.
THE

CLA88 B. D:IVJIIWJJ A.

COMMUNICATION OF MOTION BY ROLLING CONTACT.

258. It has been already sbewn, in Art. ~5, that when
a pair of curves revolving in the same plane in contact are
of such a form as to roll together, the point of contact remains in the line of centers. The two radii of contact

240
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coincide therefore with this line, and the tangents of the
angles made by the common tangent of the curves at the
point of contact with their radii respectively are the same.
259. Ex. 1. In the logarithmic apiral the tangent
makes a constant angle with the radius vector. Let two
equal logarithmic spirals be placed in reverse positions, and
made to turn round their respective poles as centers of
motion, and let these centers be fixed at any distance that
will permit the curves to be in contact. Then in every
position of contact the common tangent will make the same
angle with the radius vector of one curve that it makes on
the opposite side with the radius vector of the other. The
two radii of contact will therefore be in one line, and
coincide with the line of centers, and hence, equal logarithmic Bpirals are roUing curoe8.
Ex. 2. Let aPm, A.PM be two similar and equal
ellipses of which 8, h; S, H are the foci, and let them be
124

..tH

placed in contact at any point P situated at equal distances
a P, A.P from the extremities of their major axes, and draw
tPT the common tangent at P.

BY ROLLING CONTACT.
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Now by the property of the ellipSE' the tangent makes
equal angles with the radii 8P, Pia; and because· aP- ..AP,
and the ellipses are equal, the tangent makes the same angle
with the radii SP PH; whence tPif- TPH, and sPH is
a right line. Also 8P • SP; .·. sP +PH= SP +PH .. AM
is a constant distance, whatever be the distance of the point
of contact P from the extremity of the axes major. It, therefore, the foci s, H be made centera of motiou, and their
distance equal to the major axes of the ellipses, the curves
will roll together.
The logarithmic spiral and ellipse round the focus appear to be the only two rolling curves that admit of simple
independent demonstrations of their possessing this property.

260. Suppose fig. 124 to represent any pair of rolling
curves, and let r = 8 P be the distance of their point of contact P from the center of rotation 8 of the first curve, and
6 ... asP the angle made by r with a fixed radius sa, and
let r, =PH, 6, =PHA, be the corresponding quantities in
the second curve, and c the distance 8 H of the centers ;
then since r and r, are in the ~~ame straight line,
r + r, .. c, . ·. dr - - dr1 ;
also the lengths of those parts of the curves aP, ..AP, that
have been in contact are equal;

.·. jvdr'1 + rdfPc Jv' dr2, + .,.XId611,
and as dr .. - dr,, .·. ...,.d6 = r,d61

=&-;; d6,.

Again, rd 6 is the tangent of the angle the first curve
dr
· th e tangent of t he angle t h e
makea w1'th r, an d " d 6 1&

dr

1

I

second curve makes with r,, and these angles are the same;
rd6
r d6
.·. -=
-d'', whence rd6 = r d6, as before.
dr
~
I

16

I
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Hence, if one curve be given by an equation betweeo
r and 9, the other is determined by the equations

f rd9

rI • c - r, and 9I - -.
e-r
Ex. Let the fint curve be the logarithmic spiral, (Art.
259) and let cp be the constant angle between the radius
vector and the curve, •·• 9 •

cp log

i is its equation ;

dr 9,=frd9 -cp.Je-r
dr -=C-cplogr.
.·.d8-cp-,
r
e-r

Now when 91 vanishes, r ... e- b; .·. 0- C -cplog c- 6;

.· . - 9, = ..,
n..Jog c-"-b is the equation to the second curve,
which is the same logarithmic spiral in the reverse position.
The general equation of this article is given by Euler,
in the 'fifth volume of the Acta Petropolitana, but it is not
euy to obtain many convenient results in this manner. The
properties of one class of rolling curves have been investigated in the most complete and able manner, in a paper in the
Cambridge Philosophical Transactions, by the Rev. H. Dolditch, to which I must refer those of my readers who are
desirous of following out the subject I have substituted
in the next article a simpler but more limited investigation,
for which I am indebted to the author of the paper in
question.
261. Let -each rolling curve enter into itself, in which
case it must have greater and less apsidal distances, a and 6.
And as in revolving the greater apsidal distance of one must
come into contact with the leas apsidal distance ofthe other,
a + b ... e =- r + r,.

C1.AII B.
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Let p be the perpendicular from the

center.~ upon

the

tangent to the point of contact; then since 1!. is the sine

,.

of the angle the tangent makea with the radius vector, and
this angle must be the samxrom the very nature of rolling
curves, when a + b - r is substituted for r1 ; it is plain that
if we al8ume
r'
.J. + Br + Cr•+ &c.
-:---::::----::::-..,.--p• .J.,+ B r +C r+ &c.

-

-

1

1

that this equals

.J. + B . a + b - ,. . + C . a + b - rl• + &c.
..4., + B,.a -t- b- r + C,. a+ b -rl'+ &c.
Let r • c-

ic .. a+ b;

SI,

. .J. + B . ;;-=-;+ C. c---=-;r + &c.
11
SI + C . c - SI + &c.
I

. . .A + B . c I

I

,. .J.+B.w+C.c~'+ &c •••
.J.,+B,.c+ •+C,.c + 1 +&c ...

•1

And as the coefficients ot' the even powers of • are the same
in both fractions, and the coefficients of the odd powers only
difFer in their signs; if 0 be the sum of the odd, Ana E of
the even powers in the numerators, and 0, of the odd and
E of the even in the denominators, then
I

E-0
E+O
E
0
E-0-E+O'···E•o;
I

••

-c

p"

I

I

I

I

I

E - 0
E
a + {3r + rySit + ...
•-I
E,- 0 1 E 1 a, - {31 • + 'Y.~ + ...

B

b)' + B (

+ 8 1 ( r - a- +
1-

4

a+

,. - --

2

b) •+ ••. ,

which is a more convenient notation.

16-i
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Now at the apses r- a or 6, and either of these values
will give the equation

((J- b)

1

.A + ..41 - 2 I -

B +B.

(a~

br

((J- b)

+ ~•.- 2 -

+ s.

4

+&c •••

((J; 6r +&c.•• ,

which being substracted from the former, we have

((J-6) •+ ••.
(J- b)·
B+Bs (- 2 - + ••.
..4 + ..4,

-2-

If these fractions be reduced to a common denominator, the
general term in the numerator is

b)• (a-2 6)
a + b) .. {_a - b)
- ..4.. B,. ( ,. - -2- \-2-

~. . .

..~~~

B(

a+

1111 , . _ _ _

--

1111

2

too

111
a+b)'•(a-6)
• ..4.... B,. ( ,. - -2--2-

which ia divisible by

(,.- a!"' 6) (a:"' 6)', orby(a-r).(r-b);
1

-

,... _ ,.
.· . - -(a- r). (r -b)

p-

cl + c. (,. - -a+b)'
+ ...
2Dt +Da ( r

-

a+6)'
-2- + •••

, (I)

in which equation C1, C, ••• D 1 , D 1 • •• are arbitrary constauta.
If then, for the sake of' simplicity, we limit the investigation
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to the first term by taking C1 ••• D 1 ••• • o, and make n • 2,
we have•
p
rd9
k
( • tan 8)- - •
- - :
v'r- p'
dr
v'(a - tj.(r - b)
to integrate this, let

Va

-1'. 1' -

b - ;::-;. . •; •·• r - b = a - r . •':

k

let_/---;
vab n
n9

Ii,.

2

b

.. --tan-' ~r V-- tan_,
.·.

af'- ab

ab-br
ab

1

J; V:.__:
~b;
V.;
a-r

b

n9
2

•tan - ,
iab

and r- ---~----~

n9 + b s10
. 1 "9
""' a+ b + a-b. coa n8'
-

a cos1 -

2

2

one equation amongst many otherst that may be obtained
rcl8
-.
. rd8 r tl8
• Otherwue; the IIOlut.ioa of the eqv.at.toa Tr =
18 Tr = w(r . e-r)

dr'

where • (r·. e - r) le IIDJ IJlllllletrlC function ol r aDd

c=r.

Now o-r. r-6.,; r. o +b-ob -,.a=·r(o+6-r)-ob =r.
ia a eymmetrlc functioa of r aDd o-r, therelore we may -ume

o=r- ob

rd8
k
.
-r ~ _,-- _r---;, , u m the text.
.. r
va-rvr-6
elf!

t For e:umple, the equation

!:._d =

k, + k.

{r- o~ 6)'

~-

r
vo-r.r-6
much greater variety of rolling curv• than the one In the text.
h&l been fully diiCUued in the paper &heady referred to.

, which

lP•• a

Thie equati011
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from the expression (I). 'l'his however includes a variety
of curves, according as difFerent values are taken for ab

and n.
262. Now if c be the distance of the centen of the
two curves, it is evident from what has been said before,

that if ":: •

I

(r) (any function of r) be the differential

equation of one curve, then "::'

-I

(c- r,) (the IllUDe

I

function of c- r,) will be the difFerential equation of the
other.
rd6
k
Since therefore we have taken ~ =
ur
a- r.r -b

ra::;

for the equation of the Snt curve, that of the second will be

--r,d6,
df',

,. -/a
V
I

k

Va -

c + r . c - r - b'
I

I

k
(if c- b'"' a1, and c- a =b)
-r.rI -b'
I

which is the same form as the difFerential equation of the
first cUJTe ; and being aolved in the same manner we ban
these equations to a pair of rolling curves :
tab

(1),

,. .., ------===----

a+ b +a-b. cos n6
ta,b,

,. c

'
268.

Let n6-

------~~~------

a, + b, + a, - b,. cos n,6,

(t).

2mw;

!m

.·. 8 • - . ,..., and
n

f' -

b,

which ehews that the minor distances recur at equal angles.
the major in like manner correspond to
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9

-

2m+
n

i~

1

"'"'

aad therefore biaect the angles between the minor aptridal
distances. If the portion of curve between two minor
distances, including as they do a major distance between
them, be called a Lobe, then 2 ,. is the angle which cootaibs
n
a lobe, and there are therefore n lobes in one revolution.
In order that the curve may rt;t~rn to .itself, and so be
capable of successive revolutions, n must be an integer.
264. The constants in the pair of equations (1), (2),
may be assumed at pleasure, subject to the conditions

----.
n• n:

ab

a,b,

.
k
n
n,
smce • - - ... - -

~'

y';;;

and a - b - a, - b,.
For the greater apsidal distance of one curve corresponds
to the less of the other,
that is, c - a • b,, and c - b .., a,.
A system of wheels or curves thus found will roll
together in pairs or in any combinations.
Let a - b

z:

l, then since a~- k', 11 + bl • n 1 k';
fl

.• b ..

a-

-·- -"f

l

n'k'' +-

--2'

4

v'dk' +-l' +- ·
l

...

2.

and if n be taken successively equal to 1, 2, 8, &c. we have
thus the major and minor distances of a system of wheels of
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one two three &c. lobes, which will work together, where
k and l may have any assignable values, but must be the

same for the same system.
265. Describe therefore a circle whose diameter
and draw a tangent at any point A, (fig.
E
125
I25,) in which take AC = k, and ..AE = nk,
and draw EG through the center, then the
apsidal distances for a wheel of n lobes are
EGand EF;
for EF- EO - FO ,..

.Vn• k' + ~ - ~ • b,

andEG • EO+ OG •

vi

Ex.

4o

2

u

b

.tt-~r--1

n•k' + ~ + :=a,

If k' -!, and l ...
9

..

2

= .I, s, t ...
we have b = .56, I, I.4o5 •••

I,

then if n

a • 1.56, 2, 2.4o5.~.

the figures will roll together or in any pairs, or two similar
ones will roll together.
Substituting these values of a and b in (I) (2), the equation to a curve of n lobes will be

,. -

I
2 '\/

266.

2n1 k'

n'k' + ~ + l. cos n9

(S).

4o

In the equation (s) let n •

1;

2k'

the equation to an ellipse round the focus, of which the
major axis

CJ. ASS B.
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2¥.)

~k~+~•a+b,
4o

and l • a - b - the distance between the foci.
The curve of one lobe in the system defined by the
equation (8), is therefore always an ellipse round the focus,
which has been already shewn to be capable of rolling with
another equal and similar ellipse; and this equatioa will also
give curves of any number of lobes capable of rolling with it.

267.

These curves may be set out practically as follows.
Having determined the values of a and b for a curve in a
system of any given number of lobes, describe an ellipse
whose axis major is a + b, and a - b the distance between
its foci.
Draw straight lines from one of the foci to tbe elliptic
circumference, making equal angles with each other. Divide
tbe base of each lobe into as many equal parts as there are
equal angles round the focus, then the distances from the
center to the several points of the lobe are easily shewn to
be equal to the elliptic distances, and may therefore be set
ofF from them.
268. Thus, let it be required to construct a set of three
126
rolling curves of one, three, and four lobes re- D
spectively, in a system of ·which the constants E
l and k are given.
Describe the circle
diameter = l, and upon
A.C = k, A.E' ... sk,
through the centcr CG,

A.KG, fig. 126, with a c
the tangent AD set ofF .A
and AD = 4-k. Draw
EL, and DL.

L

The curve of one lobe will be an ellipse round the focus
M, fig. 127, whose apsidal distances are CF and CG, and
major axis consequently= CF + CG.
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For the curve of three lobes describe a semi-ellipse Q,
fig. 128, with ap&idal distance& ek, 12~8
4
3
d respectively equal to EK, EL ;
5
fJ •.••.- •••·• ~
and from e draw a sufficient num_-···
·····_;
her of radii e1, e2, es, &c.••• at I
f
e
\'k
equal angular distances.
To construct the three-lobed curve N, deacn"be a circle
round its center e, which divide into six equal sectors, each
one of which will contain half a lobe. Divide this into as
many equal angles as thoae of the semi-ellipse Q, and draw
radii, upon which eet oft'in order distance& equal to tbe radii
of the semi-ellipse, as indicated by the corresponding letters
and figures. Through tbe points thus obtained draw tbe
curved edge of tbe semi-lobe, and this curve repeated to
right and left alternately will complete the thre&-lobed cnrve.
To describe the four-lobed curve P, draw an ellipse
whose apsidal distances are DK, DL, and major axis
DK + DL, and proceed in a precisely similar manner to
divide it and transfer its radial diatances from the focus to
the semi-lobe dkl o{ the four-lobed curve P.
Any two of tbeae curves will roll together, or if two ef
them be made alike, tbe pair 110 obtained will roll together.
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I cannot conclude these extracts without strongly recommending a perusal of the original paper, in which the forms
and properties of a great variety of these curves are completely worked out.

5169. If, however, a curve be given, and another be
required to roll with it, which has been shewn (Art. !l6o)
to be a problem that admits of solution, this in practice can
only be solved by tentative methods, which will readily
occur, but require some patience in application.

270.

By Art. 85, the angular velocities in roJling contact are inversely as the segments into which the point of
contact divides the line of centers.
In a pair of rolling ellipses, let .A., ..4.1 be the angular
velocities of the driver and follower respectively, r, r, their
radii,
.A., ,.
,.
t he n - • - a
.
.A. "• a+b-r
. .
.
h
.A.
a
Thts
11 at a maxtmum w en r - a; .••
b,

J•

. .
and at a mmtmum
when ,. • b ; .•• ..4
..4.' - ;;b •
Let the ratio of the maximum to the minimum - fll;

But, "-

2ab
;
a+ b +(a- 6).cos6

.A.I
tab
2. mi
•
•
• · ..4 - a'+ b' + (a'- b') eo& 6 • m+ 1 +(m- 1). cos 9 y
which will also apply to a pair of equal rolling curves
(as in Art. t6i) of any number of lobes; but if they have
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difFerent numbers of lobes, and ·a, a,, b, b,, be the respectJ.e
apsidal distances, we should find m- ::; .

271. To employ roUing cu"'es in practice. In fig. 12+,
let the upper curve be the driver, and let it revolve in the
direction from T to t. Then since the radius of contact
sP increases by this motion, and the corresponding radius
PH decreases, the edge of the driver will press against
that of the follower, and so communicate a motion to it
of which the angular velocity ratio will be PH. But when
sP
the point m has reached M, the radii of contact in the driver
will begin to diminish, and its edge to retire from that of
the follower, so that the communication of motion will cease.
To maintain it, it is necessary to provide the retreating
edge with teeth, as in fig. 129, which 'will
l29
engage with similar teeth upon the corresponding edge of the follower, and thus
maintain the communication of motion
until the point a has reached .A., when
the advancing side of the driver will
come into operati9n, and the teeth be no
M
longer necessary.
These teeth, however, necessarily destroy the advantage
of no friction, and another practical difficulty is introduced.
If the curves be not very accurately executed, it may happen
that the first pair of teeth and spaces that ought to come ~
gether at M, m in each revolution, may not accurately meet,
and that either the tooth may get into the wrong space,
or become jammed against another tooth, by which the
machinery may be broken.

272.

To prevent this accident, a curved guide-plate ,
(fig. 180) may be fixed to one of the wheels, and a pin p to
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the other. The edge of this plate must be made of such a
form that the pin p may be certain or
.
. h It,
. even 1'f t he whee1s are 130
engagmg
'Wlt
not exactly in their proper relative position. When the pin has fairly entered the
fork of the plate, it will press either on
the right or left side, and so tlorrect the
position, and guide the first pair of teeth
into contact. It is easy to see that the edge of this plate
should be the epicycloid that would be described by p, if
the lower plate were taken as a fixed base, and the upper
made to roll upon it; but the outer edge of the plate
must be sloped away from the true form, to ensure the
entrance of the pin into the fork.

,.

278. Another method i1; to carry the teeth all round the
two plates, which effectually prevents them from getting
entangled in the above manner, but at the same time
entirely destroys the rolling
lSl
action. This method, however, ..
~A~~
is the one always adopted in .
~
practke, as for example, in the ~
o
Cometarium, and in the silk~
mills, and is an excellent
method of obtaining a varying velocity ratio. Fig. I SI
represents a pair of such wheels that were employed by
Messrs. Bacon and Donkin in a. printing machine.

M QQ
0

274. The forms of the teeth to be applied to these
rolling curves may be obtained by a slight extension of the
general solution in Art. 82. For calling the rolling curves
pitch cu"ea, it can be shewn for them, precisely in the same
manner as it is there shewn for pitch circles, that if any
given circle or curve be assumed as a describing curve, and
if it be made to roll on the inside of one of these pitch
curves, and on the outside of the corresponding portion of
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the other pitch curve, that the motion communicated by the
pressure and sliding contact of one of the curved teeth so
traced upon the other, will be exactly the aame as that
efFected by the rolling contact of the original pitch cunes.
275. The Cometarimn is a machine which hu two
parallel axes of motion carrying indices or clock-hands; one
of which axes is the center of a circle, and the other the
focus of an ellipse, which represents the orbit of a comet.
The two axes must be connected by mechanism, so that
when the first revolves uniformly, the second shall revolve
with an angular velocity that will make it describe equal
areas of its ellipse in equal times, and thus represent t~
motion of a comet round the sun*, for which purpose the
machine is constructed. Now, according to what is termed
Seth Ward's hypothesis, if one radius vector HP of an
ellipse (fig. 124), revolve uniformly round the focus H, tile
other SP will describe equal areas round the focus S. This,
although a very coarse approximation, is considered sufficient for the mechanical representation of planetary or
cometary motions in this instrument, and is accordingly
obtained by connecting the two axes with a pair of rolliog
ellipses, as in fig. 124. For by Art. 259, it appears that
HP .. laP, and the angle SHP"" slaP. The motion there.
fore of HP and hP with respect to the axis major of their
respective ellipses is the same, and the ratio of the angular velocities of 8 P and h P round their foci 8 and la is
the same a!l those of SP and HP roundS and H Also,
since the corresponding radii sP, PH have been shewn to
• In 11117 ellipae APM (fig. 124), we have
Angular nloeity of SP round S HP SP. HP CIJA
Angular velocity of HP round H = SP = ~ = SJ>e'
where CD it the coojugate diameter of the ellipae. If the eWp11e be_., a
circle, CD fflll¥ be mppoud cottdGfJI, in which cue If the angular nloeity
af HP be uniCorm, that of SP will vary u
of the radiua vector of a pl1111et.
b a Vf!rY coarae appro:limation.

.jp., which ia the law of lllOtMa

This ia tenned Seth Wud's bypotheai.., but
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coincide with the fixed line of centers, it follows that the
angular velocities of SH and sa round the centers Hand B
are respectively the tame as those of HP and • P, that is,
of HP and SPwith respect to the major axes of the ellipses.
27'6. This machine was first introduced by Dr Desaguliers, and may be considered as the first attempt to employ
rolling cunes in machinery. He did not however furnish
his ellipses with teeth, but connected them by means of an
endless band of catgut, which embraced the circumference or
each ellipse, lying in a groove in the circumference. The
addition or teeth was a subsequent improvement.

977. When the required periodic variation in the ratio of
angular velocity is not very great, a pair of equal common
spur-wheels, with their centen of motion a little excentric,
may be substituted for the equal ellipses revolving round
their foci ; but in this method the action of the teeth will
become very irregular, unless the excentricity be very small.
2'78. The difficulty of forming a psi-r of rolling curves
is sometimes evaded in the manner represented by fig. 182.
A. is a curved plate revolving round
the center B, and having its edge cut
into teeth. C a pinion with teeth of
the same pitch. The eenter of this
pinion is not fixed, but is carried by tst
an arm or frame, which revolves on a
center D. So that as A. revolves, the
frame rises and falls to enable the
pinion to remain in geer with the curved plate, notwithatanding the variation of ita radius of contact. To maintain
the teeth at a proper distance for their action, the wheel A.
has a plate attached to it which extends beyond it, and is
furnished with a groove de, the central line oC which is at a
• VIde

a-·

Cycloplldla, art. Cometarlum; or

Fergu~«~'l

AIUOnOmy.
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constant normal distance from the pitch line of the teeth
equal to the pitch radius of the pinion. A pin or small
roller attached to the swinging frame D and concentric with
the pinion C rests in this groove. So that as the wheel .4
revolves, the groove and pin act together, and maintain the
pitch lines of the wheel and pinion in contact, and at tbe
same time prevent the teeth from getting entangled, or
from e&eaping altogether.
Let R be the radius of C, r the radius of contact of A.,
tp the angle between R and r; then it can be easily sbewn
h ang. vel. of ..4 R
t at

ang. vel. of C

- - x cos
r

q,.

But as the center of motion of C continually oscillates, and it
is generally necessary to CQmmunicate the rotation of .4. to a
wheel revolving on a fixed center of motion, a wheel E muBt
be 6xed to the pinion C, and this wheel must geer with a
second wheel D concentric to the center of the &wing-frame.
When ..4 revolves, the rotation of C will be communicated
through E to F, but will also be compounded with the
oscillation of the swing-frame, in a manner that will be
explained under the head of Aggregate Motions, in the
second Part of this work.

279. If for the curved wheel ..4 an ordinary spur-wheel
..4, (fig. 188} moving on an 6111cmtric
cmter of motion B, be substituted, a
simple link .AC connecting the center
of the wheel A with that of its pinion C
will maintain the proper pitching of the
teeth, in a more simple manner than the US
groove and pin. The wheel .A must be
of course fixed to the extremity of its axis, to prevent the
link from Rtriking it in the course of its revolutions*. This
• From a machine by Mr Hohupfel.
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combination being wholly formed of spur-wheels, i_s one of
the simplest modes of effecting a varying angular velocity
ratio.
280. On Roimer's wheels. These wheels were proposed by the celebrated astronomer Olaus Roemer•, to efFect
the varying motion of planetary
machines. ~a, Bb are two parallel axes, of which the lower one is
provided with a cone C, fluted into
regular teeth like those of ordinary
bevel-wheels, but occupying the
surface of a much thicker frustum
of the cone than usual. Opposite
to this cone is fixed upon the axis ~a a smooth frustum D,
whose apex d is in the reverse direction, and this latter cone
is 80 formed aajust to clear the tops of the teeth of C. Upon
the surface of D are planted a series of teeth or pins, 80
arranged aa to fall in succession between the teeth of C.
By placing these pins at difFerent distances from the apex. d,
we can obtain any velocity ratio we please between the
extremes; for if R, r be the greatest and least radii of D, and
R,, r,of C; then the angular velocity ratio of C toD will vary
between the limits of!! and R,. ; the first being obtained by
r,
'
placing the pins close to the large end of D, and the second
by fixing them at the small end; and when the pins are
fixed in any intermediate position, an intermediate velocity
ratio will be obtained.
281. If the axes be not parallel, a varying ratio of angular velocity may be obtained by the excentric crown-wheel.
This was invented by .Huyghens, for the purpose of
representing the motion of the planets in his Planetarium.t
• llachlnes Approtn4ell, L 1.

17

t Dtlc:rlptlo Automati PlaDetarii.
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.J.B is an axis, to the extremity of which is fixed a crownwheel F, exactly similar to that
185
represented in fig. 26, page so,
only that ita center of motion B
is excentric to its circumference.
This wheel is driven by a long
cylindrical pinion CD, whose axis
meets that of .J.B in direction,
and is at right angles to it. Now since the radius of contact
of the pinion is constant, while the radius of contact of the
teeth of the hoop varies at difFerent points of the circumfe-rence by virtue of its exeentricity, it follows that the angular
velocity ratio of the axes will vary.
In Huygben's machine the pinion is the driver, aod il
suppoaed to revolve uniformly, but if the contrivance be
adopted in other machines, the wheel or pinion may be
made the driver, according to the law of velocity required.
Also, by making the circumference of the crown-wheel of any
other curve than a circle, difFerent laws of velocity may be
obtained at pleaaure. The action of the teeth however will
be irregular, if the excentricity of the hoop be too mueb
increased.
186
B. Let H, fig. 186, be the center of
motion of the crown-wheel, C the center of
x
its circumference,
.A
c J1.

G

CP-R, HP-r, MHP-9, andHC-E.
Then, since the axis of the pinion is directed to H in the
line of the excentric radius HP, the perimetral velocity of
the pinion will be communicated to this radius in a direction perpendicular to it ; and if p be the radius of the
pinion, we have
angular velocity of pinion
,.
angular velocity of crown-wheel •

p·
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But Jll.,. r +C., 2rEcos8,

= ::1: E cos 9 + R . V

whence r

J-----=e=-.-.-9
1 -

R 2 • atn .

Now in planetary machines E is small with respect
toR;
•·• r = E cos 8 + R.
And since the pinion revolves uniformly, angular velocity of
crown-wheel

*

1
cc:; cc:

1

R ,. E cos 9 cc: R

"f

E cos 9 nearly.

But it MP were the elliptic orbit of a plaoet, of which
C the center, H the focus, HP the radius vector, aod
4..V ( • iR) the uis major, we should have angular velocity
of HP
1

cc: HP~

(R "f E cos 9)' cc: R

"f

2E cos 9 nearly.

By making therefore the ~ric di8tat~CB CH of the
crown-wheel equal to the dutat~CB of the foci of the elliptic
orbit, the radius vector HP will revolve with an appro:r.iPtate
representation of planetary motion, when the driving pinion
revolves uniformly•.
283. Huyghens also proposed another method of obtaining the varying velocity; namely, by varying the pitch
of the teeth. If in a pair of ordinary spur-wheels the pitch
of one wheel be constant as usual, but in the other it vary
so that a given arc of the circumference sball contain N
teeth in one part, and an equal arc n teeth in another part
of the circumference, and so on ; then as every tooth of the
fir.t wheel causes one tooth of the other wheel to cross the
line of centers, and the driver ia supposed to move uni• In th8 articM £4(aadaa .1\lecbulam, in a-• (ly~ will be IIWid e
minute and popular accouat of the Yarioul contrinncea eu~ployecl to repreaent
planetary modoa. ThDie that I heYe I.Duoclueed I.Dto the text are applicable to
macbllacrTln ~' and oa thia ICCOUDC, u well u from the c:elebrit7 of their
euthon, deaerve to be ltudied.
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formly, it follows that these equal arcs of the follower win
pass the line in times that will be directly as their numben
of teeth N and n, and thus an unequal velocity will be
obtained for the follower. But it is evident that this contrivance is but a make-shift, since teeth of unequal pitch
will never work well together, although, if the variations from
the mean pitch be small, they may be made to act so as to
pass tooth Cor tooth across the lint>, with a kind oC hobbling
motion.
Nevertheless, a pair of wheels very similar to thete
admit of having their teeth formed upon correct geometrical
principles; but the difficulty of executing them would be 10
much greater than those of the rolling cunes (Art. 274),
that I do not think it worth while to occupy space by
developing their theory, which may be easily deduced from
the preceding pages.
2841. It may happen that the variation oC angular velocity in the follower may consist in a sudden change from
motion to rest, and .,ice "ersa; that is, that the follower may
be required to move by short trips with intervals of complete rest between, or with an intermittent motion.
This may readily be effected with a pair of common
spur-wheels, by cutting away the teeth of the driver, as in
fig. 187, where the follower B is an ordinary spur-wheel, and

18708

the driver ..I. is a wheel of the same pitch whose teeth have
been cut away between a an<! b, c and d; consequently, when
..I. revolves it wm eeue to turn B while the plain parts of
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its circumference are passing the line of centers, but will
turn it in the usual manner when the teeth come into action.
By properly proportioning the plain arcs to those which
contain the teeth, we can obtain any de&ired ratio of rest and
motion that can be included within one revolution of the
driver.
285. These intermitted teeth are liable to the same
objection as those in Art. 271, namely, the chance of the
first pair of teeth in each row getting jammed together, and
a similar remedy may be employed---a guide-plate and pin.
Thus in fig. 188, the wheel ..I. will revolve in the direction .of

the arrow without communicating any motion to B, until the
pin p enters the fork of the guide-plate m, and thus communicates to it a motion which brings the teeth of B into geer
with those of ..I.; and ...4 will then continue to turn B until
the plate m again reaches the position of the figure, when B
will rest until the pin p returnL
In this combination B must make a complete revolution,
(unless there be more guide-plates than one) and if R, r he
the respective radii of driver and follower, it is easy to see
that when ..I. revolves uniformly, the time of B'R rE'st is to
the time of its motion as R - r : r. Also, several pins may
be fixed to ..I. if required, and the intermitted teeth may be
given to ..I. instead of to B, or to both.
286. As there is no contrivance in the abo'Ve to protect
B frow being displaced during its p!!riod of rest, and thereby
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preventing the guide-plate from receiving the pin, the action
will be rendered more complete by the arrangement of
fig. 189.

Here the follower has its edge mn formed into an arc of
a circle whose center is the center of motion of the driver,
and the circumference of the driver is a plain diak npq of a
greater diameter than the pitch circle of the toothed portion
qn. This plain edge runs put mn without touching it,
but e1Fectually prevents the follower from being moved out
of its position of rest, and therefore ensures the meeting of
the pin ud guide-plate.

28'7· BnU or crown-wheels may be employed it necessary, and the combinations may be thrown into a great many
other difFerent forms. The pin and disk of fig. 189 have
this advantage, that, when properly formed, they allow the
intermittent wheel to begin and end its motion gradually,
whereas in fig. 1S7 the motions begin with a jerk, and the
follower ia apt to continue ita motion through a small space,
after the teeth of the driver have quitted it.
288. In many machines a lever is required to move
another by the mere contact of their extremities. As the
angular motion required is always small, these extremities
may be formed into rolling curves, by which the frictioa
wUl be entirely got rid of, and the small variation in the
angular velocity ratio will generally be of little or no con-
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sequence. Arcs of the logarithmic spiral or ellipse round
the focus will be the most easily described; but aince the
motion is small, arcs of circles may be substituted as an
approximation for the rolling curves, and theee may be
described as follows.
Let .A, B, fig. 14oO, be the centers of motion of the levers,
.AB the line of centers divided in Tin the proportion of the
140

.K

radii in their mean poaition. Draw KT perpendicular to
.J.T, and through T draw PTQ inclined to .J.T at any
angle less than a right angle. Aoume a point ll in KT.
Join .AK intersecting PTQ in P, and join llB, producing it
to meet PTQ in Q. With center P and radius PT deacribe
an arc r TB, and with center Q and radius QT daoribe an
arc mTn. These arcs will roll together in the meaa position
of the figure.
For by Art. ss, it appean that the action of these arcs
is equivalent to that of a pair of rod• .J.P, BQ, connected
by a link PQ. Now during the motion of thie •y•tem the
link may be conlidered as reYolviog l'bund a mofllentary
center, 'Which ceoter is always changing ita position. But
u the extremity P of the link begins to move in a direction
perpendicular to .AP, this center must be IODlewhere in the
line .J.P produced; and in like manner, as the extremity Q
begin• to moTe perpendicularly to BQ, the center must be
10mewhere in BQ produced; it muet therefore be in Jl, the
intersection of .J.P and BQ. :Jiut since /{is the momentary
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center of motion of the link, and KT is perpe-ndicular to
AB, it follows that the point of contact T of the arcs r•,
mn, will begin to move in the line of centera, and therefore
the contact will be f'Olling contact.
289. Since the distance of K from T is arbitrary, let it
be supposed infinite, in which case AK, QK become parallel
to each other, and perpendicular to the line of centers, aa
at Ap and Bq, and p, q are now the centen of the arcs.
This is a simpler construction.
In practice the angle PTA must be made much greater
than in the figure, to avoid oblique action.
CLA81 B.
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COMMUNICATION OF MOTION BY
SLIDING CONTACT.

290. The simplest mode of obtaining a varying an~
Jar velocity ratio, when the rotations
1
1_.1
are to be continued indefinitely in the
same direction, is by the pin and slit,
fig. U.l, where A tJ, Bb are axes parallel in direction, but placed with
their ends opposite to each other.
A tJ is provided with an arm carrying
a pin d, which enters and slides freely
in a long straight slit formed in a
similar arm, which is fixed to the
extremity of Bb. If one of these axes revolve, it will communicate a rotation to the other with a varying velocity
ratio; for the pin in revolTing is continually changing ita
distance from the axis of B b.
Let C be the center of motion of the pin-arm, K the
center of motion of the slit-arm, P the pin, R the constant
radius of the pin from C, r the radial distance from K, and
let P move to p through a small angle; draw P'" perpcn-
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dicular to CP, then angular velocity of pin : angular velocity
of slit
Pp pm
1 cos CPK

:: PC :

PK :: R :

r

•

If CP revolve uniformly, the angular velocity of KP will
cos CPK
.
1
vary as
, or if CK be small, as - ; therefore when
r

r

the centers of motion are near, this contrivance produces the
same law of motion as that of Art. 282.

If PCD • 8, PKD- ~. CK = E, we have
R sin 8 = (R cos 8 - A") tan ~;
R.sin8
12
.·.tan,..,= Rcos8-E'
will give the position of KP corresponding to any given
position of CP.
By altering the direction of the slit, or by making it
curvilinear, other laws of motion may be obtained.
291. In the endleB& screw and wheel (Art. 170), th~
thread of the screw is inclined to the axis of the cylinder at
a constant angle q,, and the angular velocity ratio of screw
and wheel is constant. If, however, the inclination '/>of the
thread be made to vary at different points of the circumference, as shewn in fig. 142, the angular velocity ratio will
vary accordiQgly. For example, if the threads through half
the circumference lie in planes perpendicular to tbe axis of the screw,
tbe wheel will revolve with an intermittent motion, remaining at rest
during the alternate half rotations of
the screw. If A,a be the respective
angular velocities of the screw and
wheel, R, r their pitch-radii,• it ap-

A

r

pears, from Art. 166, that- = - tan
a R

q,.
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But u the inclination f/J changes, the teeth of tbe wheel
must be made in the form of solids of revolution, ha•ing
their axes radiating from the center of the wheel.
292. A simple intermittent motion is efFected by a
pinion of one tooth Jl, fig. 148.
14oS
This tooth will in each revolution
pus a single tooth of the wheel B
across the line of centen; but
during the greatetst portion of its
rotation will leave the ·wheel undisturbed. To prevent the wheel
B from continuing this motion by
inertia through a greater space than thia one tooth, a detetal
C may be employed. This tuma freely upon ita ceater,
and may be pressed by a weigbt or spring againat the
teeth. It will be raised u the inclined side of the tooth
puaes under it by the action of Jl, and will fall over into
the next apace, but when Jl quits the wheel, the deteut
pressing upon the inclined side of the tooth will move it
through a short apace backwards, until the point • resta at
the bottom of the nook, aa &hewn. The detent thus retains
the wheel in its position during the absence of the tooth A..
These detente receive other forms, for which I shall ref'er to
the section on Link-work, in Chap. IX.
293. A better intermittent motion is 144 . 9
produced by a contrivance (fig. 144) which /
may be termed the G~a 8top, aa it is inB
•
troduc:ed into the mechanism of the Geneva
watches.
Jl ia the driver which revolves continually in the same direction, B the follower,
which is to receive from it an intermittent
motion, with long intervals of rest. For
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this purpose ita circumference is notched alternately into arcs
of circles as ab, concentric to the center of .A when placed
opposite to it, and into square recesses, as shown in the
figure.
The circumference of .J. is a plain circular disk, very near]y
of the same radius as the concave tooth which is opposed
to it ; this disk is provided with a projecting hatchet-shaped
tooth, flanked by two hollows ,. and •· When it revolves
(suppose in the direction of the arrow), no motion will be
given to B 10 long as the plain edge is passing the line of
centen, but at the same time the concave form of the tooth
of B will prevent it from being moved (as in fig. 189).
But when the hatc:het-ehaped tooth haa reached the
squue receu of B, ita point will strike againat the side of
tbe receu at tl, and carry B through the space of one tooth,
10 as to bring the next concave arc ab opposite to the plain
edge of the disk, which will retain it until another revolution
has brought the hatchet into contact with the side of the
next receu bf.
'rhe hollow recess at r is necessary to make room for the
point tl, which during the motion is necessarily thrown
nearer to the center of .A than the circumference of the
plain edge of the latter. The hatchet-tooth being symmetrical will act in eithl'J' direction.
2941. The offtce of this contrivance in a Geneva watch
is to prevent it from being over-wound, whence it is termed
a .top ; and for this purpose one of the teeth is made convex,
as shown in dott.ed lines at fg. If .J. be turned round, the
hatchet-tooth will pau four notches in order, but after passing the fourth acrou the line of centers, the convex edge gfwill
prevent further rotation, 10 that in this state the combination
becomes a contrivance to prevent an axis from being turned
more than a certain number of times in the same direction.
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!<'or the wheel ..4 is attachec.l to the axis which is turned
by the key in winding, and the wheel B thus prevents this
axis from being turned too far, so as to overstrain the spring.
As the watch goes during the day the axis of ..4 revolves
slowly in the opposite direction, carrying the stop-wheel
with it by a similar intermitting motion.
The late Mr. Oldham applied this kind of mechanism
to intermittent motions•, and his arrangement is in some
respects superior to that of fig. lM. Instead of the hatchettooth be employed a pin carried by a plate fixed to the back
of the driver, by which means he was enabled to reduce the
size of the square notches of the follower.
296. Any required variation in the ratio of angular
velocities may be produced by a cant-plate; but if the directional relation is constant the motion wiU necessarily be
limited, as in fig. 71, (page 158). In this contrivance, by
altering the form of the curve we may obtain di1Ferent
velocity ratios at every point of its action ; as, for example,
if a portion of the edge of the cam-plate be concentric to its
axis, the pin or bar which it drives will receive no motion
while that part of the edge is sliding past it.

296. The curve for a cam of this kind is generally
described by points. The methods of doing
I
this will readily occur in each particular
case, but one example may serve to shew the
nature of the process. In the combination
of fig. 72, page 158, let the angular velocity
ratio vary so that when a series of points 1,
2, s, 4, 5, fig. 145, in the circumference of the
circle C s, 5 shall have reached in order tbe point C, the pin
in the sliding bar shall be moved into the corresponding
positions 1, u, 111, Iv, v. To each of the position points in
• In the 111ac:hinery of the Banks of' Engll&lld and Ireland.
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the circumference of the circle draw tangents, and with
ceoter A draw circular arcs in order, each intersecting one
of the position points 1, u, 111, &c., and the corresponding
tangent, as at a, b, c, cl, e; thus is obtained a series of points
through which, if a curve be drawn, it will be the cam
required; for it is manifest, that if any point (as S) of the
circle be brought to C, the corresponding point c of the curve
will be moved to m, and thus the pin will be placed in its
required position ; and so for every other pair of positions.
The curve for a pin of sensible diameter must be obtained from this by the usual method (Art. 88).
CLA81 B. DmuoK C. COMMUNICATION OF MOTION BY
WRAPPING CONNECTORS.

297.

If an indefinite number of rotations be required to
be communicated from one revolving
axis to another, an endless band may
be employed, as in fig. 146. A is a
driving pully, whose edge is shaped
to the curve required, and is also
grooved or otherwise adapted for the
reception of an endless band, (Art.
180). The follower C is a cylindrical pully of the usual
form. ! stretching pully D (Art. 188) will be required for
one side of the band, and if ..4p be a perpendicular upon the
direction of the other side, and Cq be the radius of the
follower pully, we have by Art. 87 and ss,
ang. vel. oC A
Cq
vel. of C ... Ap .

ang.

298. If the motion be limited to a small arc the combination assume11 the form of fig. B, (p. 21 ), but if the
limited motion extend to more than a complete revolution, a
spiral groove i11 employed, as in the Jusee of a watch.
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.A a, B b, fig. 14-7, are parallel axes, one of which carries
14-7
.B

a solid pully, or fusee, as it is termed, upon whoee surface
is formed a spiral groove, extending in many convolutions
from one end to the other. The axis Bb carries a plain
cylinder; a band, a cord, or chain, is fastened as at • to
one end of the fusee, and coiled round it, following the
course of the spiral ; the other end of the cord is fixed to
the barrel at n. If the cord be kept tight by the action
of a weight or spring upon one of the axes, the rotation
of the other axis will communicate by means of the cord
a rotation to the first axis, the velocity ratio of which will
vary inversely as the perpendiculars from the axes upon the
direction of the cord. And the motion may be continued
through as many revolutions as there are convolutions in
the spiral.
In like manner a pair of fuseea may be employed instead
of a fusee and cylinder.
299. If the fusee be required to communicate motiou
in both directions without the uae of the re-acting weight or
spring9 a double cord will anawer the purpose. Thus let it
be required to employ the fusee in the manner of the barrel A,
fig. 104, (p. 181), to giTe motion to a carriage B. The fuaee
will enable us to obtain a varying velocity ratio betweeo A
and B. In fig. 148, .As is the axis of the fuaee, which in this
example ia made to diminish at both ends. ·One cord is tu-
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tened at m, and being coiled round the fusee is carried away
at n, and attached to the carA
148

riage, as at c, fig. 104. The
~
other cord is fixed at p to the f
~~>
fusa-, and being coiled in t h e , . J
;
opposite direction, ~eaves the
a {I
fusee at the same point at which the first cord is carried ofF.
But this cord is taken in the opposite direction, as at q, and
fixed to the end d (fig. 104.) of the carriage, (or, which is
better, both cords are carried over pullies and brought back
to the carriage.)
When the axis ~a revolves, one cord will unwrap itself
from the fusa-, while the other wraps upon it, and vice
oersa. But they will always leave ita surface in opposite
directions at the same point.
Since the lusee (fig. 148) is small at each end and large
in the middle, it will, if turned with a uniform angular
velocity, have the ef'ect of gradually accelerating the motion
of the carriage, till it has reached the middle of ita path, and
then of gradually retarding it to the end. It is employed in
this manner in the self-acting mule of Mr. Roberta, of Mancheater.
Cua B. Drvmcm D. COMMUNICATION OF MOTION BY

LINK-WORK.
300. Let ~B, CD be two axes parallel in direction,
but not opposite to each other, and
14.9
let the arms ~P, CQ be fixed to their
extremities and connected by a short
link PQ, jointed to the opposite faces
of their arms; then if .AP and CQ be
each greater than .AC, the perpendicular distance of the axes,
a continual rotation of one axis will communicate a continual
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rotation to the other, but with a varying angular velocity
ratio; for, if .An, Cm be perpendiculars from the centers oC
motion upon the link, we have
an~. veL

of .AP Cm
ang. vel. of CQ- = .An '
by Art. 82, Cor. 1; which perpendiculars continually change
during t\le motion of the system.
But the properties of this kind of link-work will be
more conveniently discuBBed in the corresponding division
of the next Chapter.
301. The combination which is termed Hooke's Joint,
however, properly belCings to this division of the subject.
This is a method of connecting by link-work two axes whoee
directions meet in a point, so that the rotation of one shall
communicate rotation to the other with a varying angular
velocity. It has another use, as an universal joint of flexure,
which will be afterwards considered.

302. This contrivance was invented by Dr. Robert
Hooke, and fully described by him in his Cutlerian Lectures•,
as well as its properties and the uses to which he intended to
apply it, of which however no demonstrations are given. To
use his own words, somewhat abridged, "The Universal
J oynt consisteth of five several parts. 'l'he two first parts are
• No. ll, Aohnadveniona on the Mach. Celeatla, 11174, p. 73. No. S, Deleription of Hella.cope~, p. 13... 11176.
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the nxes A.a' and Bb, on which the semicircular arms are
fastened which are to be joyned together so, as that the motion
of one may communicate a motion to the other, according to a
proportion which, for distinction's sake, I call elliptical or
oblique. The two next parts are the two semicircular arms
C.Ac and DBd, which are fastned to the ends of those rods,
which sene to take hold of the four points of the ball,
dt-cle, medium, or Cf'08B in the middle, X; each of these
pair of arms has two center holes, into which the sharp
eods of the medium are put, and by which the elliptical or
oblique proportion of motion is steadily, exactly, and most
easily commnnicated from the one rod or axis to the other.
These center holes I call the hand8. The fifth and last thing
is the ball, round plate, cross, or medium X in the middle,
taken hold of by the hands both of one and the other pair
t>f semicireular arms, which, for distinction's eake, I henceforth call the medium; and the two points C, c, taken hold
of by the hands of the (driving) axis I call the poinu ;
and the other two points D, d, taken hold of by the second
pair or arms I call the pi"ots.
"Great care must be had that the pivots and points lie
exactly in the same plane, and that each two opposite ones
be equally distant rrom the center, that the middle lines of
them cut each other at right anglea, aud that the axes or
the two rods may always cut each other in the center of the
medium crou or plate, whatever change may be made in
their inclination.
''The shape of this medium may be either a cross, whose
four enda bath each of them a cylinder, which is the weakest
way; or secondly, it may be made or a thick plate of brass,
upon the edge of which are fixed four pivots, which serve
for the hands of the arms to take hold of. This is much
better than the former, but bath not that strength and stea18
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diness that a large ball bath, which is the way I most approve of, as being strong, steady, and handsome."
To this may be remarked, that at present a stout ring or
hoop is generally employed for the medium.
303. To find the angular velocity ratio of a.Tu connected by a Hooke's joint. Let C be the intersection of the
151

axes, the circle A.BDL that described by the extremities of
the driver's arms, the plane of the paper being supposed
perpendicular to the driving axis. Let the plane which contains the two axes intersect the paper in BCL, and let the
ellipse .AbD be the projection of the circle described by the
extremities of the follower's arms. If 8 be the inclination of
one axis to the direction of the other produced, we have

b C = BC. cos 8.
Let FCG be that branch of the medium cross which is
jointed to the driver; then as this branch is always in the
plane of the circle .AB D, the projection of the other arm
will be perpendicular to it. Draw HCI at right angles
to FCG, and passing through the center C, then will this be
the projection of that branch of the cross which is jointed to
the follower, and H the position of its extremity.
Now in the projected circle A.bD all lines parallel to the
major axis A. CD are unaltered in length by the projection;
.·. Hm, perpendicular upon BC, is the sine of the angle
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through which the axis of the follower has been moved, if
we reckon the motion from bC; and drawing hHk perpendicular to ACD, hCB is that angle. But the corresponding
angle, through which the driver has moved, is ACF-HCB.
Let a be the angle through which the driver has moved,
{3 the corresponding ~gle of the follower, both being measured as above from that position of the machine in which
the arms of the follower lie in the plane which contains the
two axes (1),
tan a Hk bC
then--=- =-=cos8;
tan {3 hk BC
tan a
tan {3
· tan {3 • - - , or .·-- • constant.
cos 8
tan a
'l'he relative positions of the driver and follower are
exhibited graphically by means of the ellipse and circle,
(fig. 151), where if HCB be the angular distance of any
given radius HC of the driver from its position at the beginning of the motion at B, reckoned as above at (1 ), then will
h CB be the corresponding angular distance of the radius h C
of the follower, which coincided with it at starting from B.
If we follow these radii round the circle, it appean that
they coincide at four points B, D, L, and A ; that at starting from B the follower moves slower than the driver at
first, and falls behind it, and then accelerates, until it overtakes it at D, beyond which it takes the lead through the
next quadrant DL, first moving quicker than the driver and
then retarding; so that the driver overtakes it at L, and
passes it. The motion through LA is similar to that through
BD ; and that from A to B the same as that from D to L.
The amount of retardation and acceleration depends upon
the value of· 8; and therefore if a single joint be employed,
the axes must be inclined to each other sufficiently to
produce the desired variation of velocity.
18-.2
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By means of two joints, however, the axes may br
panilel or inclined at any angle, and A
a greater Yariety of motion be pro- -~lr-----7=3(M.

152

cured.
Thus let .JlB, fig. 152, be the
dri't'ing axis, and let it be coDDeCted
to the 6nt following axis BC by a
Hooke•s joint at B, and let this be
similarly jointed to a second asia CD at C.
.JlBC may be dil"erent from that of BCD.

The pbme

at

Fint, let the angular motion of the lleCOild joint at C be
reckoned like that of the fint, from the poaition in which the
fork of the follower lies in the plane of the two axes. Thm
for the motion of the joint B we haYe, as before,
tau a

tan~---;

coa6

and if "'be the corresponding angles of the axis CD, and 6,
ita inclination to BC b,
tan~
tau a
tau "f• - - - -~-~
C08

6,

COB

6 . C08 61

If there be a eerie& of similar axes, whose succesai...e
mutual inclinations are 9, 6,, 6, ••• 6., 8 the angular di~
of a radius of the last, corre~ponding to a,
then, tau

0
0 -

tana
cos 6. cos

6, cos B,••• coa 6.

•

In a system of this kind any desired amount of Tariation may be obtained, and the last follower may be set at
any gi•en angle to the fint driYer, or even in ita own direction produced, by three Hooke joints only.
In the ayatem just described the shafts may lie in dif'er_
ent planes, but it is supposed that the joints are all eo adjuated that when the following arma of the fint joint B lie in
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the plane .ABC of its two axes, that the following arms
of every other joint also lie in the plane of their two axes.
Let there be a system of three axes with two joints, as
fig. 152, but let the tlrifJing arms of the second lie in the
plane BC D, when the following arms of the first lie in the
plane ABC. The angles of the second are therefore now
reckoned from a fixed radius distant one quadrant from
those of the first.

It tan l3 •
tan
tan ry •

: ; be the equation to the fint,

(!. + 13)
2

COl

8

But tan

. t h e equation
.
Is
to t be second •

I

(i + 13) • ~ 13 ;

.·.tanry•

COl

8

tana.cos 81

•
1

Let 8=8;
.·. tanry•--;
1
tana
which shews that if the forks be eet as above, ~&nd if the
angles of inclination of the a:r.es be equal, then the variations
of motion will counteract each other, and the angular velocity ratio of the extreme axes A B, CD, remain constant.
305. When the double Hooke's joint is thus employed
it is commonly for this purpose of correcting the varying ratio
of angular velocity, and the inte~- ·
mediate piece may therefore be made ;:..._ __,;.;:;;;:fe'l~
abort, as in fig. 158. Care must be
taken however that the extreme axes
are to placed as to meet in a point,
and that the angles they each make
with the intermediate piece are the
same.
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In this form the Hooke's joint properly belongs to the
Link-work of the previous Chapter. It may be used either
to communicate equal rotation between two axes inclined at
an angle AmD, fig. 152, or between parallel axes, as AB.
CD'.
306. Considering only the elementary form of this contrivance, it is evident that two branches to each axis are
necessary only to give greater steadiness to the motion, and
that a single pair of arms .J.C, BD (fig. 150), connected by
a straight link from C to D, would produce the same ~
tion ; so that in this way we are brought to a form very
similar to that of fig. l.f.9. Also, Oldham's joint, io Art. 176,
becomes a Hooke's joint, i£ the axes, instead of being parallel, are set so as to intersect in the center of the cross.

30']. More complex relations of angular velocity may
be obtained by making the two arms of each axis unequal,
as .J.C greater than .J. c ; or setting the arms of the cross at
different angles. For this purpose in Hooke's figure the
arms are provided with the power of adjustment, in length.
He proposed to employ this contrivance in the resolution
of spherical questions and various other :purposes, which
however have been long forgotten ; but may be found in
the original Essay already referred to.
308. One of the applications which Hooke made of
this device was to the construction of Sun-dials.
Two axes being connected by this joint, let one of them
be fixed parallel to the axis of t.he Earth, and the other
perpendicular to the plane of the required dial; and let the
first be furnished with an index, travelling round a common
equally-divided hour-circle, and let the other carry a similar
index which travels round the circle of the dial. The two
indexes being so adjusted that when the first points to noon
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the other shall coincide with the twelve-o'clock line; then by
turning round the upper axis " till you see its index to point
at those hours, halves, quarters, or minutes, you have a mind
to take notice of in your dial, by the second index you are
directed to the true corresponding point in the plane of the
dial itself• ;" which may be shown as follows.
Let .J.OE, fig. 154, be a dial-plate inclined at any given
angle to the horizon, C its center, PC
154
the style, PO an arc of the circle of
declination perpendicular to the plate,
therefore CO is the substyle. Let PE
be an arc of the meridian, therefore CE
is the twelve-o'clock line; and if the &lm
D
decline through any angle EPA. from the plane of the
meridian, we have in the spherical triangle PO.A., rightangled at 0,
.
tan .J.O
Sln PO ... - -- .
tan OPA
If then PC be the position of one axis of the Hooke's
joint, and the other axis CF be perpendicular to the dialplate, sin PCO .. cos PCF. And the expression becomes
the same as that we have olready found for the synchronal
motions of the two axes; .J.O measuring the motion of the
shadow of the style over the plate, and OPA. the corresponding rotation of the solar hours.
The axis PC having been fixed in its due situation
parallel to the axis of the earth, the meri~an line or
twelve-o'clock point E may be found by a plummet. And
in employing the instrument the actual dial-plate will of
coune be fixed at the lower extremity ol the axis CF,
parallel to the circle .J.OE; but this doee not afFect the
demonstration.

KLKJIKNTA&T COJUINATIOSS.

309. With respect to the use of Hooke's joint as a
universal joint of 8exu~ let ...4a, fig. 150, be a fi.xed rod,.
and let it be required to move the extremity b of B b iD auy
direction bm concentric to X the interaectioo of the ruds..
Draw b~mh meeting in h, and also cooceotric to X, and ia
planes respectively perpendicular to the axes of rotation or
joints Cc, Dtl. Then b can move in the direction b~ by
virtue of the joint Cc, and in the direction h• by rirtue
of the joint Dtl; and if it be made to revolve simultaiH!OUsl,T
round these joints with velocities respectively proportiooal to
bh and Am, it will describe the path bm.
The motion 6m is performed round an axis passing
through X, which being perpendicular to the plane 6eX is
also situated in the plane of the joints Cc, Dtl; and whate,·er be the angle between the joints Cc and Dtl, that is,
between bh and hm, the triangle Mm can be constructed
upon bm. Bb is here supposed perpendicular to the plaae
of the joints, but the same will be true for any piece or rod
rigidly connected with Bb, and therefore for a rod making
any angle with the plane of the joints. It follows therefore
that if two rods or pieces are connected by two joints of
8exure whoae axes meet at any angle, these pieces are at
liberty to turn round any axis of 8exure situated in the
plane of these two axes, and passing through their point ol
intenection.
310. Now let the second rod be required to bend with
respect to the first round any axis paasing through the
intersection X.
Let ...4B, BC, fig. 155, be the rods, B their poinL of
intersection, FBD the plane containing the two axes ol
ftexure, as before, and not necessarily perpendicular to BC,
and let BC be rt:quired to move about an axis BK passing
through B, but not in the plane of FBD. In this plaoc:
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draw BD, which suppose to be rigidly connected with BC,
and let Dn be the direction of
155
motion of D in revolving round
the axis BK. Now by virtue of A
-==---+---:;,.._
the two axes in the plane FBD,
the point D is at liberty.to move
in the direction Dm perpendicular
to that plane, but in no other. But let a third axis of
flexure be introduced into the system passing through B in
any direction not in the plane FBD, and let mn be the line
of motion round this new axis, then the triangle Dmn can
always be constructed upon Dn, and thus, as before, Dn
be described by the simultaneous motions Dm and mn.
Hence it appears, that if two pieces are connected by
three joints of flexure whose axes intersect in a point, and
make any angles with each other, but are not in the same
plane, these pieces are at liberty to turn about the point of
intersection round any axis of flexure whatever which passes
through that point.
If the axes of the joints pass each other without meeting
in a point, it can be similarly shewn that the moving piece
has still the unlimited choice of an axis in direction, and
that this axis will lie somewhere between the component
axes.
311. The joints by which the memben of crustac:eoua
animals and insects are united, furnish many beautiful
examples of these principles.
Every separate joint in these animals is a hinge.joint
nry curiously constructed, but of course possessing but a
single axis of flexure ; these axes however are grouped so as
to produce compound joints having two or three axes of
flexure, and therefore forming universal joints, or swiveljoints, in the manner explained in the previous .Article.

ELKiliUfTAJtY COMBINATIONS.

As an example of this we may take the front claw oE the
common crab, represented in fig. 156. This coosiats in :l8ct
of five separate pieces, .A, B, C, D, E, not includiag the
moveable jaw F of the actual claw ; each piece ia jointed to
the next by a hin~joint. But upon our principles the
entire limb may be considered to cooaist of two principal
members C and E; of which the first is jointed to tbe
body of the animal by a universal joint of three axes of
flexure, and the aecond to the first by a joint of two axe. ol
flexure, or Hooke's joint.
For the piece C is united to the claw E by means of an
156

I

-,
intermediate piece D, and the axes of the joints which connect them are shewo by the line 5, 5 between E and D, and
4o, 4 between D and C. These axes meet in a point k, and
therefore by what has preceded, it appears that E moves
with respect to C about the point k, and that it is at liberty
to turn round any axis of ftexure passing through that point
and in the plane 5, k, ~ So that this is in fact a natural
Hooke's joint. The compound joint which connects the
piece C with the body of the animal is more complex; and to
exhibit its arrangement, two projections are given, one upon a
plane perpendicular to the other, and intersectiag it in the
line mn.
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We may suppose the claw to be laid down on the table
in the upper figure, in which ease this becomes the Plan and
and the lower the Elevation, although the figures are drawn
without any relation to the position of the claw with respect
to the body of the animal, but only so as best to exhibit
the joints, as will appear presently.
A ring .A. or a is jointed to the body of the animal by a .
joint whose axis is I, I, in the Plan, and I, I, in the Elevation. This is jointed to a second ring B, or b, by an axis
2, 2, or n, 11 ; and B is jointed to C by a third axis vertical
in the Plan, whose projection is therefore a point 8. It is
shewn at 111, III, in the Elevation. C is therefore connected
to the body of the animal by a compound joint of three axes,
whose directions nearly meet, but of which no two are
parallel, neither are they in three parallel planes, and therefore, by Art. 810, C is at liberty to move about an axis
situated at any angle with respect to the body. The compound joint, in fact, corresponds to the ball and socket joint
employed for the shoulder of vertebrate animals. Ita motions
in di!'erent directions are of course lilnited by the extent of
angular motion of which each separate hinge is capable.
The diagram is reduced from a very careful drawing. I
found that the axis 2,2 was as nearly as poBSible in a plane
perpendicular to 8, and that when the ring .A. was placed in
its mean position, the axis I, 1 was also in a plane perpendicular to 8. This determined the choice of the position of
the planes of projection.
That of the Plan is parallel to the joints 1,1, 2,2, and
therefore perpendicular to the joint 8, which thus becomes a
point. The plane of the Elevation is parallel to the point 8.
As to the joints 4,4, 5,5, the joint 4,4 is in the drawing
a little overstrained to allow 5,5 to come into parallelism
with the plane of the paper; and 4,4, is also not in reality
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exactly perpendicular to 8. However, it must be understood that my object here is not to shew the relation of the
limb to the body of the animal, but merely the principle of
arrangement of the joints.
The claw E is shewn in ita extreme outward positioa
with respect to C; in its mean position it would be at right
angles to the paper ; and in the extreme inward position E
and C would come into contact, to allow of which the shape
of the intermediate piece and position of the hinges are
beautifully adapted.

Cu.. B. DmlloJr D.

COIOWNICATION OF MOTION BY
REDUPLICATION.

3151. In the examples of Reduplication contained in the
corresponding division of Class A, the strings and the motiGa
of the follower are all parallel, and the velocity ratio cooslant. If the strings and the paths make angles with e.ch
other, a varying velocity ratio will ensue; as in the following
example. Let the string be 6xed at .4., 157
6g. 157, and passing over a pin B, let it
be attached to a point C; let Bb be the
path of the pin, Cc that of the extremity
of the string, and when C is moved to c,
very near to ita 6rst position, let B be
carried to b; draw perpendiculars 6m, bn, Cp, upon the
two directions of the string in ita new position.
Then since the length of the string is the same in both
positions, we have AB+ BC • ..l.b +be, that is,

.Am+ mB + Bn + nC • .Ab+ bp+ pc,
But ultimately,

..4b- ..l.m, and bp= nC; .·. mB + Bn .. pc,
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or Bb(cosbB.A + cosbBC)- Cc.coscCB;
Bb
coscCB
.·.-;
Cc cos bB.A.. + cos bBC

where the angles are those made by the direction of the
string with the respective paths of the pin B and of the
extremity C. But by the motion of the system these angles
alter, and thus the velocity ratio varies.

If the strings and the path of B become parallel, the
cosines become unity, and BCbc

~,
I

as before (Art. so).

CHAPTER IX.
ELEMENTARY COMBINATIONS.
CLASS

c.

DIRECTIONAL RELATION CH.ANCiHNG.

313. IN the combinations which have occupied our
attention in the preceding Chapters, the directional relation
of the pieces has remained constant; but, as I have already
explained (Art. 21), there exists a numerous class of combinations, in which the directional relation changes periodically, or in other words, that while one piece pursues its
own path with a constant direction of motion, the other
piece periodically changes its direction, travelling back
and forwards through a constant space. From this it follows that the latter piece must necessarily be limited in the
extent of its path by the very nature of the combination,
but it will also appear that in the greater number of combinations this reciprocating piece is the follower.
314. The velocity ratio of the pieces may be constant,
or may vary; but as the driver may be generally supposed
to revolve uniformly, the follower, if the velocity ratio be
constant, will in that case travel with a uniform velocity to
the end of its path, and instantly reversing the direction,
will return with a uniform velocity, and so on. This sudden change, for dynamical reasons, is better avoided ; and
although, as we shall see, it may be effected, yet now that
mechanical principles are better understood, those combinations are always preferred in which the reciprocating body
is brought gradually to rest, and again gradually set in
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motion in the opposite direction, and thus the blows aad
strains occasioned by the sudden change of direction are got
rid of. This is more especially necessary in large and heavy
machinery.
CLAJB C. Jhvmolf A. COMMUNICATION OF MOTION BY
ROLLING CONTACT.

315. When two spur-wheels act together the axes revolve in opposite directions, but when a spur-wheel acts
with an annular wheel the axes revolve in the same direction.
By combining a spur-wheel with an annular wheel the
mangle-wheel, fig. 158, is obtained; in which the directional
relation is periodically changed, by causing the driving
pinion to act alternately upon the spur-teeth and the annular teeth.
1.'he mangle-wheel in its simplest form is a revolving
disk of metal with a center of motion C. Upon the face of
158

the disk is fixed a projecting annulus am, the outer and
inner edge of which are cut into teeth. This annulus is interrupted at f, and the teeth are continued round the edges
of the interrupted portion so as to form a continued series
passing from the outer to the inner edge and back again.
A pinion B whose teeth are of the same pitch as those of
the wheel is fixed to the end of an axis, and this axis is
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mounted so as to allow of a short travelling motion in the
direction BC. This may be effected by supporting this
end of it either in a swing-f'rnme moving upon a center as at
D, or in a sliding piece, according to the nature of the
train with which it. is connected. A short pivot projects
from the center ot' the pinion, and this rests in and is guided
by a groove BSitbhk which is cut in the surface of the disk,
and made concentric to the pitch circles of the inner and
outer rings of teeth, and at a normal distance from them
equal to the pitch radius of the pinion.
Now when the pinion revolves it will, if it be on the outside, as in the figure, act upon the spur-teeth and tum
the wheel in the opposite direction to its own ; but when
the interrupted portion I of the teeth is thus brought to the
pinion, the groove will guide the pinion from the outside to
the inside, and thus bring its teeth into action with the annular teeth. The wheel will now receive motion in the aame
direction as that of the pinion, and this will continue until
the gap I is again brought to the pinion, when the latter
will be carried outwards, and the motion again reversed.
The velocity ratio in either direction will remain constant, but the ratio when the pinion is inside will differ
slightly from the ratio when it is outside, for the pitch radius of the annular teeth is necessarily somewhat leas than
that of the spur-teeth. However, the change of direction is
not instantaneous, for the form of the groove sit, which
connects the inner and outer grooves, is a semicircle, and
when the axis of the pinion reaches 8 the velocity of the
mangle-wheel begins to diminish gradually till it is brought
to rest at f, and is again gradually set in motion from I tot,
when the constant ratio begins ; and this retardation will be
increased by increasing the difference between the inner and
outer pitch circles.
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316. The teeth of a mangle-wheel are, however, most
159
commonly formed by pins projecting from the face of the disk, as in
fig. 159.
In this manner the inner and outer
pitch-circles coincide, and therefore the
velocity ratio is the same within and
without; also the space through which
the pinion moves in shifting from the outside to the inside is reduced.
317. This· space may be still farther diminished by
arranging the teeth as in fig. 16o, that is, by placing the

spur-wheel within the annular wheel; but at the same time
the difFerence of the two ratios is increased.
318. If it be required that the velocity ratio vary,
then the pitch-lines of the mangle-wheel must no longer be

concentric. Thus in fig. 161, the groove kl is directed to the

19
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center of the mangle-wheel, and therefore the pinion will proc.eed in this portion of its path without giving any motioa
to the wheel ; and in the other lines of teeth the pitch radius varies, and therefore the angular velocity ratio wiD

vary•.
The mangle-wheel under all its forms is a very practical
and efFective contrivance. It derives its name from the fint
machine to which it was applied, but has since been •ery
generally employed in manufacturing mechanism.
319. In figs. 158, 160, and 161, the curves of the teeth
are readily obtained by employing the same describing circle
for the whole of them (Art. 1141). But when the form 6g.
159 is adopted, the shape of the teeth requires some ~
sideration.

Every tooth of such a mangle-wheel may be considered
as formed of two ordinary teeth set back to back, the pitchline passing through the middle. The outer half, therefore,
appropriated to the action of the pinion on the. outside of
the wheel, resembles that portion of an ordinary spur-wheel
tooth that lies beyond its pitch-line, and the inner half
which receives the inside action of the pinion resembles the
half of an annular wheel tooth that lies within the pitchcircle. But the consequence of this arrangement is, that in
both positions the action of the driving pinion must be confined to the approach of its teeth to the line or centers, and
consequently these teeth must lie wholly within their pitchline.
To obtain the forms of the teeth therefore take any
convenient describing circle, and employ it to describe the
teeth or the pinion by rolling within its pitch-circle, and to
describe the teeth of the wheel by rolling within and without
• A IIIUIIIe-wheel of.thil kind ia employed In Smith'a aelt-actillr male.
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its pitch-circle, and the pinion will (Art.114} then work truly
with the teeth of the ~heel in both positions. The tooth
at each extremity of the series must be a circular one, whose
center lies on the pitch-line and whose diameter is equal to
half the pitch.
320. If the reciprocating piece move in a right line,
as it very often does, then the mangle-wheel is transformed
into a mtmgle-rack, fig. 162, and its teeth may be simply
162
A

_

'-~~: r~:.~.:)
made cylindrical pins, which those of the mangle-wheel do not
admit of on correct principle. B b is the sliding piect>, and A
the driving pinion, whose axis must have the power of shifting from A to a through a space equal to its own diameter,
to allow of the change from one side of the rack to the other
at each extremity of the motion. The teeth of the man·gle-rack may receive any of the forms which are given to
common rack-teeth, if the arrangement be derived from
either fig. 158 or fig. 160.
321. But the mangle rack admits of an arrangement
by which the shifting motion of the driving pinion, which is
often inconvenient, may be dispensed with.
Bb, fig. 168, is the piece which receives the reciprocating
1~

~

.

•
motion, and which may be either guided between rollers,
as shewn, or in any other usual way ; A the driving pinion,

19-2
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whose axis of motio~ is fixed; the mangle-rack Cc is formed
upon a separate plate, and in this example has the teeth
upon the inside of the projecting ridge which borders it, aod
the guide-groove formed within the ring of teeth, similar
to fig. t6o.
This rack is connected with the piece Bb in such a
manner as to allow of a short transverse motion with respect
to that piece, by which the pinion, when it arrives at eith«
end of the coune, is enabled by shifting the rack to follow
the courae of the guide-groove, and thus to reverae the motioa
by acting upon the opposite row of teeth.
The best mode of connecting the rack and its slidiDg
piece is that represented in the figure, and is the same
which is adopted in the well-known cylinder printing-eogines
of Mr. Cowper. Two guide-rods KC, kc are jointed at oae
end K, k to the reciprocating piece B b, and at the other
end C, c to the shifting-rack; these rods are moreover c:oonected by a rod M m which is jointed to each mid-waJ
between their extremities, so that the angular motion of these
guide-rods round their centers K, k will be the same ; aod
as the angular motion is small, and the rods nearly parallel
to the path of the slide, their extremities C, c, may be supposed to move perpendicularly to that path, and coo.&equently the rack which is jointed to those extremities will
alao move upon B b in a direction perpendicular to ita path,
which is the thing required, and admits of no other motiou
with respect to B b.
The earliest shifting rack of this kind is to be found in
the work of De Caus•, in which the rack is moved from oue
side to the other at each end of ita trip by a pair of camplates, turned by the same pinion which drives the rack.
• De Caua, La RaiJcma d• foreea mounatea, 11116. L. I. proba.
Copied In Bockler'• Theatrum llfacbinarum, IIMII, pi. IN.

XYn.

J:VI.

Ulll
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822. In the works of the early mechanists a variety
of contrivances for reversing motion are to be found, in
which the teeth of a driving wheel or pinion are made to
quit one set of tPeth aud engage themselves abruptly with
another set, and 80 on alternately; the two sets being 80
disposed upon the reciprocating follower as to produce motion re11pectively in the opposite directions in it.
For example, .A. a, fig. 164, is an axis
which revolves continually in the same direction, B b an axis to which is to be communicated a few rotations to right and left
alternately.

164

This axis carries two pinions, B and b,
and the 6rst axis has a crown-wheel at its
extremity, of which the teeth extend only through half it11
circumference, as from m to n.
In the figure the crown-wheel is supposed to revolve in
the direction from n towards m, and its teeth will accordingly act upon those of b, and cause the shaft Bb to revolve.
When the last tooth n has quitted b this rotation will cease,
but at that moment the first tooth m of the series will begin
t<J act upon the lower pinion B, and turn it in the opposite
direction. This contrivance is so manifestly faulty for the
two reasons already discussed, of the shock at each change of
motion, (.Art. 814), and the danger of the first teeth that
come together becoming entangled (Art. 271), that I should
hardly have thought it worth describing, were it not for the
numerous similar forms that present themselves in the early
history of machinery, more especially in the work of Ramelli, in which this principle is exhibited in a great variety
of forms, and applied not only to wheels but al:;o to racks*.
• Vide Ramelli, 1. 11. 111. IV. et puaim. De Caus, l'r. 111. 11nd IV. Bockler,
109, 110, 111, copied from Ramelli. Fl~•sonl, 'fheatrum Inatrumentorum, 1669.
pl. 34.
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328. Fig 165 is an application of the KaDJe piDCiple
to a double rack •, which deserves attention OD IICCOUIIt ol
the provision which is made to diminish the shock, ad
ensUJ'e the fint engagement of each set of teeth.

..J.a is the frame to which the
165
reciprocating motion is to be given, A
B the driving pinion; this is made .--[33]---L<t----_..a.;~
in the form of a lantern, and the
;, .B
teeth confined to about a quarter
of ita circumference.•
These teeth act alternately upon
racks fixed to the opposite sides of the frame, and thus the
frame receives a back and forward motion from the eootinued rotation of the pinion. In the figure the piDioo revolving in the direction of the arrow is &hewn at tlae
moment of quitting the lower rack to begin its action upoo
the upper : the tooth of each rack which receives the lint
action of the pinion is made longer than the others, and
straight sided, and is so arranged that the action of the first
stave upon it shall be oblique, by which the shock is
diminished, while at the same time the stave sliding don
the long side is safely conducted into the fint space, aod
thus the proper action of the teeth and staves secured.
32-t. Ir the driver be a wheel A., fig. 166, and the follower
an arm BC revolving round a center B, -.r·.~'>
»
and having a wheel of an irregular form $ coc::=
3
• at tts
• extremity
.
~yt:;r'
. round a pm
D tummg
166

••

C; its teeth being kept in constant action
·
with those of ...4 by means of guide-plates, groc:w.es, or uy
of the contrivances already described, then the rotation of J
will produce a reciprocating motion in the arm BC, tbe
law of which wiJl vary according to the figure of the wbecl
• From Bockltr, Thcatrum JUachioarum, No. 71.
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D. For the distance of C from J4 continually igcreaaea or
diminishes as .A revolves, and therefore C will oscillate to
and fro in its path.

Cuaa C. Dlvulox D. COMMUNICATION BY LINK-WORK.

325. I have thought it necessary to place Link-work
in this class, immediately after Rolling Contact, because in
some of the combinations by sliding contact I shall have occasion to refer to those which are included under this head.
As the order in which these difFerent divisions is taken
is otherwise arbitrary, no inconvenience can arise from this
change of plan.
The velocity ratio of a pair of arms connected by a link
has been already determined (Art. Si); but it is often more
convenient to investigate their motion by determining the
relative positions of the parts of the system, as follows :
326. Let .A, B (fig. 167), be two centers of motion ;
.A.P, BQ the arms, PQ the link ; 167 ]:1
let .AP = R, BQ =r, .AB .... d,
PQ = l, BA.P • 9, DBQ -= cp.

,,LfJ"' .

Draw Pp perpendicular and Qp parallel to .AB;
then P(f = Pp'+ p Cl,
or l'= (R sin 9 - r sin cp)'+ (d + r co8(p- R cos 8)'

= R 1 + ,.a+ tl'- 2Rd cos9- 2Rr sin 9. sin cp
+ 2t' (d - R COB 8) cos cp.
For convenience assume m= R' + ,.a+ d'- 2 Rd cos 9 -l',
n

= 2Rrsin9,

p =

2T

(d - R cos 9);

.·. n sin cp - m ... p . ros

cp ;
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whenee, squaring and arranging the

.

smcp=

term~,

mn :1. pVp1 - m• + n•
y
;
1
n+

we ha•e
(I)

in which equation m, n, and p, being functions of 8, it appears that for every value of 9, sin cp has two values, or in
other words, every given position AP of one rod has two
possible corresponding positions of the other rod BQ, which
is indeed evident ; for with center B and radius BQ describe
the circle Qq, and take Pq- PQ, then will Bq be also a position of this rod corresponding to ~P.
If R • r, and l• d, we have the system of fig. 109 (Art.
196), and when these suppositions are introduced into the
equation (1), we obtain

. n.

sm .., -=

f=

Jll :1. fll- Rd (cos 9 :1. cos 9) . 9
• Sln
R'+ tl'- 2Rdcos 9

sin 9 when the upper .....................

l-

·1 .

R'- tJI
• sin 9 when the lowerJ
R'+ d-- 2Rd cos9

11gna are
taken.

The first value corresponds to the system when in the
position of a parallelogram, and the second to that in which
the link lies across the line of centers.
If, on the other hand, we makeR= I, and r • d, we ban

m• 2tP- 2Rdcos9cp;

.

mn*mn
1
1
n+m
2mn
=---or
n• + ,.•

whence sm cp =

0;

and in fact it will be seen that if these proportions are gi•en
to the rods, Q will always coincide with ~ in the second position Bq, since A.P = PQ and BQ = B~. Consequently, in
that position A.P will revolve without producing any change
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·in the angular position of BQ, which will coincide with AB
in all positions of .A.P, and therefore sin q> = o.
In the 6rst position, however, we have
sin

q> = R sin8(d -Rcos8).
R~t

rJl- 2Rd cos 8

327. In a system of this kind the continued rotation of
one arm, as .A.P, may produce either a continued rotation
or a reciprocating motion in the other. This is determined by the proportions of the four sides of the figure.
For example, if .A.P and BQ be greater than .AB, the arms
will both revolve, as in Art. 800. But if .A.P be less than
AB, then the rotations of .A.P will cause BQ to reciprocate.
To enable .A.P to complete a revolution it is necessary that
.A.B + BQ > PQ + .A.P, and .AB- BQ > PQ - .A.P;
for if .A.P move towards .AB, the two rods .A.P, PQ must first
come into one straight line at the moment when Q reaches
its greatest distance from A ; but this straight line is impossible, unless
.A.P + PQ < .AB + BQ ;
and similarly, when .A.P has revolved so as to bring Q to its
least distance from .A., the lines AP, PQ will form a
straight line passing through .A., which line will be impossible, unless also
PQ- .A.P < AB- BQ.
The positions which correspond to these two straight
lines are the dead points (Art. 196). But in practice the
reciprocating point Q generally moves in a straight line
directed towards .A., the axis of the revolving piece; or else
is suspended from an arm BQ at right angles to this line
in the mean position, and so long, that the path of Q may
be taken as a right line. This simplifies the examination of
the motion.
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Thus let A, fig. 168, be the ceoter of motioo oL

a revolving driver, P a pin carried by a disk or arm fixed to
the axis, PQ a link jointed at P to the pin, and at Q to a
piece which travels along the line A d. The pin P may
either be carried by an arm, as at P in fig. Ill (p. 187), or
by a disk as at p, or it may be a crank as in fig. 112, for
the remarks in Art. 199 are completely applicable in the
present case. Upon the line Ad of the follower~& path
set off md ·a nd nD each .... PQ, then as the axis ..I. revolves the point Q will travel back and forwards betweeu
d and D, performing one complete excursion or double osciJ.:
lation for every reYolution of A; also Dd = 2AP. Draw Pp
perpendicular to AD, and let mAP 9, ..AP- R, PQ- l,
AQ • 8, then in the triangle ..A.PQ we have AQ • Qp :1. ...l.p,
according as p falls upon one side or other of A ;

=

••• 8 ·-

v'- R' sin'6 ""R

cos 6,

(1)

in which the positive sign is used when mAP is acute, aod
the negative when it is obtuse.
The extent Dd of the motion of the reciprocating
piece is termed the throw of the crank or excentric pin, alao
m and n are the dead. poinU.
Generally the length of the link is so great with respect
to ..A.P, that its inclination may be neglected, and pQ supposed equal to PQ, in which case 8 -= l • R cos 6 ; -or if the
11pace be measured from d in the opposite direction, w~
have 8 = dQ ... mp = R vcrsin 9.
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By Cor. 3, Art. 32, we have

velocity of P : velocity of Q :: cos AQP : sin .APQ;
and 1'f t be link be 1ong, t h'1s

L---

ut:U~mes

vel. of P • -1- ,
vel. of Q sin 8

330. To the difFerent forma under which the arm and
link appears ·in Art. 199, may be added the excentric, fig. 169.
169

D.

Let A be the axis or center of motion, to which is fixed
an excentric circular pully of which B is the center; a hoop
a be is made to embrace this pully so as just to allow the
pully to turn freely within its circle, for which purpose, as
well as to allow the machine to be put together, the hoop is
generally made in two halves capable of being separated at
a and b; a frame a db connects this hoop with the extremity
d of the arm dD, to which it is jointed in the manner of a
link. When A revolves the distance Bd from the center of
the excentric to the extremity of the ann remains constant,
and therefore the motion communicated is precisely the
same as ~at which would be given by an arm .AB, and
a link Bd, But this contrivance allows the axis to be continued straight through the excentric, whereaS when an
arm is employed the axis must be cut short, or else bent
into a crank, as explained in Art. 199. On the other band,
the magnitude of the hoop and excentric is so great with
respect to the radius of motion AB, that this contrivance
is necessarily limited to the production of vibrations of
Hmall extent. Tht' clotted <"irdc radius Ak includes thl•
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space required for the rotation of the excentric, the radius
of which is equal to the sum of the radius of the e:xcentric
and of .AB, and the former must be greater than the latter.
A common crank or pin would occupy a circle of about
half this radius.
331. 1.'he excentric, arm or crank, under the difFerent
forms thus described, is by far the most simple mode ol
converting rotation into reciprocation, and it has the valuable
property of beginning the motion in each direction gently,
and again gradually retarding it, so as to avoid jerks.
Nevertheless the law of variation in the velocities is not
always the best adapted to the requirements of the mechanism; but the reciprocation is produced so simply that it is
often worth while to retain the crank, and correct the law of
velocity by combining other pieces with it in a train. BJ
trains of link-work very complex laws of motion may be
derived from a uniformly revolving driver. This will be
best illustrated by the examples which follow.
332. Ex. 1. If the crank, instead of being fixed to the
uniformly revolving axis, be carried by a second axis, and
these two axes connected by one of the combinations in
Chapter vm. for the production of varying velocity ratio,
the inequality of vel~ity in the reciprocating piece may be
almost entirely got rid of. Thus, let these two axes be
connected by a pair of rolling curve wheels, (Art. 278), let
A 1 be the constant angular velocity of the first axis, .A.1 the
angular velocity of the second axis, upon which is also fixed
the crank, let p be the radius of the crank, and 8 the angle it
makes with the path of the reciprocating piece; then if V he
the linear velocity of this piece, we have Y- p sin 9A1 (by
Art. 829), which is to be constant by hypoth~sis. Let "• and
1'2 be the radii of contact of the rolling curves which connect
the first and second axi~S respectively;
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A1

r1

c-

A,

"•

'"•
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r~

.. - = - = = - - ,

i£ c be the distance of the axes.
Y
c- r 1 •
.·. ~ = - - psm8=k;
..1.11

'"•

a constant by hypothesis ;
whence

cp sin 8

"•-psin 9 + k

is the equation to the rolling curve of the seC"ond axis,
whence that of the first may be found by Arts. 260. or 269.
In practice, however, the figures thus obtained must be
altered so as to correct the sudden change of direction.
Any contrivance however that produces two equal periods of variation in the angnlar velocity in each revolution,
will serve to correct the velocity of the crank-follower
sufficiently for practice. The rolling curves, as just described, are used in some silk-machinery ; but their figure is
not so completely formed upon principle.

If the axis of the crank be connected to the uniformly
revolving axis of the driver by means of a Hooke's joint,
and these axes meet ftt a sufficient angle, the rotation of the
crank will have two maximum and two minimum velocities
in each revolution, which, if carefully opposed to those
produced by the crank, will nearly correct the unequal
motion of the reciprocating piece.

383. Ex. 2. To equaliM~ llae "elocity by link-uuwk.
The velocity o{ the reciprocating piece may be also nearly
equalized by a train of link-work only. Thus let A, fig. 170,
170

JJ

0

·-~

be the axi11 of the crank A a, which by mt>an11 of a link
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a C communicates in the usual way a reciprocating motion to

a point C, which travels in the line Ab between B and b.
A second link Cd connects C with an arm Dd, moving on a
center D, and the motion of C between B and b thus mo"Yes
d between q and r ; so that the rotation of the crank .A a
causes the ann Dd to reciprocate between the positions
Dq and Dr.
In any given position of this system draw perpendiculars
Am, Dn from the centers of motion upon the links; then if
A1 A1 be the angular velocities of A. a, Dd respectively, and
V the velocity of C, we have very nearly
A.1 Am
A. 1 • .Am =- V ... ...4 1 • Dn, (Art. 829); .·. - = - .
A 1 Dn
If A a and Dd both reach the position perpendicular to
the link at the same time, then Am and Dn will reach their
maximum values together, and will decrease and increue
together, so that the ratio Am may he made nearly constant;
Dn
and thus, if .A.a revolve uniformly, the reciprocating piece
Dd will move in each direction with a velocity much more
nearly uniform than that of the piece C.
This latter piece may either slide or may be fixed to
a long arm so as to make Bb an arc of· large radius; or the
intermediate piece C may be even omitted, and atl connected
by a single link •; but this is not so good.

334. Ex. 8. To produc6 a rapidly retarded ~
A., B, D, fig. 171, are centers of motion, A. a an arm revol"Ying round A., bBC an arm revolving round B, and Dd an
arm revolving round D ; these arms are connected by links
ab and Cd, by which the motion of A.a is communicated to
Dd. Let A. a move only through an arc of a circle al, 2, s,
• Bomblower in 1796 applied this latter method to the steam-engine. (Rea•
Cyc. Steam-engine, Pl. V. fig. 7-)
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and let the three points 1, 2, s be at equal angular distances

from- each other, and

80

placed that the line b..4, which is a
171

•

tangent to the small arr described by b, shall bisect the angle
2..48, described by a in its passage from 2 to 8. Now,
sioce the motion given to the arm B b will vary as the
versed sine of the angular distance of' .A a f'rom the line b..4,
the motion which b receives while a moves f'rom 1 to 2 will
be very much greater than that which it receives while a
moves from 2 to s. The corresponding positions of a and
b are numbered with the same figur~s. In fact, practically,
the second motion is 80 small that this combination may
be employed when the arm Bb is required to remain at
rest during the second motion of A a from 2 to 8, as well
as when the arm Bb is required to receive a rapidly retarded
velocity from the uniform velocity of A a•.
But the third arm Dd is 80 placed with respect to BC
that the tangent to the arc described by its extremity d
shall bisect the small angle 2B S described by C in its
passage between the second and third positions ; the motion
therefore which Dd receives during the second motion of
• This c:omblnatiou wu lint employed by Watt ia the mechauiiiD for opeaiDg
the nln1 of the 1team-eugine.
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.A a from 2 to S is very much less than the small motioa
given to Bb This third arm is therefore added wbeu a
more perfect repose is required•.

335. Ex. 4. To multiply OBciUatiotu by link-work.
If a common crank, .Aa, fig 172, be jointed by a link ab
172

3

to an arm moving round a center B, we have seen that
every revolution of the crank will produce one complete
double oscillation t of the arm B b, and therefore of an arm
BC upon the same axis.
Let an arm D2 moving round a center D be joined by a
link to the arm BC in such a relative position to it that the
tangent to the arc described by the extremity of D2 may
bisect the angle descl'ibed by the arm BC. The figures
128 upon the circular path of the crank, upon the a.rc of
motion of the arm BC, and upon that of the arm D'l, shew
the corresponding positions of these pieces. The motion of
BC from B 1 to B S in either direction will produce one complete double oscillation of D2 from the position D~ to D'l
and back again, as shown in the figure; and therefore one
double oscillation of BC, or one revolution of the cnmk
will produce two complete double oscillations of the arm
D2. I! another arm be connected with D'l in the same
manner as the latter is connected with BC, then one revolution of the crank will produce four double oscillations of the
• Thil il employed by Erani ill the double-action harp.
In peudwuma and other vlbratiug bodla ou IIICill4lion lnclucla the motioa
from one end of the path to the other, in either direction. A tlotlbM oaeillUIM,
therefore, la the motion from one end to the other and back again, and thua caatain• all the ph- of the periodic motion.

t
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last arm ; and thus with a train of n axes one revolution of a
crank may produce 2• -• complete double oscillations of an ann.

336. Ex. 5. To produce an alternate intermitting motion by link-work. A, fig. 178, is the center of motion of a
common crank which by means of the link 2, 2, causes an
arm Bb to oscillate between the positions BI and Bs. The
extremity b of this arm is also jointed to two other links
178

0

'

f

I .\

J'·/~.i
.r'
'

"'

J

be a® btl. The link be connects it with an arm Cc whose
center of motion is C, and the tangent to the path of its ex·
tremity passes through B, and bisects the angle 2 B 8; there-fore by Ex. s, when b moves from 1 to 2, Cc will move
from Ccl to
but when b moves from 2 to s, Cc will
remain nearly at rest in the position
On the other hand,
the link bd, which is shewn by a dotted line, is jointed to an
arm Dd, the tangent of whose path passes through B, and
bisects the angle b 1 B2; so that while b passes from 1 to 2,
Dtl remains nearly at rest in the position Dtl~; but when
b panes from 2 to S, Dd receives a motion from DdA to
Ds. The eft'ec:t of this arrangement is, that when the crank
J. revolves, the arms Cc and Dd oscillate with intervals of
rest, the one moving when the other rests, and 1liee oersa :
which may be traced by the corresponding figures, if we fol·
low the motion of the crank at .J. round its circle,~ thus:

c:,

1
{ 2
araDk mov• from 3
2

20

c:.

to 2 Cc riles and Dtl re1ta
to 3 - relta .. . - fal1a
to 2 _ :reets .•. _ riles
to 1 -

fal1a ... -

reeta.
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337. But for shewing the exact nature of the motion
produced in this manner, graphic representations are the
best (Art. 14). Thus in fig. 174, Bb is the vertical &lris
of a curve which represents the motion of the arm B b ; Cc
and Dd the axes of curves which re17+
B
E
C D
present the cotemporaneous motions
of the arms Cc, and Dd respectively. o
~
The circle described by the crank is
divided into twelve equal angles, and 3
- •
the axe& of abscissre are divided into
equal parts corresponding to the_se 6
,
~ ~
twelve positions, and numbered ac- ~
{
cordingly from 0 to 12. The figure 9 r-1-tt----~ t --- ·
.', •
represents one revolution and a half, 111
: \ .
for the better exhibition of the motion; 12
-+ - -}-and supposing the crank to revolve
uniformly, the vertical abscissre of the s ~r-l\----+1----i-~
curves will be proportional to the
time. The ordinates of these curves 6 '--'-•-'+'---l.___
are proportional to the spaces or arcs
6
c
d
•
described by the extremities of the arms respectively. Thus
the ordinates of the curve B b are proportional to the distance
of the extremity b of Bb from the extreme position B61.
These curves are easily obtained by drawing the figure 173
upon a large scale, and setting out upon it the twelve relative
positions of all the·arms of the system, in the same way u
the three principal positions are there shewn. To return to
fig. 174. It appears that the double oscillation of Bb from
0 to 12 is converted in Cc into two double oscillations, ODe
of which extends from 2 to 10, and is large, while the other
from 10 to 2 is so small that it may be considered as a state
of rest. The oscillation of Dd is similar, but the large •ave
of the latter is opposed to the small wave of the former, and
t~ice tlet'&a.
Now if these small waves be required to be re-

!
!

.

I
I :

°

!
!

I ./ :
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du~,

a second arm (as Dd fig. 171) must be attached to
each of the arms Cc, Dd of the present system. The curve
Ee represents the motion of this second arm supposing it to
be attached to Dd, and from this it appears that while the
oscillation of the large wave is rendered more nearly constant
in its velocity, the small wave is obliterated and reduced to
a line coinciding with the axis of the abscis&~e.
338. These examples may serve to shew that very complex motions may be produced by combining link-work in
trains, and· the mechanism thus obtained is so simple and
certain in its action, that it is always desirable, if possible,
to employ it. Curves should always be used as a test for
the motions, because in these intricate combinations formule
would not, even to the best mathematicians, give the same
clear notion of the cotemporary action of the various pieces
of the train that is conveyed in this manner.
339. When a reciprocating and revolving piece are
connected by a single crank and link, the revolving piece
must be the driver, unless it be heavy; for if the reciprocating piece be made the driver, it is evident that at the dead
points (Art. 828) of the system it could communicate no
motion to its follower. But if the revolving piece be heavy,
it will by its inertia be carried across the dead points, and
thus allow the reciprocating piece to continue its action in
the reverse direction. This mode of operation belongs to
Dynamics, and therefore will not be examined in the present
Work. In fact, in Pure Mechanism the only methoda by
which a reciprocating driver can be made to gin continuoua
rotation to a follower, are by .&capemmll, for which see
Sliding Contact in the present Chapter ; and by click• Mttl
ratclaet-UJheel8, which, as they properly belong to Linkwork, I shall proceed to explain.
20-2
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3-iO.

The driver is an arm whose center of motion is A
175

6-,

'"I

A

fig. 175. The follower F is a wheel termed a ratchet....,'-l,
having teeth formed like those of a saw.
The piece BC is freely jointed to the driviog arm at B,
so that it rests by its weight upon the teeth of the wheel.
It the arm be moved in the direction of the arrow into the
position A. be, the extremity C will abut against the radial
sides of the teeth, and push the wheel as if BC were a link
jointed to its circumference at C. But when the arm ia
moved backwards towards A.B, the point C will rise over
the sloping sides of the teeth, and communicate no motion to
the wheel.
If a continuous reciprocation be given to the driver, the
follower will advance a few teeth during every motion of the
driver in the direction of the arrow, and will remain at rest
during its return in the opposite direction.
To ensure' the wheel against an accidental motion in the
reverse direction, an arm DE similar to BC is jointed to a
fixed cent.:r of motion D, and by abutting against the teeth
in a similar way to BC, only allows the wheel to be mond
in the one direction required. A detaining arm of this kind
is termed a deten.t or latch, and the arm BC which communicates motion a click, or r.tcAet, or fHJW; but theee
latter names are frequently used in common for both the
moving and detaining pieces BC and DE.
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341. This is a very useful and practical combination•,
and admits of great variety of arrangement. Thus the arm
.AB may be made to move concentrically to the ratchetwheel. This method, when practicable, is to be preferred,
for the arm, ratchet and wheel then move together as one
piece during the advance of the latter.
Or the crown-wheel form may be
given to the ratchet-wheel, as in 6g.
176, in which case, the click B may
be either jointed to an arm A a, which
moves concentrically to the wheel, or to
an arm cd, which is attached to an
axis Cc at right angles to that of the
wheeJ.
349. The reciprocating arm may also be made to drive
the wheel both during its approach
A
and recess. Thus, let ..4, 6g. 177, be
the cent~r of motion of the arm, D
tliat of the ratchet-wheel, and let the 177
arm have two clicks ab, ac, jointed to
its extremity a, and engaged with the
oppolite sides of the wheel.

..

. When a is depressed the click b will push the teeth,
but the click c will slide over them. On the other hand,
when a is raised, the click c will act upon the teeth, but b
will now slip over them, so that whether ea rise or fall the
wheel is made to move in the direction of the arrow.
343. A similar contrivance is shewn in 6g. 178, where
A is the center of motion of the arm, and clicks ab, de are
jointed at equal distances on each side of .A. When a riaes,
• It lint appears in Ramelli, fig. 136.
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the click ab slips over the teeth, and
de pushes them ; but when a falls, the
click ab pushes the teeth and de slips 178
over them. These two latter arrangements are called the levers of Lagarousse,
from the name of their inventor•.
34t4. Levers either of this latter kind with two clicks,
or with a single click accompanied by a detent, are alao
employed to move racks.
340. Instead of jointing the clicks and detents to their
levers or centers of motion, they are sometimes made in the
form of a slender spring. Thus if ab instead of hanging
loose from a, or being pressed by a spring into contact
with the teeth, be itself a slender spring fixed to the lever
at a, it will act precisely in the same manner as it does in
the figure, merely giving way from its elasticity when it is
required to slip over the teeth, instead of turning upon the
joint for that purpose.
346. The shape of the extremity either of the deteat
or click, as well as of the teeth.
179
against which they act, may be determined as follows :
If we examine the action of the
detent and wheel, it appears that the
two conditions which determine the form are these. If
the wheel be urged in one direction, the action of its teeth
shall have no e:ffect in raising the detent, but shall rather
tend to keep it in its place. If the wheel be urged in the
opposite direction, the contrary shall happen.

Now the tooth and detent act upon each other by
sliding oontact. Let ..4, fig. 179, be the center of motion of
• Machines App. 1702.
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the wheel, B of its detent, and let pq be the normal of contact between the tooth and the end of the detent, and let
.Ap, Bq be perpendiculars upon this normal from the centers
of motion. Then if the wheel be urged in the direction from
p to q, this normal is the line of action upon the detent,
(Art. ss,) which therefore tends to turn the detent round B
in the direction pq, that is, to press it more closely into
contact with the teeth.
If, on the contrary, the center of the detent were at B',
on the other side of the normal, the action of the teeth
would be to turn it in the direction p q round B', that is, to
raise it out of the teeth. To make the detent hold, therefore, its acting extremity and the teeth must be of such
figures that the normal of contact shall pass between its
center and that of the wheel. If the wheel be urged in the
opposite direction, then it can be she'Wll in like manner, that
to enable the wheel to lift the detent, the normal of contact
in this new direction 't'B must also pass between the two
centers of motion.

If however the hook form be given to the detent, as at
ke, fig. 175, then the normals of contact in both directions
must pass on the same side of the two centers of motion as e l.
347. By attending to this principle, which applies
equally to the detents and the clicks, we may make them
and the teeth of difFerent forms, as in fig. 180, where B is a

~
detent adapted to act with a pin-wheel, and A. with a
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common spur-wheel: the dotted lines shew the normals
of contact.
A pin projecting from the face of a bar which lies
behind the wheel makes an excellent detent.
When the detent requires to be released by hand from
the teeth, it may be provided with a tail, as at m, fig. 175,
the usual form of a detent when it is urged by a spring
against the wheel, as in clock and watch-work.
348. But a detent is sometimes required to act in a
difFerent manner, that is, to bold the teeth of a wheel in a
sort of stable equilibrium, so that they admit of being
disturbed either to the right or left of the position of
rest, but will still return to it if left to the action of the
detent. This is efFected by forming the detent as at C fig.
180, so that its norm,Us of contact shall pass on the opposite
sides of its center of motion, and at the same time providing
the dett'nt with a spring or a weight by which it is presaed
against the teeth. This pressure will always bold the teeth
in such a position that both sides of the detent shall be in
contact, but at the same time the teeth of the wheel,
whether urged to the right or left, will raise the detent, and
pass under it, which is shewn by the direction of the
normals.

If the end of the detent carry a roller, and act upon a
pin-wheel as at· D, the same effect will be produced. It ia
evident that the detention of the wheel in these latter
arrangements is entirely effected by the pressure of the
spring or weight by which the detent is kept in contact
with the teeth, and not by the form of the detent, as in the
first examples at .A. and B fig. 180, or in fig 175.
349. In fig. 175 the oscillating arm moves the wheel
through an arc equal to its own motion. If the ann be
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required to move through an indefinite arc, and yet to move
the wheel a constant quantity in each r::... ~c 181
of its oscillations, the click must be ~»~
arranged as in fig. 181. A.D is the B' ·
~
~
arm, the extremity of which moves in
I
the arc b c ; the click is mounted on a center D at the end of
the arm, and urged by a spring f against a pin or atop e.
The ratchet-wheel G has a detent F, which must also have
a spring or weight to keep it in contact. When the arm
moves from b towards c, the click encounters a tooth of the
wheel, and having thus carried the wheel through the space
of one or more teeth, leaves it and passes onwards towards
c. The pressure against the end of the click tends to tun1
it round its center D, 'but the stop e prevents this action; on
the contrary, when the arm returns from c towards b, the
click D again strikes against a tooth of the wheel, but the
preaaure now being in the opposite direction, the click gives
way by turning round its center D, and the wheel is held
fast by its detent F; when the click has passed the wheel
the spring f restores it to its first position.

b-y

Thus whatever be the extent of the motion of the arm
from b to o and back, the wheel will receive only a constant
motion.
300. In all click-work the slipping of the clicks and
detente over the teeth occasions a disagreeable noise or
clicking, whence the former probably derive their name.
This moreover tends to wear out the teeth.
To avoid this inconvenience 8ileftt click• Of' 'ratclaets are
employed, which are arranged in various ways, one of the
simplest of which is shewn in fig. 182. D is the ratchet-wheel
whose teeth in this method may be made with sides nearly
radial, B is the ratchet-arm concentric with the wheel, and
car~ying the ratchet gla jointed to it at g, AC an arm also
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(;ODCentric with the wheel, and moving very freely UpoD the

c:enter .A.. This arm is joined by a link ef to the ratchet,
and lies between two pins which project from the face of the
ratchet-arm.
The action of the (;Ontrivance is as follows. If the
arm .A.C be moved upwards towards ..4c, it will at the beginning of its motion raise th!! ratchet gA out of the teeth of the
wheel by means of the link ; proceeding still farther it will
then encounter the upper pin of the ratchet-arm, and will
therefore carry this latter arm with it, the two arms and.
ratchet now moving as one piece in the direction from f towardsg, but without disturbing the wheel, becau~e the ratchet
is disengaged from its teeth, as shewn by the dotted lines.
On the other hand, when the arm .A.C is moved in the
opposite direction, that is from c towards C, it first paues
through the small space cC without moving the ratchetarm B, and thus by the link ef depresses the ratchet and
engages it with the teeth, the arm .J.C then strikes the lower
pin of the ratchet-arm, and the two arms, ratchet and wheel
now move as if in one piece, so long as the motion of .I.C
continues in this direction.
The action of this combination is perfectly silent; the
arm .J.C is moved back and forwards juSt as the ratchet• CUcbofthia kind are employed under difFerent forma by Mr. Rober1a illhi1
aelf.actlng mule, Dlld by Mr. Donkfn. Vide also White'• Century or IDftlltilllll,
pi. 11, fig. 18.
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ann of fig. 176, but at every change of direction it begins by
either engaging or disengaging the ratchet from the teeth,
and thus prevents the disagreeable and mischievous noise of
the common arrangement.
351. An intermittent motion may be produced from
link-work, by making a slit in either end of the link. Let
B, fig. 188, be the center of motion of a crank, which by

means of a link gives oscillation to a swinging arm ..I m;
at the end of the link is a slit mn, which nearly fits a pin
m projecting from the end of the arm ..lm. This arm may
either move with friction upon the center ..I eo that it will
nmain where it is left, or it may be urged by a spring or
weight in a constant direction, as for example, towards the
crank-axis, so as to press it against a stop k it left to iUelf'.
In the first case, if it remains where it is lef't, then when the
link moves from left to right, the left end m of the slit will
push the pin and arm from m towards p; but when the
link changes its direction, the arm will receive no motion
until the other end n of the slit has reached the pin ; the
ann will then be carried from right to left together with
the link, and at the next change of direction will again
rest until the end m of the slit has reached the pin.
The motion of the arm will thus be intermitted at each
end of its course for a time which will be greater or leu
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according to the length of the slit. Thus as 1 and S are
the points where the changes of direction of the link occur,
let 2 and 4 be the points at which the ends of the slit come
into action, then the arm ~m will remain at rest while the
crank moves from 1 to 2, and from s to 4, and will move
during the intermediate motion, thus:
crank

fro
moves

1
{ 2
m 3
4

to 2 ... ann reeta at p
to 3 . . . - moves Uom. p to-,..
to 4 .. - reeta at m
to 1 .•. - moves from m to p.

But in the second case, if the arm be preued by a force
towards the center of the crank, the slit will not come into
operation unless a stop k be provided, then the pin m will
be always in contact with the extremity m of the slit in
both directions of its motion ; · but when the arm ~ •
reaches the stop the link will proceed without it by means
of the slit to the end of its course, and will take it up on ita
return. Take 8 5 equal to S 4 upon the circular path of
the crank, then the motion will be as follows,
1 to IS ••• ann moves from p to "'

crank moves from { IS to 4 . . . 4 to 1 ... -

CUll C.

reeta
movesfmm.mtop.

Dmmo11 B. COMMUNICATION OF MOTION BY
SLIDING CONTACT.

369. By means of a properly formed revolving camplate a reciprocating motion may be given to a follower
which will vary periodically according to any required
law.
Thus let ~' fig. 184, be the center of motion of a
cam-plate nmqp, BD the follower, which in this case is an
arm turning on a center B, and furnished with a frictionroller D which rests upon the edge of the cam. But the
follower may also be a sliding bar, as in fig. 71 (p. 153);
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Let Am be the least radius of the cam, and Ap the greatest, and 1¥ the radii gradually in184
crease along the edge mnp, and decrease along the edge pqm. Then JJ
if the cam revolve continually in the
direction of the arrow, the roller D
will be by the action of the edge
pushed away from the center ..4,
during the passage of mnp under it, and will return to the
center during the passage of pqm; it being supposed to be
kept in contact with the edge by weight or by a spring.
In this manner a series of periodic oscillations are communicated to the bar BD, and the velocity ratio of this bar
to that of the cam can be ·adjuAted at pleasure to any required law, by shaping the edge of the plate accordingly
(Art. 88).
This may be set out by points in the method of which
an example has already been given in Art. 296. If the bar
be required to remain at rest during a given angular portion
of the revolution of the cam, the edge will be an arc of a
circle through that angle. If the follower be a straight bar,
as in fig. 71, and this bar be required to perform its motion
in both directions with a constant angular velocity ratio to
that of the cam, then must a cam-plate be formed of two of
the curves given in Art. 161, each occupying half the circumferen~, and set back to back, so as to produce a heartshaped figure.
353. If the cam-plate be required to communicate more
than one double oscillation in each revolution, its edge must
be formed into a corresponding number of waves, as ..4,
fig. 185; and if the follower is to be raised gently and let fall
by its own weight, the waves must terminate abruptly, as in
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B. If the followeris to receive a series of lifts with iBte:w waJs
185

0~~
A.

R

f'

D

of rest, the cam becomes a set of teeth projecting from thr
circumference of a wheel, as in D. When the cam is employed to lift a vertical bar or stamper, these separate teeth
are often termed wipers or tappets.
354. The axis of the follower, if it be a revolving bar,
as in fig. 1841, is not necessarily parallel to that of th~ cam;
but may be set at any angle to it, if the bar revolve ooly
through a small angle, whose tangent in the mean position
is in the plane of rotation of the cam.
355. The simplest form of a cam is that of an excentric circle, as at C, fig. 185, Let a be the excentric
center of motion, b the center of th~ cam, ac the directioo
of motion of the follower, which is a roller whose center is c.
Then be is plainly constant, and the motion given to the
follower the same as if a link be and crank ab were employed (Art. 828).
356. If the weight or spring be inconvenient, the cam
may be made to press the follower in both directions by means
of a double curve. This cannot be made in the form of a
slit, as in fig. 71, p. 158, because the motion is now to
take place indefinitely in the same direction; but a groove in
the face of a plate may be employed, as at ..4, fig. 186.
357. If the cam revolve always in the same direetioa,
the outside curve is only required during that portion oft~
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motion in which the follower approaches the cam, and it

may be suppliep by a bar attached to the cam by a few
bridge pieces at the back, as at B, fig. 186.
358. ()r motion may be communicated in the two directions by a double. cam, as at C, fig. 186, in which the
piece tpat receives the reciprocating motion has two arms,
the Jt>ller oC one of which rests on one cam, and that of the
other upon another cam which lies behind the first on the
same axis, and the figure of which corresponds to that of the
fint in such a way that the arc mn between the points
of contact is constant and equal to the distance between
the rollers. Thus when the edge of one cam ia retiring
from its roller, that oC the other is alwaya advancing, and.
"ice "eraa.
369. In fig. 187, Ee is a revolving axis, Gg a bar
capable of sliding in the direction of ita own length, and
having a friction roller at g; a Bat
187
circular plate F is fixed to the ex- 6
tremity of the axis, but not perpen_.
dicular to it; the bar Gg may be
'
pressed into contact with the plate by
a apring or weight. Now if t~e plate
F were perpendicular to the axia, the
rotation oC the latter would communicate no motion to the bar, but the effect of the inclination ia
to communicate a recipl'OCAting motion to the bar in the dj.
rection of its length, the quantity of which varies with the
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inclination of the plate to the axis; and if the plate be so
attached to the axis as to admit of an adjustment or tbis
inclination, a ready mode is obtained of adjusting the length
of the excursion of the bar. This plate is termed a ftt1aaiplate; the law of its motion may be thus found.
Let .A a be the vertical axis of the swash-plate Bb., B its
lowest point, and therefore B a .A the angle of its inclination
to the axis.
Let cD be the sliding bar, BCk the plane of rotation
of the point B.
'l.'he motion therefore of BM from MC through the mgle BMC has moved the extremity c of the bar through the
.space cC. Draw CN .and Nn perpendicular to BM, tbea
will N n be equal and parallel to Cc ;
BN

.·. Cc... tan B a .A,
also BN • BM. venin BMC;

. . Cc •

BM. versin BMC
.
B .A
• a.M venm BMC;
tan

a

110 that the motion of the bar is the same as that produced by
a crank with an infinite link and a radius • aM(Art. 82R).

860. If the path of the follower bar of a cam-plate be
not parallel to the plane of rotation of the plate, then, u in
Arts. 165, 166, a cone, a hyperboloid, or a cylinder, may be
employed exactly in the manner there described ; but u
the velocity ratio of cam and bar is no longer constant., we
are no longer confined to the curves there given. lnste.d
of a groove a projecting rib acting between two rollers may
be employed, either in these combinations, or in th01e ol
the Articles already referred to.
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If the motion of the bar from one end to the

other of its path be required to ~188. L
occupy more than a single revotiJ
0
lution of the cam-axis, the double
BCrew of fig. 188 may be employ:Fl.tl k t
ed*. This arrangement has a cylinder and sliding bar
exactly corresponding to fig. 76, p. 157, but that on the
circumference of the cylinder is traced two complete screws,
one a right-hand screw beginning at a, and extending from
a by mbcdf to 8; the other a left-hand screw which begins
as a continuation of the right-hand screw at g, and extends
from g by ohkl to a, where it also joins the other screw ;
so that the two screws form one continuous path, winding
round the cylinder from one end to the other and back
again continuously. When the cylinder revolves, the piece
e which lies in this groove and is attache<\ to the sliding
bar, will be carried back and forwards, and each oscillation
will correspond to as many revolutions of the cylinder as
there are convolutions in the screw.
As the screw-grooves necessarily cross each other twice in
each revolution, the piece e must be made long, so as to
occupy a oonsiderable length of the groove, as shewn sideways at E; thus it will be impossible for it to quit one screw
for the other at the crossing places. Also, as the inclination
of the screws to the bar are in opposite directions, it is
necesl&l'y to attach the piece e to tbe bar by a pivot, as
shewn in the figure, 10 as to allOw it to turn through a small
arc as the inclination changes. It the bar be required to
mon more rapidly in one direction than the other, the one
screw may be of greater pitch than the other, and similarly,
by varying the inclination of the screw at dHFerent point.,
a varying velocity ratio may be obtained.
• Lull and Betancourt, Analytical E•y on Machine., by whom lt la attributeclto M. Zureda.
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362. In the endless acrew, fig. 142, p. 26.5, if the hlc:tioation of the threads be made to vary from right to left ia
each revolution, the wheel, when the aerew reYolves lllliformly, will revolve with continual change ot diJ-edillll,
advancing by long steps, and retreating by short stepe alt«nately.
363. If a single series of changes in velocity and direc-tion be required, and which are too numerous to be i.oeluded
within a single rotation of a cam-plate; then the ~
or IOUd-cGm, fig 189, may be employed. A. a is the axis of
189

the cam, on one extremity a of which a common screw is cut,
which works in a nut in the frame of tbe machine, 80 that
as the axis revolves it also travela eocllong. B ia the 80iid
cam. Dd the roller of the follower whote path is •cl, aud
whicll ia kept in contact with the cam by a weight or apriar
as usual. As the axis revolvea the follower D will recein
from it a motion in ita path, the velocity md directioo at
which will be governed by the figure of the cam, as in Art.
SJii. But by meaua of the screw at a tbe cam will be gradually carried endlong, • that at the completion ol ..ta
:revolution the aame point of the cam will be ao lonaer pre~ented to the follower, u in fig. 18t, in which the 1811\e cycle
of chaogea ia repeated in each revolution. On the coatrary, the path traced by D upon tbe IWf.ee of B will be
a apiral or IICl'eW of tbe same pitch u that at e, aad by properly abaping the cam, we can thua pronde a aeriea ol
changes that will extend through as many revolutions of the
Qm u the length of the cam contains the pitch of the acrew a.
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C is an end-view of the cam. In the iigure the transverse sections of the cam are represented as being every
where circles of the same excentricity, hut of continually increasing diameter. The eft'ect of this would he to communieate to Dd a reciprocating motion in its path, of which
the trip in one direction would be shorter than that in the
opposite direction.

864. In the previous examples the pin or :roller has
been given to the follower, and the curve to the driver, but
either the contrary arrangement may be made, or curves
may be given to both pieces,· and the pin diapensed with.
In 6g. J go, A is ap arrangement by which an excentric re-

volving pin c, working in the slit of an arm whose center
This is
the same combination as that of Art. 290, but that in this
case the pin c, by revolving always on the same side of the
center b, produces reciprocation, while in fig. 1411 the pin
having the center b within its path produce~ a rotation in
the follower.

of motion is b, gives it a reciprocating motion.

The same formula will therefore apply in the two cases,
making R leu than E for reciprocation, and greater than E
!or rotation.

In B, 6g. 190, it ie ehewn bow by givi01 a curved outliae to the Bidet of the llit a diJFerent velocity ratio may be obtained. In C the alit ie attached transversely to a bar whicla
alidea in the direction of ita length; and in this cue it is
21-2
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euy to lee that the law of motion ia the same .. m • craal
with an in6nite link.

Again, by increasing the diameter of the piu of C, .-.
obtain an esceotric, as at D, where a ia the ceuter' of motioa.
b the center of the exceotrit". The alit now appears in the
form of two parallel ban ef, gA, attached at right ~
to the sliding bar; but the combination is exactly eqoi~
to that of C, ab being the radial distance of the pin tn.a
the centre of motion.

365. Any eune however may be snbatituted for thi.
ex:ceotric circle if it poaaeaa this propet ty, that every ~
of parallel and opposite tangents are at a CODitaDt ctit.tence
equal to the diataoce of the bars ef, gla. Por thus liar
bars will touch the cam in all positions.
For example, 6g. I~ has such a cune, and ia adapted

for the production of intermittiog motioo.
1~

B

A is the center of motion of the cam, the form of which
is a kind of equilateral triangle Anm, whoee sides are arcs
of circles each described from the opposite angle, the center
of motion being one a~gle. The follower is a bar B b, md
the cam acta upon two straight edges pq, .,.,, fixed at right
angles to the bar, and at a distance from each other equal to
the radius of the arcs of which the· cam consists; con._
quently the bars will be in contact with an angle and a sid..-
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of the cam in every position, and the· eft'ect of its figJll'e upon
the motion is as follows. Let the circle described by its circumference be divided into six equal parts, as in the figure.
Then following the point m round the circle in the direction
of the numbers, it appears that from 1 to 2 no motion is given
to the bar; from 2 to 8 the point n is in contact with .,,, and
the motion of the bar through that angle will therefore be the
same as that by the pin and slit C, fig. 190, (n replacing the
pin,) so that the bar begins to move gently and accelerates;
when however m reaches 8 this action of n terminates abruptly,
and m begins a similar action upon pq, by which the motion
of the bar is now retarded, and gradually brought to rest
when m reaches 41; from 41 to 5 the bar is entirely at rest,
from 5 to 6 gradually accelerated, and from 6 to 1 gradually retarded. The motion of the bar is therefore nearly
the same as that of the pin and slit of C, fig. 190, but with
intervals of complete rest•.
ON ESCAPEMENTS.

866. We have now arrived at a class of combinations
in which a revolving piece produces the reciprocation of its
follower by acting alternately on two dYfe1"ent pieces. attached to it, instead of upon a ringle pin, roller or other
piece, as in the combinations we have just been considering.
In fig. 191, abc is a revolving piece or driver which has three
191

equal wipen or tappeta, and the'follower is a sliding bar or
frame provided with two teeth or pallet• A and B on opposite aides of the center ofmotion of the driverf. The latter
• Thi1 cam wu employed byl'ern.on and Murray to give motion to the nlva
er their •team-engine.
t Thl1 contrivance l1 taken from De la Hire, Trait!!' de All!'canique, Prop. 114.
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revolna ia the direction of the arrow, and ita~ • is
ahewn in the act of urging the follower to the right by ~
ing against the side of the tooth .4. ReYoiYing a little f•ther in the same direction, G will, by ita circular mutioa,
ucape from ..4., ad at the same instant b will eocounter B,
and will urge it in the opposite direction, until b ia like
manner escapes from it, when c will act upon ..4. Iu tlm
way the rotation of Gbc win produce the recipoeadoa ol the
frame.

86'[. Butthe frame may aleo be made the driver; for if
it be moved to the left, ..4 will push a, and make the wheel
revolve in the contrary direction to the arrow, and c will
pass B. When this has happened, let the frame be mo•ed
back again ; then, af'ter monng a short space, B will meet ~
and move the wheel still farther round, until6 has paaed .A,
when the retum of the frame will enable A to push &. Thus
the reciprocation of the frame will cause the wheel to
revolve in the opposite direction to that in which itaelf'
would produce the reciprocation of the frame. But wbeu
the frame is the driver, there wm always be a short motion
at the beginning of each oscillation, during which no motion
will be given to the wheel.
368. Fig. 192 is another method by which a revolving
wheel A gives a reciprocating motion i
1r. 192
to a sliding bar bk•.
'
The wheel has six pins projecting
from its face. The pin 1 is shewn in
the act of driving the bar to the right
by acting upon the tooth at Jr. The pin 8 alao IDO\'es a beUcraDk lever, the upper arm J of which travels in the coat.ruy
direction to the bar. At the momeut the fint pin 1 eacapes
from the side of k by its circular motion, the pin b will have
• From Thiout,

Trait~

d' Horlogerie, t. I. p. 86.
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reached tbe arm f, and thia ~ by acting upon b, puah
the bar in the reverse direction. Again, when the pin 8
escapes from the arm of the belkraDk, the pin 2 will begin
to act upon k, exactly 88 the pill 1 bad pre-viously dolle,
while the pin 4 will in like manner :replace the pin 8, and
raise the bell-crank. This action will go on continually,
producing a short, altenrate, but nry abrupt aocl jerkiog,
motion in the bu.

369. In theee two CGBtrivances the teeth of the wheel
are made to act upon two diatiuct pieces attached to the reciproc8ting piece, and 10 arranged that 88 one tooth ucapu
fl'OID the reciprocating piece, the other shall begin ita action,
wheDCe this group of combinations receives the term of
~·· Etc:apemeota are !DOlt largely employed iD
clock and watch-work (Art. 282), to communicate the actioa
of the moving power to the pendulum or balance; but wheo
so employed they receive many delicate arrangements, which
have for their object the distribution of the power in such a
manner as will the least interfere with the due action of the
pendulum. Such arrangements being governed by dynamical principles, are excluded from our present plan. Escapementa are however employed in Pure Mechanism to convert
rotation into reciprocation, 88 for example, in the bell of an
alarum-clock. In the two forms already given the reciprocation is communicated to a sliding bar ; in those which
follow it ia giv.a to aD axis, which may be either perpendicular or parallel to the revolving wheel.

3'/0.

When the axes are at right angles the crotrm;wheel aoapement, fig. 198, is oommonly employed.
~

is the revolring axis. to the fttremity eC whicb ia
a crowa-wheel with larp saw..tbaped teeth; Cc the
vibrating axis or
This carries the two pieces or

fi:~ted

""'P·
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polkt& b and a, which are set in planes making an ~

with each other to allow of the escaping
198
action. When the wheel revolves in the
direction of the arrow, one of its teeth
pressing against the pallet a will turn
the verge in the aame direction, until, by
the circular motion of a, ita extremity
is lifted so high that the crown-wheel tooth puaes uDder
it, or, in other words, this tooth escapes from the pallet.
By the same motion of the verge the pallet b is brought
into a vertical plane, and the tooth c now presaes it in the
contrary direction, and turns the verge back again until
c escapes from under b, when a. new tooth begins to ad
upon a, and so on. Thus the rotation of the crown-wheel
produces the vibration of the verge, the crown-wheel being
the driver.
371. The ancluw-eacapement, fig. 194-, is adapted to
parallel axes.

Jj

·-··--0,

The revolving wheel has pins 1, 2, s, ••• and tUI'IUI m
the direction of the arrow. The vibrating axis B baa a
two-armed piece carrying the pallets at ita extremities, aad
resembling somewhat the form of an anchor; whence •
name of the combination. The pin 1 is shewn in the act
of pressing against the pallet surface ab. Now as the 1101'mal of the point of contact passes on the same side of the t"o
axes A and B, the ,pin, which acts upon the pallet by tdiding
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contact, will tend to turn the pallet in the same direction as
the wheel (Arts. ss, 846). aB will therefore revolve upwards, and the pin will slide towards b, and there escape from
the pallet. At thi11 instant the pin S will reach the second
pallet-surface c d, of which the normal pa88es between the
two axes ; the action of this pin will therefore turn the axis
B in the reverae direction ; the second pallet-arm B d will
rise, and the pin 8 escape from the pallet at d, when a new
pin will act upon ab as before ; and thus the vibration be
maintained.
872. This escapement has received a great variety of
forma. The teeth of the wheel are more commonly long
and slender-pointed spur-teeth, of which many examples
may be found in the treatises of Horology.
A very simple arrangement is abewn at the lower part of
fig. 19" in which D is the verge, pn, nm the pallets; these
are fixed against the face of an arm which lies parallel to the
plane of the wheel, and so far from it as to clear the tops of
the pins. The pin 6 is shewn in the act of pressing the
pallet mn, and therefore of depressing the arm ; wheu this
pin reaches n it escapes from mn, and begins to act upon
pn, by which it raises the arm and escapes at the lower end
of the second pallet, when 5 begins to touch and depress
the first pallet mn, and so on.

878. In all these escapements the verge may be made
the driver, and thus a reciprocating motion be made to produce a rotation (Art. 889)· The wheel will always revolve
the contrary way to that in which it turns when itself drives
(Art. s67).
Thus in fig. 1!)4, let the arm Babe depreaeed, the pallet
ab will then drive the pin I backwards; (that is, contrary
to the arrow,) until pin 4- has passed under the point of d.
If the arm Bd be now depressed de will act upon pin 4,
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ud continue the J.ckward rotation until 2 has puaed Wllli.
the point b. B a being again depresaed will repeat tbr
former action upon 2, and so on. But the rotation of the
wheel will be neceasarily intermittent, for at each chaase
of direction in the pallet-erm the pallet must pus thnJusla
a abort ap.:e before it begins to touch the pin, above
which it must baTe been pnmoully railed to allow tbe ame
pin to pus under it. This will al10 be true of the ao-wheel eeeapemeat.

:J74. In 6g. 195 the axes are parallel, but the actioa
is more direct than in the common anchor-

,.~.-,a
;:

escapement.
As in the former contrivance, either the 1; •
wheel or the pallets may drive. I will
describe it under the latter action •.
C

F )

)

C is t.he axia of the pallets G and F.
If the pallet-arm be moved to the left, F will enCOWiter
a, and at ~he same moment G will have paued beyond 6,
therefore F continuing its motion will turn the wheel in
the direction of the arrow, so that when G returns it will
enter the next space cb, and striking the tooth b will thus
continue the rotation of the wheel, and so on.
Cu. C. DJvmmr C. COMMUNICATION OF MOTION BY
WRAPPING CONNECTOR!.

3'[6. Let ~. fig. 196, be the center of the rnolvi111
driver which is a pully, as in 6g. 146, wboae edge is shaped
into a cu"e, and groov~ for the reception of a wrappios
band; 6 an axis fitted to the reciprocating piece ; the path
this axis may be a straight lioe .J. 6, or it may be carried by
aa arm Bb whosecenter of motion is B. A commoa c:ireular

«

• This contrinnc:e, by 1\leynler, ia to be found in the Machines Approuvhs,

1724.
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pully being fitted to this axis b receives the other end of the
wrapping band, and this being kept
196
tight by a weight or apring appHed
to b, it is evidal& that wbea the
curve-pully revolves the distance of
b from .A will change periodically,
or, in other words, it will move back
and forwards in ita path with a velocity the ratio of which to that of .A will be governed by the
figure of the pully.
For example, if the pully he an acentric circle who.
ceoter is m, fJib will be conltallt, and the motion the ~ame
aa that pftdueed by a crank with radius .J.,. and link 6m.

·It the pully have straight parallel aides and be terminated by aemicirclea whOBe centen are e and f, and radii the
same as that of the small pully d ; and it C the center of
motion of the large pully be midway between e and f, then
C tl wiD. be the the radius of the ellipse wh0t1e foci are e and f,
and center the ceoter of motion of the pully ; 10 that the
motion of tl will be determined by the equation of this ellipae
round ita center.

CHAPTER X.
ON MECHANICAL NOTATION.

3'16.

l:N complex machines of which the ~ moYe
according to difFerent laws, and with continually varyiD«
relations of velocity and direction, it becomes es.ceedintJI1
difBcult to retain in the mind all the cotemporaneows moumeuta; and a notation is in such caaea of almoat indispeasahle
service. I have already shewn how in this manner the
trains of machines that move with a constant nlocity ntio
and directional relation may be conveniently repraeuted;
and shall now proceed to explain how the more complicaled
connexions and motions of the last two Chapten may be
reduced to notation. The only writer who has endeavoured
to form a system for this purpose is Mr. Babhage. HU
method is not a mere hypothetical device framed to mtet aa
imaginary difficulty; but actually arose from the necessity ol
the case, during the construction and arrangement of one ol
the most involved and complicated engines that was everdevised; and having been thus applied to practice, has beea
found to answer its purpose perfectly. Some parts of this
notation belong to mechanical combinations of which we
have not yet spoken ; I shall therefore, in this place, gin
an account of the system only so far as it applies to tbe
contrivances hitherto explained •.

3'11·

Every one who has been engaged in the ccmatruc:• lion and invention of complex machinery, or who attempt&
• Vide "A method of espreaing by aigna the action of mad!inay," 111

C. Babbafre, Eaq., Phil. Tr. 11116, from which paper the followiag accouat el!M

method la derived.
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to examine the various motions of an existing machine
which is presented to him for the first time, must have
experienced great inconvenience from t}le difficulty of ascertaining from drawings the state of motion or rest of any
individual part at any given instant of time; and if it
becomes necessary to enquire into the state of several parts
at the same moment, the labour is much increased.

In the description of machinery by means of drawings,
it is generally only possible to represent an engine in one
particular state of ita action. IC indeed it is very simple in
its operation, a succession of drawings may be made of it in
each 1tate of ita progreu, which will represent ita whole
course ; but this rarely happens, and is attended with the
inconvenience and expense of numerous drawings.
The difficulty of retaining in the mind all the cotemporaneous and successive movements of a complicated
machine, and the still greater difficulty of properly timing
movements which had already been provided for, led at
length to the investigation of a method by which at a
glance the eye might select any particular part, and find at
any given time its state of motion or rest, its relation to the
motion of any other part of the machine, and, if necessary,
trace back the sources of its movement through all its
successive stages~ to the original moving power. The forms
of ordinary language being far too difFuse to be employed
in this case, and experience having shewn the vast power
which analysis derives from the great condensation of
meaning in its notation, the language of signs was resorted
to for the present purpose.

378. To make the system more easily intelligible, it
will be better to apply it as we go on to some machine~
The example taken for this purpose in the original paper
ia a complete eight-day clock with going and striking parts;

JUCCBAlfiCAL WOTATIOJr.

but this machiae is 10 complex as to require a large ID
plate for ita notation, as well as other plates to explaia ib
oonstructiCJD. I ~ therefore take a simpler mKhine, •
common eaw-mill. Although this machiae is 110 eaily ..
dentood as not to ftCJ.uire the auiatauee of a DOtatioa, it wiD
aawer the purpo18 of ~emplifying the method as well, ad
perhaps better, than a IDON eomplicated ~L
. Pig. Ig'/ is a diagram to explain the coonexioa of puts
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in the saw-mill, but is not drawn with any attention to t6e
exact proportion or arrangement, which may be found iD
any encyclopllldia or elementary book of machinery. ~is
a toothed wheel which may be suppoaed to be driven eitherbJ
a water-wheel, or steam-engine, and its teeth are engaged
with thoae o( a second and smaller wheel B, on whoee axil is
fixed a crank C and an excentric E. The crank is coonected by a link c with the saw-frame D; this is fitted
between vertical guides, and therefore when the crank
revolves receives a vertical oscillating motion.
The timber W which ia submitted to the action rl. the
eaw ie clamped to a carriage which moves upon rolJen 11, 11,
in a horizontal direction. While the eaw is in
above deecribed, the carriaae and timber 8l"e made Ill

moaoa •
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advance in the following manner. The excentric E comblunicates an oscillating motion to a lever ef, whose center
of motion is f; this lever carries a click F, which acts upon
the teeth of a ratchet-wheel G, to which an intermittent
rotation is thus given. Upon the nis of G is a pinion H,
which geering with a rack fixed to the wood-carriage, causes
the latter to advance towards the saw with the same intermittent motion. This intermisaion is adjusted to the
motion of the saw-frame, so that when the saw rises the
wood shall advanee, and when the saw descends, and therefore cuts, the wood shall remain at rest. The cut is made
by the inclined position of the saw, the toothed edge of
which is not vertieal but slightly inclined forwards, so u to
bring the teeth into succeuive action during the descent of
the frame. The detent L ~ervea to hold the ratchet-wheel,
and therefore the wood-carriage, firm in its position during
the cut. Now all these conditions of motion are very easily
represented by the notation which we shall proceed to
explain, and which is exhibited in the next page.
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3'19. The first thing to be done in reducing any
machine to the notation, is to make an accurate enumeration
of all the moving parts, and to appropriate, if possible, a
name to each ; for the multitude of different contrivances in
various machinery precludes all idea of substituting signs
for these parts. They must therefore be written down in
succession, only observing to preserve such an order that
those which jointly concur for accomplishing the effect of
any separate part of the machine may be found situated near
to each other, or in other words, that the succession of parts
in each train may be observed aa much as possible. Thus in
the Saw-mill, against the word "Names" in the first column
will be found written in order, first the parts constituting
the train from the primary axis to the saw, next those
which form the train to the wood-carriage.
Each of these names is attached to a faint line which
runs longitudinally down the page, and which may for the
sake of reference be called its indicafif18 line.
To connect the notation with the drawings of the
machine, the letten which in the several drawings refer to
the same parts, are placed upon the indicating lines immediately under the names of the things. If there be more
drawings than one of the machine, the same letters should
always refer to the same parts.
A line immediately succeeding that which contains the
references to the drawings, is devoted to the number of teeth
on each wheel or sector, or the number of pins or studs on
each revolving barrel.
Three linea immediately succeeding this are appropriated
to the indication of the velocities of the several parte of the
machine. The fint must have on the indicating line of
all those parts which have a f'ecfilineaf' motion, numbers
22
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expressing the velocity with which those parts move, and if
this velocity is variable, two numbers may be written, ooe
expl't'Bsing the greatest, the other the least velocity of tlw
part. The second line must have numbers expressing the
angular velocity of all those parts which revolve; the time
of revolution of some one of them may be taken as tbr
unit of the measure of angular velocity; or the same may
be expreued in the usual method of the number of turos
per minute.
If a wheel communicate an intermitting motion to
another, the ratios of their angular velocities and comparatift'
velocities will differ; for example, if the two wheels have the
same angular velocity when they both move, but oue of
them remain at rest during half a revolution of the other.
In this case their angular velocities are equal, but their
comparative velocitiee as 1 to 2, for the latter wheel makes
two revolutions while the other makes onJy one. A liue ia
devoted to the numbers which thus arise, and is entitled,
"Comparative Angular Velocity." No example, however, of
this occurs in our Saw-mill.

380. The next compartment of the notation is appropriated to shewing the origin of motion of each part, that ia,
the course through which the moving power is transmitted,
and the particular modes by which each part derives ita
movement from that immedi!'tely preceding it in the order
of action. The sign chosen to indicate this transmission of
motion (an arrow) is one very generally employed to de~
the direction of motion in mechanical drawings ; it will
therefore readily suggest the direction in which the movement is transmitted. As there are various ways by which tbt
motion is communicated, the arrow is modified so u to
exhibit them as far as is necessary. Our author reduces
them to the following :
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One piece may receive its motion ~
from another by being permanently
This may be indicated by an
attached to it, as a pin on a wheel, arrow with a bar at the end.
or a wheel and pinion on the same
>
axis.

au-l

One piece may be driven by
other in such a JDallDer that when
the driver moves the other also always moves; 88 happens when a (
wheel ill driven by a pinion.
)

An amnr without any bar.

One thing may be attached to an- }
An arrow formed of a line In........_r by .......
....~ frictio'n.
terruped by dots.
ou

-·-·-·->

One piece may be driven by an- J
By an arrow the fint half of
other, and yet DOt always move when \ which ill a fnllline, and the aeoond
the latter moves; 88 ill the case when ) half dotted
a ltud or pin 1ifta a bolt once in the
a
one.
coune of Ita revolution.

--·········>

One wheel or lever may be con- }
By a dotted arrow with a
ucted with ancKber by a ratchet, u
ratchet tooth at its end
the great wheel of a clock ill attached
•
to the fnlee.

···"············>

Each of the vertical indicating lines must now be connected with that representing the part from which it receives
its movement, by an arrow of such a kind u the preceding
Table indicates. Thus in the Saw-mill Notation, the cogwheel .A is connected with the cog-wheel B by a plain arrow;
the wheel B, upon whoee axis is 6xed the crank C and the
excentric E, is accordingly connected with them both by
barred arrows; F with G by a ratchet-arrow ; and G with
K by an interrupted arrow.
381. The last and moat essential circumstance to be
represented is the succeaaion of the movements which take
place in the working of the machine. These movements are
generally periodic, for almost all machinery aru:r a certain
number or aucceuive operations re-commences the same

22-2
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course which it had just completed, and the work which it
performs usually consists of a multitude of repetitions ol
the same course of particular motions.
One of the great objects of the notation in qu~ is
to furnish a method by which at any instant of time in this
course or cycle (Art. 17) of operations of any machine we
may know the state of motion or rest of every particular part;
to present a picture by which we may on inspection aee DOt
only the motion at that moment of time, but the whole history
of its movements, as well aa that of all the cotemponmeous
changes from the beginning of the cycle. In order to
accomplish this, the compartment termed ComparVo. of
Motion contains adjacent to each of the vertical indicating
linE!fl, which represent aoy part of the machine, other liaes
drawn in the same direction ; these accompanying lioes cJ...
note the state of motion or rest of the part to which they
refer, accordiug to the following rule&, and may be called
the motion lines.

I

I

I

1. Unbroken linea indicate motion.

2. Linea on the right aide indicate that the moti011 ia from npa
to left.
3. Linea on the left side indicate that the clliection of the motioB
is from left to right.
4. If the movements are auch as not to admit of this diatiDctiaa,
then when lines are d.ra'WD adjacent to an indicatiDg liDe m1
on opposite Bides of it, they signify motions in oppolite cti:rections. ( TMu mthe 8aVJ-mUI A and B MlOiw opporite _,.,
1mtl u.Mr motion lnw- ~draem 011 oppo.ite aillet f1!
tMir mtlicatiRglmu).

I

5. Parallel straight linea denote uniform motion.

(

6. Curved linea denote a variable velocity. It is couenieDtuf&r
as poeaible to make the ordiriates of the curve proportioual to
the clliFerent velocities (Art. 13). (The motion qf t i e fra~ D, and of tlle kwr and click F, uampls 4/IW.
rule).
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7. If the motion may be greater or lea~ within certain limits;
then if the motion begin at a fi.xed moment of time, and it ia
uncertain when it will terminate, the line denoting motion
must extend from one limit to the other, and must be eonnected by a amall cro111 line at ita commencement with the
indicating line. If the beginning of ita motion ia uncertain,
but ita end determined, then the cross line must be at ita termination. If the commencement and the termination of any
motion are both uncertain,.the linerep:naenting motion muat
be connected with the indicating line in the middle by a
cl'OIII line.

8. Dotted linea imply rest. It ia alao convenien* 10metimea to
denote a state of rest by the abeence of any line whatever.
(TAu "'"' oombtMd tDitA No. 6, u Mnp/og«l m M'AibUing ua.
illtmnittml moUcm qf the ratt:llllt..vMtl G, pinion H, and
radc 1).
9. The thiDg iDcUcat.ed may be of such a nature that inatead of
motion it may be required to exhibit rather the periods of ite
being in action or out of action, open or cloeed, bolted or unbolted, and 10 on; u in the cue of clicb, bolte, or 'V&lvea; in
which Clllllllinea may be ull8d in the above manner, but words
must be added in explanation of this new employment of the
Bigns. The line should be on the right Bide when the piece ia
out of actioD, unbolted, or open, an.d on the left Bide when
in the revene state. Dotted linea will be employed if the
piece rests in both statel; and if it be necellll&l1 to exhibit the
time occupied by the motion of transition from one state to
the other this can be done by a ahort continuous line at the
begiDDiDg of each; thu if a Yalve ft1 open 111ddcmly and cloee
gently, it will be repreeented u in the margin. (Tile d«ml
K ., an enmp~e qftAu rule).

If any other modi6catione of movement ehould pre-.
sent themeelvee, it will not be diilicult for any one who has
rendered himself familiar with the symbols and method juet
explained, to contrive others adapted to the new combinations which may preeent themeelves.
382. As an example of the way in which very minute
circumstance• of motion are shewn in this manner, it may be
remarked, that the motion of the saw-frame, excentric, and
click-lever, is necessarily continuous; but that the motion
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given to the ratchet-wheel by the click does not begin at the
instant the change of motion in the click takes place. The
click must first move through a small space until it abats
against the tooth of the ratchet-wheel which is ready to receive it. On the other hand, it is evident that tbe ratcbel...
wheel and the click -will both ceaBe their motion in th.t
direction together. When the click moves backwanla the
ratchet-wheel with the pinion and wood~e will reiUiD
at rest until the saw begins its cut, when they will be
driven slightly backwards until the ratchet-tooth abuu
against the end of the detent. All these accidents of motioa
in the ratchet-wheel and its connected pieces are exhibited
by the notation, as will appear by comparing the motioa
linea of G with those of F. It is true, that in the actual
machine these small motions are reduced exceedingly by
giving a great number of teeth to the ratchet-wheel ; bat
I have exaggerated them to shew the susceptibility of the
notation, which when applied to complex machinery is of
the very greatest service; more especially in auisting in
the invention or improvement of machines.
383. The system of motion lines is not intended to exhibit accurately the Jaw of motion of the pieees, as in the
graphic representation of Art. IS, although it is founded
upon the same principle; but merely its general phases.
When the simultaneous motions are required to be precisely exhibited, their motion cu"es may be, however,
exactly laid down and compared, by plac~ng them side by
side ; their parallel axes of abscislllle then become the indicating linea of Babbage's system. In this case, however, I
am inclined to think the second method (Art. I') is prelerable, in which the ordinates are proportional not to the
velocities but to the spaces ; of the use of which I have
already given an example in Art. 887.

JIECHANICAL NOTATION,

384. I have found some advantages in the amalgamation of the system of Babbage with that of which an explanation has been given in ~rt. 288.
For in defining trains of mechanism in the present
work, I have shewn that they consist of principal pieces
moving each according to a given path, and connected one
with the other in succession by means of drivers and followers, which are attached to these moving pieces. Now
the drivers and !ollowera carried by any one of these pieces
must all move according to the same law, since they move as
one piece; and a single indicating line with its velocity numbers and motion curves is quite sufficient for every such
piece: whereas, as we have seen, in the notation just exhibited every part of the machine has such an indicating line
and figure attached to it, and consequently all the parts that
are united together merely repeat the same indication as
B, C and E ; or G and H, in page 886. In the next page I
have shewn the Saw-mill under the form of Notation which
I have been in the habit of employing, and which it will
be seen at once difFers only from that of page 386 by
being united with the old clockmakers' form already explained; by which means the~' so to speak, of the
motion is perhaps more clearly perceived, and the number
of indicating lines reduced.
385. To represent a machine in this form, rule as
many parallel lines as there are principal · moving pieces
in 'the train, writing the name or nature of each in the
first column. Upon each line write all the followers and
the driver which are carried by the piece to which it belongs; taking care to place every follower vertically under
ita own driver, if posaible. Every follower may be connected
with its driver by an arrow formed according to the rules
in Art. 380, or by a simple line. The arrow is only
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nece88&1'y if the nature of the machine renders it necessary to
place some of the followers above their drivers. The connecting lines might also receive additions, by which the
nature of the connexion, as by sliding, wrapping, linkwork, &c. might be sbewn ; but the names of th~ parts
are generally sufficient for this purpose; and there is a
great mischief in unneeesiiB/ily multiplying symbols. Numbers attached to toothed wheels are their numbers of teeth,
to pullies their diameters in inches, to cranks and excentrics their throw in inches, unless otherwise. stated. In the
column of Velocity the numbers attached to revolving pieces
shew their angular velocity in turns· per minute, and to sliding pieces their· linear velocity in inches per minute, unless
qtherwise stated in words. In the column of Comparison
of Motion, the rules in Art. S81 are followed, but that
when two or more pieces move together in ·a system, one
indicating line is made to serve for them all by connecting those to which it applies by a bracket. Thus the
varilltion of motion in the ratchet-wheel spindle and the
wood-carriage being the same, one line is used for them
bo~.
Columns may be added for the pitch of the wheels,
or a~y other particulars that may be required.
It rarely however happens that the whole notation is
necessary. For some machines the table of the origin of
motion is required, for others that of the comparison of the
motion;. and of the system of the latter, and of its utility
when properly applied, it is impossible to speak too highly.

PART THE SECOND.
ON AGGREGATE COMBINATIONS.

OHAPTER I.
GENERAL PRINOIPLES OF AGGREGATE
MOTION.
386. THB motion of a point with respect either to ita
path or velocity may be considered aa the resultant or two
or more component motions. If it happen that the latter
taken separately are more simple and more easily commlinicated than the resultant motion, it is evident that this
may be advantageously obtained by communicating aimult.
neously to the given point the component motionL For aa
example of an aggregate path, let it be required to make a
point describe an epicycloid. Every epicycloidal path may
be resolved into two circular paths, one of which repreeentl
the base of the epicycloid, and the other the deacrihing
circle. And if the point be aitacbed to a disk or arm
which revolves uniformly round its own center, while at the
same time that cel)ter revolves uniformly round the ceoter of
the base in a plane parallel to that of the fint revolutioo,
the point will describe an epicycloid, the nature and proportions of which will depend upon the proportion of the rUii
of the two circular component paths, and upon the relative
time and directions of their revolutions. In thia example-a
very complex path is referred to two paths of the simplest
nature, and the question is one case of a general problem
that may be thus enunciated :-To cawe a point to mot~t

GER&&.u. P.IUNCIPLKS.

in a f'equired patla by oommtmicating to it aiwdt=..,W,
two or more motiom in Bpace.

387.

As an example of motion complex in velocity, but
simple with respect to its path, let a body be required to
travel in a right line by a reciprocating motion, but always
making its forward trip through a space greater than its
backward trip, and thereby gradually advancing from one
end of the path to the other. This motion may be resolved
into a reciprocating motion of equal advance and retreat,
combined with a simple slow forward motion.
If therefore the body be mounted on a carriage or frame
which advances slowly in the required direction, and if at
the same time a common reciprocating motion be given to
the body with respect to the carriage; the question will
be answered by referring the given compound motion to two
of a simple and practicable nature.

388. Again, let a body be required to move so very
alowly in a right line, that in the ordinary methods a long
train of wheel-work or of other combinations would be
required to reduce sufficiently the velocity oC the original
driver. But if this small velocity be considered as the
difFerence of two velocities in opposite directions, then it
may be obtained by mounting as before the body on a
carriage which proceeds with any convenient velocity in one
direction, while the body moves with respect to the carriage
with a nearly equal velocity in the opposite direction.
These examples belong to a second problem which may
be thus stated :-To produce tlae motion of a piece in a
gitJen path by communicating to U rimultaneouslg two or
more motion~ in tlaat patla, eU!aef' in tlae same or in opposite dif'ecliom.

389. In these examples, however, it appears that the
frame or part of the machine which determines the path of
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one of the component motion11 is itself in motion. In dlr
first example, the center of motion of the revolving pm
which carries the describing point itself travels in a c:in*;
and in the second example, the slide upon which the pc8ut
that receives the aggregate motion is made to move-, is itlelf
also in motion. And this, from the nature of Aggregm
Combinations, will always be the case; and as these bodiel
which travel in UJoving paths have to derive their motilm
from a driver whose path iR in the usual manner atatiooary,
it appean that to carry this aggregate principle into efa:t,
requires that we should have the means of communi~
motion from a driver to a follower, when the respective
position of their paths is variable.
I shall therefore begin by giving examples of tM
methods by which this may be effected.

To connect a DritJer and FollofJJer, tlae reZtJm,e pofttitla
of whou pat'M if "ari.able.
390. If' the center of motion of a toothed wheel iudC
travel in a circle parallel to the plane of rotation, thm
a second wheel concentric with the circular path, and ia
geer with the travelling wheel will remain in geer with it
in all positions of its center; or if the center of the wheel
travel in a right line parallel to the plane of rotation, a rack
parallel to ita path will always remain in geer with the
wheel, and communicate a motion to it ; as will also an
endless screw, as in fig. 198, where Aa is a long endJesr
screw, B the travelling wheel
198
whose center of motion moves
in the path B b, parallel to the .A.
tJ
axis of the screw. The screw
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will therefore act upon the wheel whatever be the position of
its center upon this line, and will also allow the center to be

moved into any position upon the surface of the cylinder
that would be generated by the motion of B b round ..4 a,
the plane of the wheel of course always passing through the
axis ..4a.
Again, if the wheel be required to
travel in the direction of its own axis, as
from ..4 to a, fig. 199, a long pinion Bb
will retain its action upon it in all its
..
positions.

r·

199

B

6

But if the center of the wheel is to travel in any other
curve in a plane perpendicular to its axis,
B
/"
let ..4, fig. 200, be a fixed center of motion,
<t(
B the travelling center of motion, and let
o 200
.AC, CB be a frame jointed at C; then if B
be moved into any position within the circle whose radius
is ..4C + CB, the frame will follow it, the angle ..4CB becoming greater or less according to the radial distance of
B from ..4. Let a center of motion be placed at C, then
will three wheels whose centers are ..4, C, and B, remain in
geer in all these positions of the frame, and thus allow B to
travel in any curve without losing its connexion with the·
central wheel at A.

A\f.'·,/

391. The same principles also apply to centers of
motion connected by sliding contact or wrapping connectors ;
for generally, it is evident, that if two parallel axes be connected by any of the contrivances for communicating unlimited rotation, one axis may travel round the other in the
circle whose radius is the perpendicular distance of the axes,
without disturbing their connexion. Other expedients are
also employed, which belong rather to constructive mechanism. Thus, instead of the long pinion Bb, fig. 199, a
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short pinion may be used which can slide along its axis, bat
not turn with respect to it, and this pinion may be made to
follow the wheel .J. in its motions. But, in fact, u we .d..
vance in our subject, the combinations neceuarily inereut
in number and complexity under each head to such a degree,
that it becomes impossible to include them all in the limited
space of such a treatise as this. I shall therefore merely
give examples of one or two of the least obvious 8l"l'allpments; others will occur during the calculations of Aggre'gate Motion in the succeeding Chapters.
392. A travelling pully which derives its rotation m.
another pully with a fixed axis of motion, may have ita own
axis carried about to any relative position with the fint,
provided the wrapping band have a suspended stretchiag
pully to keep it tight in all these change& of distanee,
and that the pully travel only in its own 201
plane, and consequently its axis always re,.
mains parallel to that of the other pully.
For if it move out of that plane the wrapping
band will be thrown oft' the pully (Art. 184).
Fig 201 is one arrangement by which the
pully may be also allowed to move in the
direction of its axis*.

B is the pully whose axis is mounted in
a frame .J.C, to whose sides are fixed the axes
of guid~pullies n, p; the wrapping band is passed over these
pullies as at mnpq, making one turn round the pully B in
its passage; the ends mn, pq of the band are carried parallel
to the axis of B, and passed over proper guid~pullies to
the driving wheel. The frame .J.C may evidently be moved
into any other position ac, in the plane mq, without disturbing either the tension of the band or its connexion with B.
• Laaz aud Betancourt (Aual. &lay, D. 20.) ban a -ewbat aimilu
&rnllpmtDL
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393. Two arms AP, CD (fig. IU., p. 190), being connected by a link PD, the eenter of motion C of one of them
may be shifted into various positions with respect to A,
without breaking the connexion of the system; but the
velocity ratio of the arms will necessarily be dHFerent in
every new position. If the arms have only a small angular motion, as in the Article referred to, the eenter C
may receive a small travelling motion in a direction perpendicular to PD, without materially altering the velocity
ratio.

mA

Fig. 202 is an expedient by which this communication
can be maintained between shifting 111
eenters without afFecting the veloc,
city ratio.
202
·D

11

,

n;

,

\

,

AB is the ann whose center oC
.u ~
motion A is fixed, CD the arm whose center of motion
travels in the line Cc; guide-pullies C, D are mounted, one
concentric to C, and the other at the extremity D of the
arm. A line is fixed at m, passed over the pullies C and D,
and attached to B. IC B be moved to b it will, by means of
this line, communicate the same motion to CD round C as
i! it were a link jointed in the usual way at D and B. But
the peculiar arrangement of the line allows the eenter of the
arm to be removed to any other point in cc, as to c, without
interrupting the connexion of B with its extremity. The
ann is supposed to be returned by a spring or weight.

CHAPTER 11.
ON COMBINATIONS FOB PRODUCING AGGREGATE VELOCITY.

3941. I SHALL in this Chapter proceed to sbew ~
principal methods of obtaining the complex motion ol a bod.J
in a given path by the simultaneous communication to it al
two or more simple motions in that path ; arraogiog the
solutions under the same divisions as in the flrat part ol
this Work, but taking them in a somewhat difFerent order,
for the sake of convenience.
BY LINK-WORK.

395. Let a bar .J..BC, fig. 208, be bisected in B, and let
a small motion .A a perpendicular to the bar be communi-

cated to the extremity .A, C remaining at rest; then will the
central point B move through a space Bn • A a .
i

On the

other hand, had .A remained at rest, and a small transverse
motion Cc been given to the other extremity C, the central
point B would have moved through a space Bm ... Cc.
2

If

these two motions are communicated either simultaneously
or successively to the two extremities, the center B will be
carried through a space Bb- .A a+ Cc.
2

Or, if starting
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from the position .Ac, the two motions had been communicated in the opposite directions, so as to carry the bar into
the position aC, then the center of the bar would receive a
motion mn • .A a- Cc.

The length of the bar being

2

always supposed 80 great, compared with the motions, that
ita inclination in the different positions ·may be neglected,
and therefore the lines Cc, B b, ..4 a, be all considered perpendicular to .J.C. Hence two maaU inMpmdenl moliom being communicated to the ~tremiliu of a bar ; it• centw
recei"u half their mm or dYference, according a the
motion~ are in the 1ame or in opporite direction~.

If the motions be communiCI\ted to ..4 and B, then C
will receive the whole motion of .J. in the opposite direction,
and twice the motion of B in the same direction. The bar
.J.C has been divided in half at B for simplicity only, for
it is evident that by dividing it in any other ratio we can
communicate the component motions in any desired p~
portions. But in general it is the law of motion which is to
be communicated, and the quantity is of less consequence,
especially if reduced for both motions in the same proportion.
396. Let FG, fig. 204o, be a bar whose center is E, and
to whose extremities are
204
fixed pins F and G, upon <::::: • 5
oz Ci'"' •
which the centen of other .A .r ·B
Q
G. 1J

-===-

bars .J.B, CD, turn. Then if four independent motions be
communicated to the points .J., B, C, D, the motions of' .J.
and B will be concentrated upon F, and thoee of C and D
upon G, and the motions of F and G being concentrated in
like manner upon E, this point will receive the four motions.
By jointing other levers to the extremities of these, and 80
23
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on, any number of independent motions may be conceot.-al
upon the point E•.
BY WRAPPING CONNECTORS.

397· If a bar Bb, fig. 205, be capable of sliding in the
direction of its length and carry a pully A round
which is passed a cord DE, then it can be
shewn in the same manner, that the bar will
receive half the sum of independent motions
communicated to the extremities D, E, the bar
being supposed to be urged in the direction
bB, by a weight or spring. This is a more
.compendious contrivance than the former, as D
the motions may be of considerable extent. If
the component motions be communicated to one extremity ol
the string D and to the bar, then will the other extremity
E receive the entire motion of D in the revene directioa,
and alao twice the motion of Bb in the same directiont.

f

398. If a second similar combination be placed at the
side of this, with its bar parallel to that of the &rst, aud
if a cord whose ends are tied to the upper extremities of
each bar be passed over a third intermediate pully, the
center of this latter pully will receive the aggregate motioo
of the cords of the two systems, as shewn for the lever in
Art. s96.
399. As an example of the employment of these a.abinations, let C, fig. 206, be an axis of motion upon which
is fixed a small barrel round which the cord e is rolled, ....
alao a disk with an exceotric pin c, which by meaua oC a
. • A.DOdler eumple ot agnp&e nlodty by Liak-wadr la the weB_.__
reticulated ftllme termed JA., lqnp, which rsemblea a IOW M X'a, tbq XXXXlC.
ltlltoo weak'from Ita numeroua joints to be of much praetlcallel'Tiee.
t The lnt applleadaa ot tbla prillciple appears to be the
~
for wlndlq .Ut. Vide Enc. Metb. Manufactures, t. n. p. «.

R_,.
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link cb communicates a reciprocating motion to an arm ..4 a,
whose center of motion is .A. The extremity of this arm
canies a revolving pully D, and the cord which i& coiled
round the band is laid over this pully and fixed to 4
heavy piece E, which moves in the
i06
vertical path EJ. Now when C
~
revolves, the center a of the pully
D moves up and down through
a small arc which is nearly a right f
line parallel to JE, and by virtue
of this motion the string f and
the body E will receive a reciprocating motion of double its extent. :z
But the string e will be also slowly
coiled upon the barrel by which it, aa well as E, will
receive a slow travelling motion in a constant direction
upwards. By what has preceded, therefore, the body E
receiving these motions simultaneously, will, as in the example
of Art. 887, move vertically with a reciprocating motion, of
which the downward trip is shorter than the upward one.
400. Let ..4 a, fig. 207, be an axis to which are fix~
two cylinders Band C, nearly of the same diameter, and let
a cord be coiled round B, passed over a
207
pully D, and then brought back and
coiled in the opposite direction round C.
When ..4 a revolves, one end of the cord
will be coiled and the other uncoiled, and
if R be the radius of B, and r of C, ..4 the
angular velocity of the axis, the velocities
of the two extremities of the cord will be
.AR and .Ar; and by Art. 897, the center
of the pully D will travel with a velocity equal to half the
difFerence of these velocities, since they are in opposite
23--2
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.
.
d trecttons,
or to ..4(R- r)- .
2

Th"ts ve1octty
.
. t h e same as
Js

would be obtained if the center of the pully D were suspended from the axis ..4 a by a cord wrapped round a ~
barrel whose radius

R-r
=-.
2

401. This combination belongs to a class which has received the name of dYferential motiom, their object being
to communicate a very slow motion to a body, or rather to
produce by a single combination such a velocity ratio between two bodies that under the usual arrangement a coosiderable train of combinations would be required pra.clictlllf
to reduce the velocity, for, theoretically, a simple combination will always answer the same purpose. Thus in the
above machine, although theoretically a barrel with a radius

R - ,. would do as well as the double barrel, yet its diameter
2

in practice would be so small as to make it ueeless from
weakness. Whereas each barrel of the difFerential combination may be made as large and as strong as we pleue.
If a considerable extent of motion however be required.
this contrivance becomes very troublesome, on account ol
the great quantity of rope which must be wound upon tfw.
barrels. For by one turn of the difFerential barrel the apace
through which the pully is raised •,.. (R - r), but the
quantity of rope employed is the sum of that which is coiled
upon one barrel, and of that which is uncoiled from the other
.., 211" (R + r).
Now in the equivalent simple barrel the
quantity of rope coiled is exactly equal to the space through
which the body is moved, and therefore in this case
- 1r (R- r), so that for a given extent of motion

R + ,.
rope for differential barrel
-------- -- - 2 - - - '
rone for common barrel
R - ,.
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when R- r is by hypothesis very small. This inconvenience has been sufticient to banish the contrivance from
practice, for although it is represented in all mechanical
books under the name of the Chinese windlass, it is never
actually employed.
BY SLIDING CONTACT.

402. .A a, fig. 208, is an axis upon which are formed
two screws B and D, whose pitches
208 J.
are C and c respectively. B passes ~l
B
~
through a nut b fixed to the frame,~,.
and D through a nut d, which is
__
!
capable of sliding parallel to the axis of the screw•.
Now when a screw is turned round it travels with respect
to its nut through a space equal to one pitch for each revolution, consequently one turn of ~a will cause it to move
with respect to b through the apace C. But the same
motion will cause the nut d to move with respect to ita
ecrew through a space c. The nut d, therefore, receives two
simultaneous motions, for by the advance of the screw .A a
through the fixed nut b, the nut d is carried forwards through
the space C, but by the revolving action of the screw .Aa
it will be at the same time carried backwards through the
spue c; ita motion during one rotation of the screw .Aa is
therefore equal to the dHFerenee of .the two pitches -C-c.
If C be greater than c this will be positive, and the nut will
advance slowly when the screw ..4 a advances; but if c be
greater than C, the nut will move slowly in the opposite
'direction to the endlong motion of the screw. If C • c
then C - c • o, and the nut d receives no motion, which is
indeed obvious. All this supposes tha~ the threads of the
two screws are both right-handed or both left-handed. If
• Tbia contriftllc:e ia dalmed by White, ( Cftltury of Inventi-, p. 84,) aDd
IIIo fw M. Pn~~~y, by LAD11111Cl Betancoart, (&uy, D. 1).
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one be right-handed aod the other left-haDclal, nch ft"fttlutioo of the screw ..1. o will cause the nut d to _..,_.
through a space .., C + c.
403. In fig. 209•, Ffis a screw which puses through a
nut /!, thia nut is mounted in a frame A
209
r
so as to be capable of revolving but
8
not of travelling. endlong in the direeD
~
tion of the axis of the screw. So that y c~~ll@
if the nut were turned round, and the
screw itself prevented from revolving,
this ecrew would receive an endlong motion in the usual
manner, at the rate of one pitch for each revolution of tbr
nut. A toothed wheel E is fixed to the nut, and engaged
with a pinion C, which is fixed to the axis ..l.tJ, parallel to
the ecrew. To the screw is also fixed a toothed wheel D,
which engages wJth a long pinion B upon the same axis A•
which carries the pinion C. When ..1. tJ revolves therefore,
it communicates rotation both to the screw and to the not.
If B and C, D and E were respectively equal, it is plaia
that the nut and ecrew would revolve as one piece, aod
consequently no relative motion take plact> between them;
but as these wheels are purposely made to difFer, the nut
and screw revolve with diil"erent velocities, and thus a
motion arises between the out and its screw, which caUBeS
the latter to travel in the direction of its length, with a
\"elocity ratio that may be thus calculated.
Let the letters BC DE applied to the wheels, repmeut
their respective numbers of teeth, and let P be the pitch ol
the screw. Also, let the synchronal rotations of the axisJa,
the nut and the screw, beLL., and L, respectively,

.·. L. ""

LC

E

and L,

LB

=D

.

• This combination occun in White'• Century of ln•entioaa.
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But the eadlong motion ot the IJCieW depends upon th•
nUatWe rotations of the aerew and nut, and not upc)n their
absolute rotatioos. Now it is obvious, that jf the screw
make L, rotations, and the nut L. rotations in the same
direction, that the IICl'ew and nut will have made L, - L,
rotations with respect to each other, and therefore that the
screw will have advanced endlong through a space
... (L,-

LJ. P •

L.P(~- i),

which may be made very small with respect to L.
This combination is applied to machinery for boring, for
the motion of a boring instrument consists of a quick rotation
combined with a slow advance in the direction of its axis,
which is precisely the motion given to the screw Ff.
Nothing more is therefore required than to fix the boring
tool to one end of this screw.
The long pinion B (Art. 390) ia employed for the- obYious purpose ol maintaining the action of B upon D during
the eodloog motion of the IICl'ew, and this endlong motion is
in fact the difference of two motions that are simultane-.
ously given to the screw. For ..4a revolving, if Band D
were removed the rotation of the nut would cause the screw
to travel endlong with one velocity, and it' C and E were
removed instead ot' B and D, then the rotation of the aerew
in. ita fixed nut would cause it to travel eodlong with another
velocity; but these two cauaea ope,.ting simoltaoeoualy,·
the screw travels with the difference of these velocities.
404. A slow relative rotative motion of two concentric
•
pieces may be produced, u in fig. 210, in which Dd is
a 6xed stud, B an endless screw-wheel revolving upon th~
stud, and C a second endless screw-wheel revolving upon
the tube which carries the preceding wheel B. ..4 ia an,.
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endless ICI'eW so placed u to act at once upon both w~~ee~a•.
Now if these wheel& bad the aame number of
teeth they •ould move u one piece, but if ooe
of them hu one ·or two teeth more or lea
than the -other, this will not disturb the piteb D
J
of the teeth sufficiently to interfere with the
action of the endless screw. And as the revolutions of this screw will pass the same number
of teeth in each wheel across the plane of centen, it follows
that when on~ wheel has thus made a complete revolutioa,
the other will have made more or less than a complete ~
lotion by exactly the number of deficient or excessive teeth.
Let B have N teeth, and C, N +m teeth, then aiDer
the same number of teeth in each wheel will simultaneou.tly
pass the plane of centers, N x N + m teeth of each will
pass during N rotations of C, and N +m of B, which are
therefore their synchronal rotations, and their relative rotations in the same time are N +m- N- •·
This contrivance is used in counting ihe revolutiODB oL
machinery, for by attaching an index to the tube which
carries B, and graduating the face of C into a proper
plate, b revolves so slowly with respect to C, that it may be
made to record a great number of rotations of ..4 before it
returns again to the beginning of the course. Thua if B
have 100 teeth and C 101, the band will make one rotatioo
round the dial during the passage of 100 x 101 teeth ol
either wheel across the plane of centers, that is, during 10100
rotations of the screw. Also the same hand 6 may read oil
sub-divisions upon a small dial attached to the extremity of
£he fixed alfis d.

ru.

405. This contrivance does not strictly belong to the
problem we are at present considering, but it hu a kind of
• From Woll•ton'a Odorneter, for rqlaterlllf the Damb« of tan11 made by a
elftiap.wheel.
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aatmal aftinity with it that induced me to give it a place'
here. Similarly, a tbick pinion upon an axis parallel to Dtl,
may be employed to drive the two wheela in lieu of an end)eu screw, but the relative motion will not be so slow•. But
by employing two pinions of difFerent nnmben of teeth to
drive the two wheels a very slow frelative~ motion may be
obtained; thus, if in fig. 209, the screw and nut be suppressed, and the wheel E be the dial-plate, and the wheel
D carry the index, as in fig. 210, then we have found
L,-L. C B
.
ad
L
- E - D , wh1ch may be m e very small.
BY EPICYCLIC TRAINS.

406. A train of mechanism the axes of which are
carried by an arm or frame which revolves round a center,
u in figs. 211, 212, 218, is termed in this work an Epicgclic train.
211

212

218

The two wheels which are at each end of such a train,
or at least one of them, will be always concentric to the
volving frame.
Thus in fig. 2ll, CB is the frame or train-Na,....,. arm, a
wheel A. concentric to this frame geera with a pinion b, upon
whole axis is fixed a wheel E that geers with a wheel B.
And thus we have an epicyclic train A.
(Art. 288)

re.:

b-E
B,
• Thie combination oc:can in a clepeydra, by Marcolinl, deleribeclln the noka
to the ninth book of VitruYiaa, by Dan. Barbero, 1656. Vide abo Art. tM.

of which if the fint wheel .A be fixed~ md a motiaa be pw.
to the arm, the train will then revolve nnad the heel wheel,
abd tbe relative motion of the ..,.. to tile hed wheel will
eomm11Dic:ate rotatioa tluough the train to the 1Mt wheel B;
c the fin& wheel a well a the arm may be ...le to
with dil"en!llt Yelodtiel., ia which cue the J.t wlaeel B will
reYolYe with a motion that will be preaeody .,.,.........,

....-'ft

If the wheel E, instead of geering with B, be eDfPA'!II
with a wheel D, whieh, b'ke the wheel ~' is coDCeDtric to the
arm, then we have an epicyclic train .A

b--E
D,
of which both the extremities are concentric to tbe arm. la
such a train we may either communicate motion to the u .
and one extreme wheel in order to produce an ~
rotation in the other extreme wheel, or motion m.y be giYs
to the two extreme wheels .A and B of the train, with the
view of communicating &he aggregate motion to the arm.
Fig. 212 is a simple form of the epicyclic train, in whic:la
the arm .AD carries a pinion B, which prs at once with a
spur-wheel .A and an annular wheel C, both concentric wida
the train-bearing arm.
Fig. 218 is another simple form in which FG is the ana,
C, two bevil-wbeels inoving fred1
upon it, and E a pinion carried by the arm, and geering .t
once with the two bevil-wheels. These two arrangements
contain the least number of wheels to which an epicyclic
train can be reduced, if its two extreme wheels are to be
concentric to the arm; and, as in fig. 211, motion ma1
either be given to the two wheels in order to produce aggtegate motion in the &rm, or else to the arm and one wheel, ill
order to pTQduce aggregate motion in the other. Or very
c;ommonly, one of the concentric wheels is fixed, and motioo
being then given to the arm, will be communicated to the
~a the common axis;. D,
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ather .wheel, or ftt::tt oersa, aooording to a law which we mall
proceed to investigate. In tbeae examples, toothed wheel.
only are . employed, but the subsequent formular will apply
as well to epicyclic trains in which any of the combinations
of Class A are used.

4!07. To jlnd the "eloc#y ratioB of Epicyclic train..
Let .AB, fig. Ut., be the train-bearing 214
arm revolving round .A, and carrying a
train of which the first wheel .A is concentric to . the arm, and the last wheel
B may either ·be concentric with .A or
not. These two wheels are connected
by a train of any number of axes carried
by the arm or frame .AB. Now the revolutions of the wheels of the train may be estimated in two
ways; First, with respectto the.Jlmed frame of the machine11
that is, by measuring the angular distance of a ·given point
on the wheel from the fixed line .A.f; or, if the wheel be
excentric as B, from a line Bk parallel to .Af. Secondlv,
they may be measured with respect to the arm which carrle;
them, . The first may be termed the absolute revolutions,
and the second the relative revolutions, or motions relative
to the train-bearing arm.
Let the arm with its train move from the position .Af to
.AB, and during the same time let a point m in the wheel
..f move ton from any external cause, and the point r in th~
wheel B move to 8 by virtue of its connexion with the wheel
A, all being supposed for simplicity to revolve in the same
direction as the arm. Then m .A. n, r B 8 are the ah.olute
n10tions of the wheels ..4 and B, and p.An, tBs their f'elatit1e
motions to the arm,
but m.An = m.Ap + p.An, and rB8-= rBt + t BS
.. m.J.p + tBS;
where m.A.p is the motion of the arm.
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If, on the other hand, tbe wheels had moved in
oppoaite direction to the arm, then

~

m .An • p.J n- m.A.p, and rBs-= tBs- m.Jp,
and these are true whatever be the magnitude of the aJI8Ift
described, and are therefore true for entire revolutions, for
the angular velocity ratios in these trains are coostaDL
Hence it appears that the absolute revolutions of the wheels
of epicyclic trains are equal to the sum of their relative rev~
lutions to the arm, and of the revolutions of the ann itself,
when they take place in the same direction, and equal to
the ditference of these revolutions when in the opposite direction.
408. Let a, m, n, be the synchronal absolute revolutions of the train-bearing arm, of the first wheel of the tr.in,
and of the last wheel respectively ; and let e be the epicyclie
train, that is, let it represent the quotient of the relatiYe
revolutions of the last wheel divided by those of the 6nt ;

e is therefore the quantity which is represented by

~-,or
I

by ; in Chapter vu, the motions of the wheel-work beiog
estimated with respect to the train-bearing arm alone.
.Alao, the first and last wheel of the epicyclic train are
included in the expression e, although one or both of lb.
may be concentric to the arm.
Then the relative revolutions of the first wheel with
respect to the arm = m - a, and of the last wheel - • - a,
and aa the motions of the train, considered with respect to
the arm, will be the same as those of an ordinary train, we
have n - a • e . m - a.

n-a
e---•
.,. -a
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whence a-

me-n
E

-1'

-, n =a+ m- a. e,

n -a

and m-=a+ - - .
fl

·u the first wheel of tht> train be fixed,

which is a common case, its absolute revolutions • 0; .·. m = o, and we have

·-·
fl

--

a • - - , and n • 1 - e. a.
If the laat wheel of the train be fixed, then n we have a • me , and m e-1

o, and

(t - ~) a.
e

But when these whe"els are not fixed,

a-

••- n
e-1

m•
n
---+--,
e-1
l-e

that is, the revolutions of the arm are equal to the sum of
the separate revolutions which it would have received from
the train, supposing its extreme wheels to have been fixed in
turn.
In the formulm of this Article the rotations of the first
and last wheel and of the arm are all supposed to be in the
same direction; if either of them revolve in the opposite, the
sign of m, n, or a must be changed accordingly. With
rl'Spect to the sign of e, see Art. 412.
409. But in trains of this kind it often happens that
if neither the first nor last wheel of the epicyclic train be
fixl'd, then either motion is communicated from some
original driver to the two extreme wheels of the epicyclic
train with a view to produce an aggregate motion of the
arm, or else the original driver communicates motion to one
of these extreme- wheels and to the arm, for the purpose of
producing the aggrt>gate motion of the other extreme wheel.
Fig. il5 is 'an example of the first case. mn is an axis
to which is fixl'd the train-ht'aring arm kl, which carries
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the two wheels d and e united together and revolving...,._
the arm itself. The wheels b
215
and c are united and revolve together upon the axis mn, but
are not attached to it. Likewise
1he wheels I and If are fixed together, and revolve freely round
the axis mn. The wheels c, d, e,
4nd I coHtitute an epicyclic traiu, of which c is the first.
and I the last wheel. An axis .4 is employed aa a driver,
and carries two wheels a and ., ., the first of which
with the wheel b, and thus communicates motion to the
first wheel c of the epicyclic train, and the wheel A dri•es
the wheel g, which thus gives motion to the last wheel/ of
.the epicyclic train. When the axis .4 is turned round it
:thus communicates motion to the two ends of the epicyclic:
train, through which the train-bearing arm k l receives 1111
aggregate rotation, which we shall presently calculate.

seen

As an example of the second case, we must suppoee the
wheels g and I to be disunited, g being now jized to the
axis mn, and 1 only running loose upon it. T~e driviog
·axis .4 will thus communicate, as before, rotation to the
first wheel of the epicyclic train c by means of the wheels •
and b, and will also by I& cause the w~ g, the axis ·•~~t
and the train-bearing arm k l to revolve, by which the
compound rotation will be given to the Jooee wheel f. la this
second combination however, the last wheel I of the tnlia
is not necessarily concentric to the train-bearing arm, wbida
it must be in the 6nt case.
410. To obtain a formula adapted to this firlt cue.
Let the driving axis be connected with the fint wheel of the
train by a train p., and with the last wheel by a traia , ; 1111
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let the synehronal rotations of this driver with these wheels
bep;

.·. m • p. • p, and n • , . p ;
a

p.e -

p.

11

11

.. p-=----+
-1-€
-.
e- 1
1
l--

e

p,

The first part of which ia due to the action of the train
and the second to that of the train .,.

For auppoee the train p. removed, then would the firs
wheel of the epicyc:lic train remain fixed, and m a p. p - 0;

a --,
"
.·.-p 1-•
and in like manner, if the train .., ·were removed,

a

P.
----.
p 1-~

•

The arm moves, therefore, with the sum or dHFerence of
the separate actions of the two trains from the original
driving axis.
411 .. In the second case, let the driving axis be connected with the first wheel of the epicyclic train by a train
p., and with the arm by a train a,
then m • p.p, and a • ap;
.•• n-ap 1 -

E

+ p.pe,

n
p

-•a.l-e+p.e.

The revolutions, therefore, of the last wheel of the
epicyclic train are the aggregate or those due to the train a,
which produces the motion of the arm, and of those due to
the train p., which produces the motion of the tint wheel of
the epicyclic train.
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-'12. The only difliculty in the applicatioo of t:he.r
formulAe lies in the aigns which must be giveo to t.hr
symbols of the trains. But these it must be remembend,
are each of them the repreeentativea of a fnctioo, wboe
numerator and denominator are respectively equal to the
synchronal rotations of the laat follower and first driYft' f1l
the train.
One ·direction of rotation being assumed positive. thr
oppoaite one will be negati~e, and therefore if the extre.e
wheels revolve in the same direction, whether that be 1-*
or forwards, the symbol of the train will be positive ; aod it
they revolve in the oppoeite direction it will be negabft.
The rotations of the train p., ., are ab8oluu; and thoee ol ~
f'elatitHt to the a,.. To find the sign of c, we must suppoe
the arm to be for the moment fixed, and then analyse the
train in the usual manner to find whether the motions of its
extreme wheels are in the same or in opposite directions, aucl
the directions of rotation must be estimated accordingly. la
a similar way, the signs of p. and " are easily determined by
considering them separately, and observing whether their
extreme wheels move in . the same or in opposite directiODL
If in the same, then p. and 11 have the same signs ; and if ill
opposite, then different signs. In the formul.e the symbols
are all supposed positive, and therefore in every particular
cue positive trains retain the signs which are already giveo to
them in these formul!e, but negative trains take the oppolite
aigns. And although the term epicyclic train strictly
implies that all the axes of the train are carried excentrically
round the centre of the arm, yet I must repeat that the. fint
and laat wheel must be included in it, although one or both
may happen to be concentric with the arm.
413. Let, for example, these principles and formule be
applied to the simple epicyclic trains in figs. 211, 21!, tu,
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and suppoae the letters to represent the numben of teeth.
The epicyclic train formed by the wheels .A, B, C, in fig.
!tl2, is of such a nature that the extreme wheels .A and C
revolve in opposite directions, therefore e is negative, and 10
alao in the train C, E, D, in fig. !US, but in the train
A.
or .A
of fig. 211, the extreme ·wheels revolve

6-:--E ,__E
B
D
the same way, and therefore e ia positive. Also in fig.
.AE . fi
.JI
' - + bB' ID g. 212. - . - C'
and in fig. 218 • • -

~•

2n,

- 1.

Let the first wheels of theee trains be fixed, then when the
ann reYolves we have
for 211.
212.

n • ( 1 -:;)a,

n•

(•···~a,

218. n • 2 a,
where n and a are the syuchronal rotations of the last wh~
of the train and of the arm respectively.
In fig. 218, therefore, it appears that when one wheel C
is fixed, the other revolves twice as fast as the arm in the
same direction.

~;, and if the arm were

In fig. 115, in its first case • •
fixed, c and

f

negative ; p. •

would revolve opposite ways, therefore • is

i and " • ~ , alao

g and b reYolve opposite

,rays, and therefore p. and " must have dif'erent signs, and
thus the formula becomes
ac• A
a p.e - 11 6iijac•g - Abtlf
,
1+•
ce
bg(tlf+ce)

-----

24

g

1 + dj

-

.
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But under tbe seoond cue, e is nqptiYe, as· before ;
a

p.=-a--,
g

b

and these have different signs ;
••

~•

a

(1 + •)-

p.e

=

i (1

ace

+ ~;) + bdf-

414: Epicyclic trains are employed for several di(.
ferent purposea, each of which will be exemplified in turn.
(1.) For the representation of planetary motion, and tor
all machinery in which epicyclic motion is a part of the fflfect to be produced, as in the geometric pen and epicycloidal
chuck, where real epicycloids are to be traced, or in the
machinery for laying ropes. Some of these effects more properly belong to the Dext chapter.
In all these cases a frame containing mechanism is Cll'·
ried, by the action of machinery, round other fixed frames,
and the motion can only be communicated to the machinery
in this travelling frame upon the principle of epicyclie
trains.

(2.) When a velocity ratio is required to be accurately
established between two axes whose centen are fixed iD position, and this ratio is composed of unmanageable terms
•hen applied to the formation of a aimpl~ train, the epieydic
principle will generally effect the decomposition requind,
as we shall presently see.
(8.) For producing a small motion by what ia termed
the Dift"erential principle, of which examples by other aggregate combinations have been already given.
( 4.) To concentrate the eifect of two or more difenm
and independent train• upon one wheel or revolving piece,
when oDe or both of them are variable in their action.
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This waa first applied to what are termed Equation
clocks, in which the minute-hand points to true time, and
ita motion therefore conaiats of the equable 100ti~ of an ·
ordinary minute-hand, plus or minus the equation, or difference between true and mean time.
The same principle haa been applied with the greateat
succeu to the bobbin and fly-frame.

416. The train which is carried on the arm, and the
ann itself, receive various forma; the train should be as

light aa poS&ible, and consist of few wheels, especially when
it revolves in a vertical plane; because being excentric
its weight interferes with the equable rotation of the arm or
wheel which carries it, unless it be balanced very carefully.
When the excentric train is necessarily heavy, this difllculty
is in some degree got over by making the train-bearing
axis vertical, aa in planetary machinery and in ropelaying machinery.
EXAMPLES OF THE FIRST USE OF BPICYCLIC TRAINS.

416. Ex. 1. Ftff'p«m'• Jlecl&tmical PMadoil.
This was contrived to shew the properties of a simple
epicyclic train, of which the 6nt wheel it fixed to the frame
of the machine.

It consists of a wheel .A, 6g. 216, of 20 teeth, fixed to
the top of a stud which is planted in a stand that eenes to
support the apparatus. An arm CD can be made to revolve
round this stud, and has two pins m and n fixed into it, upon
94-2
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ooe of which ia a thick idle wheel B of aay ............ J
teeth, which wheel geen with A ad aJ.o with ~ .__
wheels E, F, and G, which lie one 011 the oilier ...._ •

pinra.
Wheo the arm CD ia turned roDDd, molioa is ~ ID
the.e three wheels which form respectively with tile ....._._
mediate wheel B &Dd the wheel A three epicydic tl'lli-..

Now in this machine the extreme wheels of mch epic;ydic
train reTolve in the same direction, &Dd therelOft • ia .....
tive, &Dd the formula appliCible to this eue is !! -

1 -.,

•
whne,. &Dd a are the abeolute syncbrooal rotatioas o£ the J.t

wheel &Dd of the arm. But the object of this nwdrine is
ouly to lbew the directiou ol rotatioo.
It • •

I

~ - o, and the last wheel ol the traiD ril
a

have no ab.;lute rotation.

If • be lea than unity ~ will

•

be potitive, &Dd the last wheel will revolve aheolately ill the
same direction as the arm. But if • be greater thaa UDity

~ will be negative, &Dd the abeolute rotatiooa of the ana ad

tl

wheel will be in opposite directions.

Let E, F, G have respectively 11, to, and

19 teeth,

tha

.
.A 10
e upper train • • E - il

ia th

is lea th&D unity, &Dd E will revolve the same 'W&ya the
arm.
. themJ.ddle traiDe--••
.A 10
1n
F to
equals unity, !! • o &Dd F will have DO abaolute revolutioe.
tl
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20
. t he 1ower tr81D
. e - .A
and tn
- =G 19
is greater than unity, and G will reTolYe backwards.

It follows from this that when the arm is turned round,
E will revolve one way, G the other, and F will stand still,
or rather continually point in the same direction. Which
being an apparent paradox, gave rise to the name of the
apparatu11, which is well adapted to ahew the more obvious
properties of trains of this kind. But Ferguson was no&
the first who studied the motions of epicyclic traina;
Graham's orrery in 1716, appears to be the original of thia
curious clau of machinery, but for which no general formula
appears to have been hitherto given •.
417. Ex. !. The 'contrivance termed lflfl arid plaMIwhulll was invented by Watt u a substitute for the common
crank in converting the reciprocating motion of the beam of
the steam engine into the circular motion of the fly-wheel.
The rod DB, &g. 217, hu a toothed wheel B fixed to it,
and the fly-wheel has a toothed wheel .A aleo attached

to it, a link BA se"es to keep these wheels in geer. Now
when the beam is in action the link or ann B.A will be made
to revolve round the center .A, just aa a common crank
··In Jleel• Cyclopedia, An. Pluetary Namben, are a few aritbmedcal raJ.
for the ealculatioa of p1aDetarJ lniDa, st•c without dCIDOIIIItradoll.

would, but as the wheel B is attached to the rod DB ao •
to prevent it from revolving abaolutely ou its own ceuti
B, every pert of its circumference is in turn prneated to
the wheel .A, which thus receives a rotatory motioo, tile
proportionate value of which is easily ucertained by tM
formula already given.

The wheels .AB with the arm constitute aa epieyc&
train

~•

e, in which e is negative, since the wheels re-

volve in opposite directions considered with respect to the
arm, and in which the last wheel B has no abeolute rotatioa,
being pinned to the arm D ; the formula

n-a
m- a + -

•

becomes

m
B
{making n-.Ao} -=1+-.
ande-=-B a

.A

In Watt's Engine the wheels were equu and the..ef'a~e
.. - iG, ud tbe ay-wheel revolved twice .. last .. the

crank-arm.
418. Ex. B. Plami4'1J Mechtma.m. •n is a fixed
central axis, upon which a train-bearing arm fg turns,
carrying two separate epicyclic trains e1 and ••·
!US

,,

__,.._":-::::-..
D

••

One of these, e1, has a fint wh-:el D, and a last wheel F,
connected by any train of wheel-work, and the axis of this
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last wheel passes through the end of the arm //J. and carries
a aero~d arm pq.
The other train e1 hu a 6nt wheel A connected to ita
last wheel B, by any train of wheel-work, but this laat wheel
is united to the 6rst wheel of an epicyclic train e1 borne by
the arm pq, of which train the lut wheel is C. The queatioa
is, to find the absolute rotations of this lut axis. The arrange.
ment is one that occurs in some shape or other in most
orreries, for the purpose of repreaenting the Diurnal rotation
of the Earth's axis, in which case fg is the annual bar, and
E a ball representing the Earth. ·

Let the abeolute syncbronal rotations of the bar fB- o,
thoae of D., m 1 ; ofF (and therefore of the arm pq) • n 1 ;
of A- "'•; of B (and therefore of the 6rat wheel of the
train ea) • ,._ ; and of C (and therefore of the Earth) - ,...
Then n 1 -a. J -•~ +mae1
fta •

a . 1 - e1 + m.e1

,._ • n1 .1 - Ea + ,._.,.

In an orrery by Mr. Pearson for equated motions,
described in Bees' Cyclopalia, the arm or annual bar fg,
is carried round by hand, and the wheels A and Dare 6xed
to the central axis. In this case tnt and m1 vanish, and we
obtain the formula

But the arm pq which carries the Earth~s axis must preaerTe its parallelitnD, and therefore having no absolute rotation n 1•0. The
e1 wDl therefore • + 1 ;

tram

(1.)

"•

and - • · e1 - e1 e1
a

•

---e1 • 1e1 ,

which must be positive, since the Earth performs its daily
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and annual revolutions in the same direction. The tnliD 6
in Mr. Pearson's orrery consists of three wheel& of 40 e.:la
m •uite; .~. e1 - + 1,
.

also hts train

E1

= i()9x516x~
,
10 X 10 X 18

in

in which the extreme wheels revolve
opposite di~
therefore •• is negative ;
fls
269 X 2(j X 941648()9
.. - - 1
a

+ to

x 10 x 18

- -450
-.

In making these calculations it must be remembered that
the absolute period of E is a sidereal day and its period
relative to the arm fg is a solar day, also the period ol fK
is a year. Now from Art. .f.0'1 it appears that the abeolute
re•olutions of any wheel or piece of an epicyclic train aft
equal to the sum of its relative revolutions and of the revolutions of th~ arm when they revolve in the same directioa,
. and the same reasoning shews that the number of sideral
days in a year is equal to the number of eolar days+ 1.
Also n 1 and a are the synchronal absolute rotatioos o{
the arm or annual bar fg, and Earth's axis CE; tberelbft
fts • number of sidereal days in a year; but the fractious iD
a

Art. 24o7 represent the number of solar days in a year, ad
we may therefore employ them for n, by adding unity u
a

above. We may thus obtain other and simpler trains tb.
that already given. The train e1 being carried by a small
arm should be as simple and light as possible. But it may
be reduced to only two wbeela by making £a negati•e, aud
at the same time e1 positive, since n, MU8t be poeitive.
a

}·or example, employing the fraction

~ (vide p. 238)
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and remembering that the rotations f1s are sidereal days, we
have
fls • 1 + 94968
tJ
i6o

•

=!

95228
26o

(7

X

2

29

X

2

X 157 -

5

X

X

1) '

18

which, compared with ( 1), gives
d

8

411 -

i'

-

7

an

ee •

208 X 157

X 29 X 157
2 x 5 x 18

IOxlS

Otherwise,
10

X

164Ja09 - 27

X

58g65

.fo50 - 27

X

161

X

16ol

10

X

---

56085

5

X

158

7

81 x 17

7

8005

7

8

51

8

--x---x

7

--x
8

(8~~ -t)

(2' 19.1758 - 1)
8 X

with an error of 8K'.9 in defect.

A • 7
ga1n

X

7

164809- 18
X .fo50 - 18

X

~89&

X

161

92298
•

i52 -

61
•- X

9

17

X

'J:'

X 674x7

( 28

X

61 )( 89
$' X 7

t)

with an error of 18''.7 in defect.

419. Ex. 4.

In the ordinary construction of a planetarium, difficulty arises on account of the number of
concentric tubes which are required to communicate the
motion of the wheels to the arms which carry the planets.
This is avoided in a plarietarium by Mr. Pearson. By interposing an epicyclic train between each pair of planetary arms
he makes them each derive their motion from the next one
in the series, so that the tubes are entirely dispensed with.
Referring to Rees' Cyclopaedia, Art. Planetary Machines, for
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an elaborate description and drawings of this mach~ I ahall
quote one portion as an example of the use of our Cormule.
A fixed stud

mn, fig.

219, carries the whole of the arms

/.

in order, of which the arms of Mercury 81ld of Venus are
only shewn in this diagram, the others being dispo5ed
in the same manner. Between these arms a wheel A. ia
fixed to the stud, and the arm of Venus carries an epicyclic train, of which .J. is the first wheel, and the last wheel
D is fixed to the arm of Mercury. If, theo, the period ol
Venus ... 9 and of Mercury -= ~ , we have

n
a

--1

since

+ e,

by virtue of the intermediate idle wheel b is negati'fe,
n 9 15S8
where - • - = --, nearly;

f

~

"

.J.C

6os

945

68

X

80

. •. e "" BD "" 6os • 16 x 76'

which are Mr. Pearson's numbers.

If on the other hand ef were the Earth's arm, and gi
that of Venus, we should have
8277
.J.c
.J.c
9 1261 u x 97
-----1+ - · . · . - - - - - - - - - - - - .

e

e-

9

BD'

016

BD

9

2016

~.3'.7

To examine whether the idle wheel 6 cannot be ~
pensed with, it must be obse"ed that it is introdueed to
make ~ negative, and that if it were remo•ed e would be

..
positive,
and -n ""'
.

a

1 - E·

Now because the two aims must
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revolve in the same direction,

!!

(J

is positive, therefore

6

if'

positive must be lea than unity, which makes n less than a,
and the train-bearing arm revoh·e quicker than the other.
If, then, the arm of Mercury were to carry the train instead
of the arm of Venus, the idle wheel would be got rid of.
Supposing, therefore, in the figure, that Mercury is
changed for Venus, the whole being inverted, we have
~c

•-+-,
BD

and

~c

~

whence

~

~c

6os

--1-----,
9
BD 1558
945

-•1--9 •1558
.. 9
d

BD

s x ss
nearly,
18 x 67

2 x

~c

2016

or on t he eecon suppo~~~tioo .m - - - • 1 - BD ;
w
8277
~c
EB - 9 1261 1s x 97
BD
EB
8277 29x 118

.·.

-------

.

EXAMPLES OF THB SECOND U8B OF BPICYCLIC
TRAINS.

420. The second u.e which I have mentioned of epi·
cyclic trains is for the establishment of an exact ratio of
angular velocity between two axes when the terms of the
ntio are unmanageable if applied to the arrangement of the
ordinary trains of wheel-work, and when an approximation
(Art. i48) is not admisaible.

In Art. 4o10 we have shewn that if • be an epicyclie train,
and if a driving axis be connected with the first wheel of
the train 6 by a train p., and with the last wheel of the train
r by a train .,, we have
fJ

p.

•

---+-,
p 1-! 1-•
6

when a and p are the synchronal rotations of the trainbearing arm and of the driving axis respectively.
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As the epieyclic train is in this case employed IIIS'ely ..
cooeeotrate the eft"ect of the two trains ,. and • upm the .U.
o{ the tnin-bearing arm, the epieye& traia iblelf ~ lie
employed in the simplest form, aa in fig. ao, whida .-...
ooe IOl'ID of the mechanism which results.
I

f
.11
D

'P

a~•
11"

TT

&.....J9'

ln811

:£

I

.JC

d

,

11

•

X

.ill"V""

,

I

•'

)

•

Bb is the axis of the train--bearing arm G6, this . .
carries a wheel G which geen with two equal CI'OW'D-wheel.
F aud H, which are concentric to the axis B 6, but are ad~
fixed to tubes or cannons which run freely upon it.
The epicyclic train cooaiata therefore of tbeae three
wheels, F, G aud H, of which F may be considered to be
the first wheel, aud H the last wheel

AG is the driving axis, aud this carries two wheels D
and L ; D serves to connect the axis with the first wheel F
of the epicyclic train by means of the train of wheel-wcri
t:l, E and e ; and L, together with l, K and k, constitute a
train of wheel~work which connects the axis AG with the
Jut wheel H of the epicyclic train. We have therefore
p.-=

DE

LK

de

lk

-,and.,.-.

It the motion of the epicyclic train be cooaidered with
respect to the arm, it i• clear that ita extreme wbeela F, H
move in opposite directions, therefore e i• negative and equal
FG
to - GH ... - I ;
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~=~(IA+•)=~(DE+~)·
2
2 de
lk

p

If therefore a ratio of angular velocity ~ be given, of which

p
the numerator ·or denominator, or both, are not decomposable, we must endeavour to find two manageable fractions whose sum shall be equal to the proposed fraction, and
employ them to form a train of wheel-work similar to that
abewn io fig. 220.
This employment of epicyclic trains is given by Fraocceur•, from whom I have derived the calculations in the
following articles. He attributes the mechanism to Meaan.
Pequeur and Perrelet, about 182~, but the first idea of this
method appears due to Mudge, who obtained an exact lunar
train by epicyclic wheels before 1767 t.
be a fracti~n of which the
p
denominator is decomposable into factors, but not the numerator.
-i21.

Ffr•t cGH.

Let

!

Let the denominator p -fgh, therefore the fraction
which represents the ratio of the velocities will be , a .
J!Jh

The denominator may often be susceptible of a division
into three factors in various manners, each of which will
furnish a distinct solution of the problem, subject to a conclition which will presently appear.
into two reducible fractions, 888Ume

a

To decompose fgA

-a - -1+ -IJYfgh fgA fgh '
111

that is to say, a •/Ill + gy. It is easy to resolve this equation in prime numbers for 111 and y, and obtain an infinity of
values for 111 and g that will satisfy the problem, and give
• Die:&. Teclmololtque, t. XIV. p. 411.
t VIde M11Clp 1111 the Timekeeper, ar Reld'1 HoroJocy, p. 7t.
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a
111
g
fgh = gi + fh ;

f

and g must however be prime to each.otha-, &iDee • is
prime, which is the condition already alluded to.
For example, let 271 be the fraction propoeed.

&mee

216

216 ... 4o x 9 x 6 we may assume 271

=- 9• + .fog, f- 9, 6 •

~

The ordinary methods employed in equations of tbu tiad
will give I1J - 81 - 4-t, g c 9t - 2, where t is any whole ~
tive or negative number, gi .. 24o, fi • M. Hence we haw

" = 27' 28, 19 •••
corresponding to

SS,

SI,

89,

g- 7, 16, 25 •••

t, -11, -20,

t-

o,-

1, 2, 8 •••

I, -

2,

1
'.rhe fraction .!!6 is therefore equal to

21

27
2-'

7

28

16

19

11

89

20

54

24o

54

!5

+ s:;' ~ + 'M' ~ + 'M'

81

2

85

24

54

24

or to - - - , -

- - , - - - , and eo on.

The first set referring to the case in which the croWD-wheels
turn in the same direction, the second to that in which they
turn dift'erent ways.
But since 8 and 8 have no common factor, the denominator 216 might have been deoompoeed into 8 x S x 9,
whence assuming 271 • 847 + Bg, we should have had

m - 8t - 1, g - 98 - 8t, and
2, 5, 8, •••••• -1 ' - .., - 7 •••
g- 85, 77,
98, 101, Jog.•••
whence the new decompositions
Ill ,.

2

27

6g,......

778

855

+ 72 '

27

+

72 ' 27

6998
+ 72 '

I

72 - 27'

and so on, all of which are solutions of the question.
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Generally the proposed denominator must be resolved
into prime factors under the form m•. ,P. p'Y •••••• and any
two of the divisors of this quantity may be assumed for
f and g, provided they be prime to each other. Thus if
the equation a - fi!C + 1!'!/ be resolved in whole numbers, the
component fractions will be ; , +

J, ,

where k is the pro-

duct of all the remaining factors of the denominator, after
f and f! have been removed.
Ex. 1. A mean luuation .. 294• lih. u'. ~'
.. 2551448", therefore the ratio of a lunation to twelve hours
422.

=- 850481
-,
14o400

. a pnme.
.
of wh"tch t he numerator ts

But this

fraction may be by the above method resolved into two :

thus 850481 _ 410 x SO + 71 _x 79.
14400
6 )( 6
50 )( 8!
And if these fractions be employed for the trains ,. and .,,
the axes ..I. a, Bb will revolve with the required ratio,

a

for p-

l

(lA + .,) -

i

(so6 xx 6.60 + 71 xx 79)
25

S2

•

i

(DE
LK)
de + 1/i •

And the periode are inversely as the syochrooal rotations. If
therefore a period of twelve hours be given by a clock to
the axis Bb, 4a will receive a period accurately equal to a
lunation.
·
The mechaaism may be thus repre1e0ted in the notation already explained.
TraiDa.

Axes.
FlntAxll

............

Upper Stud ......•.••.•
Up,_CuDon ......
Lower Stud•••••••..•.•

Lower Cuuoo

......

Train-bearing Axla.

7

no •••••••••••••••••••••••

. ....... 6-50

. ............
82--71
••••••iS

~--r

Periods.
LWiadoa.

Clo'W1l Wheel H
Epieycllc Wheel ~ ••. lJ boan.
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If the fraction be re110lved into a dift"erenee inllteed ol
271

85

11

a aum, as in the example 216 =- 24 - M, this may br
traoslated into mechanism, by making the train& p. and • tJI
difFerent &igu, that ia, by making their extreme wheels
revolve different ways.

428.

Mean time is to sidereal time nearly a

Ex. 2.

8424: 8401.

Now 8401 _ 81 x 271 • ~ x {19 + 25};
8424
89 x 216 89
24o
M

.·. p-"- i

<~ + 11) -

(19- + -2n
M ;
24o

19

2S

.·. ~ - -~ " - ,
~

and we obtain the following train, which dif'en from fig. BO
only in fi:dug the wheels E and K upon a single axis, wbida
alao carries a wheel of sg, geering with a wheel of SI upoo
..4 a, aa appears in the following notation.
ADS.

Traius.
-·

--- - - ·- - ----

FlntAxil ............

81 ••• ••••••••••••..••••••••••••

s-dAU .........

89--1r.5

Upper CalmoD •••••.

Lower Calmon ......
Tmtn-beuiq Am.

Periock
sw..IDaJ.

Wbeel1.

• ......... . 27--c.o. ••••• 12-cro- Wheel H
•••••••••••• Epicyclic 'Wheel

b...

SolarDaJ.

424. SBCMU!. cue. The fraction in the first cue hu
been supposed to have a decompomble denominator. Let
now both denominator aod numerator be prime. Form two
fractional and

1,

in which ..4 is an arbitrary quantity .00

commodioualy decomposable into factor&, and proceed to
obtain from each of theee fractions the auma or dift"\ftllCtll
of two decomposable fractions as before, which may be em.
ployed in wheel-work as follows.
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Let an axis ..4 a, fig. 210, be connected to one axis B b,
by two trains and an epicyclic train, as in the figure, and
also to another axis Cc by a precieely similar arrangement.
Then if the synchronal rotations of the axes ..4 a, B b, Cc be
A, tJ and a,, p., 11 the trains which connect ..4a with Bb, and
11-,111 the trains that connect ..4a with Cc, we shall have
a

J.&

+ .,

d a,

p.1

+ "' · . a

p.

+.,

- • --an - - - -•.. - • - - ,
..4
2
..4
2
a, 11-, + 111

will be the ratio of the synchronalrotations of Bb and Cc.
Suppose for example that it be required to make one
axis perform 17821 toms, while another makes 11748; both
• pnme
•
L-- •
17821
• 1'rredUCl'ble,
bemg
nomben, t he uw;;tion
- Js
11748

and indecompoeable into factors.
Auume a divitor 5040- 7 x 8 x 9 x 10, and form separately two trains whose velocities are represented by

For the first we have
17821

1480

788

148

87

- - -68o
- +720
- - -6s+
5040
· 80'

whence the trains : and : . as in the first method. (Art. 421 ).
For the second train,
11748

8SO

5040 -

688 + 720- 68

729

88

81

+ iO'

• 166
81
whence the traJDs -6 and - .
8
40

25
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If we repreaePt the wheels which in the lef4wnd cnia
correapood to F, G and H, by f, g and A, we have the £ol)o...
iag notation of the resultiog machine.

-...

IM

01)

t-

...
.
:

ra:

1

=-0

;11!

. ~=~ '~
~ ;;;

r
jl~r~
:

0

;~ 1

I
go

2 ]'

,~
l

..,
Ql
.!1
M

<

EXAMPLES OF THE THIRD USE OF BPICYCLIC TRAINS.

421;.

The third employment of epieyelie trains, is to

_,
•
produce a very 111ow
motion.

Art.

410,

In the ••~ormula _a •
p

1'€-'
t- I

all the trains are at present taken positivr.

AGGKEGATE VELOCITY.

Let e be made negative, and let

p.

and "have difFerent signs,

a

p.e-.,

p

•+ 1

.·.- = - - ,
in which, by properly assuming the numbers of the trains, a
may be made very small with respect to p, and therefore the
arm to revolve very slowly. This leads to such an arrangement as that of fig. 215, (Art. .fo09.)

for~ _ aceg- hbtlf,
p
bg (ce + tlf).

(Art. tlS.)

and in this expression the two tenna of the numerator
having no common divisor, may be so assumed as to difFer
by unity, by which an enormous ratio may be produced.
For example, put a, c, 11, g each equal

ss,

b - 1o6, tl - S41, 1- 65, h - S2,
and we get

a

p-

sst- S2 x 1o6 x S41 x65
1o6 )( ss (SS' + S41 )( 65) -

1
IOS646502.

If in this machine we suppress the wheels 1 and e by
making a tum both b and g, and tl tum bothI and c, we have •

a

a

- •- X

p

bg

cg- bf
c +I

101 x 99 - loo'

20
•

100

X

99

)(

101

+ 100

1
•

--.

99495

~. If on this contrary we wish to make the shalt,
wboee revolutions are p, revolve slowly with respect to the

arm ; then the numerator of the fraction ~ must be a sum,
p
and the denominator a dift"erence ; therefore e must in the
· a• p.e-•
··
·
expres81oD- be posttive,
and near1y equal to untty,
p
e-1
and p. and ., must have difFerent signs.
• Putdnr a•IO, 6•188, oaltl, , • •, IIDCl/al8t. Thillatter combiDaIIDn 11 given with theM DlUIIben by White (C.tuy ollnventioal)..

20-t
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Fig. 221 is a combination that will answer the
purpose: mp is a fixed axis upou
•
rs
SJ
which turns a long tube, to the
lr===~
lower end of which is 6xed a wheel
L- c
D, and to the upper a wheel E ; a
shorter tube turns upon this, which
carries at its extremities the wheels
..4 and H. A wheel C is engaged
both with D and ..4, and a trainbearing arm mn, which revolves
freely upon mp, carries upon a stud at n the united whedt
F and G. The epicyclic train therefore is formed of thr
wheels EFG and H, and is plainly positive, the extremr
wheels EH revolving in the same direction.

___ ,

HF

Let H be the first wheel ; .·. e ... GE ,

al110 p. .. ~ and ., •

~ with

dHFerent signs, since ...4. aod D

revolve difFerent ways;
a

.·.-p

C HF

C

'l""GE

+ ii

HF

--1

GE

put ..4-= 10, C c:lOO, D., 10, E .. 61, F• 4-9, G••J, H •51,
and we shall obtain ~ • 25000, that ill, 25000 rotations ol the
p
train-bearing arm mn will produce one of the wheel C.
4~.

Generally, however, the first wheel of the epicyclie

train is fixed, in which case the formula becomes!! •
G

1

-e.

If e be positive and very near unity, this will be very small,
or n small with respect to a, that is, the motion of the last
wheel of the train slow with respect to that of the arm. la

AGGBBQATE VBLOCITY.

the simple forms of epicyclic trains, figs. 211, 212, and 218,
the two latter are excluded, because c: is negative, but the
former with the train .4
is usually selected, .4 being a
b--E
D

~! is made as small

fixed wheel, and ; - 1 -

which is efFected by making .4E- bD •
,

Thus tf €

101
•

100

X
X

99
100

as possible ;

*1.

be the numbers of the wheels,
,.

l

tJ

10000

we have----,
but as these large numben are inconvenient for the wheela
that are carried upon the arm,

1et • - 1JlX9 ;
100

orleta•

X

10

SI

X

129

82

X

125

,

,.

1

.·.---,
tJ
1000
,.

.·.tJ

--1

41000

498. This combination is used for registering maehinery for the same purpoee as the contrivances in Arts.
4M and ..OS ; and since the concentric wheels .4 and D (fig.
211) are very nearly of the same size, the pinions band E
carried by the arm may be made of the same number of teeth,
or in other words, a thick pyuon substituted for them which
geera at once with the fixed wheel .4 and the slow-moving
wheel D".

Let .M, M- 1, and K be the numbers of teeth of D, .4,
and the thick pinion respectively, then

n
Kx(.M-1)
1
--1- -,
"
KxM
M
where M is the number of teeth of the slow-moving wheel.
• In Robertl' aelf'-ac:tinJ mule.
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EXAMPLES OF THE FOURTH USE OF EPICYCLIC TJlAm

ti9. The fourth employment of epicyclic traiaa aaeista in concentrating the efFects of two or more dif'm~~
trains upon one revolving body when theae trains mon ..iD
respect to each other with a variable velocity ratio. I hm
already sh,wn how this may be efFected when the eDit
of motion is small, 88 in Arts. 895, 897, but by epiqdit
trains an indefinite number of rotations may be produoed.
As an example of this application I shall take the equ.
tion clock, as it is the earliest problem of this class wild
presents itself for solution in the history of mechaniJJD, ad
actually occupied the attention of mechaoists for a be
period •. The object of this machine is to cause die 6ad rJ
a clock to point on the usual dial, not to mean solar tillr.
but to true aola,. time. For this purpoee we may moht
its motion 88 88tronomen resolve the motion of tbe IIDJ;
namely, into two, one of which - is the uniform motioa
which belongs to the mean time, and the other the dif'emtt
between mean and true time or the equation. If, theo, two
trains of mechanism be provided, one o~ them an ordiJarJ
clock, and the other contrived so as to commuuicate • .Jtw
motion corresponding to the equation of time, and if ft
then concentrate the efFects of these separate trains upoa
hand of our equation clock by means of an epicyclic trlia.
we shall obtain the desired reaulL There are three JIC*I1*
arrangements, 88 in Art. 406, ( 1) the equation may be ~
nicated to one end of the train, and the mean motioo to tbe
other, the arm receiving the solar motiont; (2} tbe equatioa
may be given to one end of the train, and the mean motioa
to the arm, the other end of the train will then recei•e tbe
solar motion; (S) the equation may be communicated to d~t

*

• Vide the Machines ApprouY4!es of the Acad. des Sc:ienc:a.
t Employed in the equation cloc:k of Le Bon, 17ft.
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arm, and the mean time to one eod of the train, when the
other end of the train will reeei:ve tbe IOlar motioD •. I
shall detcribe the meehamiDl of tbe latter ammgemeat.
430. Fig. 222 is a· diagram which will aerve to shew
the wheel-work of that part of an equation clock by which
the motion is given to the hands. This wheel-work is commonly called the dial-work. G ia the centre of motion of the
epicyclic train, GDe the train-bearing arm. The wheels f
222

s

and C turn f'reely upon the axis G, and the axis D carried
by the arm hu two wheels D and c fixed to it, which geer
with/ and Creapectively.
The epicyclic train CX)Daists, therefore, of the four wheels
C, c, D and f, of which let C be the first wheel. In this
arrangement the equation is to be communicated to the
train-bearing arm, and the mean motion to the fint wheel C
of the epicyclic train. Now for this purpose C is driven by
the wheel B, dotted in the figure, which derives its motion
from a wheel ..4 connected with an ordinary clock, and u the
minute-hand M of the clock is faatened to the axis of B,
this minute-hand will shew mean time upon the dial in the
uaual manner.
The equation is communicated to the train-bearing arm
GDe, as f'ollows. E is a cam-plate, which by its connexion
• In the cl.oeka of Du Tertre, 17.&2, u1d Enderlin.

with the clock is made to l'e9o1Ye in a year (Art.. U7).. .A
frictioo roller e upon the ~ ana rests upaa d!r
edge of the cam-plate, aad U kept in COD~ with it 1ly
means of a spring or weigbL The cam-plate is shaped ., •
to communicate the ~ quantity of augu1ar JDOtia. •
the arm. We have aeen how ooe eod ol the epiqdir
train receivea the mean motion, and f, which ia tbe otJ.r
extremity of the traio, geen with a wheel g CODCeDtrie tD
the minute-wheel B, and tumiDg mely upon it; the . handS is fixed to the tube or C8IUlOD of g, and thus aeai•ut
the aggregate of the meao motion and the eqn•tion, will
point upon the dial to the true time which c:orrespoods tD
the mean time indicated by M.
The formula which belongs to this cue is, (Art. .f.ll)

n • a. 1 - e +me,
Cc
in which • is poaitive aud .. Df. Now if the synchrcal
rotations of the minute-band M and of C be M and • ~
ively, we have m •

M.~,

and •, we have n • • .

and if those off and g be •

J; substituting theae values in tbe

formula, we obtain

Df- Cc
• • a.

Dg

Be

+Al. Dg'

of which the first part belongs to the equation, UKI tllr
aecood to the mean motion.
Now the mean motion of S must be the same as that of
M; .·.

!; -

1.

And for that part of the motion of S whkll

.
th
.
h
.
DJ- Cc
1s due to e equatiOn, t e expreu1on a. Dg
sbewa
the proportion between the angular motion of the tJ'IiD.
bearing arm and of the hand a, syochronal rotations beinJ
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directly proportional to angular velocity (Art. 20.). If the
arm is to move with the same angular velocity as the hand,
then

Df-Cc
Dg = 1,

and this is readily efFected by making f- c - g and C • 2D;
also, sinee Be • Dg where c • g, we must . have B - D,
and these are the actual proportions employed by Enderlin.
But if it be required that the arm move through a less angle
than the hand, through half the angle, for example, then
C- sD, and eo on.
~1.

In the treatises on Horology, and in the machines
of the ·French Academy, may be found a great number of
contrivances for equation clocks, which was a favourite subject with the mechanista of the last century. The machine
itself is merely curious, and the desired purpoee may be
eft'ected in a·mucb more simple manner, if indeed it be worth
doing at all, by placing concentrically to the common fixed
dial a smaller moveable dial, and communicating to the latter
the equation, by which the ordinary minute-haod of the clock
will simultaneously shew mean time on the fixed, and true
time on the moveable dial, without the intervention of the
epicyclic train •.
Nevertheless, I have selected this machine as the best
for the purpoee of explanation, as being easily intelligible.
The most succ:essful machine of this class is undoubtedly
the Bobbin and Fly-frame, in which, by means of an epicyclic train, the motions of the spindles are beautifully
adjusted to the increasing diameter of the bobbins and consequent varying velocity of the bobbins and flyers. But this
machine involves eo many other considerations, that the complete explanation of it cannot be given in the present stage
o( our subject.
• Tbla i1 doae In the eariJ equatioD docb of Le Bon, 1714, Le Ro,, .tc:.

CHAPTER Ill.
ON COMBINATIONS FOR PRODUCING
AGGREGATE PATHS.

432. I HA vz already stated in the begiuning of tD
work (Art. 89}, that pieces in a train may be required to
describe elliptical, epicycloidal, or sinuous linea, aud that
such motions are produced by eo~bining circular and rectilinear motions by aggregation. The proeesa being, in &a,
derived from the well-known geometrical principle by wbd
motion in any curve is resolved into two simiJlhDfODI
motions in co-ordinate lines or circles.

If the curve in whieh the pieee or point ia required ID
move be referred to rectangular co.onlina~ let the piect
be mounted upon a slide attached to a eecond piece, aad let
this aecond piece be again mounted upon a slide attached ID
the frame of the machine at right angles to the first slidt.
Then if we assume the direction of one slide for the uil «
abscisse, the direction of the other will be parallel to tbt
ordinates of the required curve. And il we commUDic:lk
simultaneously such motions to the two alidhag pieces •
will cause them to describe spaces respectively equal to the
corresponding abseisse aud ordinates, the point or pie«
which is mounted upon the first slide will always be round
in the requirt!d curve.
This first slide, being itself carried by a transvme sHtle,
falls under the cases described in the flnt Chapter of this
Part, and the motion may be given to it by any c:ontrivaoct
for maintaining the communication of motion between pieces
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the position of whole paths is variable, as, for example, by a
rack attached to the slide and driven by a long pinion.
For the purpoee of communicating the velocitia to the two
slides, any appropriate contrivance from the first part of the
work may be choeen.
438. If the curve in which the point is to move be
referred to polar co-ordinates, these may be as easily translated ioto mechanism, by mounting the point upon a slide
and causing this slide to revolve round a center, which will
be the pole. Then connecting these pieces by mechanism,
ao that while the slide revolve~~ round its pole the point shall
travel along the slide with the proper velocity, this point
will always be found in the given curve.
434. Fig. US is a very simple arrangement, by which a &hort curve may be
described upon the above principles.

,z. 228

E is the ce~ter of motion of an arm
E e which is connected by a link with the
describing point B ; D is the center of
motion of a second arm Dd which is connected by a link dB, with the same describing point •· If
now Ee be made to move through a small arc, it will communicate to B a motion round d which will be nearly vertical, and if Dd be made to move through a small arc, it will
communicate to • a motion round e, which will be nearly
horizontal ; and as the motion of the describing point B is
solely governed by its connexion with these two links, these
motions may be separately or simultaneously communicated to
it. A is an axis, upon which are fixed two cam-plates, the
lower ot which, C, is in contact with a roller e at the end of
the armEe, and the upper, B, in contact with a roller m at the
Pnd of an arm Dm, fixed at right angles to the arm Dd.

.A.GG:aKGATK COMB.INATIONS.

When the axis ..4 revolves the cams communicate simuJ...
taneously motions to the two arms, which motions are giw-eu
to the describing point, one in a direction nearly perpendicular to the other, the point will thus describe a curve al
which the horizontal co-ordinates are determined by the
cam B, and the vertical by the cam C.
In practice the shape of the cams may be obtained bJ
trial : the machine must be previously constructed, and plaiD
disks of a sufficient diameter substituted for the cams, thee
if the required pRth of 8 be traced upon paper, and it •
placed in succession upon a sufficient number of positioot
upon this path, the cam-axis being also shifted, the corresponding positions of the rollers e and m may be marked
upon the disks, and the shape of the cams thus ucertained.
436. If the object of the machine be merely to tnce
a few curves upon paper or other material, the principle ol
relative motion • will enable us .to dispense with the difticulties that are introduced by the necessity of maintaining a .
tion with a piece whose path itself travels. For since ner1
complex path is resolvable into two simple paths, let the
descnoiog point move in one component path, and the surface upon which it traces the curve move in the other cmaponent path with the proper relative velocity, then will the
curve be described by the relative motion of the point aad

surface. •
1.'hus to describe polar curves, the surface upon which
the curve is to be descn"bed may be made to revolve while
the describing point travels with the proper velocity aloog a
fixed slide, in a path the direction of which passes through
the axis. of motion of the surface. And as in this lll'l'lllpment the axis of motion of the surface and the path of the
describing point are both fixed in position, the simultaneous
• Already employed in Aru. 216,404, 406.
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motions may be communicated to them by any of the contrivances in our first Part, without having recourse to the
principle of Aggregate Motion. And thus, in general, a
firmer and simpler machine will be obtained.
Al110 the tracing of curves upon a surface is sometimes
accomplished under the Aggregate principle by causing the
lltWface to move with the double motion, while the describing point is at rest •.
436. Screw-cutting and boring machines are reducible
to this head.
For the cutting of a screw is in fact the
tracing of a spiral upon the surface of a cylinder, and the
motion of boring is al8o the tracing of a spiral upon the
surface of a hollow cylinder; the tool being in both cues
the describing point, and the plain cylinder the surface.
Now as the tracing of this spiral is re110lvable into two
simultaneous motions, one of revolution with respect to the
axis of the cylinder, and the other of tnmsition parallel to
that axis, we have in the construction of machines for boring
and screw cutting the choice of four arrangements.
(1) The eyliDder :may be heel 111d the tool revolve aod traftl. This
ia the eeae in all limpJe m.trumenta for boriug and tappiDg
~mewa, in mechinea for boriug the cylinden of steam engiDea,
and in eqiDeers' boriug machine-.
(2) The tool may be fixed aod the cylinder revolft and travel.
&rewa are cut upon this principle, in IIIDAll 1atbee with a a.
veraiDg JDalldJel, aa it ia called.
(3) The tool may revolft and the cylinder travel. The boriug of
the eylindeft of pumpe ia often effected upon this principle.
(-&) The cylinder :may revolft aod the tool travel. Guna are thua
bored, and qineerl' IICl'8W8 cut in the lathe.

437. But .OOtion in curves may be often more simply
obtained by means of some geometrical property that may
• The motioa which mut be commWiic:ated to a plane to eaable it to receln
apna Clll'fe t.o a ixed a-lbinl point, 11 DOt the ume u that which woald
caue a point, c:arrled by the mo'ring plule, to trace the ume eurYe upoa a fixed
plane. Vide Clalraat, M em. de 1'Ac:ad. dea Sdencea, 1740.
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admit of being employed · in mechanism, as the ellip!!e is
described by the trammel fig. 22'- This consists of a fixed
erou abed, in which are formed two straight grooves meeting in C, and perpendicular to each other; a bar PGH
.F

hu pins attached to it at G and H, which 6t and slide il
these grooves, and a· describing point is fixed at P. Wha
the bar moves it receives simultaneously the rectilinear mo.
tion of the pin H in the groove ab, and that of the pill G
in the groove cd, by which the describing point P trace~ a
curve JIPB, which can be ahewn as follow• to be the eUipRWhen HP coincides with ab, G comes to C, and therefore GP • BC, and when HP coincidea with Ctl, B ce11e1
to C and therefore HP - CM.
With center C and radius CQ equal to HP, delcn"be
a semicircle .AFJI, and through P draw QPN perpendicuW'
to ctl produced, join CQ, then QP is parallel to CH, allo
HP • CM • CQ, .•. CHPQ is a parallelfl8"&1D.

---

CQ
. . GP

.

QN

PN.

But CQ • CF and GP ... BC,

QN CF
.•• PN • BC'
and the curve is an ellipse.
438. Thus also epicycloida or hypocycloids are delcribed
mechanically in Suardi's pen•, by fixing the deec:ribing paiat
• Adama' o-uetrical1111d Graphical.z.a,..
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at the end of a proper arm upon the extreme axis B, fig. 211,
of an epicyclic train in the manner already explained in the
6rst Chapter (Art. 886.) And in this instance we may also
avail ounelves of the principles of Art. 485, and describe these
curves by causing the plane and the arm which carries the
descrjbing point to revolve simultaneously with the proper
angular velocity ratio, round parallel axes fixed in position•

.a9. But the most extensively useful contrivance of
this clue is that which is termed a pGf'allel motion, by
which a point is made to describe a right line by the joint
aetion of two circular motiona, and u this is a contrivance
of great practical importance, it i• necessary to examine it in
detail
ON PARALLEL MOTIONS.

440. A parallel motion is a term somewhat aukwardly
applied to a combination of jointed rods, the purpose of
which is to cause a point to describe a straight line by
communicating to it simultaneously two or more motions in
circular area, the deviations of these motions from rectilinearity being made as nearly as possible to counteract each
other.
The rectilinear motion so produced is not strictly
accurate, but by properly proportioning the parts of the
contrinnce, the erron are rendered so alight that they may
be neglected.
441. Let .J.a, Bb;fig. 225, be rods capable of moving
round fixed centera .J. and B, and let them be connected by a
third rod or link ab jointed to the extremities of the fint
rods respectively, as in Art. 826. The rods .J.a, Bb are
termed radius rods. This system may be moved in succession through a series of positions, the principal ones of
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which are indicated by the figures 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3, t., ..,,

~ 6.

B
A.

6, 6, 1, 1, and so on repeatedly. If a tnciog point c be attached to some part of the link near ita center, it will describr
a cu"e mcun,.bm, somewhat resembling the figure 8. U
the position of the tracing point be properly ueumed, a •ay
considerable length of the intersecting portion of this c:une
will be found to approximate so nearly to a right liae, tb.t
it may, for all practical purpoaes, be considered and employed as sueb.
442. For example, let E~, fig. H6, be a enok ores..
centric, which, by ita revolution is
intended to communicate a reciprocating motion to the piston P
through a link ~c, jointed to the top
of the piston rod Pc. In the common mode the upper end c of the
piston rod would be guided in averJl
tical line, either by sliding through
a collar or in a groove. If, howenr, the end c be jointed to the
center of a link ab connecting two
equal radius rods ..4 a, Bb, whose
centen of motion B, ..4 are attached
to the frame of the machine ; t't!en
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the path of c will be a certain segment cd of the curve
described in Art. Ml; and if the motion of c be not too
great with respect to the length of the radius rods, this
curve will vary so slightly from a right line that it may be
safely employed instead of a sliding guide. An algebraical
equation may be found for the entire curve•, but it is
exceedingly involved and complex, and of no use in obtaining the required practical results, which are readily deduced
by simple approximate methods, as follows.
443. Let .A, C, fig. 227, be the centers of motion, .AB,
CD the radius rods, BD the link, and let the link be perpendicular to the two radius rods in the mean position of the
system .ABDC.
Let .AB be moved into the position .4b, and Cc, be be
the corresponding positions of the other rod and the link.
Draw bf parallel to BD. Now in the first position the link
BD is perpendicular, and in the second position this link is
thrown into the oblique position be, by which the upper end
is carried to the left, and the lower to the right of the vertical line BMd, through spaces be, de, which are respectively equal to the versed sines of the angles described by

,A.

"'.8 r

227

'i

ft/0
the radius rods .AB, DC in moving to their second positions
Ab, Cc. But as the ends of the link move difFerent ways,
• Thia 11 comple&ely worked out by Plony, Architecture Hydraullqve, Art.

••7&
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there will be one point M between them that "Will be fcnmd
in the vertical line BMd, and its place is detennined by thr
proportion (Art. S95).

bM : Me :: be : de.
Let .J.B -= R, CD= ,., BD = l,

B.Ab .. 6, DCc

.. --•
m
l - t»

=cp.
R

R versin 6
,. • versin n.
..,

and b.M = 011;

. •8

• 810-

-=-----x
2

,.

n.
,. . sin•:!:

R

ut

••

6

.n.- • SJD 2

2

Now as the angle B.Ab never exceeds about 2<1' m
practice the inclination cbf of the link is small, aad
Bb(= R6) very nearly equal to De(= ,.cp); and as tbeit
angles are small we may assume without sensible ernr

. 8
. cp
R Bln-=f'Bln-;
2

2

I»

z,.

,.

•·. - - .. - , and m---,
Z-m R
R+f'
which is the usual practical rule.
This rule may be simply stated in words, by sayiog that
the segments of the link are inversely proportional to their
nearest radius rods.

Ex.

Let R • 7 feet, ,. -=
2
•• t».,.

4

4 feet,

Z•

2 feet.

8

---=-.727 feet• 8.72 Inches.
+ 4 11
X

7

444o. The deviation of the point M from the line BD
may be measured with sufficient accuracy as follows_ aDd it
is necessary to know it in order to ascertain how great a
value of the angle 8 may be safely employed. For simplicity
I shall confine myself to the case in which the radius rods AB,
CD are equal in length, and taking their length equal to
unity, let the link BD= l, draw bf, f'e parallel to BD, aad
let the inclination fbe of the link to the vertical- 'Y;
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fe . fb C.I S
mall
••'Y=-y,stnce
S,

=

versin 9 + versin ~ 2 versin 9
l
..
l
, very near1y.

Now mf• re, that is, sin 9 + J cos 'Y = l +sin tp;
. . sin tJ> - sin 9 - l versin 'Y = sin 9 - ly
2

-= sin 9 -! x (versin 9)1•

l
From this expression the value of q>, corresponding to any
given value of 9 may be calculated.

When the radius rods are inclined upwards, we have
(fig. 228) retaining the same notation,
·

"
----;o..c
bm + mf- re + en, that is, sin 9 + l - l. cos 'Y + sin tp ;
•·. sin tJ> =sin 9 +

7x (venin 9)

2•

Let the link be half of the radius rods; ~herefore
sin tJ> • sin 9 do 4 (venin 9)1,
where the upper sign is taken when the radius rods are
above the horizontal line, and the lower sign when below.
Also the deviation of the central point M of the link
from a vertical right line is equal to
versin 9 versin ~ cos </> - cos 9 (A
)
-rt. 895.
2 - 2
2
..
and the actual values of q,, and of the deviation which correspond to the principal values of 9, are given in the following table.
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ABOVB HOBIZON'!'AL LINB.

Valueeo£8.

Value~~

of.p.

I

Deriatioa.

BELOW HOBIZONT.&L LDrE.

Values of .p.

Derialiaa.

22° 481

.00777

25°

21' 15'

.008641

20°

20° 54/

.00274

19° 7'

.00258

14.044'

.ooo6o

9° si

.00007

15°

15° 17'

.000641

10°

10° s'

.00007

I

!I

Thus it the radius rod or beam .I.B have S ft. radius, the
deviation at 25° amounts to .0086 x S6 inches - .SI i.oc:hes.
and at 20° to .097 inch.; generally the entire beam is made
equal to three times the length of the stroke, and therefore describes an angle of about 19 degrees on each side of
the horizontal line.
446. Even this error may be greatly reduced by a
different mode of arranging the rods. Supposing the rods
to beof equal length and equal to unity, let .Ab, fig. 229,he
the extreme angular position of the rod .I.B, let B.A.b- 8,
and let the horizontal distance .I.K of the centers of motioo
.A, C, be made equal to .I.B + CD- versin 9,

instead of being equal to the sum of the radii AB, CD, as in
the former case. In this arrangement the radii being supposed
parallel in the first position .I.B, CD, it is clear from the mere

4()1)
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inspection of the figure, that the link is inclined to the left
in one position as far as it is inclined to the right in the
other very nearly ; and therefore the central point of the
link in the lowest position bd will be in the vertical line
which passes through the place of its central point in the
position BD.
But as the link is continually changing its inclination in
the intermediate positions between these two, there will be
in these intermediate positions a deviation of the central
point from this vertical line, which it is easy to see will be
at a maximum when the link is vertical. Let this happen
when the radius rod is at an angle B.Je - 61,
and let DCf • cp" and m DB =dbs • 'Y;
then we have mD + D1 • pe + ef,
that is, z. cos 'Y + sin q,1 • sin 61 + l;

. ""
. 6 + l . versmry
•
.. Bln
..,1 • sm
1
B ut ' Y Bm
•l -

• 6 + l- . 'Yt
= sm
2-.
1

versin6
l
•·
. q, .
(venin 6)1
.'.Sin I •810 6I +
,
2l

=

also the deviation of the middle point • cos q,1

-

2

cos 61.

The following table exhibits the corresponding values of

the angles and deviation, supposing as before that l •

~;

2

and also that venin 6 .. 2 venin 61 which is very nearly true.
8

8,

••

20°

14° 7'

14° 20'

.00046

25°

17° 8ft

18° 8'

.001+8

S0°

21° 1'

22° f)

.OOS47

S5°

24° ss'

2lf ss'

.()()185

Deviation.

In practice the angle 9 DeYel' aceeds ~- Ld mr
radius rods be 8 feet in length, then the deriatioa ia w .., • iJ
S6 x .0005.,. .018 instead of .OIJT, u in Art.. +H.

446. If the radius rods A.B, DC are ~ a. die
same side of the link CB, and the link be produeed dowswards, u in 6g. 230, then the upper rod beiog ....le ..._,_.

v·v

("

uo

:~~t
C I ,/,
I

'

l>:l

than the lower will move through a greater augle, aad earr'!
the upper end c of the link through a deviatioa cf great«
than be, which is that produced by the looger rod. There
will therefore be a point M in the link below the lower rod,
which will remain in the line CB produced; and this poia&
will be found by the proportion

f c r venin q> R
-•-a
•-x
bM be R venin 9
r
cM

ran2 P
2
--~

B'sin'~'
2

when A.B .. R, CD- r, BA.b = 9, CDc ~

q>

9

2

2

But ,. sin - • R sin -

f'·
cM. R
• 6JI ,.

very nearly, whence -

gives the position of the point J/.

447.

The complete parallel motion which is most UDiversally adopted in large steam-engines is shewn in 6g. !St.
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281 E

R

~~
c-JV_
I ~I

A

K

When so employed the beam of the engine becomes one
of the radius rods of the system. A b is half this beam whose
center of motion is A. It has two equal links ed, bl jointed
to i.t, of which bl is termed the main link, and ed the back
Unk, and these are connected below by a third link df,
termed the parallel rod, and equal to be. The radius rod or
bridle-rod Cd is jointed to the extremity d of the back link
ed, and its center C is fixed at a vertical distance below A
equal toed or bf. The length of the rods are so proportioned that I shall be the point to which the rectilinear
motion is communicated, or parallel point as it is termed.
To find the proportions let
Ae = B, be (=Id)= B,, Cd = r,
draw K d parallel to AB;
.·• Kdl• BAb(-= 6), and let MCd = ~'
then, as before, the point d is carried towards K through a
space equal to Cd versin ~ • r versin ~' and the point 1
receives simultaneously this motion towards K, and a motion
in the opposite direction arising from the inclination of the
parallel rod dl, which motion is equal to dl versin ldK
• R1 versin 6. If these two motions be equal the pointlwill
remain in the vertical line Bf, as required;
. •6
SlD"-

r
2
••• r . versin tp = B 1 versin 9, o r B = - .
1

sin1 cJ!.
2
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But the rods ..4 e, C d, connected by the link e d, form a
system similar to that of Art. 448, and, as before, we IM1
assume

..4e. sin~- Cdsin f, or B
2

2

sin~2 ... f'. sin f.2

very nearly;

. ,8

stn -

2

,.~

'I'

· · - = R , ... R; ..
sin•

~

P.
2

that is, ..4 e is a mean proportional between ctl and df.
44.8. Since the joints ..4e, ed, Cd, considered sep
rately, form a system similar to the first simple arrangemeut,
it follows that if the proper point be taken between d aDd 1
an additional parallel motion is obtained ; so that this fora
combines two p&rallel motions in one, and is commonJ1 .,
employed in steam engines, by suspending the great pistoo
rod from f and the lesser air-pump rod from the link ed.
The three parallel motions. described (6gs. 227,280, and 2JI)
are all due to Mr. Watt, and are to be found in his pateat
of 1784.

449.

Let .AbfedC, fig. 282, be an arrangement similar

.
..4b
to the last; produce bf, and make bp= ed .A.e .•
282

Gt¥
.,.

Join ..4C and produce it to G, making ..4G - ..4C • ~~'
join Gp.
• From Pmny, An:h. Hyd. .An. 1481.
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Suppose Gp to be a new radius rod, moving round a
fixed center G, it is clear in all positions of this arrangement
that the lines Gp and Ctl, bp and etl will remain parallel, on
account of the fixed proportion of these lines respectively,
therefore the point f would describe its straight line it ftl
were removed. But in that case the arrangement Ab, bp,
:p G considered eeparately forms a simple parallel motion of
the Brat kind, and it appears that the more complex arrangement is equivalent to a simple one, occupying a greater space
in the proportion of AN: AM:: Ab: A e. Hence tbe convenience of the complex system.
400. There are various modifications of the latter
arrangements, but the proportions of the rods may always
be found in a similar manner to those already given. For
example, in steam boats the beam is placed below the
machinery, and the elltire arrangement of the parallel motion
inverted and otherwise altered to accommodate it to the
necessity of compreasing the entire machine into the
smallest' possible space.
Fig. 288 represents an arrangement of the parallel

motion for steam boats, in which Ab is the beam, .A its
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center of motion ; a short bridle rod, C d, is employed, aud
the parallel rod dm is jointed to the main link bf below tile
parallel point f. ·

=""

Let ..le= R, eb=d•=R,, Cd-r, DCd
B.Ah =B.
Draw A.B, K d horizontal, and IB vertical ; then the poiDt
d is carried towardsfB through a horizontal space

- Cd versin DCd =2r. sin' P..
2

And the point m is carried horizontally to the lelt by this
movement of d, and at the same time to the right throu&fl

=2R

a space - dm x versin K dm

sin• ~
2 , since d .. - 4J6

I

and Kdm"" BA. b.
The horizontal deviation of m from the vertical
therefore equal to mn • 2R

f B

sin'~- 2r sin1 1!..
2

2

Also the deviation of b from the Tertical I B, is equal

bg=Abx versin B.Ab

ia

to

= 2. R + R . sin'~,
2
I

and since I is the parallel point, we have
R sin1 ~
I

2

R +R

-

I

f

r sin1
,2

.sin'~2

But in the system Cd, de, e.A, we may assume

• iq> =

f' SlD

.·. putting lm •

R"

SlD

a;,

o
.• f/>2 = R'.,o
2, .•. Sln
r Sln 2;

and mb • l, and arranging the terms.

m
Rr-R•
l Rr-R'
we have l - - = (R R
, and m = R ·
+m
+ Jr
+r
If R,r =RI, a; • 0 and the parallel point coincides with
m, as in Art. 447. If R, r < R', 31 becomes negative aud
the parallel point will fall between m and b.
1

R

·
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461. Let an isosceles triangle GFE, fig. IM, be suspended by two equal radius rods CE, AF, moving on fixed
centers A and C, and jointed to the two extremities of the
base FE respectively.
234
IC now this triangle be swung
from its central position, (that is,
when the apex is equidistant from
the points of suspension A and C),

f:"

so as to carry its apex G to a little B L.·~====~~

distance on either side, as for example tO the position g, and to a similar one on the opposite side g, then a describing point at G will draw a curve
which will be found to vary very little from a right line
whose direction is parallel to the base of the triangle when
in its central position GFE, provided the proportions of
the system be so arranged, that the three points g G g'
are situated in a right line. This arrangement, which is
the iDvention of Mr. Roberts of Manchester, furnishes a
parallel motion which is in many cases more convenient
than the former ones, especially if the path required be
horizontal.
To investigate the proportions, draw the arcs FB, DE,
make AB, CD perpendicular to FE and join BD. Let the
extreme position be that in which the radius rod .J.Fbecomes
perpendicular and coincident with AB, and the middle
position that in which the base FE of the triangle is
horizontal, and therefore parallel with BD. Then it remains to find such an altitude for the point G, that its
vertical distance above BD may be the same in the middle
and in the extreme position, in which case as the two
extreme positions are symmetrical to the middle one, a right
line parallel to BD will pass through the three positions of
the apex G, as required.
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Let .AB .. CD = r, FE

=b,

BD-= d, GK ... A,

DCE = B.AF -=8, DCe = q,, eBD = "''
Then in the middle position, we have
sin 8 + b = d,
in the extreme position,
b cos 'o/ + r. sin cp = d,
and also b. sin 'o/-= r. versin
2r.

(I)
(2)

cp, (s).

Again, in the middle position, the altitude of G above BD i5
h,

+ r . versin 8,

and in the extreme position the altitude of g above BD is
b •
h,.

COS

'o/ + i

Sln "''

and these are equal by the conditions of the problem ;
••• h,

. 8 - h. cost+ bi 81n
• "t· ( -i).
+ r. ver&ln

In these four equations we are at liberty to assume three
of the quantities cp, 'o/, 8, r, d, b, h, and the others may be
determined, the most convenient is to aaaume values for
r, d, and b. If r- d • 1, then the following table sbews
a few corresponding values of b and h,.
b

J
.577

A

8.95
1.100

t

.g.t.S

.4PU

.654

But a convenient expression may be found by appl"'Ximation, as follows: supposing that the angles of the system
cj>, 8 and 'o/ are much smaller than those shewn in the
figure;
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.
h
for by (3) and (4) r

=

l

venin cp - venin 8
. .r.
,
vennn .,

in which iC we assume

em

1

venin cp = 2 ,_., verain 8..

(em)•
em•
2 =1·

2 ,_.'

27"
mlP

= --,
'I'
2lJ»

versin ·'·

emv
where mD• - ,
2r

and em-d-b,
we finally obtain

~-

(d

~ b)•.

452. Let the lever .AB, fig. 2S5, be jointed at the
extremity A to a rod or Crameo
2S5
E.A moving round a 6xed center
E, and so long that the small arc
.Aa, through which the extremity
of the lever .A moves, may be taken
for a right line in the direction of
the line .AF. CD is a bridle rod
whose fixed center oC motion C is in the line .A F. Let
CD • r, .AD- R, DB • R,, DC.A • cp, D.AC • 8, then,
supposing as before Cor convenience that the machine is
in a vertical plane and the line .AF horizontal, the point
D is carried horizontally to the right through a space
=r versin cp, and the point B receives thi11 motion, and
is also carried to the leCt horizontally by means of its inclination through a space= R, versin 8, and iC these be equal,
the horizontal distance of B from .A will be the same as
when the rods coincided with the horizontal line .AF;
therefore we must have
R, versin 8 • r versin cp,
(1)
also Dm - R sin 8 - r . sin cp
(2).
From these two equations the value of R, may be
obtained for any given values of R, r and 8; also,
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and R

sin~= r. sin '.P.. very nearly,
2

2

we obc.ain

Hr=~.
I

If the distances .AD, DC, DB be equal, aod the pcBt J
be made to travel in an t>xact straight line by sliding ia a
groove instead of the radial guide, then tbe panllel .....
will describe a true straight line perpendicular to AF,
instead or the sinuous line which in all the oth« ~
menta is substituted for it. For in this case the angle DD
is equal to DCA. in all positions, and since DB= DC, a
perpendicular from B upon .A.C will always pass th~
the same point C. In this respect this parallel motiaa
has the advantage over all othen.
If the friction of a sliding guide at .A be considend
objectionable, a small parallel motion of the 6rst kind(.~
443) may be substituted for it.

453. Toothed wheels are sometimes employed ia paallelmotions; their action is necessarily not so smooth as tblt
of the link-work we have been considering, but on the otlwr
hand the rectilinear motion is strictly 2S6
true, instead of being an approximation, as will appear by the two
examples which follow.
454t. Ex. 1. In fig. 286 a fixed
annular wheel D has an axis or
motion A at the center of its pitchline. An arm or crank AB revolves
round this ceoter of motion, and
c
carries the center of a wheel B, whose pitch-line is enctly
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of half the diameter of the annular wheel with whose teeth
it geers. By the well known property of the hypocycloid
any point C in the circumference of the pitch-line o( B will
describe a right line coinciding with a diameter of the annular pitch-eircle. If then the extremity C of a rod Cc, be
jointed to this wheel B by a pin exactly coinciding with the
·circumference of its pitch-circle, the rotation of the arm AB
will cause C to describe an exact right line Cf, passing
through the center A. This is termed White's parallel
motion, from the name of its inventor*.
Since AC = 2. cos BAC, it is evident that the velocity
ratio o( C to BA is the same as in a common crank, and the
motion produced in C equal to that which would be given
by a crank with a radius equal to 2AB, and an infinite link
(Art. 828).
465.
~g. 287,

Ex. 2. Two equal toothed wheels, A and B,
carry pins c and d at equal radial distances; and
287
...r

A

r ..)

fJ1

symmetrically placed with respect to the common tangent of
the pitch-circles fe. If two equal links ce, de be jointed to
these pins and to the extremity of a rod e E, the point e will
plainly always remain in the common tangent, by virtue o(
• Vide \Vhite's Century of Inventions.
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the similar triangles formed by the rods, the tangent; fe, aad
the line cd.
The velocity ratio of e to the wheels is not bo.-ever d.r
same as that produced by the common crank and link of ~168, Art. 828, for the path of e does not pass through tllecenter of motion of the crank.
If however r be the radius of the crank ac or bd.. B ~
radius of the pitch-circles of the wheels, l the length of thr

link ce or ed, and the angle cab ... ~ + 9, theo it
2

caD •

easily shewn that the distance of e from the line of ceutln
ab is equal to ../fl- (R :::1. rsin 9)1 :::1. r. cos 9.

PART THE THIRD.
ON ADJUSTMENTS.

CHAPTER I.
GENERAL PRINCIPLES.
456. IN the elementary combinations which have occupied the two previous Parts of this subject, the angular
velocity ratio and directional relation in any given combination are determined by the proportion and arrangement of
the parts, and will either always remain the same, or their
changes will recur in similar periods. But it is necessary in
many machines that we sbould have the power of altering or
adjusting these relations. These adjustments may be distributed under three heads.
(1.) To break ofF or resume at pleasure the communication of motion in any combination.

(i.) To reverse the direction of motion of the follower
with respect to that of the driver; that is, to change their
directioftal f'elation.

(s.) To alter the ~ty f'atio either by determinate or
by gradual steps.
These changes may be either made by hand at any
moment, or they may be efFected by the machine itself, by
means of a class of organs especially destined for that
purpose; and which are in fact a kind of secondary moving
powers to the machine.

91[
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467.

The communication of motion may be brob. oE
by detaching pieces that remain united during the Ktiaa ~
the combination, and therefore move as ooe. Tlua . - . .
and pullies are connected with their shafts for this ~
by means of catches or bolts; and abafta are connec:ted ~
long with each other by couplings, or other c:ootrivaces
which admit of being released or put in action at pleasune.
Otherwise the communication may be broken off by m-gaging the driver from the follower, which in the two kiwis
of contact action is effected by withdrawing the pieces &c.
each other; in wrapping connections, by either slackening ~
belt or by slipping it oW the pully; and in link-work, by
diJengaging the joints of the links.
458. But the whole of theee contrivances u W1!ll •
th011e by which the directional relation is ~ beloag t.
constructive mechanism, and as they involve no calculaliaM
relating to the velocity ratio, which is the principal object G
the present work, I shall not enter into any details respeaing them, referring in the mean time to the Encyclopedia
and other treatises on machinery, in wbieb they ue fuDJ
explained•. The ease is diJFerent with respect to the third
kind of adjustments in which the velocity ratio is the subject
of alteration, and I shall therefore give examples of thr
principal methods of eft'ecting this purpose.
The adjustments of the velocity ratio may consist either
of (1) Determinate changes, which for the most part require
the machine to be stopped, or of (2) Gradual eh~ whicla
do not require the machine to be stopped.
• Vide especially Budwlall'a Bluya oa Mill-WCII'k by Ramie, m whic:ll ..._
c:ombblaticlalare Yf!rf fuDy trea&ed of.

CHAPTER 11.
TO ALTER THE VELOOITY RATIO BY
DETERMINATE CHANGES.

459. LET there be two axes .A, B, whose position in
the machine is fixed ; and let it be required to connect these
by toothed wheels in such a manner that the velocity ratio
may assume any one of a given set of values. The simplest
method is to provide as many pairs of wheels as there are to
be values, and let the sum of the pitch-radii of each pair
equal the distance .AB of the centers. Then to obtain any
one of the required ratios, we have only to screw the proper
pair of wheels to the ends of the axes. Sets of wheels for
this purpose are commonly termed Chcmge-wheel8. It is
generally convenient that all the chan~wheels should be of
the same pitch, and the numbers may be calculated as in the
following example. Let the given set of values for the

.

•

h

ve1octty ratto or t e cr.anp-ratiol
z._

•

s i'
' i'
8 s
1' i' i'
4·

be 1 2

Th

en,

since the pitch and distance of the centers are the same
in every pair, the sum of their numbers of teeth must be the
same; and this sum must also be divisible by the sum of
the numerator and denominator of each of the above
fractions, or by 2, 8, 4, 5, 9. The number required is therefore a multiple of 21 • s•. 5 • 180, and if 180 be taken aa the
least possible number, we have the following pairs of wheels,
which manifestly fulfil the conditions:

.......

........

1

90 ••• 90

!

60 ••• 120

s

46 ••• 135

..

S6 ••• I . .

~

72 ••• 108

I
6

80 ••• 100

i

4160. To &&Ye the trouble of screwing aDd ~
the wbeela, the entire set may remain bed upoa their n.
apective uea, if arranged upon the principle of fig. 238..
.D

ll

c

q

~

.. r*

G

..4

··"'·-- -

#(

.._______ .

..

-~

··j{

•

dt
'I

c

~

J

Mm, Nn are the two axes; .A, a. B,b. C,c. &c.; then.
spective pain of ~wheels and the sum of the radii cL
every such pair being equal to the distance of the ues, tilt
teeth of any pair that are set opposite to each other will
work. For this purpose the uppe.r axis is capable of slidinf
endlong,and is retained in any required position by a bolti,
which en ten into a groove m turned upon the axis. In the
figure .A and a are shewo in action, but if any other pair, as
D, d, are required to work together, the bolt k must be
removed, and the axis shifted eodlong until D and d oomt
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into geer. The same motion will bring the groove n
opposite to the bolt by which the shaft may be secured in
this new position, and similarly for any other pair of wheels.
The wheels must be, however, so placed upon the shafts,
that only one pair will come opposite to each other at the
same time. To effect this, the wheels are arranged in the
order of their magnitude&, placing the smallest at each end
of the upper group, and the others in alternate order with
the largest in the middle, and the wheels 'of the lower shaft
in the reverse order, for a reason which will presently appear.
Let m be a quantity rather greater than the thickness of
each wheel. Then, .A and a being in contact, let the lateral
distance of B from b = m, that from C to c • im, from D
to cl- 8m •••••• and that from the nth wheel to ita fellow
-(n-t).m.
But as every successive wheel B or C is too great to- 'be
pushed past the previous wheel a or b of the lower group,
these upper wheels, to make the axis 118 short 118 possible,
must each lie close to the previous wheel when the upper
group is in its extreme position to the left; and therefore
the smallest distance between the wheels ol the upper
set will be from .A to B • o, from B to C • m, from C to
D • im, and 80 on ; between the lowest set from a to
b .. m, Crom b to c • im ••• and 80 on; and if the wheels
were each arranged in one conical group, 118 from .A to D,
and from a to cl, the length of shaft required for n wheels
would be the sum of the thickness ol all the wheels + their
distances, which, for the upper shaft, is equal to

[n+{O+ l+i+ .•• (n-2)}]•·{<,. -1). (n~'i) +n}•
and for the lower abaft equal to,

n+l
[n+ {1 +2 +8+ ... (n- t)}]m .. - 2 -.nm.

ADJ'USTIIBNTI.

By arranging the wheels in two conical groups, as in
the figure, they occupy a much shorter length upon the
shafts; for the central wheel D can be pushed past its 01I'D
wheel d, and the same reasoning will then be true for the
conical group DEFG and defg.
Thus the length of shaft required for n wheels in two
groups of !! each, will be for the lower shaft,
i

n

- +1
n2

n
2

--.m+-m,
2

2

(where ~m is the space between the two groups)
i

n+6
-n.--m,
8
which is much less than the former, and similarly Cor tbe
upper abaft.
In our example, the wheels on the upper and lowS"
shafts occupy spaces of ISm and 19m respectively, and if
they had been arranged each in one conical group would
have occupied spaces equal to 22m and iSm.
Similar arrangements to this are adopted in cranes for
raising weights, in which the choice of three or four Yelocity ratios is required between the handle and chain-

barrel.
4.61. But it is often inconvenient to make the sum fX
the radii of change-wheels equal to the distance of the
and requires, moreover, as many dHFerent pain of chaop
wheels as there are to .be changes in the velocity ratio, unJe.
indeed some of these ratios be merely the inverse of otben.
The more usual method therefore is, to IICI'ew a pair o1
wheels of the proper numbers to the end of the axes, without

eeuten,
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regard to their radii, and afterwards to connect them by
an

idl~wheel.

Art. 228.

Thus let a and b, fig. 289, be the axes upon which a
pair of change-wheels .A. and B have been fitted.

C is the idls-wheel which may revolve upon a pin or stud
fitted to the end of a piece Cc, which has a long slit at its
extremity. A slit Del in the transverse direction is formed
in the frame of the machine, and the pi~ Cc which carries
the idl~wheel is fixed in its place by a bolt passing through
the two alits at their intersection.
By this method of fixing the idl~wheel it admits of
being shifted about so as to be put in geer with the two
change-wheels whatever be their diameters.
There are various other methods of shifting and fixing
the variable ceoter of the idl~wheel, but the ef'ect is the
same in all. If it be required also to have the power of
changing the directional relation, another piece like Cc must
be provided, upon which two idle-wheels in geer are
mounted, and this piece must be brought into such a position that one of these wheels shall geer with B and the
other with .A. ; .A. and B will therefore turn in opposite
directions, whereaa in fig. 289 they turn in the same direction.

ADJUSTIIENTS.

The number of change-wheels is greatly reduced m
this manner, because they admit of being combined in aay
pairs; thus, in the example (Art. ~9), six change-wheels will
be sufficient instead of twelvey thus:
Raw..

WheeJL

1

24 ••• !4-

i

24 ... 48

8

24 ••• 72

4

24 ...

3

48 ... 72

I
5

i

96

48 ... 60

462. On Speed Pulliu. Let there be two parallel
axes .A a, Bb, fig. 240, upon each of which is fixed a group
of pullies adapted for belts or bands,
240
and of different diameters. A ready
mode is thus provided oC changing
the angular velocity ratio of the
shafts by merely shifting the belt
from one pair of pullies to another.
Such groups of pullies are termed
Speed Pulliu. The diameters of
every pair of opposite pullies ought
to be so adjusted that the belt shall
u
be equally tight upon any pair. IC the belt be CI'OIIIIed,
it is easy to shew that this object will be attained by
making the sum oC the diameters of every pair of oppoite pullies the same throughout the set. For let DK, FG
he the radii o( any pair, make GK a common tangent to the
pullies, draw FE parallel to GK and descn'be a cirde
with radius DE ... DK + FG.

425
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Then I length of belt • mK + KG

+ Gp,

andmK+ Gp=Dm.mDK+FG.GFp

- DE x mDK tor mDK = GFp;
.·. llength .. .f!.E + EF,
which is constant for any pair of pullies of which the sum of
the radii equals DE.
463. In any group of speed-pullies if D be the diameter
of any"follower, and K the constant sum of the diameters,
K- D will be the diameter of its driver. And if L, l be the
synchronal rotations of the driver and follower respectively,

l K-D K
- - - - = - - J,

L

D

D
KL

andD- L+l'

in which· equation putting for L and l the required series of
values, the corresponding diameters of the speed-pullies may
be obtained.
464. To save founders' patterns it is usual in practice
to make the two groups of speed-pullies exactly alike,
placing the small end of one opposite to the large end of the
other.

A regular geometrical series of values

of~ may be ob-

tained for such a pair of similar pullies, as follows : Let r
be the common ratio of this series, n the number of terms,
then the extreme terms of the series must evidently be the
reciprocals of each other, therefore the series will be (putting
,. - 1

m• -

2

for convenience) of 'he form,
1
-1 ,.---,
- 1 ....... ,..-•' ,.-- 1'

,..

,.--~

....

But if }( be tbe ..,.....m ... f1l tile d5
" -. D 1 D, ••• the diameten ol tbe pullies ia ....-., tile -

.ne. will be
D1
D,
K-D1 ' K-D,'
D1

-=K=--~n,.....

K-D,
D,'

~,
1+f""

1

- ,.. ; .·. D 1 •

,

~- l+r-..--....!,

aimiluly

aad800D.

465.

Ex. 1. To fiad the diameter.

pullies that aball give four values for

o(

~,

a

81!1

with a

of.,-.
~

ratio of I .88 ; the sum of the diameters of the Wilap•lilr
pullies being 25 inches.
Here K- 25,

~ •

f' .. 1.88, tJ •

250

.·• D 1 · =- 9-6, D1 •
26

-

s

-;

2

250
--n.~
22

D, • K- D, - 13.6; aud D, • K - D 1 - 15.4,
are the diameters in inches.
EL 2. Let there be a set of six apeed-pullies ia ed
group, of which the diameten of the exUeme& aft Jsia.
aad -lin.: to find the intermediate diameten.

The fint ad last terms of the geometrial 8eries J tix

~
. .IS -" a d -18 , bence the c::ommoo ratiO
• ~
Ye.........
J ratios
~
18

"

fouad by logarithm& as uaual, gives

f'

= 1.61.
5

Alto K•17, • • -;
!

whence the successive diameters are "' 5.6, 1.5,
IS, in inches.

g.s, n.t,
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466. If a great number of changes of velocity be required either in the case of speed-pulliea or toothed wheels,
a tf'ain of axes must be employed, with the power of intmducing a given number of changes between each, in which
case the total number of changes in the system will be the
continual product of the numbers of changes that can take
place between each pair. Considering only a aet of four
shafts for the sake of simplicity, let .A.u .A.., .A• .A., be the
angular velocities of the axes in order, and let the series of
changes in the value of

~: form a geometrical eeries whose

common ratio is,., and first term a; .•• ~: • ar"- 1 is the nth
term of this series. Similarly, let the mth term of the series
of values of ~: -

.A.

b.--

.....

values of .A, • er -•.

1,

and the kth term of the series of

.·. Angular velocity ratio of the

extreme axes of the train when the nth, mth, and k"1i values
of the respective ratios are employed

.A
• .J:-abe.r"-• .

.--•.tt-•-c,.a-• ..--•.t-•suppoae.

Let the number of changes or terms of which each of
theee series consists be m, n and k re-spectively,
c
then may the entire set of changes in the system
Cl
c,.
be arranged in a continuous geometrical series
with a common ratio t, as in the margin ; provided we have

cit"-'

C~l'-'

Ci-'f"-'
Cr
Cri

c;_, .....,,._,

c.

~,-t,

.·.• = ti.

c,.

And alao c.--~ t'-• • t;

.·.,.- .--· tl- .. - et•.

If however we had counterchanged the
.A,
..... .A,
values by making - - er-•--= ar"- 1, and eo on, the
.A,
.A.a
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IUile value would have been obtained for Aa.

A.

It IIJIIIIIII

therefore that to form a rego1ar getW"b:ieal .rin tl
changes wboee velocity ratio shall be t, the sepant.e .ne. ll
ftJ....

~ alues ot the vaucty
-1-...!
J~.
4
rabos
J~., Aa &c.,

~..-v

18111&

L.

m

ao ammged that the common ratio of 80IDe oae m dltlt
series must be t, and if there be k cbauges or ter. it
this series, then the common ratio of a aecood must be ~:
also if this have m changes, the common ratio of a tlmd
set must be
and 80 on.

r·'

467.

Ex. 1. Change-wheels are employed in Jatbn far
cutting screws of any required pitch, and also iD adf'-edilc
lathes. The diagram, fig. 24-1, represents the geoenl arraapmeot of this mecbani8tll.
p

24-1

.Ab is the spindle or mandrel of the lathe, to which iJ
united in the usual way a cylindrical rod ba upon which tht
screw is to be cut. Cc is a long screw revolving in beariDgs
fixed to the frame of the lathe, and giving motion by JDedS
of the nut n to a sliding table or 8addle upon which is clamped
the pointed tool f, which is intended to cut the IICJ'ew•.

Every revolution of the screw Cc will therefore adviiJ«
the tool through the space of one pitch, and if the spiDdle
.J.a revolve with the same velocity as the screw, the tool will
trace upon the surface of ba a sc:rew exactly of the same
• Thil coaatruc:tion of a ICielF-c:atting cngiae wu lint empJoyecl, Illelie"o
by Ramldea, and ia at praeat UDiYaulJJ followed. Vide .0.C. ol tile EJP1
for diYkUng M&th. Iuat. by Ramldeo.
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pitch as Cc. But if A a revolve with a less velocity than
the screw, ba will have a greater pitch.

If ..4 a and Cc be connected by a set of change--wheels P,
S, as in fig. 2S9, we can, by properly choosing the numbers
of these wheels, obtain any desired pitch for the screw ba.

B is an intermediate axis supported by a slit piece as in
fig. 2S9, and either carrying an idle-wheel or two additional
change-wheels Q and R. The pitch of scre•s is commonly
defined by stating the number of threads in an inch. Let the
screw Cc haven threads in the inch. Then one turn of Cc
inch
advances the tool through the space of--, and one turn of
n

.A a advances the tool through the space which corresponds to
PR
. t hrough QSn
PR mc
•· h es.
QS turns of Cc, t hat ts,
of the screw ..4 a is therefore

The pttc
. h

~; threads in the inch.

Thus

by providing the proper change-wheels, a screw of any required
pitch can be cut. The pitches usually cut upon these
lathes extend from about four to fifty threads in the inch,
and a set of twenty change-wheels will be generally sufficient
to supply all the values required for

~!.

These should be

arranged in a table, and the wheels corresponding to each
written opposite to them, to save the trouble of computation
during the work.
468. If the apparatus, fig. 241, is used for turning
cylinders instead of for cutting screws, the arrangement will
not essentially ditfer, for the motion by which a tool traces
a cylinder is precisely the same as when it cuts a screw,
only that the spiral thread is much closer. In a lathe for turning, the number of cuts will be from 50 to 1000 in an inch.
In computing the change-wheels for this purpose, we may
employ the principle of Art. 406, as in the following Example.

AD.JUSTJIENTS.
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Ex.

Let it be required to compute a let tl
change-wheels for a self-acting turning lathe, that shall haft
a choice of twelve dHFerent pitches for the cuts, varp.,
from about 50 to 1000 in the inch.
2.

The motion to be produced in the tool f is very slor,
and an endless screw may be therefore substituted for the
wheel P, and as this will place the axis B at right angles
to Cc, the wheels R and S must be bevil wheels.
fl •

Let the screw Cc have 9 threads to the inch, thereiCft
9, and P • 1, being an endless BCrew, therefore the

number of cuts in the inch - 9. Q. ~.
This quantity by the conditions of the problem is to have
twelve values, forming a geometrical series of which the fint
and last terms are 50 and 1000, and therefore the commoit
ratio_,_

c:ot· . idt-

1.818 by logarithms.

By Art. ~' it appears that if we give to Q four valus,

s

and to j

three values, theee seta must each form a p

metrical series, of which if the common ratio of the fint
• t- 1.818, that of the second must • t'- 2.971, • S Vf!IJ
nearly.
Let the intermediate change

of~ be made by employinJ

two equal wheels, then the three values of~ will staud th111,

~, 1, s, and the same pair of wheels
s

will sene for the tn

extreme values by merely reversing their positions u dri•er
20 40 60
and follower ; thus 60 , - , - , may be the three values
40 20

of~' which are obtained by four wheels ooly.

.aI
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Geometrical
8eri&.

Q

1000

a

R

Cat. in
the Inch.

371
28 6o

999
756

21\ 20
16

567
482
sss

195.1

S7
28 40
21 40

148.6

16

761.6

580.
"1.7

ss6.4
256.2

118.2

87

86.2

28

65.6

21

50

16

252
189
144
111

~0

-6o

84

68
48

The geometrical series of values of 9 . Q.

j

being

obtained, as in the first column of the table, we have for
the four middle terms

~•

J, and therefore the values of

Q, that is, the numbers of teeth of the endless screw-wheels
will be obtained by dividing these terms by nine and taking
the nearest whole numbers, by which we get 87, !8, 21, 16•.
The difference between the last column of the table and the
fint is occasioned by the necessary substitution of whole
numbers for decimals in the teeth· of the wheels.
This system requires eight wheels for the twelve changes,
but by a slightly different arrangement eeven wheels may be
made to answer the same purpose.
• Tbae numben of teeth are the aame • thDM of a lathe by Mr. Clementa,
Tr1111. Soc. .Arta. V ol 48.
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Let three values be given to Q and four to ; , tileD the
common ratio of the values of Q being as before t

that of the values of

~

= I.SIS,

will now be t'-= 2.26, ud dBe

values may be obtained by four wheels thus,
20 82 4o8 68
68' 48' 82' 20.

Let the screw Cc have ten threads in the inch, then we easily
find the numbers for the endless screw-wheel Q to be 29, 22,
17, and the table for this second system will stand as fol.
lows, employing only seven wheels, namely, two pair of
bevil-wheels, and three screw-wheels.
~etrical.

Seria

Q

s

1l

Cuta iD
tbelnda.

761.6

29}
68
22 -

148

580

17

578

-M1.7

.f.S5

SS6.,

19}
~
H-

256.2

17

255

195.1
148.6

29}
Si
22 4:8

Ho7

118.2

17

ll8
85

65.6

29} 20
22 -

65

50

17

50

1000

86.2

iO

Si

68

986

sso

198

470. Ex. 8. In large engineers' lathes for turoiog
metal the motion is derived from a shaft which molns
uniformly under the action of a steam..engine; but it il
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242
neces&ary to have the power
T
of changing the velocity of the _4
mandrel. of the lathe, to accom~
modate the different diameters of
the work, or the material of which
it is composed. The usual arrangement for this purpose is shewn in
the diagram fig. 242. .A 4 is the
shaft which is driven uniformly
by the steam-engine, B b a second
shaft termed the counter-shaft.
Two pullies are fixed at F and two
others opposite to them at G, and
an endless band upon either pair
will thus enable .A 4 to drive B b.
Cc is the mandrel of the lathe,
upon which is fixed a toothed wheel
I>
P: a group of four or more
speed-pullies K runs loose upon
the mandrel, but may be locked
fast to the wheel P, at pleasure, by a bolt f.
Opposite to K a similar group of speed-pullies is fixed
at H to the counter-shaft B b, so that if K be locked fast to
the mandrel motion is given to the latter from the countershalt, by means of an endless band placed upon any pair
or the speed-pullies. But if the pullies K be loosed from
the wheel P by withdrawing the bolt/. their motion is conveyed to the mandrel by means of a pinion L which is
attached to the end of the speed-pullies. In this case the
spindle Dd is pushed endlong through a small space, so as
to bring its toothed-wheel M into geer with L, and at the
same time it~ pinion N into geer with P, so that the mandrel
and its wheel P now derive their motion from the shaft Dd
which is turned by the speed-pullies. In this latter arrange-

28
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ment the motion of the mandrel Cc is .ery muclr ...,._
than that of the speed-pullies.
In this system then we have two cbdges behrea .4a
F
and Bb, or two values of G •; four between B6 aad tht
speed-pullies K, or four values of ; ; and two c:hanges

~

tween the speed-pullies K and the mandrel ; that & UDity
and

~~;

making the total number of changes of the velo-

a

city ratio between ..4 a and Cc equal to 2 x 4 x 2 - 16 ;
we may arrange them (by Art. 446) in a geometriealaeriea
whose common ratio is t. Thus let the COIIIIDOD ratio of dlr
series of four values of ; - t, and that of the two values •

~ • t',

then will that of

:~ = fJ.

For example, let the shaft .Aa revoln at tbe rate J
sixty turns in a minute, aad let it be required that tlte
mandrel Cc shall revolve from t to 270 m a miaute. A
geometrical series of sixteen terms of which t and ~0 IR
the extremes, would have a common ratio of
1.88-t; •·. t-s.1, and ti•JS.68.
The diameten of the speed-pullies with the ratio ol 1.38
have been already obtained in Ex. 1, Art. 465, ad arr
g.6, 11.4, 13.6, 15.4, and as the quick ratio between the
speed-pullies and mandrel is unity, we have, when the JDIIto
drel revolves at its extreme ratio of t70 in a minute,
270 15... F
6o = g.6 X G;
whence

~ = 2. 8

is the quick value of ~,

.
d al
2.8
2.8
and Jts secon v ue • - • - - . 15.
t•
8.1
If the diameters of the pullies at F be 15ill aod 2ai-,
those at G must be
and tol0 •

tom

• The lettera of ref'ereuce oppoaite to eacll p111p fA ebup.wheels an llln
ued to repraent the pair which la ID aetloa.
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Again, to find the numbers
wheels, we have

MP

o(

1868

the train of toothed
2.81 .19

-- .. fB- 18.68 ... •
LN
100
51
Now the pinions L and N ought not to have 1eu than
twelve leaves, and it appears from this fraction that they

must be multiples of five, we may therefore give them fifteen leaves each ; whence the convenient train
MP 54 X 57
LN 15 X 15
The following table shews the result of these arrangements.

--

Geometric
Seriea of
TIU'III per
mln.ofCtJ.

Valuea of
H.

ll.

9.6

15.4

2.8

11.4

18.6

8.8

18.6

5.8

15.4

7.4

9.6

10.8

11.-t

14.2

18.6

..l

19.7

15.4

9.6

27·4

9.6

15.4

87.9

11.4

18.6

52.6

18.6

11.41

78.

15.-t

g.6

2

Valuea of
F.

G.

16 20

11.4

traiD

9.6

54 )( 57
15 )( 15
employed.

18.6

11.-t

lU!

101.!

9.6

140.4

11.41

18.6

19t.7

18.6

11.4

270.

15.4

9.6

28 10

15 20

,.w.

~

bohed to
maac1reL

28 10

~
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In· adjusting trains upon tbe.e pioeiples it IHil
be remarked, that for a given series of velocity ratios betwaa
the extreme axe&, the total number of aeparate c:haap wil
be the least when the number of changes allotted to the aa.ponent series are equal, or m=,.= k (Art. 466). But tile
nature of the mechanism will not always aiJow of this with
convenience. For example, since the ratios of the eompoDEtll
geometrical series are necessarily each greater than the- ~
vious one in order, as t, tl, t'-, &c.••• ; it appears that tJ.e.
diJf'erences of value in the radii of the pullies or wheels ol tile
nrst set is much less than in those of the succeeding CJDl'Sp
and therefore it may be better to assign a greater number ol
change values ~ that series whose common ratio is the
smallest, or t ; 'although by so doing the last ratio t'- is
increased, .because_. a group of speed-pullies will always
readily supply a series of values provided their common ratio
is not too great. Indeed, the values of the separate commoo
ratios would be diminished by assigning a greater number ol
changes to that series whose common ratio is ,-; that is, b.J
giving a· higher value to n which does not enter into the
common ratios, than to k and m which do; thus in the last
example, the respective values of k, m, n, are 4, t, 2 ; if we
take for these, 2, 2, 4; we obtain t-= 1.88, fl- 1.904-, t'-= 8.7,
which avoids the great common ratio 18.68, but here the
ratio 8. 7 is too great for a set of four speed-pullies.
Again, if the respective values of k, ,., n were 1IUide
8, s, 2, the number of component changes would be the IIUDe
as before, that is, 8 + 8 + 2 = 8, but the total number ol
changeS would be increued to 8 x 8 x 2 - 18, and the ~
mon ~tios wouldbe t- 1.88, I!'- 2.37, I!' - 18.42. 110 that by
putting three pair of speed-pullies at F, G, and thfte at H,
X, with the comrooo ratios of 2.37 and 1.88 two more clump
are added to the system without increasing the number ol
speed-pullies, and the great ratio 18.-H rather lestened,
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However, it is plain that the nature of the mechanism that
admits of being conveniently employed and the amount of
changes required must always be taken into account in every
particu~ case, and a number of different. trains.calculated
to chooee from. . When change-wheels are employed, as in
Art. 459, their number may sometimes be reduced by computing their teeth upon the principles of Art. 46t, which
plainly apply as well to tooth-numbers as to the diameters
of speed-pullies. Thus every pair of the . series is used
twice, since every two terms equidistant from the ends are
the inverse of each other.
472. In link-work adjustments are very simply made
by drilling holes in the arms and shifting the joint-pins
from one to another, or by more elaborate constructive
devices for altering the efficient lengths of the arms of the
links; the details of which do not fall within the plan of
our present work.

CBAP'IBB. DL
TO AL'IBB THE VELOCITY RATIO BY
GRADUAL CHANGES..

"73.

lw the methods al the Ja.t Ch.pler it is _.
Yioasly lleC rr '1 that the ,..loi•ws should br ilti'ft I il
onJer to e6et the DeC El ' ) chmges af the ...t.eels, Cll" . . .
pollitioo al the bolts, md ., Oil; md ............ the .rim •
chaages tbemaelYes ~ DOt coadn110US, md we ha9e -.y
the eboice al a few giYen intermediate ratioa bdwu:a •
extnmes. We haTe aow to .......jder hcnr the ...a.cit) DlliD
may be utered by gndual chaoges, ., .. to ea.hlr - ..
take uy Yuae for it between the exbtme&. The ..._a.
struetioas will gmenlly euahle the ehaages to without interrupting the motions al the mKhiDe.

t'/t.

Let .As, B6, fig.

2~,

--

be puaDel axes, C, D

did& of revolution or long pullies connected by an endlea
strap. If thU strap be croued and the awn of every ~
site pair of diameten of these solids be constant, the strip
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will 'be tight in any position upon them. A bar ,.. slides in
the direction of ita own length, and is provided at I with a
loop or with friction-rollers, between which the belt passes,
and which senes to retain it in ita place. In Art. 184 it is
abewn that a belt may be guided bgU. ad"ancing ride to any
point of the surface of a revolving cylinder; and this
guide-loop embracing the sides of the belt which are advancing to the two pullies is sufficient to retain them in any
position upou their surfaces, provided the tangents to the
generating curves of the solids do not make too great an
angle with the axis. If the bar were removed, the two ends
of the belt would be drawn each towards the large end of its
pully, by Art. 181; but the loop is sufficient to prevent this
action. By sliding the bar and belt to different points the
velocity ratio will be gradually changed aa the acting diameters
of the driver and follower are thus both gradually altered.
475. The solids are easily formed to suit the condition
of the constancy of their added diameters; for draw AM, ab,
fig. 24o4,

parallel and at a distance equal to the given sum of the
radii, and let CPq be the generating curve of one puUy
round AM, then will the same curve generate the other
pully by revolving round ab.
476. Let AN-., NP • g, nP = g,, ...4 and a be angular velocities of the axes AM, ab, respectively,

-- _.
...4
a

Y,
..
g

A»JUITID'liT&.

Now if the "etrap is to remain- equally tight iD e'Vft!
position, we must have y + y, ""' c ;

.·.

C-J
---.
a

_.4

y

If the solids be cones, of which ...4M-= l, and AIq -= r,

,.

{f!f'

we have g ... - ;
l

c--.111

.·.--------·
-· - ·
.A
a

le

l

,.

,.

l

If equal shifts of the belt between A aod Jl are to produce equal dHFerences in the velocity ra~ we baTe

...4
c-g
- 0 : . (// 0:. - - .
a
g
If equal shifts of the belt are to produce a geometrieal
series of velocity ratios, then
NP
y
- , o r - - ... ,r,
nP
c-J
and when t11 • o, NP- nP; therefore the origin of 111 is at
the point ...4, if ...4C • aC,
and

yc • g-• + 1 ;

c

•••

g • 8 _. + 1

is equation to cu"e.

c

c

Also,c-y•c- - - - - - ;
g-• + 1 If+ 1
which shews that if we set off' from the point ...4 equ.J
absciBSE ...4N, ...4Q, in opposite directions the ordinates NP,
•R will be equal.

t77. But in practice it is more usual to make the
solid pullies into cones, because the strap is apt to slip whea
the inclination is great. In thie case the desired auccaaD
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~1

of' "Velocity ratios is obta.lned by making .the ahifta of the

belt: unequal.
When cones are employed,
.A le
le
1
a - -,.- • , and•--"~'
,.
.A
•

1

+-IJ

from which the shilta or values of • can ·be computed for

any required succession of values in ~.
a
Sometimes a cone and cy~der ·are. employed for the
two solids, but m· that citse. a stretcliirig-.pully..is· required
for the belt, becauie the sum of·the eorresponding.diameters
is no longer constat. It the cone be the driver the
"Velocity ratio

1

will vary directly. u the distance of the belt

from the apex of the cone.

4'18. Variable velocity ratios are also obtained from
wrapping connectors by means of pullies 80 contrived as to
expand and contract their acting diameters, the structure ol
which belonging to constructive mechanism, may be found
in Rees' Cyclopedia ; they are termed Expanding Riggers.
479.

The t&k and roller is often used for the purpose of obtaining an adjustable velo- B
2-'5
city ratio by rolling contact. .

.Aa the driving axis, to which is
fixed a plain disk C. Bb the following axis whose direction meets
that of .Aa. A. plain roller D, whoee
edge is covered with a narrow belt
oC eoft leather, is mounted upon the axis Bb, 80 that it can
be made to slide at pleasure to difFerent distances from .the
point of intenection of the axes, but yet is preveated from

~JUI'l'MBH'fl.

•JU"DbJg ..ttb reepect· to Bb.. Thlt toiJeto ad i• aia . .
tbenfcn maeive from tbe ctia1t a natioo by rolllitg........,;
ad if .- be the radius of the roller, B the adjuatable .ndiaa
of iu pclint of C9Dtact 1rith the disk, A ~ • the ~
aogu1ar velocities of .A a 8Dd B6, we have
·
a
R vanes
. directly u .•
B
:4•;

But the rolling ~ntect of the surfaces i. imperl'ect, far
perfect contact in the case of intersecting axes can only take
place between cooes whoee apex coincide. with the poiat or
io-.eetion. The following combiDation is more pedect ill
its actioo, but no* 10 simple in constructioa.

Let A~, fis. 2-Mi, be the axis of the driver, which
is a eolid of revolution wboee generatilig cu"e is N &
T'be
480.

follower is a conical frustum KM, whose axis AC must be
mounted in a frame in such a manner that the apex A. of tile
cone may travel in a line .Aa coinciding with the axis of the
dri'V$', end that the axis .AC ehaJl have the power of turnin1
in }lQ&itlon about the point A, so as to enable the frustum 1o
rat Upota the _surf~ of the solid pully in ettery position of
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t6S

.A.C, and thus to receive motion f'rom it by rolling contact.
Thus km is a position of the frustum in which it touches the
aoHd at m, and ita apex haaa moved from .A to a, still remaining in the line .AaB. If now the line .AM touch the generating curve Nn in all these poeitiODB of .AC, the portion of
the solid in contact with the fruatum is so IID8ll that it will
nearly coincide with the corresponding fruatum of a cone
whose apex would be at A, and therefore coincide with that
of the follower. The contact action therefore will in this
case be complete.
But ..I.M the tangent of N n is thus sbewn to be of a
constant length, Nn is therefore the equitangential curve or
tractory (Peacock's Ex.· p. 17~), to find ~be equation to
which, we have, ·if .AB be the axis of 111,
tan •
••• d41 •

g../dll'+dg'
- I a cona'-nt.
dy

,

d~ is equation to curve;

which integrated gives

.~'

t-~

•-v~-!1+-log
·
"
2
'+vf-11''

wbeaee lrom assumed values of g the curve may be constructed by points.

Vf-1} is the subtangent •
t

1+8

B

.·. 41=•--log
2
,_.
,

suppqee;
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•

•

-9

+-72

6.75

1.

4-.70

6.29

·1.1

4-•68

5.80

1.2

+.65

5-29

1.8

4.62

1.4.

4.59

1.5

+.56

4.28

1.6

4..58

8-97

1.8

4.4-6

8.47

2.0

4.87

2.97

2.2

4-.27

·2.M

2.4-

+.16

2.17

2.6

4.M

1.85

2.8

8.90

1.54

8

8.76

1.80

...

4-.88
4.58

In the above table values of g are taken from. 3 iaebea
to 9, and the constant tangent t-= 4-.8 inches. From this
the curve may be easily constructed by points.
481. The solid cam, (Art. 868) may be used to obtain.
adjustable motion, in which case the screw G and its nut
must be removed, and tbe cam may then be ehifted at pleasure so as to bring any section of it into action upon the follower D cl ; and ~ this section may be allowed to continue
it& action 88 long 88 we please; thus we may, by properly
forming the successive sections of the solid, retaiD at pleasure
the law of motion that belongs to any one of them, or
gradually change it into that which .is appropriated to uy
other section, by shifting the cam so 88 to bring that
section under the follower.

ADJ'U9TJlJUfTS4'

. 482. In link-work gradual changes of the -velocity
ratio are 'efFected by fixing the pins upon ·the 8l1lis in ·slits
or sliding pieces, that thus allow of gradual changes ·in the
eft'ective lengths of these arms upon which the velocity
ratio depends. This may be managed in various ways. I
shall conclude this Part with a piece of link-work by
which such changes may be effected without the use of
these adjustable pins.
483. .tl, fig. 247, is the fixed center of motion of a crank or
excentric .tl m, which by means 247
of a link mb communicates in
the usual way a small recipro- C
eating motion to the arm B b, •
whose center of motion is B.
The end of b is also joined
by a link be to an arm Cc, therefore the reciprocation of b
is communicated to c. But the center of motion of the
arm B is itself mounted on a shifting ann whose center is
near b ; and the radial distance of B from this center is
made equal to the link be ; thus the position of the center B
can be shifted to any point of the arc B c, or even be brought
to coincide with c. In all these different positions the quantity
of motion which b receives from .A m will be nearly the same,
but the arc described by c will vary; for when the center
is at B, it will give to c very nearly its own motion; but
when B is moved to c it will communicate no motion at
all to c, for the link be will then coincide with Bb, and will
vibrate as one piece with it round the point c. In
any intermediate positions of B b, as at Db, the velocity
of c and the extent of ita excursion will vary nearly as Dn,
the perpendicular upon be, which vanishes when D comes
to c.

•e)

~DWIM&iiiL

_.

A. tile traYeJiilw oldie Clmler . . . . ....... ~
.... oldie.,...., .... a.W..tiae . . . . . . ....,. d
-

oi.Jj...aias dlr rd.liYr •.locity ill-~
calli• o61he aNJiioa ol the fallo OB' Cc w4'
the JDOiioa ol dlr dri•er ~--

THE END.
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